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chance
to procure a comlast

plete electrical ed-

ucation at as low

a price
payable
month.

The

$2

$16,
per

CROFT LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECWe have fought against this increase as long

price of the

TRICITY

as

must go up.

as we could.
the old price.

You

have, however, one

more chance

to purchase at

In fairness and justness to the readers of this paper, we desire
to give everyone notice of the change in price before it goes into effect.

Know

electricity as experts

know

it

No

other library or course on the practical side of electricity adheres so
closely to actual electrical work as the Croft Library of Practical Electricity.
No other set of books or course is more modern, complete, or more easily
understood.
This Library, with its mine of working details, enables you to
master electricity quickly, and to know it as experts do.

The standard

in

America

Terrell Croft has had twenty years' experience in electrical practice.
He
started as wireman's helper. Later he became trouble shooter, then draftsman,
then electrical engineer for the Westinghouse Co. His twenty years' experience
is boiled down to eight flexibly-bound pocket books which are now accepted
as the standard in America.

Nothing better at any price
No
nor

matter how much you may pay for electrical literature,
how much you spend on educating yourself in the finer

points of practice, you cannot get more reliable, more authoritative, more detailed information than is contained in the
Croft Library. It is an innovation in the world of electricity,
as a ten-minute examination will prove.

Ten

EXAMINATION COU PON

days' free trial

NOT ONE CENT

IN

Meet Terrell Croft

Be guided in your study of electricity by an experienced electrical
engineer of high professional standing, a man who gained his
knowledge with his sleeves rolled up, and has met your problems
in advance.
He tells in plain, understandable language how to
proceed by the best -r.d most practical methods to the higher position.

ADVANCE

In order to receive advantage of the old price on these
Keep
books, just fill out the coupon and return to us.
the books ten days and examine them thoroughly, putting
Then if they are
their usefulness to every imaginable test.
not satisfactory, return at our expense.

Should they come fully up to your expectations, send us
$2 per month for eight months.

McGraw-Hill Book
239

W.

—

00

^

Co.,

39th St.,

Inc.,

New

York.

Gentlemen: Please send me the Library of Practical Electricity
(shipping charges prepaid), for 10 days' free examination.
If satisfactory I will send $2 in ten days and $2 per month until $1G has
been paid.
If not wanted, I will write you for return shipping
instructions.

Name
Home Address.

McGraw-Hill Book
239 West 39th Street

Co., Inc.
New York

City and

State.

Where Employed.
Occupation
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OR

thousands of years

^ 1S ^lt

R\1

'

t *lat

Indeed, all recent researches along this line tend
to show that light is material.
know for instance
that the sunlight exerts a pressure of many thousand

was an estab-

it

the eartn

sto °d

still,

tion.

We

with

sun, moon and stars revolving around
it.
All known evidence, visual and otherwise, supported the "fact."
But humanity

^jjypffl the

with
for

^ act

generations,

its

tons upon the surface of the earth upon which it falls.
This is termed the pressure of light.
But can you
exert pressure upon a body unless the light which
exerts it has "body"; in other words, is material?
Then, too, if a light ray is deflected in a gravitational
field, it certainly must be material.
Once arrived on these premises let us see how space
looks to our mental eye, robbed of its hypothetical
ether.
will now have a vast vacuum, nothing but
a vacuum at a temperature of 273° Fahrenheit.
But
how can a light ray, or a radio ray (wave) cross this
An analogy may perhaps help
bottomless void?
here.
Imagine a man stationed out in space shooting
a stream of a non-freezing liquid earthward from a
fire-hose.
Suppose he vibrates (shakes) the nozzle

deceptive senses had been fooled

until the "establisht
Galileo, who brought

fact"

was

dis-

proved by one
very convincing
proofs that it was the sun that stood still.
Since Euclid, down to a very few years ago, scientists thought that light was always propagated along
absolutely straight lines.
Einstein, however, showed
an astonished world that a ray of light may be curved
considerably. Indeed, we appear to have proofs to sup-

We

port him.

Again, for over one hundred years we have accepted
unhesitatingly Faraday's teachings that the whole universe is permeated with a very tenuous and exceedingly
fine substance, the ether.
Earaday and Maxwell, in
order to explain the wave theory of light and other
electromagnetic waves, invented the ether, as they reasoned that you cannot have waves without a suitable
medium in which to vibrate these waves. The ether,
accordingly, is a substance so fine, so minute, that it
permeates and fills not only the entire universe but
all other substances.
It fills the space between atoms
in metals and all other solids or fluids
in short, it is
everywhere. It was reasoned that the ether must have
elastic, jelly-like material properties in order to explain many mystifying phenomena, but nothing of the
actual structure of the ether is known.
But now Einstein and his followers come along and
In their support
flatly deny all existence of the ether.
it must be said that there are no experimental proofs
The ether, in short, is
of the existence of the ether.
only a theory, which was never proved but so far also
If a light ray is material,
never entirely disproved.
the ether is no longer required to explain its propaga-

back and forwards

No

impart

to

—

—

H-

The ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER is publisht on the 13th of each month at 233
Fulton Street, New York. There are 12 numbers per year.
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year in U. S. and possessions.
Canada and foreign countries, $2.50 a year. TJ. S. coin as
well as TJ. S. stamps accepted (no foreign coins or stamps).
Single copies, 20 cents each.
A sample copy will be sent gratis on reouest. Checks and money orders should be drawn
to order of EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.. INC.
If you change your address notify
us promptly, in order that copies are not miscarried or lost.
A green wrapper indicates
All

would

We

—

expiration.

This

Now

;

copies sent after expiration.

communications and contributions to this journal should be addrest to: Editor,
233 Fulton Street, New York. Unaccepted contributions

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER,

slightly.

the liquid stream a wave motion the same as we know
There being no friction, the wave
a light ray has.
motion of the liquid stream would persist till the
stream reaches the earth's atmosphere, where it would
break up into drops.
we have seen that given a material stream we
need no medium such as the ether to hurl it earthward. If, then, light and other electromagnetic waves
are material, we no longer require the ether to explain
can even explain how it comes
the wave motion.
that the intensity of light diminishes inversely as the
square of its distance. If a light ray is material let us
say composed of electrons we can conceive how, thru
its terrific speed of 186,000 miles per second, a certain
quantity of electrons are lost continuously in space
during its course. These electrons would probably be
flipped off from the crests of the wave.
The next decade will no doubt shed further "light"
on the question.
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MCHC10TH

100 PACES

Sent
to any address

nothing

1

without cost
or*

tbligafi on

tfan^kind

you

return

"The Master Key is too modest a title for such a stupendous revelation

men seem
SOME
and attainment
conquer with great

to attract success,

with very

difficulty,

alize their ambitions, desires

The Master Key

little

conscious

others

still

and

power, wealth, health

ideals.

fail

effort,

others

altogether to re-

Why

is

this

so?

you why! It will tell you that these things are
controlled by Natural Laws, precisely the same as the falling of an apple.
will

The Master Key is

tell

a key with which

into courage, despair into joy,
its

of

magic pages but with a
what he can do.

may seem

hope

many are

converting loss into gain, fear

into fruition.

No

one will emerge from

firmer grasp of the future, a surer understanding

but remember that within a few
years, by the touch of a button or the turn of a lever, science has placed
almost infinite resources at the disposal of man, is it not possible that there

This

to

be too good

are other laws containing

still

to

be

true,

greater possibilities.

An

understanding of this law will enable you to control every other power
which exists.
It is without doubt the greatest discovery of the Twentieth
Century.
In it may be found the remedy for every ill, the solution to every
in fact, it would appear to be the
difficulty, the gratification for every desire
Creator's magnificent provision for human emancipation.
;

A

copy of this magnificent, richly bound hundred-page book
any address, without cost or obligation of any kind.

Charles F. Haanel, 203

You

benefit by

Howard

mentioning the "Electrical

will

Bldg., St. Louis,

Experimenter" when writing
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LEARN WIRELESS
By Mail-In Ten Weeks
Calls

Coming in Steadily for National Radio

From

All Parts of the Country. Four Concerns Guarantee to
All Operators
Can Furnish.

Institute

Graduates

We

Take

Commercial Radio has arrived and many attractive positions are now
open in the commercial land radio service, merchant marine, railroads,
radio supply factories, lake and ocean steamship lines, telegraph companies and aerial mail service. We are now receiving requests for more
National Radio Institute graduates than we can furnish.
Salaries

Up

to

$250 a Month

knowledge of world

exceptional opportunity for promotion to Radio Mechanics, Electricians, EnNo
gineers, and Government Inspectors.
previous experience or training is necesYou can learn wireless the National
sary.
Radio Institute way in ten weeks by mail
With our help
right in your own home.
you can quickly qualify for First Grade
Government License and a good position
Many of our students secure
at big pay.
positions before completing the course because it is based on actual practice and
teaches what is needed to make a big suc-

with

cess of wireless

Get Your

work.

Instructions

From

offers

cure a permanent

position at one of the
land radio offices, railroads, telegraph or steamship companies, if preferred.

many

Pay As You Learn
Our

plans of payment places a wireless
education within the reach of anyone who
desires to learn.

A

small payment down on our convenient
payment plan and small following payments enables you to earn the cost of your
tuition

the

affairs, wireless

you the chance of a life time. However,
you are not obliged to travel, but may se-

wireless

while

actually

learning

be a

to

operator.

Nation's Capital
(Our

Endorsed by the
is
States Government Officials)

Course

The National Radio

Institute,

United

established

America to sucIt
is
cessfully teach wireless by mail.
headed by authorities who have been closely allied with government training of students. The work is under the direction of
in

1914,

was the

first

in

of
J. E. Smith, E. E., formerly director
the Radio Department, Howard University,
and E. R. Haas, formerly of the Radio
Division of Yale University, assisted by a
competent corps of trained instructors and

In addition to
lessons

six text

books

—35

special

and 18 personal examinations

—we

send you, while taking our course, a standard Automatic Transmitting and Receiving
Set for sending and receiving messages.
These fine instruments are free only to
National Radio Institute students.

Free Membership in N. R.

I.

Relay

League

Upon

lecturers.

We now

Free Instruments to Every Student

have hundreds of students through-

out the world. Our location in the Nation's
Capital, together with the standing of our
officers and their wide acquaintance among
government officials connected with Wireless activities, places us in position to give
our students the best instructions obtainable and to be of the utmost help in assisting them to secure good paying positions.

you want to travel and see the world,
go to foreign countries and increase your
If

enrollment every student in the NaRadio Institute is presented with a
handsome blue and gold pin, signifying his
official membership in the N. R. I. Relay
League, with a rapidly growing membership throughout the world.
tional

FREE
In addition to our complete course in radio
telegraphy, every student is given our complete
course in modern radio telephony. This course
comprises ten special lessons and ten personal
These combined courses enable
examinations.
our students to fill positions requiring thorough
knowledge of both radio telegraphy and modern
radio telephony.

Send the following coupon today for our FREE
book containing all particulars and special offer to
students enrolling now.
Mail This

Coupon Today

-

''.

1
.

|

National Radio Institute,
Dept. 145, 14th and U

Sts.,

W.

N.

Washington, D. C.

I

your booklet, "Wireless
of Today", with full particulars

free of charge,

j

Send me,

I

The Opportunity

regarding your famous ten weeks'
,

Course and your Special

J

OFFER.

Home

Name
Address

I

You

benefit

by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when
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Five Days to Prove

I Can Raise l&urPay
I've done

do

MEAN

just what I say.
There's no
or catch about it. Give me five days and
I'll prove that I can get your pay raised
for you.
I'll do it
on a "show you"
basis.
You get the proof before you pay me

I

a cent.
You've probably heard of me.
Pelton.

Lots of people

My

name

is

me "The Man

call

Who Makes Men

Rich." I don't deny it. I've
done it for thousands of people lifted them
up from poverty to riches. There's no sound
reason why I cannot do it for you. So let's

—

try.

Now,

follow me carefully. I'm going to tell
you exactly how to do it. I'm the possessor
01 a "secret" for which men have been searching since Time began.

A FEW EXAMPLES
Personal Experiences
Among over 350,000 users
"Power of Will" are
of
such men as Judge Ben P.
Lindsay; Supreme Court Justice Parker ; Wu Ting Fang,
Ex-U. S. Chinese Ambassador;
Assistant Postmaster
General Britt; Lieut.
Gov. McKelvie of Nebraska ; General Manager Chrisof Wells-Fargo ExE.
St.
Elmo
Co. ;
Detroit;
Gov.
Lewis,
of
and
Michigan,
Ferris
of
promiequal
many others of

teson
press

nence.

$300 Profit from One Day's
Reading
"The result from one day's
study netted me $300 cash.
I think it a great book and
would not be without it for
A. W.
ten times the cost."
Wilkie, Faulkton, So. Da-

—

kota.

Worth $15,000 and More

"The book

has been

more than $15,000

— Oscar

B.

E. Locust

to

worth

me."

Sheppard, 1117
Decatur, 111.

St.,

Would be Worth $100,000
"If I had only had it when
I was 20 years old, I would
be worth §100,000 to-day.
It is worth a hundred times
the price."
S. W. Taylor.
The Santa Fe By., Milans.
Tex.

—

From $100 to $3,000 a Month
"One of our boys who real
Power of Will before ha
came over here jumped from
$100 a month to $3,000 the
first month, and won a $2 50
prize for the best salesmanPrivate
ship in the State."
Leslie A. Still, A. E. F.,
France.

—

There's no need to
discuss the whys and
wherefores of
the
Sufthis ''secret."
fice it to say that
That's
Works.
It
all we care about
It

Over

Works.

350,000

men

women

the

and
world
over have proved it
for themselves.

Among them are
such men as Judge
Ben B. Lindsay;
Supreme Court JusParker;

tice

Governor
of

vie,

Wu

Lieut.

McKelNebraska

Ting Fang, ex-

U. S. Chinese Ambassador; Governor

Michigan;
and thousands of
others of equal
prominence.
Ferris, of

Some
this

done

of the things
" secret "
has
for people are

astounding. I would
hardly believe them
if
I hadn't seen

them with my own
Adding ten,
eyes.
thirty
or
forty dollars a week

twenty,

to a man's income
is a mere nothing.
That's merely playing at it. Listen to
this:

You

it

for thousands of others.

can doubtless

I

you. If I can't, then it won't cost you a cent.
trick
A young man in the East had an article for come unable

it for

which there was a nation-wide demand. For
twelve years he "puttered around" with it
barely eking out a living.
man is worth $200,000.

To-day

He

—

this

young

building

is

a

and paying cash for it. He
$25,Q_QO home
His children go to
has three automobiles.
schools.
He goes hunting, fishing,
traveling, whenever the mood strikes him. His
income is over a thousand dollars a week.

private

In a

little

town

in

New York

lives

man who

a

years ago was pitied by all who knew
him. From the time he was 14 he had worked
and slaved and at sixty he was looked upon
Without work, in debt to his
as a failure.
charitable friends, with an invalid son to supThen he
port, the outlook was pitchy black.
learned the "secret."- In two weeks he was
In three months his
in business for himself.
plant was working night and day to fill orDuring 1916 the profits were $20,000.
ders.
During 1917 the profits ran close to $40,000.
And this genial 64-year-young man is enjoying
pleasures and comforts he little dreamed would
ever be his.

two

—

you thousands of similar instances.
no need to do this as I'm willing
to tell you the "secret" itself. Then you can
put it to work and see what it will do for
you. I don't claim I can make you rich over
Maybe I can maybe I can't. Somenight.
But I
times I have failures everyone has.
I could tell
But there's

—
—

can help 90 out of every 100
they will let me.

do claim that
people

if

I

my

that you are
using only about one-tenth of that wonderful
brain of yours. That's why you haven't won
greater success. Throw the unused nine-tenths
of your brain into action and you'll be amazed
at the almost instantaneous results.

The point

of

it

all,

friend,

is

is the motive power of the brain.
Without a highly trained, inflexible will, a man
has about as much chance of attaining success

The Will

in life as a railway engine has of crossing the
The biggest ideas
continent without steam.

without will-power to "put
Yet the will, altho heretofore
entirely neglected, can be trained into wonderful power like the brain or memory and by

have no

value

them over."

—

wills

need

you.

The

"secret"

www.americanradiohistory.com

is

How You Can

My

fully

explained in the

Prove This at

Expense

know you'll think that I've claimed a lot.
Perhaps you think there must be a catch somewhere. But here is my offer. You can easily
make thousands you can't lose a penny.
Send no money no, not a cent. Merely clip
the coupon and mail it to me.
By return
mail you'll receive, not a pamphlet, but the
whole "secret" told in this wonderful book,
I

—
—

"POWER OF WILL."
Keep

it five days.
Look it over in your home.
Apply some of its simple teachings.
If it
doesn't show you how you can increase your
income many times over just as it has for
thousands of others mail the book back.

— —

You

will be out nothing.

But if you do feel that "POWER OF WILL" will
do for you what it has done for over a quarter of
a million others if you feel as they do that it's
the next greatest book to the Bible send me only
$3.50 and you and I'll be square.
If you pass this offer by, I'll be out only the small
profit on a three and a half-dollar sale.
But you
you may easily be out the difference between what
you're making now and an income several times as
great.
So you see you've a lot a whole lot more
to lose than I.
Mail the coupon or write a letter now you may
never read this offer again.

—

—

—

—

—

—

PELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
30-W Wilcox Block

Meriden, Conn.

PELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Address

when

—

wonderful book "Power of Will."

30-W Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.
You may send me "Power of Will" at your
agree to remit
in five days.
I

use our Wills

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter"

What our

—

Name

— because
circumstance — we be-

ourselves,

—

we don't
we continually bow to
Because

to assert
practice.

Develop your will-power and money will flow
in on you.
Rich opportunities will open up
Driving energy you never dreamed
for you.
you had will manifest itself. You will thrill
with a new power a power that nothing can
resist.
You'll have an influence over people
that you never thought possible.
Success in
whatever form you want it will come as easy
as failure came before.
And those are only
a few of the things the "secret" will do for

the very same method intelligent exercise
and use.
If you held your arm in a sling for two years,
it would become powerless to lift a feather,
from lack of use. The same is true of the
Will— it becomes useless from lack of practice.

is

writing to advertisers.

$3.50 or remail the

book

to

risk.

you
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5
It contains the follow-

ing 44 chemicals:
Alum A1 2 (S0 3 (NH 4 2 S0
4 )

)

,

4

Antimony (powdered) (Sb)

{HP

Ammonium Aqua
(NH 3 +H 2 0)
Ammonium Carbonate
(NH( )j CO a
Ammonium Chloride (NH,C1)
Ammonium Sulphate
(NH 4 2 S0 4

"The Joy of Father and Boy.

)

Barium Chloride (BaCl 2 )
Boric Acid <H 3 B0 3 )

Chemical Laboratory

Brimstone (Sulphur) (S)
Calcium Chloride (CaCl 2 )
Calcium Oxide (CaO)
Calcium Sulphate

(CaS04 2H,.0)

We

Charcoal (Carbon) (C)
Chloride of Zinc (ZnCl.)

present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to perform real chemical
experiments.
This outfit is not a toy, put up merely to amuse, but a
practical laboratory set, with all the chemicals, apparata and reagents
necessary to perform real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets
of inorganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book containing
a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and recipes, and 100
instructive and amusing experiments.

Copper Sulphate (CuSO ( )

Ferrous Sulphate (FeSO,)
Ferrous Sulphide (FeS)
Glycerol (Glycerine)

Ca HB (OH) s

Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)
Iodine (I)
Iron Chloride (FeClo)
Iron Oxide (Fe 2 3 )

Lead Acetate Pb (C 2 H 3
Litmus Paper
Magnesium Carbonate

(MgC0 3

2) 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT:

)

Manganese Dioxide (Mn0 2
Mercury (Quicksilver) (Hg)

)

The

Nickel Chloride (NiCl 2 )
Oxalic Acid (H 2 C 2 4 )

Sodium Bicarbonate

(NaHC0 3

Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium

)

Borate (NaB0 2 )
Carbonate Na.C0 3
Chloride (NaCl)
(

Nitrate

(NaNOa

)

See

dozens of experiments with each.

list

of Chemi-

cals herewith.

)

Phosphate
(Na 2 HP0 4 )
Sodium Sulphate (Na^SO,)
Sodium Sulphite (Na n S03 )
Stannous Chloride (SnCU)
Sulphate of Nickel (NiS0 4 )
Sulphate of Zinc (ZnS0 4 )
Sulphuric Acid (H 2 SO ( )
Tin (Granulated) (Sn)
Zinc (Metal) (Zn)
Zinc Carbonate (ZnC0 3 )

The

outfit consists of forty-four (44) Chemicals all
C. P. (chemical pure) put up in appropriate wooden
boxes, glass bottles, and hermetically closed jars.
The
acids are put up in glass bottles, with ground-in glass
stoppers and there is a sufficient quantity of chemicals
supplied (mostly one to two ounces) enough to make

following apparata

are furnished:
One Standard Washbottle

The apparata furnished are all of the best obtainable
make and of standard laboratory size and shape. A
of the

list

Alcohol Lamp
Conical Glass Measure
Erlenmeyer Flask
Glass Funnel
Delivery Tube
Six Assorted Test-Tubes

Chemistry and deals with the theory of the Elements, Molecules and Atoms, etc. Chemical NomenThis explains in simple language the derivation of the chemical names of the Elements and
their compounds. There is a chapter on Laboratory
Operations; Glass Working; First Aid; Fire Extinguishers; Experimenters' Aphorisms, etc.
clature:

price is

One Test-Tube Holder

Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure
Glass Tubing
One book containing Trea-

pieces of apparata furnished with this
herewith.

The Instruction book is a real Chemistry Course
Some of the Contents are: Divifor the Beginner.
sion of Matter: This is a Treatise on Elementary

The

One
One
One
One
One
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outfit is printed also

TRADE MARK

still

$5.00.

A

good part of the book is devoted to Weights and
Measures.
The Metric System, the English system

and the U.

System are fully explained.

Symbols and
tables are furnished:
Atomic weights of the Elements; Measures of Weights,
Volume, Capacity and Length; Per Cent solutions;
Conversion of Measure expressed in parts; Poisons
and their antidotes; Technical and common name of
chemical substances; Formulas for Cleaning various
substances,

etc., etc.

Among the 100 Experiments are:
How to make chemical tricks; How to make invisible
and magic inks; How to test flour; How to test soil;
How to Make Chlorine Gas and smoke (German War
Gas) How to bleach cloth and flowers. How to produce Oxygen and Hydrogen; How to make chemical
colors; How to test Acids and Alkalies and hundreds
;

of interesting hints

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., Mfrs.
NEW YORK CITY
231 FULTON STREET
231

Fulton St.,

City

f

ADDRESS

STATE

covers.

www.americanradiohistory.com

New York
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%
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TRADE MARK

I enclose herewith 8 cents in stamps or coin, to
cover postage, for which please send me your latest
Cyclopedia Catalog No. 21 as described.

300 instruments and apparatus, etc.
Big "Treatise on
Wireless Telegraphy." 21 FREE coupons for our 160-page
FREE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia
No. 21 measures 7x5%".
Weight
Beautiful stiff
lb.

benefit by

only.)

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY

big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 21 is waiting for
you. Positively the most complete Wireless and electrical
catalog in print today.
176 Big Pages, 400 illustrations.

Our

You

and formulas.

(Can be shipped by Express

Shipping Weight 10 lbs.

"THE LIVIEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"

on Elementary Chemistry and 100 Chemical Experiments to be performed
with this outfit.
tise

S.

The following

to

advertisers.
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"Out they came, the financier patting Preston on the shoulder in
'Come to see me as often as you can,
a fatherly sort of way.
Mr. Preston, and remember that I'll back you to the limit.'
.

.

.

The Most Convincing Tatter
I Ever Met
this man goes, people shower him with favors and seek his friendship.
Things which
other people ask for and are refused, he gets instantly. How he does it is told in this amazing story.

Everywhere

There
me ask you
LET
be put through.
business deal
this

up, the porter
that his berth
insisted upon

a big

is

:

It in-

to

Putting it
volves millions of dollars.
through depends wholly on one thing getting the backing of a great financier.
But this man is bitterly opposed to your
idea and to your associates. Seven of the
most able men and women in all America
have tried to win over this financier. They

one.

—

Now, could

And so it went all the way to New York. Everyone who met Preston took a great liking to him the
instant he spoke.
They seemed to be eager for his
companionship
wanted to be with him every
minute, openly admired him, and loaded him with

—

favors.

Even the usual haughty room clerk at the hotel
showed a great interest in Preston's welfare. He
showered us with attention while a long line of

and completely.

failed dismally

people waited to register.

you, a total stranger to this

The next morning we called on the great finanthe man who was so bitterly against us and
had flatly turned down seven of our shrewd in-

man, walk in on him unannounced, talk for
less than an hour, and then have him take
your arm as a token of friendship, and give
you a signed letter agreeing to back you to

cier

W

Yes! But it
A S
you how. Here is
the way it all came about. For a long time
the directors of our company had felt the
handicap of limited capital. We had business in sight running into a million dollars
But we couldn't finance this
a month.
volume of s*ales. We simply had to get big
backing, and that was all there was to it.

And

I'll

Because of trade
financier

Win him

in

tell

affiliations,

man— a
the

No
the question.
— was
people of
— hadwomen —They were

that
to win him?
five men and two

and reputation

— turned

one

New York — controlled

But how
less

than

influence

all

tried.

great

situation.

over and the rest was easy.

all

repulsed

down cold and flat.
You know how a thing of this sort grows on you
and how bitter utter defeat is. Well, we were talking it over at a board meeting, when one of our
directors announced that he knew of only one man
who could possibly put through the deal a man
by the name of Preston.

—

So it was agreed that Preston was to be sounded
He proved to
out at luncheon the following day.
be a fine type of American. At 34 years of age he
had become president and majority stockholder of
a thriving manufacturing business rated at threequarters of a million dollars.
Preston was deeply interested, as anyone would
be over the prospect of closing such a big deal.
The director in question said casually, "Why don't
you run down to New York and take a shot at it,
Preston?" Preston looked out of the window for a
moment, and then quietly answered, "You're on."

I WENT
of form

along with Preston simply as a matter
Aboard the
to represent our interests.
10:25 train out of Chicago we headed for the
smoker and got to talking with the crowd there.
Then I noticed something. Preston had dominated them all. Everyone was eagerly hanging on
his words, and looking at him with open admiration.
No sooner would he stop talking than one of
the

men would

start

him up again.

And

as the

men dropped off at stations along the way they
gave Preston their cards, with pressing invitations
to look them up.
No doubt about it, Preston was
man aboard that car.

THE
The

colored

porter,

too,

came under

his

sway.

For that night, when the berths were being made

You

benefit by

representatives.

—

waited in the reception room nervous, restwhh pins and needles running up and down
my spine. Surely Preston would meet the same
humiliating fate?
But nol In less than an hour out they came,
arm in arm, the financier patting Preston on the
shoulder in a fatherly sort of way.
And then I
heard the surprising words, "Come to see me as
often as you can, Mr. Preston, and remember that
I'll back you to the limit!"
I
less,

Could you?
done.

—

fluential

the limit?

ASTOUNDING?

came unasked to Preston, told him
was right over the car trucks, and
it to a more
comfortable

changing

AT

the hotel that night sleep wouldn't come.
I
couldn't get the amazing Preston out of my
thoughts.
What an irresistible power over men's
minds he had. Didn't even have to ask for what
he wanted!
People actually competed for his attention, anticipated his wishes and eagerly met
them. What a man! What power!
Then the
tremendous possibilities of it all think what could
be done with such power.
What was the secret? For secret there must be.
So the first thing next morning I hurried to Preston's room, told him my thoughts, and asked him
the secret of his power.
Preston laughed good-naturedly. "Nothing to it
I
well
that
is
" he stalled. "I don't like to
talk about myself, but I've simply mastered the
knack of talking convincingly, that's all."
"But how did you get the knack?" I persisted.
Preston smiled, and said, "Well, there's an organization in New York that tells you exactly how

—

——

to

do

it.

You can

.

.

— —

—

study.

.

It's amazing!
There's really nothing to
It's mostly a knack which they tell you.
learn this knack in a few hours.
in

And

than a week it will produce definite results in
your daily work.
"Write to this organization the Independent
Corporation and get their method. They send it
on free trial. I'll wager that in a few weeks from
now you'll have a power over men which you never
thought possible .... but write and see for yourless

—

—

And

This knack of talking convincingly will do wonders for any man or woman.
Most people are
afraid to express their thoughts; they know the
humiliation of talking to people and of being
ignored with a casual nod or a "yes" or "no." But
when you can talk convincingly, it's different.
When you talk people listen and listen eagerly.
You can get people to do almost anything you
want them to do. And the beauty of it all is that
they think they are doing it of their own free will.
In committee meetings, or in a crowd of any sort
you can rivet the attention of all when you talk.
You can force them to accept your ideas. It helps

—

wonderfully in writing business letters enables
you to write sales letters that amaze everyone by
the big orders they pull in.

Then again

helps in social life.
Interesting
talk is the basis of social success.
you'll always find that the convincing talker is the centre of attraction, and that
people go out of their way to "make up" to him.
it

and convincing
At social affairs

Talk convincingly and no man

—

— no

matter

who

is
will ever treat you with cold, unresponsive
indifference.
Instead, you'll instantly get under
his skin, make his heart glow and set fire to his

he

enthusiasms.
Talk convincingly and any man
even a stranger will treat you like an old pal and
will literally take the shirt off his back to please
you.
You can get anything you want if you know how
to talk convincingly. You've noticed that in business,
ability alone won't get you much.
Many a man of
real ability, who cannot express himself well, is
often outdistanced by a man of mediocre ability
who knows how to talk convincingly. There's no
getting away from it, to get ahead
merely to hold

—

—

your own
you've got

—

to get what your ability entitles you to,
to know how to talk convincingly

THE

method Preston told me about is Dr. Law's
"Mastery of Speech." published by the Independent Corporation.
Such confidence have the
publishers in the ability of Dr. Law's method to
make you a convincing talker that they will gladly
send it to you wholly on approval.
You needn't send any money not a cent.
Merely mail the coupon, or write a letter, and the
complete Course "Mastery of Speech," will be sent
you by return mail, all charges prepaid.
If you
are not entirely satisfied with it, send it back any
time within five days after you receive it and you

—

will

owe nothing.

But if it pleases you, as it has pleased thousands
of others, then send only five dollars in full payment. You take no risk. You have everything to
gain and nothing to lose.
So mail the coupon now
before this remarkable offer is withdrawn.

amazing Preston.

Independent Corporation

returned home
WHEN
Preston
me

Dept. LI 1012.

self."

that

was

all

I

could get out of the

I sent for the method
about.
It opened my eyes
and astounded me. Just how he had won over the
financier was now as clear as day to me.
I began
to apply the method to my daily work, and soon I
was able to wield the same remarkable power over
men and women that Preston had. I don't like to
talk about my personal achievements any more
than Preston does, but I'll say this:
When you have acquired the knack of' talking
convincingly, it's easy to get people to do anything
you want them to do.
That's how Preston impressed those people on the train
how he won
over the financier simply by talking convincingly.

Publishers of the Independent

Weekly

I

told

—

—
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Please send

me

1

19

W. 40th St. New York

Dr. Frederick

Houk Law's "Mas-

tery of Speech," a Course in Business Talking and
Public Speaking in eight lessons. I will either remail the Course to you within five days after its receipt, or send you $5 in full payment of the Course.

Name
Address
to

advertisers.
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MAGAZINE
Prices Slashed*"
Millions
BY ORDERING

of magazine subscriptions expire this month! With the
tremendous advance of paper prices and labor it is
certain that nearly all magazines will advance their
subscription prices at least from 25% to 50%.

NOW YOU WILL SAVE

BIG

The

MONEY.

Publishers

In announcing these wonderful prices it is with the absolute
knowledge that our readers are offered the lowest prices for
standard Magazines that it is possible to obtain anywhere.
Only by special arrangement with the publishers are
these prices possible, but to take advantage of them,
you must act quickly. Don't delay, do it now. This offer is so good that of necessity it must be limited in time.
Just think of buying standard Magazines at reduced prices
in time for Xmas Presents, and they certainly make ideal
gifts being a constant reminder for a whole year of a considerate friend. Just glance over our wonderful prices, and
how we enable one dollar to bring you two dollars' worth, and
make up your list. When sending your order, don't forget to state
where magazines are to be
quoted are for subscribers

sent.
in

U

Our
Price.

Scientific
Illustrated

World

2.00

$9.00

Regular Price

Experimenter $2.00
American Magazine
2.00
Electrical

Woman's

Home Com-

panion
Regular Price

Electrical Experimenter $2.00

Etude

(for Music Lovers) 2.00
Regular Price
$4.00

Electrical Experimenter $2.00

Boy

8

M?<Uzine
Regular Price

Electrical

World's

$3-50

1.50

$3.50

Experimenter $2.00

Work

4.00

Regular Price
Electrical

Our

$6.00

Experimenter $2.00

Own

Their

Office to You.

Delineator
Regular Price
Electrical

Our

Experimenter $2 00

Designer

Price

$4.75

Woman's Magazine

1.50
1.50

Regular Price

$5.00

Electrical

Our

Experimenter $2.00

McCall's Magazine
Regular Price

Price

Our

Electrical

Experimenter $2.00

Today's Housewife

Price

Regular

$4.75
Our

. .

.

4.00
Price

.

.

1.00

$3.00

Experimenter $2.00
2.00 Price McCall's Magazine
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
Review of Reviews
3.00
Regular Price
$6.00 $4.75
$6.00

Everybody's Magazine

Price

$8.25

2.00

$6.00

Direct From

But be <ure you do it now. To-morrow means you may forget and lose this wonderful opportunity.
A. only, Canadian and Foreign subscriptions require additional postage.

2.00
Popular Science
Regular Price ..... $4.00

Experimenter $2.00
American
5 00

Magazine

All prices

S.

Electrical Experimenter $2.00

Electrical

Will Mail the

.

..

1.00

$3.00

Electrical

Electrical

Our

Experimenter
$2.00
3.00

Nicholas
boy's Magazine
Regular Price
S'..

Price

$4.00

Electrical!

Our

1.50
2.00

$2.50

$3.35

Scribner s
Regular Price

2.00

Electrical

$2.50
Our

4.00
4.00

$10.00

Experimenter $2.00

Wireless Age
Radio Amateur News
Regular Price

Boy's

2.00

Adventure

Electrical

Experimenter $2.00

Price

Illustrated

World

Radio Amateur

$5.50
Our

Pnce

Price

$3.00

$4.75
3.75
3.75
3.00
5.25
4.00
3.75
2.75
6.75
4.75

60
100
27
60
40
40
20
35
70
40

2.00
1.50
2.25
1.00

5,0i
3.00

2.W

40
3.50 25
3.15 50
3.50 40
3.25 95
4.75 70
3.50 70

2.00
4.00
2.90
2.00
1.75
4.00

3.75 15
5.75 35
3.75 40
3.50 17
3.50 60
5.75 50

2.00

Factory
Field

&

Stream

Garden Magazine
Good Housekeeping
Harper's Bazar
Hearst's Magazine
Illustrated

World

60

$5.50

Experimenter $2.00

Field and Stream

$8.75
Club
No.

2.00
1.50

News

Regular Price
Electrical

Price

Our

American
Boy's Life
Boy's Magazine
Century
Christian Herald
Cosmopolitan
Country Gentleman
Country Life
Current History
Current Opinion
Delineator
Designer
Everybody's
Etude (For Music Lover's)

$4.00

Regular Price

Our

Regular

Magazine

$5.50

Life..'

Our
Price

$4.75
Our

$4.00

$3.50
Price

$4.50
Our
Price

$3.50

WITH

Magazine

Regular

Our

Price

Price

Metropolitan

3.00

Mid-Week

5.00
1 50
3.00
2.00
2.00

Pictorial

Modern Priscilla
Motor
Motor Boating
Munsey's Magazine
McCall's Magazine

1.00

McClure's Magazine
Outing
Pictorial

Price

2.00

Regular Price

Special Clubbing Prices of Electrical Experimenter

Our
Price

^
$3*00

2.00
1.50

Electrical Experimenter $2.00

Price

$5.25

1.50

$6.50

Experimenter $2.00

Century

Price

3.00

Our
Price

2.00
4.00
2 00
2 00

Review

Popular Science
Radio Amateur News

1.50

Nicholas
Saturday Evening Post

3.00
2.00
Scientific American
;
.
5.00
Scribner's
4.00
Smart Set
4.00
3.00
System
Today's Housewife
1.00
Wireless Age
2.00
Woman's
Companion 2.00

St.

.

Home

Woman's Magazine

1.00

Ladies Home Journal
World's Work
4.00
Literary Digest
Youth's Companion
2.50
For computing together Magazines listed separately, add Class Numbers
before title and multiply by 5, giving our price to you in dollars and cents.

Write for Special Prices on

We

4.75
6.75
3.15
4.75
3.75
3.75
2.75
3.50
5.25
3.75
3.50
3.00
4.25
3.75
6.50
5.25
5.25
4.75
2.50
3.50
3.75
2.65
4.75
4.25

ANY Publication not listed here

you money
SEND ALL ORDERS TO "CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT"
will save

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING
233 Fulton Street,

You

benefit by

New

York

City,
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The Couple That
Spent Every Cent
ABOUT
of my

months ago

six

But

I

the

got

WHERE did it all go? Forbes earned a good salary.
Neither he nor Mrs. Forbes could be accused of
But somehow they could never keep
extravagance.
more than a few dollars ahead of expenses. Then
something happened that gave them a scare and out
of it they found an easy way to get on EASY STREET.

scare

Edith was worried, too.
it was one of the best

life.

in the

end

things that ever happened to us.
guess I had a pretty close call. The doctor said afterwards that he never expected me
to pull through.
But it wasn't my own sickness that gave me
my fright at least, I wasn't alarmed about
It was the sick condition of the family
myself.
finances, and thinking of Edith and the boy that put
me in a panic.
There I was, flat on my back in bed; a big doca trained nurse to pay every
tor's bill running up
week and no reserve to fall back on not a dollar
laid by for emergency.
Luckily the firm was good enough to continue my
salary without a break, or I don't know what we
would have done.
The things that went through my mind during that
slow process of getting well made me feel like a
No
Suppose the worst had happened?
criminal.
provision for Edith and the boy except a little insurance the total amount not enough to last more
than a year at the rate we had been living.
It seems incredible that two
It hurt like a stab.
people in their right minds could drift along the way
we had been doing, constantly living up to the last
cent, constantly on the edge of a slippery precipice.
Yet according to statistics, something like 50% of
all the men in America over sixty years of age are
dependent on relatives or charity for support including men who had earned princely incomes when
And all because they
in their prime. Think of it
had failed to look ahead had never learned how
I

—

—

Safe Investments,
hold Goods.

save.

It

hit

—

me

know

to

better

;

I

year.

right between the eyes.
For I
certainly old enough
yet I wasn't a dollar nearer inde-

pendence than when

One day, while

I

House-

This book has been prepared by an expert to
fit any salary from the smallest to the largest.
Incorporated in it is a recapitulation for
every month of the year, which shows at a
glance the Budget and the amounts paid out
during the month for the various classified
It is the only book to
items of expense.
our knowledge which has a Budget column
Special columns are profor every month.
vided for items on which an income tax
does not have to be paid, so that these
amounts may be deducted at the end of the

—

to

(price

—

—

was nearly thirty-two years old

of

when

sold separately, 50 cents) contains printed slips so that you
have only to jot down the amounts of your
The Kitchen Calendar
daily expenditures.
(price 50 cents) keeps track of household
expenses. At the end of each week or month
these amounts are transferred to the Money
Making Account Book, which contains 112
pages, size 8% x 10 '/> inches, and is bound
in half blue Silk Cloth Back— Cadet Blue
Cover, Paper Sides Turned Edges, semiflexible, stamped in gold on Front Cover.

—

;

;

Making an Inventory

The Pocket Account Book

—

One Money Saving Feature

was twenty.

tax is now levied on almost every kind of
Few people know that the amounts
article you buy.
so paid on daily purchases may properly be deducted from their income tax report. The following
Interest on
items, for example, are deductable
personal indebtedness taxes on land, buildings and
household property war taxes on club dues, theatre
transportation, telephone messages, teletickets,
grams, tobacco, etc.; contributions to churches,
salary up into proportionate parts
allow so much
charitable,
scientific
institutions
or educational
each week for this, so much for that, and then
which are not conducted for profit.
By keeping
stick to it.
track of these war taxes on the pages for daily exThen the article told of an almost automatic way
penditures, and transferring the weekly or monthly
for doing this
a new system for managing personal
totals to the Money Making Account Book, you will
affairs; it was called the Ferrin Money Making
effect a saving on your income tax that will surAccount System.
prise you and that will pay the small price of the
It struck me that this was just what Edith and
System many times over.
I needed if we ever expected
The Ferrin Investment Into get our feet on solid ground.
surance Register is designed to
When I showed my discovery to
keep an accurate record of your
Edith, she agreed with me, and
investments, insurance policies,
:
immediately sent for the cometc.
Contains 32 pages, size
plete system.
5x8 inches, price separately,
Letter from Head of Financial DeThat little step has proved
50 cents. The Ferrin Inventory
partment of Largest Corporation of its
kind in the United States;
It has
to be our salvation.
and Fire Insurance Record will
"I consider your account book a
helped us put nearly $500 in
enable you to make and keep a
remarkable contribution to the people
less
than six
the bank in
complete inventory of every
of this country at this time.
months out of the same salary
room in the house also proIn our company we have 5.000 emthat was formerly never enough.
vides for record of your fire
ployes and it was a revelation to me,
in giving them atlvice in regard to the
At the same time it helped us
insurance policy.
It is an abmaking out of their income tax reto pay a big doctor's bill withsolute necessity in case of fire.
turns to find how few had any intelliout ever missing the money.
It may save you many thousgent idea of their income and their
The Ferrin Money Making
and times the cost, which is
living expenses.
Account System has shown us
50 cents when sold separately.
The simplicity of your plan, which,
by comparison with previous methhow to cut out all that old hapods of account keeping, would seem
of
hazard,
hit-or-miss
kind
appeals
to be well-nigh automatic,
Minutes a Day
spending, how to save money
to me strongly.
that we formerly frittered away
They say you can't teach an old
The Ferrin Money Making
how to stop the little leaks
dog new tricks, but I will say to
Account System takes only two
you that I am going to use the Ferthat were keeping us poor.
Any grammar
minutes a day.
rin Book for my
own family exschool boy or girl can keep the
penses, and consider it will make
money for me right from the start."
accounts.
This method is not
The Magic Budget Plan
a hard task.
The Ferrin Money Making
(Signed)
D.
BURTON.
S.
Now you need not worry
Account System is simplifying
about the money you spend for
money matters for thousands
clothes, food, rent, or the theaupon thousands of people all
Letter from A. B. Dick, Jr., of the
You will spend it freely
tre.
over
the
country
helping
A. B. Dick Company, of Chicago,
because you know how much
Manufacturers of the Edison-Dick
square up bills and debts
you can afford to spend.
Mimeograph
Machine
putting money in the bank for
The Ferrin Money Making
"I can candidly say that all the
people who never before saved
record books which you have issued
Account System is a most praca cent. It will help you in the
are practically invaluable to the man
tical gift to any newly married
same way. This system, which
who wishes to handle his personal
couple.
Many people use them
and household accounts in the proper
is simplicity itself, comprises
for Christmas gifts.
in bed,

"The things that went through my mind during that slow process of getting well made me
feel like a criminal."

A war

ran across something in one of the magazines that opened my eyes
to our whole trouble.
It said that most people make hard work of
saving simply because they don't go at it in the
right way.
Their money doesn't last long because
they have no check on it no definite system for
adjusting their outgo to their income.
It said the
only practical way is the budget system split your
still

I

:

—

;

.

—

;

—

READ

—

;

Two

—

afford

you

not to have it,
owe nothing.

simply

send

it

back, and

will

But when you have seen what big returns the
Ferrin System will pay you, you will surely want
to keep this wonderful aid to money-making, especially as we are now making a special short-time
offer of only $3 for the

complete System.

You

will appreciate what a remarkable offer this
when you consider that other expense account
books are sold for $3 and cover a period of only
two years. The Ferrin Money Making Book covers
four years, and therefore has twice the value, $6.
is

And

you get the Ferrin Kitchen CalenFerrin Pocket Account Book, the Ferrin
Investment and Insurance Register, the Ferrin Household Inventory and Fire Insurance Record, each
worth 50 cents, or $2. You have the opportunity,
in addition

dar, the

therefore, of securing $8 value for only $3.

But we can make

this

special combination offer

You

are, therefore, urged
do so costs nothing,
and does not obligate you in any way, and it may
be a revelation to you of how much more you can
get out of your income.

only for a limited time.
to mail the coupon now

—

to

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

1

—

manner.

The Ferrin Money Making Account Book.
Ferrin Kitchen Calendar
(for the household).
The Ferrin Pocket Account
Book.
The Ferrin Investment and Insurance Register.
The Ferrin Household Inventory and Fire Insurance Rec-

The

take care of
yours covers the

"To
would

like

have

to

have

them

in

forward your
glad to remit."

is

appreciation. I
three copies of

these are off the press and available.
It
would be particularly gratifying

the opening of the

given

(Signed)

A.

on Making a Budget, Keeping
Expense Accounts, Making

You

benefit by

Send No Money

my

further show

your Investment and Insurance Register,
and also one copy of the
'Money Making Account Book,' if
to

Publishers of the Independent Weekly,
Dept.

F-

1

1012,

119

West 40th

St.,

N.

Y.

I

to

will

ord.

Compact information

have seen several systems
these matters, but
ground in a more
thorough manner than any of them.

INDEPENDENT CORPORATION

sufficient time for
new year. If you
I will be very

bill,

B.

DICK,

JR.

See

how

the

Ferrin

Money

Making Account System works
magically, no matter how much

how little your income. We
know what you will think of
it when you see it.
So we are

Please send me
count System (the
amination.
I will
within 5 days after

the

Ferrin

Money Making Ac-

entire five books)

send you $3

in

for Free Exfull

payment

receipt, or return the books.

or

willing to send you the complete System without your sending us any money in advance.
Just mail the coupon, and back
will come the System by return
mail.
If you feel that yon can
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By

This Practical

Home

December, 1919

Method of

Study

of
Burgess-trained
HUNDREDS
men and boys have

advanced to
better positions by means of the
practical electrical knowledge learned at

home by

this

if'-

method. // you are willing to
your spare time you can

Advancement
possible to any ambitious man or boy — whether
a beginner or experienced in
work — who
electrical
will

utilize a little of

is

do the same.
Every Burgess student receives perfect

My

satisfaction.

course

Is

No

obtained

full

pleted

For Beginners and Experienced Men
This home study course is based upon the

years of practical electrical experience of
Yorke Burgess who gives personal attention to each student. There
It is up to you.
is no limit to what you can accomplish with its aid.

value when he has com-

the course.

What these Buigess-

READ

trained men say.
1
"You remember perhaps, when
working

RESULTS OF THIS SERVICE

Started vuur course, I was
had
on a farm and that I had never
any electrical experience whatever
»
n, c practical advice offereda
and
convinced me that a master,
man who knew men, was my instructor

devote part of hifl
spare time to this course of
home study.

faithfully

clear and

limit Is placed upon my
student during
efforts to help each
the time he Is studying and afterwards because of the uniform success of my method of Instruction, I
agree to refund the tuition to any
graduate who believes that he has not

simple.

made

As you continued

to

Practical electrical men recommend this course to others.
Students are invariably promoted and get better salaries.
Over 80 per cent of the students are engaged in the electrical business.
Over 15 per cent of present enrollment came through satisfied students.
Beginners get employment in electrical work after taking the course a short while.

more than

Btatements. my
confidence in you grew, and I knew
then as I know now that I made a
wise selection in taking your course
i
in preference to any of the others
* * * I have been
looked into.
earning nearly as much weekly as I
used to earn monthly.
write
If you have any fellows who
you about vour course and who are
not sure it will fit them, send them
my name and address, and I shall
certainly give you a boost, as I am always glad to do."
Yours very sincerely.

make Rood on your

C.

(Address

given

FIFTY-FIFTY
This method of learning

is supplied on
Start any
including apparatus, instruments, material, etc.
your payments cease if you are not satisfied. Send for
stop any time
today.
It gives full information without cost or

PAYMENTS,
time

—

—

BURGESS BOOK

the
obligation.

D. BAKER.
on request)

lessons
••I took some of my
to the Plant and studied them.

EASY

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY

down
The

YORKE BURGESS,

superintendent saw them and asked
me what they were. The next day he
informed me that I would draw SloO.uu

Superintendent

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

instead of $110.00.

Your

pupil,

G. D.
Fairview,

Chicago, Illinois

745 East 42nd Street

„
WATERS.

W. Va.

BLUE BOOK
BURGESS
ELECTRICAL MEN AND STUDENTS

ELECTRICAL MEN and STUCALCULATION FORMULAS and
worked-out problems showing their use. Also DRAWINGS of
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS and DEVICES of which the
inside connections are clearly shown. ALTERNATING CURRENT CALCULATIONS and hundreds of everyday problems

A

pocket hand-book for
over 200

DENTS. Contains

Recommended by electrical men all over the
are covered.
country. Used in technical schools. Purchased by electrical
concerns for employees and customers. There is no other book
like it. A $1.00 bill, money order or check brings the book.
We refund your money if you are not fully satisfied.

BURGESS ENGINEERING CO.
Yorke Burgess, President
Consulting, Electrical Engineering
Chicago, Illinois
750 East Forty-second Street
We give information on electrical subjects, design and perfect electrical devices and appara
Write us
tus. Power plants, electric railway and operation and railway signals a specialty
reliable and satyour needs and let us furnish data and advise you. Our service is pron

Read What These Purchasers
Say of Burgess Blue Book
"I have bought a good many books in my days,
but the Blue Book is the best one on electrical
matters."
J.

benefit

Joseph

C.

Hanhauser, Philadelphia, Pa.

"Your Burgess Blue Book, which

I

have

re-

ceived recently, has caused quite a stir among
my fellow electricians, for many of them asked
me to get one for them as soon as they read
mine.
They think it is a great help to them in
their work."

Frank

Stalzer, Toledo, Ohio.

the best book for the
practical electrician that I have ever seen."

"This

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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Hillside, Mass.

pocket size book."

isfactory.

You

Downer, Medford

F.

"It is surprising how much information, drawings, etc., can be concentrated into such a small

John

Blue
F.

Book

is

Downes, Medford

to advertisers.

Hillside,

Mass.
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A Startling Memory Feat
GanDo

That°^ou
How

learned

I

evening.

the

secret

has helped

It

me

WHEN

my old friend Faulkner invited me
a dinner party at his house, I little
thought it would be the direct means of
getting me a one-hundred-and-fifty per
Yet it was, and
cent, increase in salary.

to

the way it all came about.
the close of the evening things began to
Finally
drag a bit, as they often do at parties.
some one suggested the old idea of having everyone do a "stunt." Some sang, others forced weird
sounds out of the piano, recited, told stories, and
so on.
Then it came to Macdonald's turn. He was a
quiet sort of chap, with an air about him that reminded one of the old saying that "still waters run
deep." He said he had a simple "stunt" which he
He selected me to assist
hoped we would like.
him. First he asked to be blindfolded securely to
prove^there was no trickery in it. Those present
were to call out twenty-five numbers of three
He
figures each, such as 161, 249, and so on.
asked me to write down the numbers as they were

and here

is

Toward

one

in

every day
admired in m e n
who were spoken
as "wonders"
and "geniuses."
of

The next thing
noticed was a
I
improvemarked
ment in my conversational powers.

my

talk

halting

and

Formerly

was

disconnected.

of things to say
until the conversa-

was over. And
then, when it was
too late, I would

tion

think of
and striking
I
"m g h t
have said." But
always

apt
things

i

called.

now

Macdonald then astounded
This was done.
everyone by repeating the entire list of twenty-five
backwards
and
forwards. Then he asked
numbers
people to request numbers by positions, such as the
eighth number called, the fourth number, and so
Instantly he repeated back the exact number
on.

like a flash.

He

did this with the entire
list
over and over again, without making a single
mistake.
in the position called.

—

Then Macdonald asked

that a deck of cards be

and called out to him in their order.
Still blindfolded,
was done.
he instantly
named the cards in their order backwards and
forwards. And then to further amaze us, he gave
us the number of any card counting from the top,
or the card for any number.
You may well imagine our amazement at Macshuffled

This

donald's remarkable feat. You naturally expect to
see a thing of this sort on the stage, even then you
look upon it as a trick.
But to see it done by an
everyday business man, in plain view of everyone,
blindfolded and under conditions which make trickery impossible, is astonishing, to say the least.

ONhow

way home

the

that night I asked
He said there

was done.

it

—

Macdonald
was really

nothing to it simply a memory feat, the key
to which anyone could easily learn in one evening.
Then he told me that
the reason most people
have bad memories is because they

memory

leave

o p

m

e

n

to

t

I

I

think

can

When

am talking

I

never have

to hesfor the right

itate

word, the

right

expression

or

the

right thing to say.
It seems that all I
have to do is to
start to talk, instantly I find my-

self saying the
very thing I want
to say to make the
greatest impres-

sion on people.
It wasn't long
before my n e w

-

ability to remember things and to say the
right thing at the right time attracted the attenHe got in the habit of
tion of our president.
calling me in whenever he wanted facts about
As he expressed himself to me,
the business.
"You can always tell me instantly what I want
to know, while the other fellows annoy me by
dodging out of the office and saying 'I'll look
*
*
it up.' "
Ittv-ittxtt-i
ruuiMJ 4tnatt my

found

inowith otner
ntlipr people.
nennle
ing witn
particularly in committee
meetings.
a discussion
up the man
nn nis
his
wno can oacK up
quicKiy
statements
with a string of defin-

dojvel-

When

wflai^BS

opens
\

ing I
a b 1 e

and

facts

ite

r>
» t„ m„ w a „ n
ulf
Hi e IO
f ' ,bethinking simply
cause I could instantT

.

,

facts and
I'm
m„ triumphs
m „ic
my

recall
figures
ly

Macdonald

took

r,?„„rl
proud

to

one even-

done.

At first I
amused myself with
my new-found ability
by amazing people at

!LL

|

3fc»

t hl s respect. 1 often
feel sorry for the illat-ease
of the

look

other men who cannot
?
ISa
n
nom up tneir ™J
ena in

™

cannot

they
i

tacts
president complimented me on always being able
to tell him instantly facts he wanted to know."

My "memory

,

argument because

the

Our

(

m

...
111

strides toward
improving my memory and it was but a
question of days before I learned to do
exactly what he had

While
,;„

'„f
t

.

-

.

recall
j

instantly.

,

it

seems

as though I
never forget anything.

Every fact I now put
in
mind is as clear
recall instantly as though it were
written before me in plain black and white.
all hear a lot about the importance of sound
judgment.
People who ought to know say that a
man cannot begin to exercise sound judgment until
he is forty to fifty years of age.
But I have disproved all that. I have found that sound judgment
is nothing more than the ability to weigh and judge
facts in their relation to each other.
Memory is
the basis of sound judgment.
I am only thirty-two.

my

my

friends called it, surely made a hit.
Every one was talking about it, and I was showered with invitations for all sorts of affairs.
If
anyone were to ask me how quickly to develop
social popularity, I would tell him to learn my
memory "feat" but that is apart from what I
want to tell you.
The most gratifying thing about the improvement
of my memory was the remarkable way it helped
me in business. Much to my surprise I discovered
that my memory training had literally put a razor
edge on my brain. My brain had become clearer,
quicker, keener.
I felt that I was fast acquiring
that mental grasp and alertness I had so often

—

You

benefit by

and as easy

are
THESE
profited by

only a few of the hundreds of ways I have
my trained memory. No longer do I suffer
the humiliation of meeting men I know and not being
The moment I see a man Ins
able to recall their names,
name flashes to my mind, together with a string of facts
about him. I always liked to read but usually forgot most
Now I find it easy to recall what I have read.
of it.
Another surprising thing is that I can now master a subject
Price lists, market
in considerably less time than before.
quotations, data of all kinds, I can recall in detail almost
I rarely make a mistake.
at Bill.
Whenj Iy TOC abulary, too, has increased wonderfully.
eTer i see a striking word or expression. I memorize it
and use it in my dictation or conversation. This has put
a remarkable sparkle and pulling power inio my conversaAnd the remarkable part of it
'ion and business letters.
a]) ^ that j. can nQW do my day s WQrk quicker and wlth
,

simplv because my mind works like a
do not have to keen stopping to look tilings up.
But
All this is extremely satisfying to me, of course.
the best part of it all is that since my memory power
first attracted the attention of our president, my salary
Today it is many times
ha9 steadiIy been itlcreaseli
greater than it was the day Macdonald got me interested
improving my memory.
;n

mU ch
flash

effort,

less

and

I

.

*******

figures

usually dominates the
Time and time
again I have won peo-

made remark-

parties.
feat," as

Wk

others.

proved to be.

What

,

remem-

to

ber helped me
wonderfully in deal-

he had done, and develop a good memory,
he said, by following
a few simple rules.
And then he told me
exactly how to do it.
At the time I little
thought that evening
would prove to be one
of the most eventful
in my life, but such
told me I
heart.
In

„

!

ability

chance.

Anyone could do what

it

I

never could think

TX7HAT Macdonald told me that eventful evening was
That
I did.
the Roth Memory Course."
VV this:how"Get
I learned to do all the remarkable things I
is

The publishers of the Roth Memory
have told vou about.
Course— the Independent Corporation— are so confident that
it wi n als0 sllow vou ]low to develop a remarkable memory
that they will gladly send the Course to you on approval,
You heed not pay a single penny until you have examined the Course and found that it fully lives up to all
Send no money. Merely mail
the claims made for it.
and the complete Course
the coupon or write a letter
If after
wil] be sent t0 vou instantly, all charges prepaid.
examination you decide that you do not want to keep the
On the
Course, then return it and you will owe nothing.
other hand, if you find, as thousands of others have found,
that the Roth Memory Course will do wonders for you. then
mer ely send five dollars in full payment,
You have always wanted a good memory. Now you can
Remember, you pay no money until you have
have it.
You have everyproved that the Course will benefit you.
thing to gain and nothing to lose by taking immediate
So mail the coupon NOW before this liberal offer
action.
is withdrawn.
_

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

nnm

laBa

to

INDEPENDENT CORPORATION

We

but many times I have been complimented on having the judgment of a man of forty -five.
I take no
personal credit for this it is all due to the way I
trained my memory.

—
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Publishers of The Independent Weekly
R .|| |2, 119 West 40th Street, New York

Please send me the Roth Memory Course of seven lessons,
will either remail the Course to you within Ave days after
receiI)t or send you ?S 1,1 fu " payment of the Course '
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RADIO
V
AMATEUR.

NEWS

JL

^

.

ft.EC.

U.S.PAT.OPF.

,

THE 100% WIRELESS MAGAZINE
What "Radio Amateur News*'
With

Partial

"The Eaton

ISSUE:
E.

T.

Jones

and Eaton

Oscillator

Cir-

Driver."

cuit

By William H.

"Why

I

Am

Opposed

to

Priess

Government

Radio Control."

By Dr. Greenleaf W. Pickard
"Underwater

Submarine Telegraphy."
"Developing an Audion for the Amateur."

By

"A

170-25000

In point of circulation, number of articles,
RADIO
now leads all other wireless magazines.
for instance the December issue with its sixty-four pages; there were fifty-one
separate purely radio articles and 112 illustrations.
Over thirty-three thousand
*
copies were printed and circulated.
Each issue of the RADIO
now contains 64 pages (or more)
and an artistic cover in two colors. The illustrations average 125 every month
and there are from 40 to 50 up-to-date articles, some by our biggest radio scientists,

AMATEUR NEWS

illustrations,

"Audio Frequency Wireless Telephone."

By

E.

T.

Jones

Meter Receptor."

By Francis

R.

Pray

AMATEUR NEWS

in every issue.

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS

Radio Broadcast de Navy
Department."
"Notes on R-34 Return Trip."
By R. F. Durrant, Lieut. R. A. F.
"San Diego, Cal., from London."

By
Manufacturers

and

'Bakelite.'

—2nd

"Ideas

"

By

J.

Alexis J. Hall
Work 'Formica'

Stanley

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS

By Thos. W. Benson
Secondary Voltage of
Your Transformer."

"Increasing the

F.

E.

Terman

"Notes on Crystal Detectors."
By C. H. Byron

—

the only

INDEPENDENT

—

AMATEUR—

JUNIOR RADIO COURSE

A distinctly new feature began with the September issue in our new Junior Radio
Course.
In the December issue Lesson No. 4 appears complete.
This course is intended for
the beginner and everything presented will be in plain English
even the merest :yro in
radio will find no trouble in understanding and assimilating the knowledge.
The series is
a very important one and nothing like it has ever appeared in print before. Everyone owes it
to himself in this new age to know something about wireless and this course will enlighten
all laymen.
Profusely illustrated with pictures that anyone can understand.

—

15c
The Copy

SEND
15c FOR

$1.50

SAMPLE
COPY
TODAY
New York City

A year
Canada and

$2.00

EXPERIMENTER PUB.
You

the greatest and biggest radio magazine in print

monthly wireless magazine in existence.
It caters to no commercial interests
it has no boss save its
readers.
It is "different"
It is a scientific magazine
it has the latest radio news.
It
but it caters largely to the RADIO
it is by and for the Amateur.
is published by the publishers of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, but there
Both are entirely different
is no duplication of articles in the two magazines.
but both together will give you ALL the radio news of all the world. Whether you
are a professor or an Amateur, get a sample copy or order it from your Newsdealer
is

Brown

Spasm."

By

is

today.

"Amateur

"How

Is:

holds the field undisputedly as the

Take

CONTENTS OF

DECEMBER

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS

sixth issue
greatest radio magazine in print to-day.
its

Foreign

A Year

CO., 231 Fulton St.,

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing
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56 PAGES
125

ILLUSTRATIONS

—SPECIAL

OFFER-

Gentlemen
Please enter my subscription for RADIO AMATEUR
NEWS for the term of ore year for which. I enclose
herewith $1.50. For this you will send to me immediately your great Wireless Course, containing 160
pages, 350 illustrations, size 6% x 10" with flne flexible
(I
cloth cover.
I have added 5c extra for postage.
have written my name and address in margin below.)

to advertisers.
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Shake Hands With^foufself
Do You Really Know Yourself? Are You in the Line
Work for Which You Are Naturally Best Fitted?

of

Read This Interesting Litory of a Man Who First Shook
Hands With Himself and Then With Success.

—

A

best fitted to achieve big success. This
famous character analyst has been retained at record fees by such corporations as the Westinghouse Elec-

CLERK since 1911!

Eight
long years I had been at
the same desk, the same
work, and almost the

Company,
Manufacturing
and
Paper Company, The LaurenLtd., and many other big
concerns, to pick and place rightly

tric

Scott

And, from all signs
ahead, 1930 would still find me in
the same old grind.

same pay.

tide

men they employ. And 98 per
of Dr. Blackford's selections-^
regardless of their previous experience
made good at the jobs in
the

cent,

—

Perhaps you may know just

which they were placed.

At 9 :00 every morning I would hang up my hat,
settle in my chair and get set to
Never a
"put in another day."

how

I felt.

Dr. Blackford has helped thousands
others and is now ready to help
good many of us are just
you.
plugging day in and day out at work
we are not naturally fitted to do,
work we do not like, work we can
swim
never fully succeed at.
against the tide, trying to fit our
given set of talents to the wrong job.
But thru Dr. Blackford, we can now
of

my

work.
knew, each

single rush of joy for

For some men I
week meant a succession of big
deals crowned with big rewards.
For me, Monday dragged into

judge in just what line our bigAnd we can learn
gest success lies.
the worthwhile secret of knowing, in
one quick survey of their features,
physique, gestures, and habit of conversation, unerringly the character of
every person we meet of looking
into people and through them, instead of at them.
all

—

—

finitum.

Thru

day, in February of this
year, came an incident which
was later to mean a great deal
While getting together some data
to me.
for our salesmanager (who had only been
there a short time) I overheard part of
his conversation with one of his salesmen.
"Willis," I heard him say to the salesman,
"Fm mighty sorry that you have fallen
down on your job. But I really knew
when I came here that you would never
make a good salesman. I knew it by your
face, your carriage, and your manner of
Salesmanship isn't written on any
speech.
have given you your
I
part of you.
chance and you admit that you are misfit in
your present position. But I feel sure that
you could make an A-l success in other
work. Because a man fails in one line is
no reason that he will not make good in
another. I believe that you have the capabilities of an excellent office manager and
"
if you wish I will see

The door slammed shut but my mind
to have been torn loose from its

seemed

Was / a misfit? Was / really in the
I had
position I was naturally fitted for?
just drifted into this "clerk's job" eight
years ago without studying myself for mj
biggest capacities. I merely wanted a job
and I got it. I knew I had the capacity
But what was
for big things in the right line.
rut.

takes I have ever
his face."

So I put the whole matter up to him, and asked
him to give me the benefit of his opinion.
I felt his keen gaze bore through me as I
spoke.
Instinctively I knew that his ears were
listening to my story but that his eyes were making a sharp estimate of their own.

Finally he spoke.
And to my amazement, he
"Henning," he
solved the whole problem for me.
said, "you have been swimming against the current, I do not believe that your real work is at
It might seem that I am hasty
a clerk's desk.
You could, I
but my judgment is usually right.
firmly believe, make a real success as a salesman.
I'm willing to give you the chance. If you don't
succeed, then it will be one of the very few mis-

You

benefit by

made

in

sizing

a

man up by

of

lessons

at

Sight"

—

I

my

and

We

—

as clear as a book when you know the
simple alphabet of signs that spell out a man's
character and mental "slants" an alphabet that
and of remarkable
is surprisingly easy to learn
value to apply.
People with whom I had never
along
now
number among my
been able to get
I
best friends.
I am popular with my co-workers
and receive their hearty co-operation and good-will.
In my business dealings, when I approach a prospect I know immediately whether to use tact or
sweep him away by enthusiasm whether to get
right down to business or open up in a roundabout way what angle of talk will make the best
It's all

—

— how

to

I

—each

man and what arguments

will

him.

clinch

know immediately just how
I know how to
I meet.

everyone
to

appeal

to

them most

to deal with
interest them,

effectively,

how

to

touch their "responsive chord."
I can gauge at
once their tastes, mental traits, temperament, and
Immediately upon meeting a man
personality.

know how to make him my friend. At least
40 per cent, of the credit for my success I attribute to my easily-acquired ability to read at
sight the character of everyone I meet.
I

Just as Nature intended that the normal condition of our bodies is perfect health, so the normal condition of everyone is perfect success.
are all meant to be a success at something.
all
have the capacity within us to achieve big
If we are not a big
things in the right line.
success, it is merely because we are in the wrong
Napoleon was a failure at authoroccupation.
Florence Nightingale failed as a social
ship.
Grant was a failure at everything unfavorite.
These were their wrong
til he became a soldier.
all have the germ
occupations.
of success
within us the capacity to do big work in some
one line. The thing to do is find out what your
line of work is.

We
We

_

—

Dr. K.
of

men

We

M. H. Blackford has helped thousands
out the work for which they were

find
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to

Thru the secrets given by
get a better line on the folks
the friends who have known them

the best advantage.

to

we can

Dr. Blackford,

we meet than
for years.

Thousands have already benefited thru the
course.
Some have decidecl thru it just what their
Others have saved themselves
life-work really is.
from business disaster and unscrupulous partners.
Many others have avoided hiring men whom they
knew at a glance to be dishonest and unreliable.
Many salesmen use the knowledge they have gained
Executives
to judge and approach their prospects.
use it to deal with and judge their employes. DocLawtors use it in dealing with their patients.
yers find it of great help in their court work and
Public speakers
their actions towards clients.
employ it in judging their audience, and in debate.

m

And
in

besides

its

great practical value this course
at Sight" is as fascinat-

"Reading Character

Written
ing as a game to use in your social life.
on every man, woman, and child are signs, as clear
written
in
letters
a
and distinct as tho they were
Mouth, nose,
foot high, telling their character.
tell
each
a
gestures,
carriage
chin, eyes, voice,
story, which averaged up, give a complete outline
pastime
fascinating
And
a
of a person's character.
it is to be able to tell a person's innermost nature
by glancing at him.

—

Course

Entire

—

appeal

in either a business or social
talk to them, how to influence them

them our friends,

way

did succeed. I knew it because money
I am known as
salary tells me so.
And now,
one of the best salesmen in the firm.
instead of looking on my work as drudgery, I
Thru my salesmanaenjoy it as a great game.
ger's courtesy, I have learned to read character
at a glance from the little course he studied and
which the publishers sent me for free examinaMost of
tion.
I find it of immense help to me.
us know a few things about character readings.
know that a high forehead indicates the inreceding
chin
denotes
a
tellectual
type that
weakness while a pronounced chin means determination.
But often these signs are counterbalanced by others which are just as apparent but
which the average person doesn't recognize. Consequently we often jump to conclusions about peoIt's like trying
ple which later prove incorrect.
to read a sentence by looking at the first one or
two words.

Well,

talks

how

think it out
Finally I determined to ask the advice of the salesmanager
He had helped Willis and perhaps he
himself.
It would do no harm to talk
would help me.
with him and he might be able to help me make
a decision.
to

course
Character

little

now being distributed by Dr. Blackford, we can know, the minute we
lay eyes on people, how to make

—

right line?

the

"Reading

in

One

For more than a week I tried
and decide what was best to do.

A

We

Tuesday, which crawled wearily
into Wednesday, which finally
overlapped into Thursday, and
so on until the welcome oasis
of Saturday afternoon and Sunday at home. And then came
another week, etc., etc., ad in-

my

Co.,

on Free Examination

analyze character immediately
This ability
and without error can easily be yours. It is not
a gift.
There is no trick or second sight about
It
It is not a supernatural mysterious power.
it.
to

is

merely the

immutable rules of science, prac-

applied.
You can do it as infallibly as
This new course in "Reading
Dr. Blackford.
Character at Sight" in seven simple and fascinating lessons will be sent to you without cost, for
examination.
You can judge for yourself just
what the course will mean to you before you
decide whether or not you want it, return it and
Otherwise mail its reasonable
forget the matter.
The coupon printed below will bring
cost of $5.
you -the entire course for free examination withUse it.
out obligation.

tically

Free

Examination

Coupon

INDEPENDENT CORPORATION
Dept. B11012, 119 West 40th Street,
New York City
Publishers of The Independent Weekly
Please send me Dr. Blackford's Course of
seven lessons called "Reading Character at Sight."
I will either remail the course to you within five
days after its receipt or send you $5 in full pay-

ment

Name

of the

course.

.

Address
to

advertisers.
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LEARN
WIRING
$30.00
$60.00 Week
Earn

a

to

This Latest Edition of

"STANDARD WIRING
Will

99

Make You An Expert Wireman

GENERATORS— How

to install them, care for them
and operate them; all their troubles and how to prevent and cure them all diagrams showing connections
for compound, series and shunt wound machines. How
;

How

to
to operate them in parallel or in series.
protect them and wire them in accordance with the
underwriters' requirements.

MOTORS — How

how to protect and
required amperes, volts or horse
power when any two factors are known. How to take
care of hot boxes, sparking commutators and other
troubles.
How to change the direction of rotation
when desired. How to start and stop any kind of motor
in any class of service. All diagrams of motor wiring.
How to find the proper size of wire for any motor for
direct current or for A. C. single, two or three-phase.
operate them.

POCKET SIZE
LEATHER COVER

OUTSIDE WIRING— Pole

line
construction, line
wires, service wires, roof structures, poles and their
dimensions and weights, and how to erect and protect
them and wires they carry. Insulators, guard arms,
guy anchors. Tree wiring, splicing, service and entrance wiring.
to install Lightning arresters.
Transformers with diagrams and instructions.

How

INSIDE WIRING— when and where

to

use rubber

How
covered, slow burning and weatherproof wire.
to find the proper size of wire to use for lamps, motors
or heating devices for any current, voltage and drop,
either by formula or by the many tables that are given
in this section of the book.
How to wire for tv.o-wire
or three-wire systems. Direct current, two-phase and
three-phase with formulae and tables, with examples
worked out for each system and in a simple manner

anyone can understand and use. How to run
wires on walls, ceilings, floors, through partitions and
walls and in concealed places, damp places and where
dangerous surroundings exist. When and where to
install Switches, Cut-outs and Circuit Breakers and just
how to do it. How to wire for high and low voltage
systems and the precautions to be taken. The proper
way to install Knife and Snap Switches, Cabinets and
Cut-out Boxes, Outlet, Junction and Switch Boxes,
Panel Boards, Wooden and Metal Raceways. How to
that

complete interior conduit jobs either for rigid
metal, flexible metal or flexible non-metallic conduit.
Concealed knob and tube work or armored cable.
install

How

and where to

install

and wire

electric

and combination

to install them,

The

How and where to use flexible cord
and where not to use it. How to install arc lamps and
gas filled lamps and the fixtures and rules required.

lighting fixtures.

LIGHT AND ILLUMINATION— What
proper and

is

meant by

illumination, the latest data on
Mazda and gas filled lamps of every candle power and
wattage.
Direct, indirect and semi-indirect illumination and where each should be used. Illumination required for various classes of service from show window
lighting to public halls and from factories to small
residences.
efficient

TABLES — Fifty-two

tables giving every dimension,
carrying capacity, resistance, weight and strength of
every size of wire and cable of copper, steel and iron.

All the necessary dimensions, capacities, weights, and
other data on conduits, fuses, insulators, lamps, sockets,
motor efficiencies, current per horse power of motors.

Proper size of
Electrical units and their equivalents.
all classes of power, light and heating installations. The proper symbols to use to indicate on plans
just what is wanted from a motor to a small snap
wire for

switch with

all

necessary diagrams.

APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES—A

classified list of
the leading manufacturers of officially approved wires
Engines, generators, motors,
and wiring devices.
appliances, fixtures, and all supplies necessary for any
complete installation from a Central Station to a small
cottage.

The most complete and accurate Book on Wiring and Construction published
350 PAGES - LEATHER COVER - POCKET SIZE, $1.50
Sent Postpaid to

CUSHING,

H. C.

Any Address on

Jr.,

Receipt of Price by

8 West 40th

St.,

New York

Every Electrical Inspector in the United States will approve your work
done in accordance with the simple rules given in "Standard Wiring"

if

You

benefit b\

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz,

Chief Consulting Engineer
of the General Electric

Company, has said that,
"The world needs men who

know something

of elec-

of the operations
control of electrical

tricity,

and

power. It needs men more
every year, its very existence depends on the elecElectrical Expertrician."
imenter, June,

What

1919.

a Knowledge of Electricity

Would Mean
A

real job

with a man's size salary

—

that's

what

it

YOU

to

would mean.

It's

easy to get

if

it

you know

Electricity is the biggest force in the world today.
electricity.
It's one of the best paying fields
a man can get into. Just see what the great Steinmetz says about electricity "the very existence of the world depends
on the electrician." That's the kind of business to be in for real money making. Get into it as quick as you can
train yourself at home
in your spare time.

—

—

The Cyclopedia

Great, Big

8 VOLUMES
3800 Pages-2600

Pictures

Clearly Covering
of Electricity; Electrical Measurements;
Wiring and Lighting; Underwriter's ElecRequirements; Theory, Calculation, Designs
and Construction of Direct Current Generators
and Motors; Types of Generators and Motors; Management of Electrical Machinery; Electric Lighting;
Alternating Current Machinery; Power Transmission; Electric Railways; Power Stations; Switchboards and Switching; Storage Batteries; Applied

Elements
Electric

trical

Elevators;
Electric
Electric
Electro-Chemistry
and Heating; Wireless Telegraphy and
Telegraphy.
Submarine
Telephony; Land and
;

Welding

of

Applied Electricity
The

world's greatest electrical books will fit you to hold the
biggest kind of a job. They were written by the engineers
and experts that helped to make electricity what it is today. These men
know what you need. They give you 50 year's of electrical experience
Plain, everyday language and thousands of pictures
at your finger tips.

make everything

A B

as simple as

Glance over the partial

C.

what the books contain and see our offer that gives them
whole week free. Mail the coupon today.

list

of

you a

to

to Pay
Reduced Price —Year
—

The regular price of this great library is $5.00 a volume $40.00 for the set of 8
volumes.
For a limited time though you can have the whole set for $24.80 and take a year
Entire set sent for
This is less than one cent a day for each volume.
to pay for them.
FREE examination no money in advance return the books at our expense if you don't
Now. Don't be satisfied with an ordinary job
Mail the
like them.
when a big one is open to you.

—

Coupon

—

AMERICAN TECHNICAL

SOCIETY

CHICAGO,

Dept. E-2S9

ILL., U. S. A.

Mail this

Coupon
'

American
Technical
Society

r>ept.

E-259

Chicago, III.,
0. S. A.
'

Please

send

Cyclopedia

,>

V
\

w

Address.
Reference

benefit by mentioning

the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com
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-

Name

Yov

me
of

the

Ap-

Electricity
for
plied
7
days' examination, shipping
'£»,'
If I decide
charges collect.
to buy I will send $2.00 within
7 days and balance at the rate of
$2.00 a month until $24.80 has been
Then you will send me a re
P ai(i
that the set of books
ceipt
showii
Pt showing
and a Consulting Membership in your
If I
Society are mine and fully paid for.
want to get along without the books. I will
return them, after 7 days, at your expense.

to,

.

.

.

.
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Master Electricity By
Actual Practice
The only way you can become an expert is by doing the
very work under competent instructors, which you will be
called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.
That

the

is

method

of the

New York

Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,
Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates
of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to
be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy

EVERY

demand

of the Electrical Profession.

The Only
At

this

Institution of the Kind
in America
"Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art

of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill
to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,
transmitting and using electricity.
school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

A

Over 5,500 Graduates are Successful
in the Electrical

Men

World

No

previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is
necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will
be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

Special Automobile Ignition Course

We

have just installed a special automobile ignition course for auto
mechanics, garage men and owners.
The course covers completely
ignition, starting, lighting and other electrical equipment in connection
with automobiles, motor boats, etc.
Let us explain our complete courses to you in person. If you
it's FREE to you.
can't call, send now for (A-page book

—

New York

Electrical School

29 W. 17th
Please send

me

St.,

New

FREE

York, N. Y.

and without obligation

to

your 64-page book.

.(NAME)
.(ADDRESS)
You

benefit

New York
Electrical School
29 West 17th

Street,

b% mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

to advertisers.
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New York

ELECTRICAL

EXPERIMENTER
H.GERNSBACK

-

EDITOR

H.W.SECOR -ASSOCIATE
Vol. VII.

THE

Whole No. 80

submarine

of the most

proved

effective

to be one
and formid-

able sea devices ever conceived during the course of the World War,
and now a Yankee genius, Mr.
George Wall, comes forward with a peacetime suggestion for utilizing the principle

EDITOR
No. 8

December, 1919

These pontoons could be submerged

to any
depth while seeking the wreck, in the same
manner as submarines submerge, i. e., by
admitting water into the submerging tanks.

When

it

is

desired to rise to the surface,
the ballast

water is blown out 4 of
tanks by comprest air.
this

pass cables around under the hull of the
The free ends of these cables are
caught and brought up to the surface
where they are fastened to the lifting derricks of the second pontoon.
Such a salvaging outfit possesses many
advantages over the surface type of craft,
boat.

Copyright, 1919. by E. p. Co.

A New Scheme
of

for Salvaging Sunken Vesse Is Proposed by a Yankee Genius, and Compri sing Salvaging Craft Constructed in the
Gigantic Submarines, Which Can be Sunk When Desired and Their Immense Buoyancy Utilized in Lifting the Wreck.

the submarine to raise some of the
thousands of ships sunk during the war.

of

The accompanying

illustration
in
practise.

shows Mr.

One of
underlying this new
submerging-pontoon salvaging craft, is that
of the great buoyancy produced when such
Wall's

the

suggestion

basic

principles

chamber as

a submarine
submerged.
The
lifting power or buoyancy of such a pontoon of the size of a submarine, is tremendous, especially when it may have a
length, let us say, of from 500 to 600 feet.
a large air-tight
is
filled with air

while

TWO SUBMERSIBLE PONTOONS USED
The submarine-pontoon of which two
or more may be used in raising an ordinary

size vessel,
are not tied together
mechanically, but may be anchored to each
other when desired, by means of steel
number of powerful, motorgirders.
operated derricks are placed along the
decks of the salvaging pontoons, and from
these a series of steel cables depend downward. At the start of the salvaging operation on the wreck, divers are employed to

A

745
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Form

which cannot submerge, and under many
salvaging conditions it is often impracticable to lower a diver down to the scene
of the wreck, owing to the long lengths
of air-hose, hoisting cables, etc., which

have

to

be used.

With

the

present

in-

possible whenever necessubmerge the pontoons and keep
them submerged the same as any ordinary
submarine, for several hours. These ponvention,
sary, to

toons

it

may

is

be fitted with powerful
{Continued on page 809)
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Copyright, 1019,

All

During the World

War There Were Hundreds

of

New- Inventions Developed and Applied.

One

of

These

Was

the

by E. P. Co.

"Hanson"

Electrified

A.C. Cable, Buried in the Mined Regions Where Our Ships Had to Travel. By a Suitable Listening Device Aboard the Ship the Navigator is Enabled Instantly to Ascertain Whether or Not He is Out of the Proper Course. A Great Stunt for Foggy Weather.

THE

marvelous "fog tamer" invented
by Earl S. Hanson, a young Los Angeles scientist, is to be thoroly tested
by the Navy Department, it is said.

The Hanson invention marks an important step to make practical what has
been called the greatest development in marine travel since the discovery of the steam
turbine.

Mr. Hanson's device makes it possible
steamships to navigate any channel
with perfect safety, no matter how winding
for

or treacherous, thru the heaviest ocean
fogs or under the most adverse weather
conditions.
It will prevent the tying up of
shipping outside of harbors while vessels
wait for the weather to clear so that they
can navigate the channel.
Steamship service between New York, Liverpool, Brest,
Southampton, Cherbourg and other channel
ports will be as regular as railroad passenger trains arriving in the giant terminals of

New

York.

Tests will be made at once at the naval
base at New London and later a greater
test with some of the biggest liners of the
world, such as the Leviathan, will be made

Ambrose Channel, New York harbor.
Material has been shipt to New London for
the first test and men have already been
detailed for this work.
As soon as the
official tests prove satisfactory all the great
ports of the United States will be equipt
by the navy with the device to defy fog,
in

hail, rain,

snow and

sleet.

By

the use of the new invention in connection with the radio compass which the
navy has now perfected, all danger or delay in ocean travel due to weather is absolutely eliminated.
The radio compass brings all shipping in
sight of land and the new device, like a
friendly hand, reaches out
and takes the
biggest of ships thru the most tortuous
channels safely and quickly to its pier.
The new device is sifnplicity itself.
cable is laid in the center of the ship channel.
Thru it is sent an electric current of
low frequency which thru the listening devices on board ship gives off a sound of
certain pitch that cannot be mistaken for
any other sound. The ship hugs the cable
from harbor line to the dock.
On the
bridge and in the captain's cabin listening

A
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devices like telephone receivers are placed
and attached by wires to the hull of the
ship.
The ship follows the course of the
Any variation away from the cable
cable.
is indicated by visible indicators (sensitive
galvanometers connected in the receiving
coil circuits), which show in feet the distance away from the cable, and the ship is
then put back over the cable by the steerBy the ear
ing rudder in the usual way.
receivers the indicator may be confirmed
at all times.

Vessels going into port will use one
The
those coming out another.
sound on each is different and there can
be no confusion and therefore no collision.
Along the cable, at mile intervals, a secThru this no
tion is sheathed with lead.
sound can come and therefore the man on
listening duty can tell instantly how far the
ship has progrest, and by the cable chart in
front of him, can tell where the cable turns
and where the ship must be steered to follow the curve of the cable and the center
of the channel. The new device, according
cable

;

(Continued on page 831)

;
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ft
IRELESS

"WI
" ™

telegraphy

is

new

ireless communication is as
old as Biblical limes." With this
trit
rite

statement

the

National

Geographic Society quotes
from a communication by John A. Kingman, who sets forth the interesting theory
that the island of Capri was an imperial
wireless station of ancient Rome.
"We know that the ancients signaled in
various ways and over long distances," he
"They signaled by beacon fires, by
says.
beacon smoke, by pigeons, by flags, and by
shouting from one sentinel to another.
"Lighthouses are as old as the earliest
Beacon fires and
chapters of the Bible.
beacon smoke were commonly used by the
early Greeks, and there was no reason why
the more practical Roman should not have
employed inproved methods, such as hcliographing.

HOW ROMANS

USED GREAT MIRRORS.

"We do know that at the siege of Syracuse by Marcellus mirrors were employed

"Signaling was certainly a common military practise among the ancients, and ancient writers, such as Virgil, Aeschylus, and
Herodotus, frequently alluded to it.
"An interesting case of long-distance
signaling by relaying is mentioned by Herodotus, in which it appears that certain
tidings were sent to Xerxes in Asia by
means of a line of beacon fires arranged
thru the Greek islands.
"The ancients went further than simply

announcing some prearranged message
they had codes and sent long messages.
The Greeks signaled on one occasion 100
miles at one jump.
This was from Mt.
Chigri, 1,698 feet, to Mt. Athos, 6,500 feet.
"Gallup's Hand Book of Military Signaling states that 'under favorable conditions
the distance to which messages may be
sent and received is only limited by the
curvature of the earth' also, that 'square
mirrors are better than round ones only be;

cause they contain about one-quarter more
reflecting surface for the same packing

Rome directed most successfully the affairs
of the vast empire.
He even foiled the
conspiracy of his trusted minister, Sejanus
who was supposed to have general charge
of affairs after Tiberius retired to the
island.

"Tho Tiberius went to Capri, an old
man, he was the actual rulers— emperor, in
and his heavy hand was felt all over
fact
the empire until the very end. With regular news bulletins and reports, received
daily if need be, containing confidential information, he would be able to issue instructions and manage affairs as thoroly as
if he were in Rome.

—

"Possibly the Publico acta (Senate Journal)
and the Diurna acta (authorized
news) were sent to Capri by signal instead
of by messenger.
can conceive that
such a system, organized most likely under

We

Augustus, must have operated very smoothsome years of experience and practise.
I hazard the theory of mirrors because of its simplicity and convincing char-

ly after

Nothing New Under the Sun, Not Even "Wireless." It Now Appears That the Ancient Romans Already Had a System of
Messages Over Several Hundred Miles Merely By the Use of Mirrors, a Sort of Heliograph. This Illustration Shows How
It Was Possible to Telegraph from Rome (The Palatine Hill) to Capri, a Total
Distance of 145 Miles. Our Illustration Shows How
the Flashing of Signals Was Accomplisht During the Day Time. At Night, Fires in Front of the Mirrors No Doubt Were Used.

There

Is

—

Sending

by Archimedes and tho we may doubt the
burning of vessels from shore by mirrors,
as stated on that occasion, we can appreciate the blinding effect of many mirrors
on the eyes of the navigators of the attacking vessels.
That is what probably happened during that conflict. At any rate, it
shows that the great Archimedes, at least,
had found some use for mirrors other than
;

the usual one.

"In Imperial times the Romans had mirrors large enough to reflect the entire person they even had mirrors of glass backed
with tin instead of quicksilver.
;

Round mirrors are used now. Mirror signals have been seen with the unassisted eye at distances of 160 miles. While
this is, perhaps, a record, and tho there is
no statement as to the size of the mirror,
twelve inches
it probably did not exceed
space.'

square.

"The reasonableness of

the Capri 'wireless' station theory tempts one to speculate as to how much signaling was done
and how it was done. It will be remembered that Tiberius, the unpopular successor of Augustus, spent eleven years of his
reign on Capri, and without coming to

www.americanradiohistory.com

Signaling by beacon seems too
primitive for the wonderful civilization of
Of course, at night-time beathe empire.
acter.

mirfires would have to be employed
ror signaling was a fair-weather method.
"The distance in an air line between
Rome and Capri is 130 miles too long for
direct signaling; but if we look along the
coast of the Tyrrhenian Sea we find numerous mountains affording points where the
signals could be relayed. The frequency of
the relaying would depend on the conditions. The highest point on Capri is Monte

con

;

—

{Continued on page 832)
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R.

EDISON

the year, many holidays included.
An inspection of his week's
time card revealed that Mr. Edison had invariably been at the
laboratory before 8 o'clock in the morning and had worked as
many as eighteen hours for three days at a stretch. Only once

having kindly consented to speak to

the readers of the Electrical Experimenter, an

interview with the illustrious inventor had been
arranged for during the latter part of October of
this year.

This interview, by the way, has some
During the early
history attached to it.
part of 1917 a similar appointment had
been made to interview Mr. Edison on
the same subject. But just then the great
war broke out and Mr. Edison, who, as is
well known, was immediately appointed
the head of the Naval Consulting Board,
broke off all engagements, devoting himself day and night to the welfare of his
country.

For

this

reason

the

interview

only took place a few weeks ago.
I

ARRIVE AT MR. EDISON'S LABORATORY.

December, 1919

'

1

'

1

""I

did he have a twelve-hour day. Right then
and there I wondered how Mr. Edison felt

about the
the
THIS
Mr. Edison
is

interview which
has given out for

first

some years

past.

Mr. Edison, who, as is well
known, was elected Chairman of

Navy Consulting Board at the
outbreak of the world war, was
taken up with important duties,
the

refusing to see all visitors. Even
several years before this, no general interviews were given out.
In this story are covered many
points of interest not only to all
experimenters and the man interested in science, but to the world
Much that is new has
at large.
been presented here, and it will be

now

so

popular eight or six-

hour day, and I meant to ask him about it,
but we became so engrossed in other more
important questions which are moving the
world, that altho we touched upon this subject, the eight-hour day question was never
broached by me.
After passing thru the gate house, I
made my way to Mr. Edison's library,
where I was welcomed by Mr. W. H.
Meadowcroft, his trusted and capable
friend and secretary.
While waiting for
Mr. Edison, who was just then engaged
with
some chemical experiments, Mr.

I arrived at West Orange on a crisp
Meadowcroft pointed out all the interestOctober morning and was soon in the little
noted with satisfaction by all that
ing objects of Mr. Edison's library. This
at the age of seventy-three, Mr.
gate house which protects Mr. Edison
Edison's mind is as keen and clear
library is a huge affair and, besides confrom a curious public. Plain and modest
as ever. We are certain our readtaining electrical, chemical and physical
as it is, the little red house has past thru
ers will appreciate this important
reference works printed in almost any
its gates hundreds and thousands of the
article.
Nearly all of the photoimaginable language with English, French
graphs and illustrations appearing
world's most famous men and dignitaries..
in this story have never
been
and German predominating, many other
Few such modest little houses, if any, have
publisht.
There
curiosities are to be found here.
held under their roofs such an array of
|
I
are many dozens of autographed photofamous people who have come to pay horn1
graphs of famous men hanging about the
age to one of the greatest inventors the
walls, as are famous historic photographs portraying this or that
world has ever known.
view of an important phase of Mr. Edison's great discoveries,
In this little gate house is located the famous time clock on
such as the electrical traction, the electric light, the phonograph,
which Mr. Edison rings in his time and rings out every day of

The Only Authentic Photograph of Mr. Edison's Hands Ever Taken Publisht Here for the First Time. The
Spots on the Hands Are Chemical Stains Which Could Not Be Washt off at the Time the Picture Was Taken.
IF THE WORLD WERE CALLED UPON TO MAKE AN INVENTORY OF WHAT MR. EDISON'S HANDS
ACTUALLY WROUGHT IN EN RICHI NG THIS PLAN ET, THERE WOULD NOT BE GOLD ENOUGH TO
PAY HIM.
Cops-right by E. P. Co., 1919.

All rights reserved.
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The

Illustration at the Left Shows a Photographic Reproduction F rom One of Mr. Edison's Note Books. It Is Nothing Less Than the
Now Historic Proof of the Invention of the Phonograph. It Shows the Conception of the Idea Plainly. On July 18, 1871, Mr. Edison Was
Making Some Experiments Which Had Nothing To Do with the Phon ograph. As a Matter of Fact It Seemed To Be More or Less Nebulous
in His Own Mind, for at the Top of the Page He Wrote "Speaking T elegraph." The Part of Interest to History Is Found in the Foot Note
of the Page, Which Reads as Follows:
"Just Tried Experiment with a Diaphragm Having an Embos sing Point and Held Against Paraffine Paper Moving Rapidly. The
Speaking Vibrations Are Indented Nicely and There Is No Doubt
S hall Be Able to Start Up and Reproduce Automatically at Any Future
Time the Human Voice Perfectly."
Note Also the Two Witnesses' Names Under the Date, at Top of P 2ge. The Other Page Shows a More Recent Sample of Mr. Edison's
Handwriting. It Is From One of His Memorandum Books and Is D ated December 6, 1907. Note How Much Attention Mr. Edison Pays
to Record Even Trivial Experiments, Also His Characteristic "N. G. " In Two Places. The Changed Handwriting After an Elapsed Time
I

of

the moving' picture and

many

Thirty-Six

Years

A

huge white marble statue
Mr. Edison brought this from Paris

others.

immediately catches the eye.
time of -the World's Exhibition in 1889, it having caught his
fancy. The marble figure represents a boy seated upon a broken
gas lantern, holding aloft triumphantly an electric light. Another
object of recent dating is a solid cubic foot of copper weighing
several hundred pounds mounted upon a mahogany pedestal. This

at the

solid piece of copper, made by Tiffany and suitably engraved, was
presented to Mr. Edison by the copper interests of this country
This symbolic gift can be
as a tribute to the great inventor.
better understood when it is realized that fully 50 percent of
most of this copper is used for lighting purposes, which art was

founded by Mr. Edison.
In this library

I

also inspected the

Mr. Edison catches a
night

and

work

little

sleep

at the laboratory.

famous "bed" upon which
is engaged in day and

when he

This cot

is

a very prosaic affair,

located in the corner of the library amidst books and other

is

curios.

It is

a bed in

name

only, for

it

is

comprised of nothing

but a mattress, pillow and a blanket.

On

one of the walls, we also find a complete history of Mr.
Alkaline Storage Battery, exhibited on a large wall
board. This is graphically shown by displaying every part, chemicals included, that go into the making of this famous non-lead
The thing that most interested me in Mr. Edison's
battery.
library, however, were his notes, and right here we find one of
the pregnant reasons for Mr. Edison's great success.
Edison's

As
pay.

MR. EDISON'S LABORATORY NOTES.
known, few inventors have made their inventions
They are usually "inventors" and that* is all. Mr. Edison,
is

well

—

of

Is

Great

Interest.

on the other hand, aside from being an inventor, is also an excellent business man. Mr. Edison is systematic and knows the value
of notes. He won many a patent suit on account of his notes
written dozens of years ago. Early in his career it was brought
home to him that when you have an idea, a record should be
made at once! This was so engrained into his system that it is
almost an impossibility for him to make even the most trivial
experiment without making a careful record of it. Mr. Edison
writes his notes in pencil, and at the end of the day the notes
Each month these notes are bound into
are carefully put away.
The office
a book, where they are kept for further reference.
staff card-indexes his experiments and cross-indexes them, so
at any time Mr. Edison can readily find any one experiment he
made during the month, or, for that matter, any experiment that
'

he made 25 years ago, if necessary. The notes are invariably
made on yellow paper on ordinary scratch pads, the pages measuring about four by six inches. Being systematic, Mr. Edison always
uses the same size pad year after year, and it is therefore refreshing to see the same sized sheets, and the same kind of paper

made

into

bound volumes.

Meadowcroft was

While

I

was

still

inspecting

some

of which contain priceless data, Mr.
informed by telephone that Mr. Edison was

of these note books,

many

ready to receive me.

We

walked across an open space separating the library from
laboratory, and Mr. Meadowcroft explained that
in which Mr. Edison was working that day was
known as the chemical laboratory. Mr. Edison, however, does
not work in the same laboratory all of the time, but for the past
(Continued on page 802)
chemical
the building
the
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THIS camis
e

a

r

known

as

Nova

graph.
and

an ultra-

is

speed

camera
According to its

linventor, Mr.
Watson,

Charles

the result of
hard
years
of
study and costly
research work,
together with intense concentration and experiit is

ment. The camera is "cranked"
the

same

ordinary

any
motion
as

camera,
by hand, and
exposes the film
picture
i.e.,

to the subject at
the rate of 160

exposures per
second,

as

com-

pared

with the
usual sixteen ex-,
posures of tl

ordinary

have been taken, and the dexterous manipulation ot instruments is made
so clear that even an amateur is prompted
work
to attempt the skilled operator's
The Novagraph recently played an impor
taut part in taking photographs of heart
actions and medical subjects, at which time
Dr Samuel
Lambert, late Dean of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, exprest his highest ac
proval of the wonderful work of this
chine and immediately recognized th/^op
portunity of the "slow" motion ^picture
camera in medicine and surgery/' At the
Convention of Physicians andy^iirgeons in
June at Atlantic City, memjrers from all
over the world were tremendously imprest
with the above-mention/u motion picture.
So much so, that Dr. Ml C. McBride stated
that never before hara the members of the
audience broken c/it into such spontaneous
cal operations

W

and tremendou/^ipplause.
Photograph* were taken of the heart and
'lungs, in which case the movement of the
oricles ajfu ventricles of the heart were
brougbr out so clearly that it seemed as tho
the b*eart were being moulded into its vanou/forms. Every little spasmodic contracfon was instantly noticeable, and the analysis of its motion rendered complete to the

motion

picture camera
taken in ttit same

The Advent

interval of time.
Ejecting the
film atMhe normal speed, sixteen pictures per
second, the audi-

Many

It

One hundred and
exposures

sixty

per second does
mean that
not
this

is

mum

the maxi-

speed

at

which this camera can be operated.
At any
time

the

sures,

if

exponeed be,
may be speeded
up to 200 per second, or even 300,
if necessary.
In
this case, however, the projection
would be

unduly slow, and
^quite

unneces-

"Slow Movie", as
Clarified for Us

Foggy

Scientific

The Slow Movie Camera Catches Details Which the Regular Movie Never

the

usual rate, thus
affording a perfect eye analysis
of every motion
subject.
of the

Has

Hitherto
Did You

Facts.
Know That It is
Possible for a Running Horse to Get
All Four Feet Off the Ground Simultaneously?
How Does the Heart
Look While Beating? Is a Man or a
Woman the Most Graceful Swimmer?
All the Views at Right Were Taken
by the "Novagraph" Camera Between
Two Successive Exposures of the Ordinary Movie Film Shown at Left.

ence views \he
screened pictut
slowed down to\

one-tenth

of the

Called,

is

Shows.

finesf\cletail.

picture?/ w/re
made at the extent

Twenty-pound bulldogs were

irV

!

t

;

of

strength

tensile

one could clearly
see the breaking
and rending of
these

high

rods
of
explosives

being

used

steel

Photographs

blast rock
so distinct,

analysis

the

shredding

apart
of
these
rocks
were so
clear as to make
the ordinary layman express the
greatest surprise
that
a
blasted
rock would cause
such an intensely
interesting scene.
very pecu-

A

phenomena

liar

happened recently

New

in

speed camera experts
take

or

were

some

particularly, perhaps, in its efficiency in scientific

work.

By

means
of
the
Novagraph, wonde r fu
photographs of surgi1

it

came

to

the developing of
these films it. was
found that the

ordinary camera,
which we said
before always
accompanies' the

Novagraph camera in the taking
of such pictures,
produced a most
perfect film.
In
the high-speed

camera, however,
such was not the

case.
third

Ev
film

e r

y
was

absolute

blank.
inquiring into
the cause, it was

On

found

that alter-

nating current
had been used
for the illumina-

tion and this
tually

.

to
interi-

photographs.

screen.

m

Jer-

The high-

sey.

camera

camera is of
enormous value,
and its value lies

of

cringing
movement and

Novagraph

this

to

were
and

the
the

at

nary
ot i9 n
Needless to say,

photo-

graphing pictures
when a test was
being made of its

the essential
analysis of ordi-

ultra-rapid speed, introduces fbe
detailed analysis picture on the

steel,

on

id

sary for making

the

detenor-

jff\

ati/fi

When

conducting these experiments, and
as daylight was not powerful enough to
enable the\camera to attain its best results,
7,200,000 ca\dle-power Sunlight arcs of the
new< Sperry aesign were used.
Five hundreH feet of film are run thru
this camera in ^orty-nine seconds
Ordinary film traveling thru the camera at this
rate would instantl\ burn up.
Hence specially treated film miAi be used.
In the taking of sloV motion pictures it
is the general rule of the director to have
two cameras placed side
side, the Novagraph and ordinary comrWrcial camera,
both cameras trained upon rfae same subthe film is then "shot" \t the same
ject
time. The positives of these filnks are then
cemented end on end.
Immediately on
projection of the film taken by tfre ordinary camera, a small sub-title telling af the
appearance of the same picture, but taken
used

one of the
caj
Very inter^tyig

to

dinary

,

had ac-

photo-

jraphed

In one case a famous billiard artist had
photos taken of some very fancy and- difficult shots
one in particular being a billiard
ball leaping from the table into a wicker
basket.
When this photogr.aph was taken
with the ordinary camera the ball appeared in one frame only. With the Novagraph, however, which was taking pictures

the alrnations of the
current.
do not ordinarily perceive
any alternations
or pulsion in
such a current

of the play at the same time, there were
twelve such exposures, depicting the actual
flight of the billiard ball into the wicker
basket, proving that the Novagraph recorded twelve extremely rapid exposures

which woul\ \>e
once inc
by a distinct flic
Continued on
page 796)

—
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is

a far cry from the present-day
of electric
its

with
thousands
ITlamps which
can be
theater,

Slow Klectrfclt^MmBies

flashed on and off
an eye, back to the
theater
of
our grand-

in the twinkling of

gas-lighted

The stage electrician of the
present generation is king of all he surveys, and a king he truly is, for he can
mar or make any theater production. Some
of the interesting things which are actually
being done on the stage today are described
following article electrical and
in
the
mechanical and stagecraft tricks which the
audience never sees.
father's time.

—

REVOLVING AND ELEVATING STAGE
FLOORS.
In order to expedite the change of scenes
in the more elaborate theatrical productions,
especially those having several different

Under

the lower platform, which
with the basement floor,
there is placed a battery of hydraulic elevators, which operate by water under pressure. For the second scene shift, scene No.
1 may be set on either the upper or lower
platform, and the second scene brought to
the stage level in a few seconds by the
hydraulic elevators.
That is, considering
that a two-act show is being put on.
With
a three-act show or a production having
several acts with many changes of scenes,
then at the start, scene No. 1 would be set
setting.

normally

is

level

tree/ablaze

December, 1919

The revolving stage which is in use in
one of the largest New York play-houses,
which is necessary as this circular floor is
of quite a large diameter, is illustrated in
use at figure 2. Two, three, or even four
scenes can be set up at one time on this
revolving stage. Where an elaborate musical comedy or extravaganza is to be produced with anywhere from 10 to 15 changes
of scenery, the convenience and speed with
which the different scenes may be changed
and the show run off, will be appreciated.
The revolving

is

rotated

when

de-

roller bearings.

At

figure 3, there

is

shown the checker-

THE SNOW EFFECT USED IN ONE
SCENE WAS CAUSED BY DROPPING
CUT PAPER FROM THE FLIES. AUTUMN
LEAVES WERE DROPT SLOWLY IN
ANOTHER PART OF THE &HOW.

1

EFFtCT CREATE.

BY

REfr SILK , UGHTS
AND A FANTO8L0W

THg

stage

by a throw of a switch, controlling
an electric motor which rotates the platform thru a powerful worm gear underneath the floor. The platform rotates on
sired

SILK..

THE

FIRE

EFFECT

MAN.
ELECTRIC SIREN
ON EACH SIDE Of
STAGE MAKES

WINO
SOUND

Copyright, 1919. by E. P. Co.

Scene from "The Storm" by Langdon McCormick, a Most Realistic New York Theatrical Production. In the First Act, There Is a Very Good
Snow Storm Effect; the Bushes and Trees Swaying in the Wind as it Moans. At the End of the Third Act, the Audience Is Treated to One
of the Greatest Masterpieces Ever Produced in Stage Settings,
a Sure-enough "Forest Fire" with Crashing Trees and Howling Wind, and
Not One Speck of Real Fire on the Whole Stage. In This Sensational Scene, the Fire May Be Seen to Creep Slowly Thru the Trees in the
Distance. As It Gains Headway the Flames Leap Higher and Higher Until the Whole Stage Is Enveloped In Flames. Trees Fall, the Bushes
and Underbrush Sway in the High Wind, and the Largest on the Stage, as Shown Above, Crashes Thru the Cabin Occupied by Burr
Winton and David Stewart. The Incandescent or Burning Wood Effect on the Trunk of the Trees, Is Created by Electric Lights, Suitably
Camouflaged Behind Colored Silk, Etc. Those Lights, Blinking on and Off, Enhance the Effect. Powerful Electric Sirens Produce the
Wind Noise and the Creeping Fire Thru the Trees in the Distance Is Projected From Back Stage on to the Back Drop by Special Lanterns
Provided With Moving Colored Discs.

—

—

scenes to each act, many novel ideas have
been developed and installed in several New

York

theaters, including revolving, as well
as rising and falling stage floors.
Three
different forms of these movable stage
floors, which enable several different scenes
to be set up at one time, are illustrated at
figures one, two, and three. Each of these
three ideas, for providing multiple stage
floors, have been actually tried out and
proven successful.
Figure 1 illustrates a rising and falling
stage in use at one theater. Two platforms,
each large enough to carry the stage setting
as shown, are built in the form of a gigantic elevator; the top platform being- separated about 20 feet above the lower plat-

form, with steel girders at the ends and at
the rear, where they will not show in the

on the lower platform, while scene No. 2
would be set on the upper platform. When
the curtain goes up, scene one appears
before the audience, the setting of scene
two being 20 feet above the stage. The
lights are then winked off for a few seconds, or the front curtain is dropt for a

moment and

raised again, when, Lo
and
the scene has changed
How is
Simply by operating the hydraulic
?
elevator cylinders and plungers to lower
the platform structure, so that scene No. 2
which was above the stage is now level
with it, and the lower platform containing
scene No. 1 is level with the basement floor,
where the scene shifters immediately get
busy and remove the scenery of set No. 1,
and dress it with the scenery for scene

behold
it done

No.

!

!

!

3.

www.americanradiohistory.com

scheme of quickly changing the
scenes in a show.
In one scheme now in
actual use, the scenes for the three acts
are set up on the right, left and rear scene
platforms, as shown. These platforms are
mounted on substantial rubber-tired wheels,
so as to make a minimum amount of noise
when the scenes are changed. When act
No. 1 has been placed, the curtain is dropt
and the platform carrying scenery for this
act is rolled to the right, and the platform
carrying the scenery for act No. 2, is pulled
into place. One of these sets, including the
platform, is quite heavy, and while it can
be shifted by a number of men, recourse is
had to a series of ropes fastened to the
platforms and also to a powerful electric
motor winch in the basement, whereby any
(Continued on page 810)
board
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OUR

pleasure resorts

and summer

for many
years tried to satisfy the whims
of the proverbial "tired business man" and his family, not to
mention the millions of others who flock
to the great amusement parks at Coney
.Island and other national play-grounds
scattered thruout the country.
There are
many hair-raising surprises to be found at
all of the large amusement parks
such as
scenic railways with dizzying inclines down
which the passenger-laden cars rush at
speeds greatly surpassing those of our
fastest express trains, while the passengers proceed to yell and scream their delight as they dash at two-mile-a-minute
speed into a pitch dark subterranean cavern made out of papier-mache with the
aid of a glue pot, and then decorated by
some clever artist to resemble a smaller
member of the Rocky Mountain family.
But aside from the steel-nerved lady and
gent who have in the past few years delighted thousands at the big three-ring circus by looping-the-loop in mid-air in a
real automobile or
on a bicycle, there
haven't been any real
hair-raising and
startingly new novelties produced in the

amusement parks have

—

Amusement World.

The

illustration

here

presented, show's a newly proposed amusement-park
feature,
which smacks decidedly of the essence of war, and while
old man Mars and his spiked club, so
familiar to our war-time cartoonists, has
disappeared from favor in our national
family life today, we hope, in fact we
know, there is still a small fraction of the
war-time spirit burning in the heart of
everyone.
So those who still think now
and then of the war and some .of the
great deeds performed and the gigantic
death^dealing machines developed during
that period, will be interested in this new
"Aerial Passenger Rocket" amusement de-

proposed by H. W. Secor
Gernsback of New York City.
vice

and H.

You board this aerial passenger shell or
rocket, on the ground, after which you are
"loaded" by a powerful hydraulic plunger
into the base of a gigantic comprest-air or
electro-magnetic
gun, which hurls you
skyward with bewildering speed. The next
moment you find yourself flying thru space
with all the sensations of being imprisoned
in one of the ex-Kaiscr's dainty ltitle 42
CM. shells, hurtling thru the upper air
strata on its 70-mile journey toward Paris.
The greatest pleasure of a trip in the new
aerial passenger rocket is yet to come however.
The next phase of the journey, all
of which occupies the space of but a few
seconds, so far, is when the passengercarrying missile strikes the great mound
of water at the top of the race-way or
track, shown in the illustration. The water
acts as a cushion, and prevents the shell
from striking with a disagreeable jolt. All
the while you, as a passenger, have been
enjoying one of the most novel sensations
of your life, thanks to the double-pivoted
chair mounted on gimbal rings, and provided with a weight which stabilizes the
chair constantly in a vertical position, and
now you find yourself dashing earthward
with express-train speed down a hollow
steel raceway, along which the water discharged from the fountain at the top
travels in its journey to the lagoon below.
Directly you strike the water in your downrush, there is a mighty splash as you
strike the water and dash thru it, guided
by the curved steel rails, until you return
around the loop on your journey toward
the starting point.
As the shore of the
lagoon is reached, the pasesnger-laden
missile, acting under its own momentum, or

ward

December, 1919

else aided by a belt or link conveyor, such
as used on scenic railways, is loaded onto
electric cars of the type shown, which carry
it along the track to the debarking station.
Here the aerial rocket is unloaded and
new passengers get aboard. The doors are
closed and the human skyrocket starts on
its journey toward the mouth of the "gun"
once more. By proper design of the whole
affair, it is possible for several rockets to
be employed, the gun firing them at carefully timed
intervals,
fraction of
a
a
minute apart.
Of course, if one of the
shells happens to get stuck on the water
chute, and shell No. 2 comes sailing thru
space directly behind it, then of course
there will be a collision, but that is noth-

—
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Reversible Airplane Propellers and

How
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They Work.
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,

you not start out to have a
?
and you will have one sure
enough, just the same as those you read
of during the war, when one of the Hun's
mighty shells and a French shell met in
ing, for did
real sensation

—

mid-air. Yes, this looks a little bit like a
real accident, something on the order of
the physicist's classic "When an irresistable force meets an immovable body
etc."
!??

—

.

!

as

.

!

Putting aside the smaller details, such
what kind of grease to lubricate the

www.americanradiohistory.com

gun and what color

to paint the projectiles,
altho the inventors would like to see red,
white and blue stripes painted along the
tips of the shells, pointing rearward, we
now come to some more serious problems.
One of these is: What kind of a gun or
projecting device can be used to hurl the
shell skyward with possibly eight to twelve
passengers with not too great a velocity,
such as 12 K.M. per second, which would
hurl the projectile away from Mother
Earth so fast that little Johnnie and his
sister would never come back to earth
again to see Ma and Pa?
Further, it
should have enough speed to make the
shell follow a carefully calculated trajectory, taking into consideration the ballistics of the air, and of course, the wind
pressure, etc., all of which our able artillery officers are wont to tell us they have
boiled down to such an exact science, that
they can hit the head of a pin with a
twelve-inch shell ten miles away.

As we were saying, this is one of the
big problems, and four methods are proposed, at least one of which should certainly prove practicable, providing a rich
Croesus from New York or some other
well-known monetary mart, gets up enough
nerve to back this invention, and if he cannot be found, it may be suggested that at
least one of the inventors has signified his
willingness to make the first* trip, when
the aerial passenger rocket shall have been
built.
Four ways in which the rocket can
be projected heavenward with sufficient
speed, are as follows
First
An electromagnetic gun or steel
tube around which are wound a number
of ^magnet coils, each of which is successfully and progressively connected with
a source of electric current, so that the
steel body of the projectile will be sucked
forward at ever-increasing speed in a well
known manner, which has been described a
number of times in the Electrical Ex:

perimenter.

Comprest air forms the basis of a second
method for forcing the projectile thru the
tube at high velocity, and a comprest air
plant and tank are shown in the present
illustration, which in any event would prove
a worth-while, auxiliary source of power
for operating the device.

Gun powder used as a source of power
to project the rocket upward thru the tube,
would provide a fine spectacular effect at
night, and in the day-time, the noise of the
successive explosions, as the shells popt
skyward one after another, would prove
an excellent drawing card, but perhaps no
passengers.

A

fourth scheme may utilize the wellbelt with spurs on it, similar to
that used in scenic railways at the present
time, or some other form of modified
rapidly moving belt can be devised which
would rapidly carry the projectile skyward.
This scheme may seem impractical and
something that cannot be realized in a commercial way, but if it is possible for a person in an automobile to loop-the-loop in
mid-air as has been done, then with the
proper design of the apparatus here proposed and with the necessary precautions
taken to arrange proper protective nets and
other paraphernalia so that the "Aerial
Passenger Rocket" cannot land so as to injure the passengers, it would seem quite
possible with modern engineering technique,
that the device would be practicable.
It
would not be surprising to us, if such a
scheme as this should greet our eyes even
within the course of another year or two
at one of our great national playgrounds.

known
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BY means new

of a sinuous undulating track

on

scenic raliway, the cars
are caused to oscillate.
Scenic railways are not new, by any means, but a
radical departure in the design for an improved Pleasure Railway, as its inventor,
Peter F. Meyer of Brooklyn, N. Y., calls
it,
is incorporated in the one here illustrated.
Several novel and important features, both with regard to the amount of
pleasure to be derived by the passengers
on Mr. Meyer's pleasure railway, as well
as with respect to their safety, have been
worked out by the ingenious inventor.
One of the principal objects of Mr.
Meyer's new design of scenic railway is
the safety feature, and it is applied in a
very simple manner.
At the bottom of
this

drop out, but they are
loose so as to be easily
rotated.
The cars thus roll along on this
series of balls in the same manner as a
roller skate moves along with a minimum
of friction on its ball bearings. Of course,
where desired, and if the builders do not
care to go to the expense of utilizing the

December, 1919

that

they cannot

to

held

sufficiently

back scenic railway, but Mr. Meyer has, we
think, given us something just as pleasing
as its prototypes, and one which will bring
in a new era for scenic railways. As you
dash down one of the great inclines at
mile-a-minute speed, you think you are safe
and sound when you reach the bottom and
have nothing to do until to-morrow, as the
proverb goes, when suddenly zowie
the
car careens sidewise, or slowly but surely
takes an angular tilting position, the same
as a small boat on the ocean.
Of course
you should not have a headache when you
start on your journey over Mr. Meyer's
oscillating scenic railways, but if you like

bearings on the cars, wheels can be
but these would have to be
pivoted in two directions, preferably so as
to obviate any undue noise or friction as
the car sped along and suddenly changed
to a tilting position, due to the grooves
encountered in the guide rail or slot.
To begin with, the passenger-laden cars
may be hauled to the top of the first highest
incline by means of a link belt hoist or
ball

substituted,

the

old-fashioned,

undulating,

—

good sport and

hump-

!

!

feel right for the trip,

you

BY HAVING TRACK WINDING
THE CARS ARE MADE TO
SWING FROM SIDE TO SIDE (o\
IN THEIR PASSAGE
\~J

^

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co.

The Cars on This New Scenic Railway Sway Back and Forth Sidewise, Like a Boat on the Ocean, as They Shoot Along the Troughlike
Tracks. The Cars Roll on Ball Bearings, as the Detail Drawings Show. This Pleasure R ailway Provides a "Real Thriller" for the
each passenger-carrying car there are two
rigid vertical shafts, securely fastened to
the base of the car, and suitable wheels are
placed on these shafts in such a manner
that they minimize any friction as the car
rolls along, while at the same time preventing the car from jumping out of the rail
slot, as becomes evident, as in order to do
this the lower wheels on the vertical shafts
would have to be wrenched off.
The inventor has provided an ingenious
anti-friction scheme for supporting the cars
in the hollow steel or wooden trough, along
which the cars ride, and to this end he
provides a series of round iron balls. These
balls are held in grooves in such a manner

Amusement-Seeking Public.
As
in the well-known manner.
the inventor mentions, the track over which

conveyor

the cars speed is best made continuous or
endless ; the cars to eventually finish a run
in front of the station at which they started
from.
The track is made preferably of
thin steel in a trough-like or semicircular
form, and, as will be evident to the reader,
the inventor has certainly shown original
design, and also a very practical and feasible idea in bringing forward this new proposal for building scenic railways. If the
people want something exciting and novel
in this line, why not give them something
that is really novel. For probably a generation now people have become accustomed

will wonder how it ever happened that the
older type pleasure railways have existed
so many years without a single change in
their design or construction, excepting for
the innovations now and then, with which
we are more or less familiar perhaps, such
as long dark tunnels (the longer the better
some of us wish, what!!??
.), with a
few "A Street in New York" hurdy-gurdy
scenes, as well as Uncle Tom's "Little
Eva" ascending to heaven, etc., ad lib. Pos.

sibly

by next year they

.

will degenerate to

showing us scenes of the Bolsheviki regime
in darkest Russia, where you go down to
the public "Spouse Market" and pick out
your wife for the next six months.

rf F\iel
Electrification of Moscow factories on a
basis of turf fuel is in progress under the
direction of the engineering staff of the

Soviet

Government,

according to

Arthur

to whom the scheme was explained by the President of the Supreme
Council of Public Economy.
("Russia in
1919," Huebsch.)
"He said that there was no water power
near Moscow but big turf deposits which
would be used as fuel. In order not to

Ransome

with the actual lighting of the
the power-station already in existence, they are taking the electric plant
from the Provodnik works, which will supply enough electricity for the lighting of
the town.
As soon as that is set up and
working, they will use it for the immediate
needs of Moscow, and set about transferring the existing power-station to the new
situation near the turf beds.
In this way
they hope to carry out the change from coal
interfere

town from

www.americanradiohistory.com

without interfering with the orof the town. Eventually when
things settle down they will get a larger
to

turf

dinary
plant.

life

.

.

.

how

they were going to get the
He said that of course they
machines.
would prefer to buy them abroad, but that,
"I asked

though

this

was

impossible, the

work would

not be delayed on that account, since they
could make a start with the machines they
had."

!

!
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Supercharger for Higlhi Flyiimg
By

CMARLES

M. IRHPILEY

1783 Benjamin Franklin witnest a
balloon ascension and after seeing it
"A few months
as follows
since, the idea of witches riding thru
the air upon a broom-stick, and that of
philosophers upon a bag of smoke, would
have appeared equally impossible and ridiculous—these machines must always be subPerhaps
ject to be driven by the wind.
mechanic art may find easy means to give
them progressive motion in a calm, and to
slant them a little in the wind."
Today our aviators laugh at a 60-mile
gale it is negligible compared with their
own speed of 150 miles per hour. And 200
miles per hour and even more, is seen upon
the horizon for regular commercial airplane
service for the new Supercharger or oxygen booster assures us that the long distance air transportation of the future will
be conducted at from three to five miles
up in the sky, where the air resistance is
less than half that at sea level.
At Wilbur Wright Field, August 2nd,
a U. S. Army aviator broke the world's
speed record at high altitudes. Major R.
W. Schroeder of the U. S. Air Service,
while at an altitude of 18,400 feet, attained
an official speed of 137 miles per hour.
The official report states that "he used a
two-seated La Pere biplane, built by the

INhe wrote

:

—

;

Packard Motor Car Co., and designed by
Capt. La Pere of the French Army, while
in the employ of the U. S. Government.
It
had a 12-cylinder Liberty motor, equipt
with a supercharger developed by Dr. S. A.
Moss, a turbine research engineer of Lynn,
Mass., working in cooperation with the
engineers of the U. S. Air Service.
So
far as is known this is the highest speed
ever attained at this altitude with a twoseated plane
and the best speed known
for a single-seater at this altitude was only
128 miles per hour."
It is not generally known among "landlubbers" that heretofore every airplane engine lost 50% of its power when up 20,000
;

feet;

power

and that at 25,000 feet its loss of
is
between two-thirds and three-

quarters

— that

is,

instead

horsepower, as at sea
to 150 horsepower.

level,

of
it

having 400
only has 100

far as is known now, the scarcity of
oxygen at the high elevations is the only
factor which has made 30,000 feet "the
Ceiling of the World." So the engine suffers from lack of oxygen, just as do the

So

birdmen.

The thin "skin" of air which surrounds
the earth is no thicker than the skin of an

La Pere Airplane That Broke World's Speed Record at 18,000 Feet Altitude. Liberty Motor
Equipt With "Super-Charger" or Oxygen Booster, Which Is Shown at Front of Engine and
Just Above the Propeller Shaft. This Small Attachment Practically Doubled the HorsePower of the Engine at an Altitude of 18,400 Feet, Where the Air is Extremely Rarefied
and Deficient in Oxygen. In Future Flights It is Expected That Previous Speed and Altitude
Records Will All be Eclipsed.

—

apple relatively speaking. Thus it is that
the daring birdmen who approach the ceiling of the world must prepare to take oxygen from a tank as they near 15,000 to 18,-

000 feet elevation.

Otherwise they would

suffocate.

The supercharger used

recently by Major
Schroeder and his observer, Lieut. G. W.
Elsey, is one of the most remarkable inventions which have been developed as a result
of America's participation in the World

War. The observations (officially checked)
show that altho the plane was 18,400 feet
above the ground, the air supplied to the
carburetor had the same density as that
elevation.
Thus the superthe engine an amount of
power equivalent to what it would have
had, if it had been 16,500 feet nearer to the
ground.
So this attachment is as useful
at

2,900

charger

feet

gave

ROTARY AIR COMPRESSOR
FEEDING MORE OXYGEN TO

View

ENGINE AT HIGH ALTITUDES

the

TURBINE OPERATED BY
EXHAUST GASES FROM
AIRPLANE ENGINE

to

the

Left

Shows

Wonderful New Airplane "Super-charger"

Which Pumps Increased
Amounts of Oxygen Into
the Gasoline Engine Carburetor System, When the
Airplane Is Flying at High
Altitudes.
As Is Wellknown, the Airplane Engine Loses About 50 Per
Its Power at an
Altitude of 20,000 Feet and

Cent of

to Overcome
tion in Speed

this Reducand Climbing
of the Plane, This
Device Has Been Produced.
A Turbine Drives the Rotary Air Compressor, the
Turbine Being Operated by
Exhaust Gases From the

Power

Airplane Engine.

and necessary to the engine as is the tank
which supplies oxygen to the sky-pilot.
The supercharger or oxygen booster is a
little device only 19" in diameter, and complete with piping, adds only 100 pounds
additional net weight to the plane; yet it
practically doubled the power of the Liberty motor
Such Vast qiI5r!tMe? of oxygen are needed by the motor that it is impossible to carry a supply in tanks as is
done for aviators, so the supercharger
IT
AIR! Literally
the wonderful little device compresses the
rarefied air until it equals that near sealevel, and then this "gbfjd, thick sea-level
air" is fed to the carburetor. It takes a
considerable amount of energy to suck in
air which is already at 50 per cent vacuum
or more and compress it or "buck the
vacuum." But there is where the engineer
has played a brilliant trick for he has
found some energy there, miles up in the
!

TAKES

FROM THE

—
—

sky,

which he can

use.

Where do you

suppose the power comes
from which doubles the power of the Liberty motor as it approaches the "ceiling
of the world" ? Why, from the red-hot exhaust gases of the Liberty motor! It is so
simple: heat is energy; heat is thrown
away in the exhaust gases therefore the
Yankee engineers set about to collect this
power.
Now the gases exhaust into manifold or
flat-shaped pipes (one on each side) which
convey it to a gas turbine. The turbine
is thus driven at 20,000 to 25,000 revolutions
per minute 40 revolutions per second
Thus the wasted energy is now reclaimed
and this
into a useful by-product power
power drives the air compressor. The com;

—

;

bination of the turbine and the centrifugal

compressor is called a supercharger, and
the weight is only 100 pounds
Engineers whether airmen or not have
shown intense interest in and admiration

—

—

for this outfit.

A

"gas turbine"

itself is a

{Continued on page 820)
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DEPARTMENT OF

PHYSICS, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. LATE LIEUTENANT-COLONEL, CORPS OF ENGINEERS, U. S. ARMY, IN TECHNICAL CHARGE OF THE SOUND AND FLASH RANGING SERVICE OF THE AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

These services were copied by the British

sound ranging

jittery

Ooser/er here, spots
gun and doses sir.

in this direction

outpost

X

"porting gridand
recording opp.
Xjgs&^
X^aoctio
•

with but slight modification as regards
organization and later by the United States,
which organized both services under one
head.

The

flash ranging services in all of the
armies were very similar both as
regards instruments and methods of obsuch differences as
servation and report
there were were due chiefly to the methods
allied

;

of training
personnel.

First]] line

trenftdes

tremely

S

and

to

the

The Germans

efficient

flash

character
also

of

the

had an ex-

ranging

service,

many

of the good features of which were
copied by the Allies as they became known
through prisoners and captured documents.
ranging section consisted of
flash
about 100 men under the command of a
lieutenant, who was assisted by three other
officers.
The installation consisted of a
central calculating station marked F. R.
1.
and from four to six advance observation posts
marked as erect triangles on
the accompanying map, which gives approximately the positions occupied by one
flash and one sound ranging section on a
ten kilometer front in the spring of 1918.
At each observation post two men were

A

Sound defectors^
i- 6 spaced on

arc of

X

circle

N (r^^^»*^'"S*

fop ofspp-

c?P..;;

—

—

1j

in,,

'

-a-.

,

''

,

1 —^Vj

\.-h.~^»

((';''

'

'

'

'

,'III

W — —4. ^4

M^^^^^^n^5oundrai7gi/?g^fof-/b/7 recorder den?
K
*
y2ffiep/Mne to fieactguorters

f

Te/ephone to Artillery

|

j

—

on duty at all times, day and night, and
each post was in telephonic communication
with the calculating station and with each
Each
of the other posts of the section.
post was provided with suitable day and
night telescopes mounted on graduated
circles for measuring the bearing of a
sight away from the north-south line. The
If
method of operation was as follows
an observer at one of the posts noted the
flash of an enemy gun, or even only the
smoke puff he called back to "central"
the approximate bearing and distance the
:

or Map Shows a Typical Layout of "Sound Ranging" Stations at the
American battlefront in France, as Actually Used for Locating German Artillery. The Photographic Record of Enemy Gun Bursts Was Recorded at the Sound Ranging Headquarters
Station, From Which Wires Radiated to the Various Listening Stations, Placed Along the
Arc of a Circle at 1, 2, 3, 4, and So Forth. Every Enemy Gun Was Accurately Located,

The Above Chart

Numbered and Charted

AFTER

the first battle of the Marne
in the early autumn of
1914 the
war on the western front soon took
-on the character of a gigantic
siege operation in which each belligerent played the parts both of besieged
and besieger on different portions of the
The long period of trench
battle front.
warfare set in during which each side increased the number, the caliber and the
range of its artillery the heavier calibers
were most carefully concealed both through
the choice of naturally favorable positions
and through the use of the new practice
of camouflage, so that the location of the

—

352 S

353.5

?35 5

Mop
/

r

square

in

Clomping

Duple/ »vre to sound
/"ra/ywg station

L

uuimMI Electrically

possible.

The new problem, which the French
were first to solve, was first, the location
by some other means than sight of invisible enemy batteries and the directing of
the fire of their own batteries on these and
other

enemy

tion of,
batteries

targets, and, second, the loca-

and the ranging on, the enemy
which tho not completely hidden,

were so distant that the ordinary triangulation
methods from a short base-line
hitherto practiced by the artillery were not
sufficiently accurate to accomplish.
To attain these two objects the French inaugurated two new services of artillery information which have been called respectively Sound Ranging and Flash Ranging.

?

No Microphones of the Usual Carbon Grain
Type or Anything Like Them Were Used in
Picking Up the Sound of the Enemy Guns
in
the "A. E. F." Sound Ranging Work.

Used, However, Was a Fine.Grid
Electrically Heated Wires Placed Over
the Mouth of a Whiskey Jug, at First and
Later Over the Mouth of a Discarded Gasoline
Can, Which Latter Acted as Sound
Resonating Chambers. When a Sound Wave
From an Enemy Gun Several Miles Distant,
Perhaps, Which of Course Was an Air-Wave,
Impinged Against the Heated Wire Grid, It
Caused a Variation in Temperature of the
Grid,
and in Turn a Variation of Its
Electrical Resistance.

What Was

*

of

:

Battery zsss.
*

Meon S/? Location

A

A I S.

B

Surveyed

D—
•

screw

enemy batteries by existing methods became increasingly difficult and often im-

Gorgon too

Indmdi/o/s/t

;

This Way.

o

©

R

•

1

This Map of Which Thousands Were Made
Daily by the "A. E. F." Engineers on the
Battlefront in France, Shows the Accuracy
With Which Enemy Guns Were Located by
Sound Ranging, S.R. by Artillery Information
Service, A. I. S., Etc. Dots in Squares Show
Actual Location of Guns.

An Actual Map

of Sound Ranging Stations
tho Vicinity of Seicheprey. France. Sound
Ranging Central Station at S.R. 1. Observing Instruments Indicated by Black Dots in
Circles.
Flash Ranging Stations F.R. 1.
Enemy Artillery Located in Areas Enclosed
in

by Dotted Lines.
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calculating officer at central was provided
with a large plotting board, on which the
surveyed positions of all of the observation posts were accurately marked and
which was provided with weighted strings
and angular scales for each of the posts.
When a report came from an observation
post the calculator at the plotting board
set the corresponding string in the direction reported and brought all the other
strings to cross the first at about the estimated distance and called to all the other

^

>0t
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1
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J

-
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1
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1
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1

1

01-03

Houi

November
Last record, by Sound Panging, of Artillery

//,

activity

Broken charactejr of records here indicategreat artillery activity -mostly American Records' of this character are used not only to indicate activity as in this case but

/SIS

on American front near the river Moset/e

lack of irregularities here indicate a/most complete cessation of firing
/h

order

to locate

the position r of fhe enemy guns

firing,

fhe targets and the

of fhe enemy guns - Sound Panging Sections simitar to the one which to~oA this record are part of Me fjrmy intelligence and are maintained
sufficient numbers to cover the entire front - They are operated by fhe Engineers.

caliber

in

One of the Most Remarkable Graphical Records Extant Delineating the End of the Great "World War." This Is a Reproduction of a
Sound Ranging Record Taken at the American Front at 11 O'clock on the Morning of November 11, 1918. Note That the Gun-fire Was
Very Active up Until the Last Minute Before 11 O'clock; While at One Minute Past 11, the Firing Practically Ceased. Two Gun-bursts
Appear on the right of the Chart at 11.01-01 and 11.01-025, Which Show Where a Boche Had Let Go a Few Seconds After the 11 O'clock
Period

posts to set their instruments in the proper
direction as given on the board. After one
or two more rounds by the enemy gun,
several or all of the posts might be in a
position to give an accurate report of the
direction as seen from these posts, and
the calculating officer be enabled to obtain
an ccurate intersection of the strings on
the board and thus be able to report to
the artillery the location of the gun which
had been firing. In case of great enemy
artillery activity when there was danger
that all the posts might not be sighting on
the same enemy gun, an electrical synchronizing device was employed which enabled
the calculating officer to assure himself
6
r-

!

\

j

I

j

j

&

i

/

1
f

^
'

'P2
EC
;

and

How

the

exact

Position

of

the

Gun may Be Surveyed by Sound When Sev-

eral Listening Stations Located at Say P1,
P2, P3, etc., are Employed in Determining
the Exact Arrival Time of the Sound From
the Gun at Each of These Points.

that

same

all

the observations

were made

instant.
This rendered
that different observers should
different , guns firing at about

the Armistice Called for Firing to Cease.

plotted or the burst in the air in the case
In this latter case
of an invisible target.
known corrections could be worked out
to permit of a burst at or near the invisir
target.

ble

A

sound ranging section was similar

at the
unlikely
report on
the same

it

time.
In directing the fire of the friendly artillery the procedure was similar with this
difference that it was the burst of our own
shells on the ground in the case of ranging
on a visible target that was observed and

in

organization to the flash section except that
there were fewer men (60-70), due to the
fact that instruments took the place of
The
living observers to a great extent.
"central" instrument recorded photographically the time of arrival of -the sound of
the enemy guns at a series of instruments
at surveyed positions near the front line
and covering a length of about five miles
this instrument delivered automatically, developed and fixed photographic records in
less than a minute after the sound of the
enemy gun reached the front line and this
record could be interpreted by the use of
quick graphical methods so that the position of the gun could be telephoned to the
friendly artillery in about a minute more.
The probable accuracy of the location could
be estimated and also the caliber and target
of the gun which had just fired; this and
the fact that neither rain, fog or darkness
;

Than Any Fiction.
Would Be the Tale That the
"Sound Ranging" Experts of
the "A.E.F." Could Tell You
If They Wanted to, Regarding
theWonderful Hits They Made
The AccomBy Artillery.
panying View Shows a Typical
Hit on a Large German HowStranger

\\

The Chart Above Shows How the Sound of
a Gun Fired at "G", Requires Different
Lengths of Time to Travel to Various Locations

When

itzer Several Miles

Behind the

From an American
This Shot Having Been
Fired From Information
Gained by the Sound Ranging
Lines.

Gun.

The Enemy Gun Was
Corps.
Put Out of Commission, the
Re-coil Cylinders Having Been
Blown Off and Totally Disabling It.
In One Case, a
Railroad Train Was Fired at
Several Miles Behind the Lines
the

Train

Being

Completely

Was

Wrecked on the Bridge

It

Crossing at the Time.

Due

Shell-fire.

Not

But the Location

Onlv
of

to

This.

Friendly

Shell-bursts Could be Checked
Up and Measured by the
Sound Ranging Experts and
the Gunners Told in a Fraction of a Minute, to Alter
Their Range to the Right or
to the Left. Until the Shell
Landed
on the
Target.

Squarely
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interfered with sound ranging were unique
and valuable features of the service. Calculations were rendered difficult by great
artillery activity tho they were not impossible except under actual barrage conditions.

On

the

accompanying map

the

sound

ranging central is marked S. R. 1, and the
observing instruments are shown as circles
lying equi-spaced along a circular arc,
whose center lies near the groups of enemy
artillery shown enclosed in the two irregular areas, one of which was supposed to
contain 26 and the other 49 active enemy
batteries.
The front line trenches ran
about midway between these areas and the
sound ranging instruments. In or near the
trenches were two forward observation
posts marked on the map as inverted triangles at these posts observers were stationed, whose duty it was to start and stop
by means of electrical relays the photographic mechanism at the central station
whenever they heard the report of enemy
guns whose positions it was desired to lo;

cate.

(Continued on page 832)

FLYING

Curtiss "Wasp" type
a 12-cylinder, 400horsepower Curtiss motor, Roland
Rohlfs, test pilot for the Curtiss
Company, broke the world's altitude
his

with

triplane,

when,

record,

mouth and breathe thru

the nose alone.
anything had happened to this oxygen
apparatus I would have been a 'goner.'
"At 31,000 feet the plane began to wobble
in a way that, frankly, frightened me.
It
If

Rohlfs reached 10,000 feet in eight minutes after leaving the ground.
He flew
as far as Riverhead, L. I., where a head
wind made him turn about. When at the
highest altitude he was above Lake Ron-

konkoma, which

at

Roosevelt Field September 18th, he
reached the height
of 34,610 feet, or
more than six and
one-half miles above
sea level.

On

urday the

13th

from

is

miles

twenty-five

Roosevelt

Field.

made

Rohlfs

his

flight after mos
careful study of his
problem, paying par-

Sat-

he

ticular

attention

to

had come within

how

nearly 400 feet of
this mark, but the
flight was not offi-

he could spare from
his
machine with
safety. Rohlfs contemplated removing

cial.

the

The previous unofficial

record

33,137

feet,

last

May

at

made

a judicious casting off of nuts, bolts,
wires, and fire-fighting apparatus and
lessening his gasoline supply to eleven
gallons he reduced
the weight of the
by 100

Army.
Every precaution
was taken therefore

make

sure that
requirements for a record
were observed.
committee representing
the
Aero
Club of America,
composed of Augustus Post, Secretary of the club
Sydney B. Veit, and
Professor C. L.
Poore, Professor of
official

machine

pounds.

A

Celestial Mechanics
at
Columbia University, were present.
The army was

New

World's Record for Pilot and
Passenger.

A new
© International Film Service

command

Field;
E. B. Lyons,
in charge of flying

Miller.

New

left the

and landed
twenty feet

within
of his takeoff at 1 :59.
As he landed he stept out and handed the
When the
sealed barograph to Mr. Post.
latter called out that the instrument showed
a
new world's record the onlookers
cheered. The barograph was then resealed
by the Aero Club committee. It was shipt

Washington where it will be calibrated
by the Bureau of Standards and subjected
to the most detailed and exhaustive analyUntil the result of this
sis and testing.
to

examination is given out, the reading will
not be recorded by the Aero Club as absolutely official.

Rohlfs wore a suit of fur-lined clothing,
and heavy felt mittens made by himself
from material half an inch thick. Of the
he said

"At 20,000 feet, trouble began. I had
This feeds
to call on my oxygen bottle.
air to my lungs thru a device something

my

recently by the

Committee

York-Toronto

contest. The

12 :06

like a football nose guard.
drawing it in thru the nose
throat and I
this dried

when Major Ru-

dolph W. Schroeder
climbed
to
28,500
feet in a Lepere biplane equipt with a
400 horse power Liberty motor, according to announcement

of the American Flying Club, which had
charge of the recent

Mitchel Field,
and Major Henry F.

flight,

6,

Contest

at

o'clock

made

made

Major

at

passenger was
at Dayton,
Ohio, on September

one

Roland Rohlfs, Who Broke the World's Altitude Record. He Is the Test Pilot for the Curtiss
Engineering Corporation, and Is Shown Seated in His Curtiss "Wasp" Machine Before the
Start of the Flight Over Roosevelt Field, Mineola. He Ascended to a Height of 34,610 Feet,
Establishing a New World's Record. The Inset Photograph Shows Rohlfs Rising From the
Ground for His Record- Breaking Flight. The Chart Below Is a Copy of the Official
Barograph Record of Rohlfs's Altitude- Breaking Flight.

Roosevelt

Rohlfs

official

world's altitude record for pilot and

unofficially represented by Colonel
John D. Carmody.
in
at

ground

but

mind
them on.

his

By

Villa

the French

all

weight

tires

changed
and left

was

Coublay, France, by
Adjutant Casale of

to

much

At

first I tried

and mouth, but
had to shut my

careened this way and
ing so dropt 600 feet.

and while dothrew on more

that,
I

power and up it went again." (The barograph markings showed the fall plainly.)
"When I reached the 'peak' the ther-

mometer showed forty-three degrees

bclo'W

took seventy-eight minutes to get
this high and I spent another twenty minutes trying to make the plane rise still
higher.
I used every trick I knew, but
could not coax another foot of altitude
out of it. I believe I attained the absolute
top possible in this machine.
"I noticed several peculiar things_ up
Near the top I felt nervous twitchthere.
These were at
ings in parts of my body.
several scars left by an automobile acciAfter my two
dent several years ago.
other high flights my teeth ached severely
and also my stomach. I guess I can count
on the aches lasting about ten days more.
They lasted that long when I went above
zero.

30,000

It

feet before."

www.americanradiohistory.com

an-

n o u n c e ment followed the homologation
of data and
barograph charts sent by Colonel Thurman
H. Bane, Chief of the Army Airplane Engineering Division at McCook Field, Dayton.
This new mark of 28,500 feet greatly
surpasses the former two-man altitude record held by Captain Lang of the Royal
Air Force, who ascended to 27,300 feet on
January 2, 1919, in a 375 horse power
No official figures have
English biplane.
been received in this country yet in regard
to the reported altitude climb of Adjutant
Casale, who, with one passenger, according to unofficial reports, broke previous
records last June. Until official proof of
this flight is received by the Contest Committee of the American Flying Club, Major
Schroeder's record will stand as the world's
record for pilot and passenger.
Major Schroeder's new record is of international interest because it was made
possible by the new airplane engine supercharger originated during the war but
(Continued on page 826)
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e&ric
HE

T

member

of the family, from little
Edison, Jr., up to old Grandad puffing contentedly on his old and tried "Meer-

annual Electrical Exposition
held in New York was more resplenIt
dent than ever before, this year.
discontinued during the war
and, judging by the size of the
crowds that visited the exposition this year,
the public was pleased indeed to see once
more on exhibit the latest advances in elecThe exposition at New
trical wizardry.

every

Tommy

schaum."
What, between electrical washing machines that wabbled around, or back
and forth, including some that oscillated
up and down, with electric lights shining
thru their soapy depths, electrical sirens
and powerful X-ray machines, together

we have seen for some time. The hot
soapy water was forced up thru and around
the dishes in great fashion, and if any microbes or bacteria could lift one of their
hind legs after passing thru this scalding
ordeal, well, they have got to show us, that's
all
We told mother and the girls about
it as soon as we arrived home, and as soon
as the mail order houses start selling these
that

!

RADIO DIRECTION
FINDER,

At the New York Electrical Show, Which the Editors Visited, There Were Several Ingenious and More or Less Practical Electric Apparata
Exhibited and Demonstrated. A Few of the More Interesting and Useful Things That We Noted There. Are Illustrated and Described
Herewith, for the Benefit of Readers Who May Not Have Had the Opportunity of Witnessing This Wonderful and Educational Electrical
Display.

York was staged in the Grand Central
Palace, a very handsome building and one
that provided a commodious space for the
beautiful display of the various apparata,
instruments and devices, which included
everything imaginable from a specially
sensitive micro-ampere meter, the needle of
which indicated in millionths of an ampere,
the current produced by applying your
dampened finger to an iron nail and a onecent piece up to a ponderous electrical
storage battery truck, or a complete electrical dairy, where the electrically operated
vacuum milker was demonstrated several
times each day.
The accompanying illustration shows just
a few samples of the hundreds of electrical
devices exhibited and which appealed to

with wireless sparks and a few dozen other
choice crashes and flashes thrown in for
good measure, the electrically interested
populace was thoroly entertained. Excellent
band music was furnished afternoons and
evenings during the week of the exposition.

electric dish washers on the installment
plan, I and Mike McStinchy, the chief clerk
at the office, have promised ourselves one
apiece. Take a shot at Figure 2.

WHAT WE SAW AT THE SHOW

gasted" trying to count the total number of
electric vacuum cleaners exhibited.
There
must 'a been a million of 'em
One par-

A very clever vase light was demonstrated
and what "got our goat" was why out of
100,000,000 people in America some one
had not thought of it before. It instantly
converts any vase, no matter how big or
small, into a beautiful electric lamp with a
silk shade costing as much as you have
money to buy yards of silk for. See Figure 1. As we walked down the aisle, our
attention was arrested by one of the most
efficient
looking
electric
dish
washers

—

—

.

—

www.americanradiohistory.com

As we hove
one of the

to,

floors,

around the corner on

we were almost

"flabber-

!

ticularly large

and interesting machine was

being pushed slowly over a large Persian
rug by a dusky demonstrator.
"Some
vacuum cleaner," quoth we. Egad, we had
the wrong family this time! This machine
(see Fig. 3) was an electric rug and carpet
washer.
When we got close up to it we
saw that it had a rapidly oscillating scrub(Continucd on page 815)
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liberated
ELECTRICITY
apparently different

in

is

ways.

many

There are

at least a dozen so-called "sources"
of electricity which are mentioned in

text books.
It probably could be
that in every case in which electricity
is
produced,
the
fundamental
cause of the manifestation is the same.
have merely different ways of operating on matter with the dissipation of some
form of energy and the electric charge
or current is generated. This signifies the
transformation of one form of energy into
another, and, generally, the mechanism is
reversible.
For example, in the case of
static electricity the influence machine may
be used reversibly as a "converter" of electricity or of mechanical energy,
that is to
say as a generator or as a motor. When
we hear of a "new" source of electricity
we are curious to find out all about the
mechanism of the source as to its reversibility, efficiency of energy conversion,
applicability to the mechanical arts, etc.
"Piezo-Electricity", discovered by J. and
P. Curie, is the name given, in 1881, to a
crystal source of electricity.
In this case
electric
charges of different signs are
liberated on different surfaces of a crystal
when mechanical stresses or vibrations are
impressed on certain of its parts. The word
picso, pronounced p I e z o, is derived
from the Greek piesein, signifying "to

shown

We

;

—

—

press"

;

hence "pressure" electricity.
Which Evolve Electricity.
every crystal is piczo-elcctrically

Crystals

Not

Nature

active.

grows

crystals,

whether

mineral or organic, in thirty-two differing
of these, just twenty
classes of structure
classes offer the necessary condition for

—

And

piezo-electric activity.

this

condition

asymmetry of structure or of molecular
arrangement. While a very large number
is

December, 1919

Salt Crystal Very Active
Electrically.
A crystal which is very active piezoelectrically is "dextro rotary" sodium potassium tartarate or Rochelle salt.
Recently, the Research Laboratory of the

Rochelle

new and surprising things have
MANY
come
during the war. While
to light

the guns thundered in Europe,
scientists quietly went about
their work, hatching out many new mar-

American
vels.

One of the most unique inventions — at
from the Experimenter's standpoint
the wonderful Piezo-electric
—
of
Rochelle crystals.
a veritable
least

effect

is

In

these,

new gold mine has been opened

to

all

experimenters. What these crystals will
all do fairly staggers one's imagination.
Think of a simple salt crystal that will
actually talk, that can be a telephone receiver, and a transmitter combined, that
will give as much as 100 volts when
squeezed with two fingers, that will
"sing" when current is supplied to it!
And the best part is every one of us can
make his own crystals and perform these
experiments without having to buy this
20th century electrical wonder for as
yet it can't be bought, anyway!
Wo consider ourselves fortunate to
present our readers with a very comprehensive article on the new invention by
its inventor, Mr. A. McL. Nicolson. Many
new uses will be found for the invention
and we invite our readers to send us their
experience for the benefit of all. The

—

—

Editors.

little skew symmetries of their own.
Both the mineral and the organic crystal
exhibit their respective asymmetries as
right- or left-handed skew structures. This

fact,

revealed in their power to rotate the
is
plane of polarization of polarized light in
corresponding right or left directions.
are, just now, more interested in the
organic crystal since this type, comprising,
as it does, the asymmetric carbon molecule,
has proved to be more susceptible of large
piezo-electric effect.
Examples of active
organic crystals are sugar, camphor, tar-

We

taric acid, etc.

of crystals have
the electric
only
property,

American Telephone and Telegraph and
the Western Electric Companies investigated the possibility of developing piezoelectric crystals.
It was soon found that
crystals of Rochelle salt would give good
results if prepared in a special manner.
Briefly, increased efficiency is brought
about by the following conditions
Selection
1.
of
particular
habit
of
growth.
Desiccation.
2.
(Preserving by exhausting the moisture.)
3.
Development of the crystal into a
composite polar structure.
Application of static compression.
4.
Use of electric poles normal to each
5.
other.

Application of torque.
the Crystals are "Grown".
Rochelle salt crystals are grown from
nuclei or "seeds" of definite form.
These
are obtained by selection from crystal
croppings spontaneously grown in a supersaturated solution of the salt (the formula
6.

How

Na K C

H

4H 2 O). The solution
of 8 parts Rochelle salts
to 5.33 parts of water. The density of the
solution at 50°C. is 1.33 and the nuclei
from which large crystals are grown, are
"planted" in the mother liquor when the
temperature has dropped to 38° C.
The
crystal grows rapidly as the temperature
of the liquor falls to that of its surroundings.
The seeds are selected so that they
are practically square shaped the seed, for
this purpose, must lie with its principal or
optic axis in a horizontal plane.
When a crysis

should be

4

4

0„.

made up

—

tal

compa r atively

REMOVE SEED CRYSTALS
ON BLOTTER

DRV OVER

few exhibit the

LOW

HEAT.

phenomenon

to
a sufficiently in-

tprpsrintr uekrec
decree
teresung

to

warrant

mention

of

adding
all rochellesalt
IT WILL DISSOLVE

TESTING WITH

HYDROMETER

AND THERMOMETER

it

termed by min-

POUR HOT
SATURATED
1 SOLUTION IN
I GLASS OR CUP

Amongst min-

MUST NOT

crystals
and

"hour-glass".
Fig. 1 illustrates
the entire pro-

BE

cess graph-

are

known
having the

ically.

the best

How

are

— the
con-

molecules

is

'MAKING THE SEED CRYSTALS <

sisting of regular "bricks",

are

staggered

into

a

skew

symmetry

or

spiral structure.

SOLUTION MADE

REMOVING WATER BY ALCOHOL
METHOD FIRST IMMERSED
FOR 3 OR 4 HOURS IN 0O°'«

MADE

IN

AND THEN 20 MINUTES
ABSOLUTE ALCOHOL

STAGE -1-

IN

-

MOUNTINCTTHE CRYSTAL FOR

TRANSMISSION PURPOSES.
GOLDBEATERS SKIN PLACED
AROUND THE CRYSTAL
FOR RECEPTION.

and

development

fully

couraged.

found
the

enIt is

that

if

crystal,

when grown to
the desired size,

when

are

to

its

to

200

grams, and

m metric,
is

of this

from 30

molecules
a sy
that

made

structure
is

IN

THE SAME AS IN -2DQOP SEED CRYSTALS

In the case of
the organic
crystals, the

themselves

the Crystals

Mounted
Important use

asymmetric
structure

the

eralogists

DISTURBED

quartz

tourmaline

11

rapidly
as by the temperature gradient method described
it
develops a composite structure

—

BOILING DISTILLED

W ater and

at this time.

eral

grow

is

very

thoroly

desiccated,
o r
dried, develops

say,

they

new and

ular

er electric poles
on its surface.

do not
comprise "reg-

They

bricks".
have,

oratories

of

Lab-

MERCURY

the
TeleTele-

American
phone and
graph
Company
and the Western
Electric Company, Inc.

The

in
K -ALCOHOL

*Research

>

GROWING THE TALKING CRYSTALS <
Fig. 1.
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strong-

vertical

walls,

sur-

rounding

the

principal

axis,

form one pole
while the two
o r
horizontal,
basal planes.

—
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Insulating

4/um/num

p/otc;

bush/ng

Appearance

•

of Rochelle Salt Crystals
Finally Dressed,

Made By the Author, — Undesiccated Desiccated and
;

Ready for Mounting

together form the other pole.
Beeswaxed
tinfoils serve as electrodes when applied to
the crystal. Since compression greatly improves the piezo-electric effect in these
crystals an appliance shown in Fig. 3 called
the "spring compressor" may be used. The
appliance comprises a pair of aluminium
plates connected together with powerful
springs.
Thumb-screws are provided so
as to apply 20 to 40 pounds pressure to the

The compressor forms one

crystal.

pole,

the "grounded " pole
The other is called the

preferably

crystal.
pole, because

fine

wires

may

of the
"girdle"
be stranded

wrapped around the crystal at its
equator, making proper connection with
the tinfoil coating there.
The mechanically sensitive regions of the
crystal are at the four corners of the
"square" on the ends of the two basal
planes.
Care should therefore be taken to
have the crystal bear on these corners in
This is readily
the spring compressors.
accomplished by filing the crystal on its
basal planes so as to render it slightly concave on both crystallographic poles.
An ordinary half round file is used, and
the top and bottom faces filed in such a
manner that the corners are elevated
making them higher than the rest
slightly
of the face.
When compression is applied to the

its

;

crystal

an

electric

charge

is

imparted to

— so

that

the girdle electrode be-

the compression is relaxed, the crystal poles
will reverse the signs of the liberated
charges.
Great sensitiveness is also obtained if the crystal is subjected to torsion.
charge of several micro-coulombs and
potentials exceeding 100 volts may be obtained by twisting the crystal with the

A

fingers.

The
If,

sounds
to

its

found,

wax

Crystals "Talk".

now, we reverse the process and apply

electric

potentials to the crystal poles,
will be emitted by the crystal due
relative displacement.
will be
It

a small mirror be applied with

if

and its
examined by projecting a beam

to different parts of a crystal

motions

of light reflected by the mirror to a screen,
that the principal component of motion is
one of twisting. The crystal thus "wriggles"
under electric stress and will emit tones
in consonance with the potentials applied.
Several interesting experiments have been
performed utilizing one or other or both of
the electrical and mechanical effects pro-

duced by the

may

piezo-electric

crystal.

A

W
6 vo/ts
dry ce1/5

1
—

Trvosf-

sir

r*T_

SWWi

Crystal
rece/ver

4.— Circuit for Connecting Up 100 Telephone Receivers to Rochelle Salt Crystal
Fig.

—

Transmitter.
Fig. 5.
Circuit for Crystal
Telephonic Loud-Speaker.
Photo at Right

Shows Several Varieties

We

use the crystal as a transmitter
or detector of mechanical vibrations or
very convenient application is to
sound.
first

M/crvpnone
'traasm

Crystal tra/ism

—

Above: Crystal as a Phonograph TransmitBelow: As a Transmitter or Receiver.

ter.

comes plus and the basal planes, together
(or the spring compressors) become minus.
This electrification will leak away and when

and

—

poles

Clamp.

in

of Rochelle Crystals.

www.americanradiohistory.com

—

A

needle may be inserted
the phonograph.
in a plate attached to one end of the crystal,
fig. 2, so that, if held properly over a moving record the needle will transfer torsional
movements to the crystal, and correspondcurrents will be generated.
alternating potential generated by the
crystal under these circumstances may be
as large as 10 volts and the resulting current will be several microamperes. In the
simplest form of this experiment, electromagnetic receivers of high impedance maybe used to detect speech and music from the
phonograph. Since the impedance of the
crystal at acoustic frequency is about 300,000
ohms, the impedance of the receivers used
should be very high at least a few thousand ohms. The crystal itself can operate
several hundred receivers in series and paring

electrical

The

allel.

See Fig.

4.

Instead of using the phonograph to agitate the crystal transmitter, we can, by adding a diaphragm to the crystal, talk or sing
against the diaphragm and thus excite the
crystal to about the same degree that obtains with the phonograph record. Thus by
singing against the diaphragm near a resonant frequency of the crystal housing, say
at a frequency corresponding to "middle C"
in music, or 256 cycles per second, we can
genet-ate an alternating current in the crystal of 20 microamperes and an open-circuit
potential of 15 volts. The former may be
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1
I

1
|

How the Dressed and Mounted
Rochelle Crystal Appears. The Diaphragm
of Paper or Goldbeater's Skin Stretched
Around the Outside as Shown.

Fig. 3-A.

Some
Some

Is

Editors

Rochelle Salt Crystals "Grown" by the Author from "Seed Crystals."
These Crystals Have Been "Grown" as Large as Two feet and More. The
Have "Grown" Some Crystals Several Inches in Length Very Successfully, Fol-

Excellent
of

Another experiment

A

—

is

line.

to the presence of local free energy, of battery or amplifier, which will maintain circulatory oscillations of the acoustic and

Connecting Speaking
Amplifier and a Second Crystal as a "Loud-Talker."

Fig. 6.
Crystal,

Circuits

for

Vacuum Tube

_ face norma/ to one of Me „
"S/nori/ ~or latere/ "ar
I
,

Crystal Transforms Electricity into
Speech.
But, as shown above, another interesting

\\e/ecfr/c

oses

electrical effects.

At present the efficiency of these crystals,
as defined by the ratio of the output to the
input, is not high. This is principally because of the difficulty of associating a perfect housing with the crystal. The housing,
is, of course, necessary in order to translate vibrations to or from the crystal. The
efficiency becomes greater only when the
frequency of the applied vibrations is close
that of the natural frequency of the
combined costal and its housing. Hence
the comparatively large values of the alternating currents and potentials generated
by the crystal when it is operated near any
of its resonant frequencies
for, it may
have several modes of vibration.
Some day it may be possible to pick up
to

function of the crystal is that of a receiver
of electrical oscillations. If we impress an
alternating potential on the crystal poles
and use the transmitter construction just
described, then the crystal, itself vibrating
under the electric stresses applied, will impart axial and torsional vibrations to the

—

cylindrical diaphragm. Thus, corresponding
acoustic effects will be produced which may

a pebble

from

and

the crystal receiver.

This experiment, using the crystal as a
may be performed in different
ways. Most simply, a carbon microphone
may be applied as transmitter. This is
shown in Fig. 5 with a local battery and
high ratio transformer, which matches
fairly well the low impedance of the local
microphone circuit with that of the high
impedance crystal. In this arrangement the
crystal operates as a "loud speaking" telephone and may be heard several hundred
feet away.

both ends of a

known phenomenon in ordinary telephony
is known as "howling" and is due, of course,

the receivers placed in the circuit.

be heard considerable distances away

=

I

the use of crysIn order to increase the detecting and emitting effects of
the piezo-electric crystal, the vacuum tube
amplifier may be used. Fig. 6 shows a crystal transmitter, a crystal receiver, and an
intervening two-stage vacuum tube repeater
or relay. Speech and phonograph effects applied to the transmitter may be heard proceeding from the crystal receiver, with sufficient volume to fill a large auditorium.
Under these conditions, if the crystal receiver is placed nearer than a few yards
from the crystal transmitter, the receiver
will sing to the transmitter.
This welltals at

with an electrostatic voltmeter.
The diaphragm used is rather novel.
strip of gold-beater's skin or even of paper
(stiff bond) is wrapped around the spring
compressors, holding the crystal, as in the
first experiment, and metal bands tighten the
strip on each of the two spring compressors.
now have a cylindrical diaphragm surrounding but not touching the crystal yet
conveying stresses to the crystal thru
the spring compressors. The diaphragm, in
order to be effective, must be corrugated as

shown in Figs. 3 and 3A. This is done
very readily by twisting the bands holding
the diaphragm in opposing senses prior to
its stretching and tightening. Usually a separate and removable appliance is used to
perform these operations on the diaphragm.
Vibrations, due to sound waves, proceed
from the cylindrical diaphragm thru the
spring compressors, to the enclosed crystal.
The crystal, when it is disturbed by the vibrations, converts these mechanical effects
into corresponding electrical charges or
currents, which may readily be detected in

I

lowing the Author's Instructions.

measured with a transformer, thermocouple
and D. C. microampere meter, the latter

We

December, 1919

ble

from the beach, place

listen to voices

it

to the ear

spoken to another peb-

found on some other shore.

[As transmitters and loud-talkers, these
crystals produce remarkable results and the
amateur will be well repaid by his results,

receiver,

—

Stress Applied to Quartz
Produces Electric Current
Indicated.
Rochelle Salt Crystals Act Similarly.
Below: Dressing of
Crystals for the Girdle Orientation.
Fig.

7.

Above:

Crystal at
of Polarity

"W"

—
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provided he follows the instructions given
in this paper. As detectors for wireless
telegraphy, however, they are practically
valueless, if used in the regular way. Perhaps some amateur may some day hit upon
a scheme which will produce the muchlooked-for perfect crystal. Editor.]

—
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Electric
The accompanying

illustration of

an

Hodlnipectt ILfiMlMiini!
elec-

mounted on the
north side of 73rd Street and Broadway,
New York City, involves a new departure
tric

sign,

and which

4b

is

electrical advertising displays of this
Instead of outlining the forms of
type.
the letters on the sign with electric light
bulbs or illuminating the entire sign by
indirect or flood lighting, reflected on to it
from long reflectors placed at the sides and
at the top, as is quite common practice, the

of

letters

themselves

in

this

new

sign

765

tained
graph,

when looking

at

an ordinary photo-

and then viewing a stereoscopic
photograph of the same view or object
with the aid of a stereoscope, when, of
course, the images on the photograph appear to stand out

in

bold

relief.

form

of the Newest Wrinkles in Electric Sign
Design Is That Here Shown. The Letters
Stand Out in Black Relief Owing to the Arrangement of the Lamps, Which Are Placed
in Back of the Hollow Letters, as Illustrated
in the Sectional View.

One

the reflecting troughs, in which the lamp
bulbs are mounted. The inside surfaces of
the hollow letters are painted white so as to
The lights are supserve as reflectors.
ported at a short distance from the sign
itself by means of iron rods as shown in
the detail illustration herewith. In this way
the letters seem to stand out in relief on
the face of the signboard, and give a very
pleasing and mysterious appearance indeed.
The effect is much the same as that ob-

Aviators
Many

ingenious devices as well as mov-

g pictures and electrical chart boards, and
pecially illuminated maps, were devised
id

employed

in training

American aviators

Iimsfap^cftedl ©in\ ISlectirac ClhaiFt
regular

aviation

training

schools

of

the

Army and Navy

Departments. One of the
most difficult things which the military or
naval aviator has to learn is to shoot accu-

One
the

of the methods used for instructing
soldier aviators in which electricity

its
part is here presented.
The
bright spots indicate the positions of small
incandescent lamps behind the screen on
which the airplanes appear in various flying
attitudes.
These were all flashed on for
the picture, but ordinarily are not visible.
Aiming and firing practice is accomplished

played

Clever Electric Chart Board for Instructing
Aviators in Firing at Enemy Planes. After
the Dummy Machine Gun Has Been Sighted,
the Lights Are Flashed On and the Gun Is

Checked With Them.

by sighting a dummy machine gun at the
position ahead of the plane, so that the
time of travel of the bullet will he the same
as that of the plane, and therefore it will

sing the World War.
Some of these
ndered such excellent service and gave so
rch promise that they have been retained
d improved upon for utilization in the

6S

rately while flying in the air. To the layman this may sound quite simple, but it is
far from being such, and the experts who
train aviators for this duty know it.

Csasting" Motor Winding

\ new

of the Squirrel Cage type.

lich

The

type of rotor with cast winding,
has been recently designed by one
the leading electrical concerns, presents
w features and improvements worthy of

illustration shows a
sectional view of the cast
rotor.

tice.

The bars and short-circuiting rings cornsing the windings employ the same mate1 and are cast in a single operation.
With
windings thus made a solid unit, rigidity,
rability and better balance is produced.
ie cast winding from an electrical point
view also insures uniform cross section
d union between the bars and the end
lgs.
This has become a factor in elimiting operating difficulties due to openIcuiting of joints between bars and end
:

1

ly

I

ngs.

Holes bored radially thru the cast end
ings give effective ventilation for rotation
i either direction.

The new
)e

After the sighting is
reach a vital spot.
completed, the lights are flashed on and the
gun setting is checked by them. The three
spots indicate the correct setting of the gun
for various plane speeds of 75, 100 and 125
miles per hour.

cast winding rotor is said to
especially effective on induction motors

The

American Electrical
Manufacturer
Is
Always
Intent Upon Producing Machinery in Large Quantities and One of the Latest
Departures in This Direction

Is

in

the

Form

of

a

Motor
Winding.
This Particular Cast Motor
Winding Is a Squirrel-Cage
Rotor for an Alternating
Current Induction Motor.
Not Only Is This Idea Me"Cast"

chanically
Advantageous,
but It Is Also Said to be
Very Superior in the Electric
Efficiency
Achieved.

Each year sees more
and n ore the mechanical

mamracture

of

such

parts jf machinery as this.
/
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HANDLESS, HE USES TELEPHONE.
In

world, but here comes a cable
from London telling of the
popularity accorded to a new
fad in the English city that of
electrically tattooing a permanent complexion or blush on
the face.
The report goes on
to say that the pallid and sallow faces of London women
are being permanently brightened and given a rosy tint by
expert tattooists, whose electric
needle
applications
can
be
graduated to suit any physiog-

ELECTRIC TATTOOING NEEDLE

—

nomy, and further, that the

tat-

report they have never
done such a thriving and profitable business among women
as now.
Howsomever, and be that as
it may, our artist has depicted
in the accompanying illustration one of London's fair damsels receiving the electric tattooing treatment for a perma-

tooists

London, England, Has Started on a New Road to Fame
Women Beautiful by Electric Tattooing! A Per"Peaches and Cream" Complexion Is Yours,
Gwendolyn, for Six Bits.

Making
manent

We

have always been under the impresthe English women were blest
with one of the finest complexions in the
sion

that

IDirillll

nent rosy complexion.
Such
an outfit comprises an electric
tattooing needle operated from
a battery and supplied with
current thru a flexible wire,
while a small rubber tube leads
thru the needle proper to whichever complexion is selected by
the
customer.
In some of
these tattooing needles the coloring pigment is contained in a
small hollow chamber on the
base of the needle itself. We
presume this fad will cross the

one time or another, perhaps.
An
auger to bore square holes has at last been
at

as

issued

by the

A

brace made of steel, leather,
a substitute for the tendon of
Achilles, and with it I can walk several
miles every day with ease.
I frequently
walk five miles just for the joy of walking.
"I have the following implements, each
of which has a fitting that is an exact duplicate of the butt ends of the hooks. These
hooks and the implements fasten into the
wrist plates of the artificial arms with a
spring catch, so that I can release either
or both hooks and insert the other implements at will
Knife, fork, and spoon for
eating
hair brushes
tooth brush
whisk
broom and hat brush blacking brush for
shoes
Gillette razor and lather brush
tooth-pick; fountain pen; match-holder;
telephone-holder.
of Achilles.

and

felt

is

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

ocean and become a new art on Broadway
lane of many brilliant accomplishments, the least of which is Beauty.

—the

invented by Carl H. Schmidgall of Peoria,
111.
The simple tool works its way by
rotary motion thru wood, iron or stone. It
is
really five augers in one
four little
conical rotary cutters
milling out the corners of the square
.

—

after

has

main shaft
a round

the

bored

hole. Drilling a square

hole thru a one-inch
piece of marble by
present methods takes
four hours or more
of careful work by a
skilled

man. The new

invention does it in
minutes.
There
are only a dozen parts
in the machine, and,
five

according to experts,
it
can be manufactured at a compara-

low

tively

price.

A

simple
variation
in
the shape of the cut-

makes possible
the boring of holes of
many different shapes.

ters

Mr. Schmidgall has
been working on his
invention since he was
twelve years old. He
now twenty-nine,
and operates the big-

is

gest

hand-made

tool

shop

in

out-

side

of

Illinois,

Master
from

all

United
recently

Peg Does Not

bulletin

latest

B©ires Square

Did you ever have a dream of a drill that
would bore a square hole? All of us have

A Round

the

American Red Cross we come upon the
remarkable story of a man whose arms
were amputated midway between the elbows and wrists. The best way to tell his
story perhaps would be to quote directly
what this man has done and is doing:
"At the time of the accident the oscalcis
was removed from my left heel with tendon

—

Square Hole But This Inventor Has
That Bores a Square Hole.

Fit a

a Circular Drill

Chicago.
mechanics

parts of the
States
have
visited
look at

his

shop to
the
square hole auger.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Hands He Uses Telephone.
A
Example of the "Reconstruction"
on Crippled Soldiers Being Performed
by the Red Cross Hospital Experts. Soldiers
Without Arms or Minus Perhaps One or Both
Legs, Are Being Trained to Do Most Everything Any Normal Man Can Do. They Are
Without
Striking

Work

Taught Clerical Work, Drafting, Painting,
and Many Other Arts and Trades.

"On the dressing table in my bedroom, I
keep a pair of extra long hooks with which
I put on and take off collar and necktie.
The remainder of dressing and undressing
is not with the standard hooks which are
not long enough to reach collar button at
throat.
I
button the collar at back of
neck before I put the shirt on. I dress in
about twenty minutes and undress in about
half that time. Shaving takes from twentyfive to thirty minutes, depending on condiI do this entirely alone,
tion of razor.
washing and drying face afterward, taking
the razor apart and drying it and changing
razor blades when they are dull. Brushing
hair and clothes, attending to teeth, and
shining shoes are simple matters.
"I meet with little difficulty in telephoning, or the ordinary routine of desk work.
Have been receiving good living wages for
more than twelve years.
"About four years after my accident, I
married one of the several nurses that
We
helped care for me in the hospital.
have four children."
Thus the great work goes on every day
sees new and more remarkable developments in helping the lame to walk and the

—

sick to get well.
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AHa^ram

The thousands of ownof small soda water
stands all over the counannually lose huntry
dreds of dollars due to
people helping themselves
to the various drinks when
the proprietor is conveniTo mitigate
ently absent.
this loss to the owners of
soda water stands the inventor,
Mr. Charles F.
Scarborough, has brought
clever,
electric
out
a
ers

alarm which

is

combined

with a bottle-cap opener in
the manner here shown.
The alarm apparatus
comprises a dry cell battery and bell mounted in
small box, which can be
placed out of sight so far
as the customers are concerned.
flexible duplex
wire or cable leads from
the alarm box to the bottle-cap removing device.

A

This
prises

cap

two

remover
distinct

comand

thoroly insulated metallic
rings which are connected
to the bell circuit.
If the
circuit is closed as would
be caused by a piece of

metal coming in contact An Electric Soda
with the two metal fingers tacts Fitted in an
of the cap remover, then
it will sound the alarm.
Such soda bottles
are usually opened up by a regular capremover and to make sure that the person
desirous of stealing a drink, will use the

Water

Bottle Alarm. Which Has Recently Been Patented. It Comprises
Insulating Handle, Which, When Short-Circuited by the Metal Cap on
Will Cause the Bell to Ring.
electrified bottle opener, this is placed in as
conspicuous a position as possible as the
illustration shows.
He grabs the cap remover, and the minute that it is placed

Two
the

Electric ConSoda Bottle,

in contact with the metal cap of the bottle,
the circuit is closed the bell rings, thus
notifying the proprietor that he has "customers".

—

iectricity
A recent house-finishing development is
a motor-driven stucco machine by which
the material is applied by projecting it from
the machine by centrifugal force set up by
revolving spider blades.
The manufacturers of this device state that by applying the stucco in this manner, a skin, or
enamel, is formed, making an outside coat-

ing which is impervious to moisture.
As
an instance of the speed at which the machine works it is said that an operator with
a helper to supply the material can project
350 square feet an hour against hollow tile,
brickwork or concrete blocks, and a trifle
less against such material as metal or wood
lath.
The equipment is light in weight,

aluminum

being

for the
the revolving
The
spider blades and automatic feed.
weight of the motor, therefore, represents
the greater part of the total weight of the
machine. An auxiliary hopper is provided
by which pebbles, crushed granite and similar materials can be effectively thrown into
the stucco base.
All of the work on an eight-room, twostory frime residence, including piazza

frame

and

castings
tool

steel

used

for

accomplished with one machine,
and the actual running time of the machine in completing the entire contract was
The lapsiding was not rejust 21 hours.
moved, but is covered with a saturated
felt paper, against which was nailed the
metal lath and the stucco then applied. The
metal lath was completely imbedded within a projected depth of %"
and after
posts, wa.ii

,

being
finish

roughly
effect

the white stucco
projected with the ma-

floated,

was

chine.

The following will be found a conservative average estimate of stucco projected
by this clever machine.
Against a poured concrete base, a coat of
stucco from Y\" to %", an operator should
project 350 to 400 square feet per hour;
against unpainted brick, hollow tile, concrete blocks, and like materials or construction from 300 to 350 square feet per
against Bishopric Board and like
hour
wood, lath backing, in filling up the keys
and projecting as above, 300 to 350 square
feet per hour
against Gypsum Plaster
Board and other like materials from 400
to 450 square feet per hour.
;

;

Against Metal Lath furred out I4" with
a backing of building or tar paper applied
to a sheeted surface or studding, 350 to 450
square feet per hour.
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LEWIS,

United Slates Naval Observatory

the moom A
Photograph of the Moon Taken with the
Reflecting Telescope of the Mt. Wilson Observatory Showing Regions of Albategnius and Hipparchus. This Photograph of
the Moon Shows All the Varieties of WalledPlains, Ring-Plains and Craters as Well as a
60- Inch

Number of Conspicuous Clefts and Rills. Almost Exactly at the Center Is the WalledPlain Albategnius, 65 Miles Wide, and Adjoining It on the North Is the Walled-Plain Hipparchus Nearly 100 Miles Wide. This Is One of
Many Walled-Plains That Clearly Show Signs
of Wreck and Ruin. Note the Superimposed
Craters of a Later Origin. Just to the Northeast of Albategnius Is the Great WalledPlain Ptolemaeus, 115 Miles Wide.
In Its
Interior to the Northwest Is a Very Conspicuous Little Crater 4 Miles in Diameter.
Almost Due North of Ptolemaeus Is the
Typical Ring-Plain Herschel, with a Rampart Rising Nearly 10,000 Feet Above a Dusky
Floor From Which Rises a Central Mountain
Peak. The Rampart Is Symmetrically Terraced Both Within and Without. To the
Northwest of This Ring-Plain Is a Deep Lunar Valley About 80 Miles Long and in Places
10 Miles Wide. South From Ptolemaeus Extends a Long Chain of Great Walled-Plains
Reaching to the Southern Border of the
Photograph.
Near the Western Border
Which Marks the Terminator Appear RingPlains and Craters in the Greatest Profusion and the Harsh, Black Lunar Shadows
Are Very Conspicuous. The Distinction Between Walled-Plains, Ring-Plains and Craters Becomes Clear From a Careful Study of
This Photograph.

that changes are
SUSPICIONS
tinually taking place in certain

markings of

face

the

consur-

moon have

been held for many years and as the
face of our nearest neighbor and
satellite is scanned more carefully from
year to year with telescopes of high power
these
suspicions
are
confirmed,
being
rather than disproved, by many diligent

and careful

observers.

It has been estimated that at an elevation
of about one mile above the surface of
the moon the density of its atmosphere
is
only one ten-thousandth that of our
own atmosphere at an equal elevation. It
is, therefore, impossible for water to exist

in the liquid form on the moon at moderate elevations, tho it may exist in the form
of water vapor, hoarfrost or snow.

Comparatively recent researches of Very
indicate that the highest temperature to
which the surface of the moon is heated in
the middle of the long lunar day, equal
to fourteen of our own days in length,
is probably about 200° F.
During the long
lunar night the heat rapidly escapes owing to the extreme rarity of the lunar
atmosphere and within a few hours the
temperature probably drops far below zero
and at the lunar midnight may approach
closely to the absolute zero of interplane473° F.
tary space or

—

If

there

were no other causes

to

pro-

View of the
Taken by Rltchey
the 40-Inch Yerkes
Refractor Showing Ray System of the Ring Plan Tycho
of
the South), and
(to
the
of
Copernicus.

An

Enlarged

Moon

With

One

Most Conspicuous and Magof all Lunar Fea-

nificent

tures

(to

Northeast,

the

Near the Lower Rim of tho
Photo). The Dazzling
Whiteness of the Southwest
Quadrant of the Moon ConWith the
Sharply
trasts
Dark and Comparatively
Smooth Maria or Seas to
The
East.
the North and
Nearly Enclosed Sea, Mare
Humorum, is Shown Near
the

Rim
is

Center of the Eastern
of the Photo. Its Area
50.000
Approximately

Square Miles.

The Walled

Plain Gassendi, on its BorMiles in Diameter,
is One of the Most BeautiTelescopic Objects on
ful
A Luthe Lunar Surface.
nar Mountain Range, the
ders. 55

Mountains,
s
Rlphaean
a Little to the Northwest of the Mare Humorum.
The Highest Peak is About
3.000 Feet Above the Surrounding Region. Which is
Moderate Lunar
a Very
Elevation.
This Is One of
the Least Important Lunar
Mountain Ranges. Close to
This Mountain Range Is the
Euclldes, 7
Little
Crater
Miles in Diameter, One of
the Most Brilliant Objects
on the Lunar Surface; the
Region Surrounding the
Crater Is Equally Brilliant.
I

Shown

The Ray Systems
and Copernicus

of

Tycho

are

the

Most Consnicuous of These
Peculiar Markings Which

duce changes in the lunar surface markit might be expected that these great
extremes of heat and cold alternating peri-

are Found Associated With
a Number of Other Lunar

odically would register their
the face of our satellite..

Them Under

ings,

effect

upon

The evidence of change in the appearance of lunar features, aside from the expected and periodic changes due to variations in the lunar phase and altitude of
the sun, which are of course not changes
in the markings themselves, is to be found
chiefly in connection with the more minute
markings such as the crater-cones and

Craters. According to Prof.
H. Pickerlnq. Who Has

W.

Very

Carefully Observed
Excellent Ob-

serving Conditions, the Rays
of Tycho do not Come From
the Center of the Crater,

But Oriainate in a Number of Minute Craters That
Lie
on
the
Outer Rim;
While the Rays of Copernicus Originate
Craterin
lets
Lying on the Inner
Slopes
of
the
Ramparts.
Ascend to the Summit and
then Spread Out Over the
Surrounding Mare

in

Feath-

ery Streaks.

{Continued on page 820)
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Wide World Photos

The World's Great Satellite at Closer Range Than Ever Before Seen by the Eyes of Man Was Made by the New Hooker Telescope of
Mount Wilson Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Just Installed, and Was the First Taken After the Telescope
Went Into Commission. The Picture in Detail and Definition Is Superior to Any Hitherto Made. The Mirror of the Telescope, the
Largest Yet Constructed, Is 100 Inches in Diameter. The Scale of the Illustration Is About One Hundred Miles to the Inch, or a
Little Less Than Eight Feet to the Moon's Diameter. The Mountains Above and to the Left Are the Lunar Apennines; Those on the
Left Below the Centre Are the Alps. Both Ranges Include Many Peaks From 15,000 to 20,000 Feet in Height. The Ring-like Formations
Are the So-Called Craters, Most of Them Far Larger Than Anything Similar on the Earth. In the Upper Right Corner Is Copernicus,
About Fifty Miles in Diameter. The Largest of the Conspicuous Group of Three Just Below the Apennines Is Archimedes, and at the
Lower End of the Alps Is Plato. Attention Is Called to the Long Sunset Shadows Cast by the Isolated Peaks on the Left, and the
Shadows Cast Within the Craters by the Crater Shells Can be Plainly Seen. The Central Portion of the Picture Is a Vast Plain, the
Ma re Imbrium.
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rai:
during the war, and undoubtedly will continue to serve in these capacities.
It is a
common practice both in this country and
abroad for all women operators running
power houses and substations to wear
modified overall suits, so as to eliminate the
danger of loose clothing being caught in
any moving machinery.
know that
women's minds are very subtle and quick

We

to respond, and moreover they are eager
and quick to learn, in any trade or art
which they may set their minds on. We
therefore presume that the serious-faced
students of electric power house matters
shown in the accompanying photo have
graduated into full-fledged switchboard and

dynamo operating experts.
Ye scribe, having spent several long and
in power houses, pauses to
philosophize on the mental equilibrium of
the lady switchboard operators and dynamo
tenders at the psychological moment when
about steen thousand amperes charge over
the line on a "dead short," and "blows"
the breakers and perhaps the dynamos, too,
with a roar like a young Niagara and
flashes of fire like Pain's fireworks on the
Fourth of July at Brighton Beach. And
that is not all, for when a large steam main
goes blooey and starts spitting out several
hundred cubic feet of super-heated steam
per second into the power room, they will
think the end of the world has surely
come as the station fills up with steam
accompanied by a deafening, seething roar
as the steam escapes.
But probably they
will get used to these things the same as the
male operators, and after one good initiation or so, never mind such little things as
a 500 per cent overload short-circuit on the
main generator bus-bars.
said "prob-

patient years

and Auntie Go

Sister

Dynamos and

What

Is;

to

Motors,

—

It Happened in
to the Electric School
and How to "Parallel" Alternators;
"Opens"; Yes,
a Circuit- Breaker

Do When

Boston

What

Learn All
—a and
Synchronous

They

Learned

Easily,

About
Motor
Says

Their Instructor.

;

The

accompanying

illustration

shows

women

substation operators being trained
one of the power stations of the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston.
We do not usually associate electrical diagrams, circuit breakers, dynamos and storage batteries with women operators, possibly because we are not used to them, and

at

Tw©

being used to anything is mostly nothing
more nor less -than a habit. As we become
used to these newer adventures of the fair
mechanical
in
the
electrical
and
sex
branches of applied science, we shall, after
Women suba while, think nothing of it.
station operators have served faithfully and
well

in

many power

stations

in

England

We

ably."

But who can

tell?

Kite Flier© Killed fey Live

Two

boys came to their death recently
Winsted, Conn., as a result of contact
with a high tension electric wire carrying
at

22,000

volts.

Edward

Isaacson,

Jr.,

13

years old, and his cousin, Walter Lindblad,
also 13, were flying a kite on the elder
Isaacson's farm when the kite caught in
the electric wires atop a 50-foot steel

tower.

The boys

tried to disengage the kite
climbed the tower.
Young
Isaacson touched one of the wires carry-

and

failing

ing the heavy voltage and was thrown
across the feed wire, dying instantly. Lindblad tried to assist his cousin but the current coursed thro his body and hurled him
to the ground, where he was picked up
dead.

The

how

accompanying
the

current

illustration

shows

thru the victim's
body to earth. On such high tension lines
all you have to do to get electrocuted is to
touch one "live" wire there is always a
cross current or leak current somewhere
past

;

which

complete the circuit as soon as
has taken place. It is not safe to
touch one rubber covered wire of a 2,500volt feed circuit, let alone a 22,000-volt
line.
The electric chair requires only 1,800
will

this act

to 2,200 volts to electrocute a man, and if
you bear in mind that people have been
electrocuted by touching a circuit carrying
as low as 110 volts, then you will be extremely careful about touching any wires.
If you are not the electrician who is familiar (understand that word) with the
wire or pole in question, leave it alone!
It may spell death.
Electricians included.

How Many

Volts Kill? Sometimes 110 Volts
500 Volts (Trolley Lines) Liable
DANto "Jar" You to a Fall; 1,000 Volts
GEROUS! 1,500-2,000 Volts— FATAL. (1,800"Electric
Chair".
Volts
in
the
2,200
Used
Will

Kill;

—
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Don't Fly Kites Over High Tension or Other
Drops on the
Wires.
If the String
Even if Dry, You May Be Severely
Shocked or Killed. Don't Touch the String
Electric

Wires,

Leave

It

Alone.

)

:
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MIRAUSp

THE MAGIC BELL.

HARGRAVE was
PROFESSOR
known to
magicians as the origall

inator of many ingenious tricks and
sleight-of-hand
and consepasses
quently aroused a feeling of considerable jealousy among others in the same
field of work which he himself was enWhen, however, he made argaged in.
rangements to publish broadcast those of
his more spectacular tricks, the Magicians'
Council, an order of the "Black Art," as
that science is known, attempted to stop
him, but their efforts were fruitless.
By special courtesy this publication has
secured his consent for placing some of
his works before the public in such a way
that the lay readers who are the least
handy with tools can construct apparatus
With
to duplicate his marvelous feats.
this end in view not only the "gift of gab,"
or magicians' "patter," as it is sometimes
called, is given, but also the constructional
data are given. Let us attend one of Prof.

Hargrave's performances.
"Good-morning, ladies and gentlemen,"
ventured Professor Hargrave, as he stept
onto the stage in a recent perfonmance at
one of our largest theatres, "Evening, did
you say?" he continued, "Oh, yes, to be
sure it is, how absentminded I am. Well,
what shall be your pleasure? This?" as
he pointed to a beautiful bell hanging on

"Very well."
highly polished stand.
Suiting his action to the words he
reached for a pack of cards on one of the
small tables and proceeded off the stage.
Having had the audience select three cards,

—

The "Mystery Bell" The Magician Shows That the Bell as Well as the Hook Upon Which
It Normally Hangs, Including the Stand Separating the Bell, Are All Separate and Independent Pieces, Having No Strings or Electrjc Wires Attached to Them; Yet When the Bell
Is Replaced on the Stand and Combined With the Stand Support, It Taps Out the Answers
to Various Questions Asked by the Audience. It's Easy When You Know How!!!

a

"Now, friends, I don't want to deceive
you." He removed the hook from the rest
of the stand passing the hook to the public on one side of the stage
and the bell down the other.
"Now examine those two
articles carefully and note that
there are no strings to deceive
you; that hook is genuine silbought it myself at
I
ver.
Wool worth's jewelry counter,
an emblem of the first thing I
got when I appeared upon the
stage some years ago from the
;

manager."
enthusiastic
wit the hook
By this time the bell

—

(To

!

had

come back and Professor Har"The bell
grave continued

Don't shake your head, because I'm too
far away to hear it rattle."
"Now for the next card. Tell me the

number

of

spots

on

that."

Hargrave

awaited an answer but no response from
the

"What

bell.

answered

—

don't you

know?" The

by ringing
Again no
whereupon the performer became
excited, exclaiming: "I hope you will all
excuse the bell, but I don't think she
knows, so we will have to go on with the
rest of the performance.
Ding-Ding, Ding-Ding, Ding-Ding.
Oh, you do know.
Well? How many
spots on it, please?"
(Continued on page 792)
bell

twice.

"Well,

in the affirmative
tell

me

then."

response,

:

answers by ringing twice for
Then
yes and once for no."
placing the hook into its position in the remainder of the
stand, and resting the bell on

"Don't
hook, he added
its
you, bell?" to the beautiful object of glass and metal.
The bell pealed forth two
melodious sounds.
"Well, bell, suppose you tell
me the number of spots which
were on the first card I gave
:

out? Seven? Very well. Did
the lady choose hearts?"

The hammer

rose

and de-

scended twice in succession.
"Seven of hearts. Was that
correct, speak out please?"

The

victim answered in the

affirmative.

"Thank you."
"Now, bell, will you please
tell me the name of the next
card?
(You know I have to
View

of the

Glass

Bell,

Which Can be Made From an

Ordinary Chandelier Shade.

talk kindly to the Little Miss).
spots were on that

How many
card ?"

he stept back to the stage again. Carrying the bell forward in full view of the
audience and placing the stand right down
front, he exclaimed

One

ring

was

"Only one? Well, was
response was yes again.

"Ace

of

spades,

was

it

a spade?"

The

right,

sir?

that

A

Clever and Interesting "Card Trick"

Which

Anyone Can Perform at Parties and Evening
Gatherings Without Lengthy Practise. The

the answer.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Performer Telling the Name of the Card
Without Being Present. All That Is Necessary Is to Know the Number of Cards in the
Tail of the

"Q" Formation.
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THE CONSTRUCTOR

:

accompanying
an

photos illustrate

Christinas display that
I got up for my boys, and as most
of the ideas were taken from your
magazine, I thought perhaps they
might be of interest to your readers.
Three years ago I
built
a few simple
electrical
devices in
connection with the
boys'
Christmas
Tree, from ideas that
I took from the Experimenter and the
display made a "hit,"
not only with my own
sons, but with a great
many others and also
tlie grown-ups in the
vicinity.

been

electrical

over boxes and newspaper was used to
cover them, the same being wet with flour
paste and shaped over the wire, about 8 or
10 thicknesses were used.
After it was
dry, the same was painted with water color
paints white paint was used for snow and
;

fireproof snow, such as is sold in the stores
for the holidays, was used to make it
sparkle.
The boats are in a tank 4 feet
square and 2y2 inches deep; connections
for lights in them and wireless on them,
were run thru rubber tubing. The tank is

The
of tin.
light-house is made
of tin and connected

made

3-/ev /amps

up

Xmas

made according

with

a

flasher,
to a
given in the

diagram
Experimenter.
The back-ground is
a piece of cheap can-

painted

vas

water colors
the

with
inside

;

moun-

left-hand

tains,

This
has
followed by

adding

tree

viewed thru a

peek hole, was Santa

Claus' work -

something

shop,

on the idea of

built

new each year and

the

the display here illustrated is the result of
last year's work and
I
trust
that
thru
new ideas gained in
1919, to build something more elaborate

Easter eggs.
In the
right-hand mountains

this

Christmas.

Herewith

is

plan

Santa Clai/s
work- shop

not

show telephone wires
from rear of house to
display
I

in

where the bad

"Devil's

miniature

houses were built of
cardboard and painted to represent differ-

had a phonograph

in

church in the display.
The mountains were
built of wire netting

the

cave,"

The

front room.

the rear of the
residence and transmitted music of bells
and other Christmas
pieces
to
the little

was

black; it was built of
red paper with lights
under the same, to
appear as hot coals.

a dia-

does

candy

style

boys go.
This does
not show up in the
photo very well, as
the red photographs

gram of wiring plan
this

old

The
ent buildings.
display base was 3
feet from the floor,
the display itself was
9 feet long, 4 feet
.

Spark

co//

Wireless

on boat'

wide and 6 feet high
Wiring Diagram for Electric Christmas Tree and Village

www.americanradiohistory.com

from the

base.

—
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OuatLwardl?

When an electric lamp is broken by force
the glass walls are driven inward and do
not fly outward as generally supposed. To
prove this take a burnt-out lamp bulb and
paint one half of it red and the other
green. Then screw it in a socket suspended
in the center of a room so that it cannot
Note the direction each color is
revolve.
facing.
Then break the bulb with a shot
from a revolver or air rifle. Upon examiWhich Way Do You Think Incandescent
Lamps Break Inward or Outward? Paint
One-Half the Bulb Red, the Other Half Green
and Break It with a Pistol or Air Rifle Shot,
it Bursts Inward As This Experiment Shows,
the Colored Fragments Falling on Opposite
Sides of the Room.

—

nation of the bits of glass that
tered on the floor red particles
dominate on the opposite side
which this color faced before the

are scatwill preof room

lamp was

particles will predominate on the opposite side from which it
faced also. This proves that the pressure
of the air crushed the glass walls inward

shattered,

and green

instead of exploding outward.

Contributed by

J.

A.

WEAVER.

*ltoto|£rapli!ic Experimeimte
By MAIRHOH B» FtEYHOILDS
"

M\

ODGING"

photographs to bring out
the artistic values in an apparently unartistic negative is / one of
the tricks of the trade which offers a great
I

companying

photographs

illustrate

this

point vividly.
Obviously it is practically
an impossibility to take a direct photograph
giving the effect as shown in the photograph. With the average amateur's hand
camera, the exposure would necessarily
have to be rather long, as the only lighting used would come from a shaded lamp.
lengthy exposure would impose a trying job on the part of the sitter, as holding a position for any length of time is a
difficult task and
I
will admit that he
would have to possess a much quieter naThen, too,
ture than I am blessed with.
halation would destroy to a great extent,
the effect originally intended. This photograph was made on a bright day with a
3-A Folding Pocket Kodak, Rapid Rectilinear Lens, using StopT6 and an exposure
of four seconds. Incidentally I might say
that it was taken by myself, using a black
thread to release the shutter.

A

An Ordinary Photograph by
Note

the

Table

Lamp.
About

It

the

Author

Has No Glow

It.

Is Almost
It
Impossible to Photograph a
Scene Like This. By the Clever Use of a
Simple Printing Mask, Such an Effect Is
Readily Obtained from Any Negative.

many possibilities, even for the amateur
photographer. If one has either acquired
or was fortunate enough to be endowed
with a little patience and perseverance, plus
a little ingenuity and imagination, there is
no end to the variety of "stunts" one can
perform with ordinary negatives.

One of these "stunts" is the introduction
of artificial light in photographs snapped
during the daytime, giving the effect of a
The acpicture taken in the evening.

Printing the picture, producing the effect
of a lighted lamp, was not a difficult procedure. The materials and equipment used
were as few in variety as it is possible to
work with and consisted entirely of amaMy printing frame glass
teur equipment.
happened to be thicker than is ordinarily
used and very conveniently softened the
lines of the masks used to obtain the reThe masks used need not be acsult.
curately cut as they are not used in contact with the negative but are placed on
the outside of the printing frame glass.
In making the masks, a piece of manila
paper was cut to a shape resembling an
electric light bulb, and another was cut to
the exact size and shape of the lamp shade.
In order that these masks might be placed
in the correct position on the printing frame
the negative was placed in the
glass,
printing frame and temporarily secured by
piece
means of gummed strips of paper.
of white unsensitized paper was then inserted in the frame so that the objects
in the negative might be clearly defined.
The first mask, cut to the shape of the
bulb, was then placed in position with a
little mucilage and the second placed immediately over it in the same manner, di-

rectly over the lamp shade in the negative,
taking care to place mucilage only on the
edges, making it possible to remove it without disturbing the first mask.
After removing the white paper and replacing it
with a sheet of sensitized paper, an exposure was made of about three seconds,
using a very strong but soft light and
dodging the lower portion of the negative
with a triangular piece of cardboard.
second exposure was made of the same
duration, but with the second mask removed, and a final exposure was made
with both masks removed and without the
use of the triangular cardboard. Upon developing the result, the effect was found
to be just what was wanted.

A

Numerous

may

be produced
famiby circle
fireplace, or the rays of a
light-house may be introduced in a daytime
If
picture, turning it into a night scene.
one is willing to put a little thought and
study into his experiments many other subjects and effects will suggest themselves,
which if carried out will produce very
other effects
such as

manner,
around an open
in

this

a

pleasing results.

"Lamp mask under Shade"mask
"Lamp Shade" mask
"

Regular printing

paper
Negative

Printing

frame
glass

A
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Showing How the Two Paper Shades or
Masks Are Arranged in Front of the Printing

Frame

to

inated Table

Give the Effect of an Illum-

Lamp, As Shown

at the Left.
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FIREBEMJCM.

THERE

is

hardly a branch of ex-

perimental

electricity

which

re-

quires a closer observation of its
functional details
than Electro-

The field itself, seemingly
only offers a great variety,
of experiments, finished and complete in

VOM IL1CMTIEHOW

a charge into the instruments in operation,
as to ever allow these very tender static
actions to evidence themselves.

EXPERIMENT NO.

statics.

unlimited, not

Some

December, 1919

1.

(such as a pith ball),
after suspending it by a silk thread from
insulating
stand,
an
is gradually approached
by a charged electrophorus cover (a tin box
fastened to a stick of sealing wax or hard
rubber rod will do) until it moves toward
the latter and is held under the influence of
the charge in a position near the cover.
"Near" means in this case the distance between the cover and the ball, when the latlight object

altho attracted, still hangs under medium tension and will not move further on
This has to be carefully
its own accord.

electrophorus cover, using otherwise the
same instruments and tactics. In this case,
as is quite natural, the polarity of the respective parts will be found reversed.
If in either of the above cases the neutral
El-cover is replaced by a grounded conductor, such as the operator's hand, for instance,
1+
+

*

+

s

+

El -Cover tf-f
Sfof/onory

h
1+

ter,

-2-

^i-^

\

*%>

©!

+
+
+

worked out

Fig.

1.

Repulsive Action of Induced Charges.

(Charged). 2
No.
— Electrophorus Cover3 — Electrophorus
Cover
— Light Body (Pith).Insulating
Stand
1

1

No.

2.

4

—

themselves and clearly demonstrating the
basic principles of this element, but an
additional multitude of variations from
these due to more or less marked changes
which in some inin their conduction
stances exemplify the "Finer Workings" of
this earth-endowed mysterious power to a
remarkable degree.
Many things about Static Electricity have
doubtless remained unknown, just as well
as even the action of the Wimshurst Static
Machine, so long and widely used, is as
yet not understood to the fullest extent.
Electrical experiments in general teach
much static experiments, however, are in

—

—

If now the cover of another electrophorus, not charged but in a so-called neutral condition, is brought near the light
object from the opposite side and moved
slowly toward it, the (supposedly neutral)
cover will during this motion "force" the
suspended pith ball ahead of itself and
"push" it thru the intervening space up to

(Fig. No. 1.)
finds its explanation in
that the positively charged cover in attracting the light object induces a negative charge upon it as well as upon the
so far neutral electrophorus-cover, repelling at the same time all positive electricity.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Fig.
cipal

—

1-A Diagram Showing the Three PrinStages of the Static Experiment Illustrated at Fig.*

the charged cover.

The phenomenon

1.

which changes the fundamental principle of
the experiment, then the pith ball will be
first attracted to the hand (providing the
latter is brought close enough to it) where
the ball "unloads" its complement of positive electrons and an instant after, fully
negatively charged, fly over to the -jcharged El-cover and make contact with
it,
which it, again, would not accomplish

"under its own power."
Concerning the first two

instances,

I

may

further add, that, whenever the induced charge is too weak to neutralize the
positive element repelled on the pith ball
at a distance, the ball will (quite naturally)
be momentarily attracted to the second
El-cover, which in turn is a sign only, that
cover No. 1 is not properly charged.

;

principle and in part true replica of the
great atmospherical movements and dis-

turbances which occur above and around
in consequence of which a favorable
amount of conclusions regarding the latter
may be drawn from these experiments. So
much for static experiments in general.
Additional "clues" however, leading to
the fuller understanding of this particular
branch of the electrical science, may be
gathered from experiments, which in a
more or less pronounced way, expose the
"Finer Workings" of static electricity.
Only the simplest apparatus is needed for
their reproduction, in fact, weak chargessources are a necessity to that end, since the

+

us,

Fig.
1

3.

Upon Neutral Body.
Cover (Charged). 2 — Light
Sheet of Glass. — Insulat—ing
Stands

Inductive Action

— Electrophorus

Body

3

(Pith).

4

(The small amount of positive electricity
repelled on the light body (pith ball) is
neutralized thru the air (at a distance) by
the induced (
) charge on the face of the

EXPERIMENT NO. 2.
(Electrophorus Cover Charged Thru Glass)
That an electrophorus cover will receive
a charge, altho separated from its "cake"
(charged hard rubber plate) by an insulating body, is proven by the following
simple experiment
The cover of an electrophorus (metal
box used in experiment No. 1) is charged
in the usual way, discharged and charged
again until the sparks are raised to their
(Continued on page 837)

—

second El-cover). Both cover No. 3, and
pith ball, carrying a like charge, repel one
another and since this cover, which has besides the larger amount of induced charge
(reflex-energy, so to speak) of the two
residing upon it, is moved steadily in the
direction of cover No. 1, the light object
can not help but make contact with the
latter.

It goes without saying, that, if the experiment is interrupted before the ball
reaches the charged cover and the latter is

Fig. 2.
Electrophorus Cover Charged Thru
Glass. 1
Electrophorus Cover. 2 Sheet of
Glass (1/16") 3— Hard Rubber Plate (Charged)

—

more
chines)

powerful
liberate

—

(static
generators
maentirely too much un-

wanted energy (influence) into the surrounding air, as well as deliver too strong

removed altogether, the field of influence
vanishes automatically, and both ball and
the other cover are once more restored to
a neutral condition.
The insulating stand to be used in this
experiment should contain no metal parts
and the pith ball should hang well off the
table surface, as in all static experiments
of a similar character.
Another way of gaining similar results
the effect, however, will be not quite so
pronounced is by employing a charged
hard rubber plate instead of the charged

—
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Fig.

4.

Imprisoning

Body by Induction.

—

Charge Upon Neutral
Hard Rubber Plate

1

—

—

3
2 Pith
Insulating
(Charged).
Balls.
Stand. Ball Hanging Nearest to the Plate
Should Be Suspended by a Thread with a
Wide Loop. Explanation for This Is Given
in the Text
1
and 2— Light Bodies
Rubber Plate (Charged).

Fig. 4A.

Hard

phorus

Cover.

(Pith).
4

3—

— Electro-
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SECOR

(Continued)

not yield even when a powerful clamp
such as that described and illustrated at

Then

Armature Core

Muraivosfrer

becomes
necessary to make use of a well-known
principle of physics, viz., to expand the
outer ring or commutator and to contract
figure

fiemor/ng Commu/o/or

Siot/n/in/s

Clamp Oompressor for Removing
Commutator From an Armature Shaft.

Simple
a

the opening installment of this new
series of articles describing the work
of the Electrical Machinist, the subof commutators was discust.
ject
Commutator work is of such great
importance to all electrical workers, that
it has been thought advisable to have this
second paper continue with some interesting and practical wrinkles concerning this
For the benefit of those
class of work.
who happened to miss the first paper, it
may be said that this treated on the best
methods of turning commutators in the
lathe, how to repair burnt mica between
commutator bars, and so forth.
Figure 1, shown herewith, illustrates a
simple form of clamp for pulling commuOf course
tators off the armature shaft.
the size of the clamp and the parts composing it, will depend upon the size of the

one,

is

applied.

it

the inner metal member within the ring,
If we expand
or in this case the shaft.
both ordinarily, we will not gain very much
toward loosening the commutator giipt on
the shaft, but owing to the different coefficients of expansion of the steel shaft
and the commonly used brass commutator
shell, we would gain something in most
cases, even tho the shaft is not cooled by
special means.
There are two usual methods of heating the commutator, the first
being to use a Bunsen gas burner, and the

—

to be

removed.

efficient

A

very

satis-

Two

long

bolts,

N?of s/ofj' N- 'of com

sey.

Practical

Shop

Wrinkles

Electrical

for

the

Young

Machinist.

threaded

at least for half of their length if possible,
are used to create the compression force to
The
pull the commutator from the shaft.
iron plate over the end of the shaft must
of course be stout enough to withstand any
bending stresses.
In emergency, all that is required to perform this work is two substantial blocks of
wood instead of the iron bars. By means
of suitable iron washers and nuts, similar
results to those obtained with the iron

other a comprest air gas blow-pipe, which
every electrical repair shop is fitted with.
The mica and copper composing the Com-

clamp can be obtained.
Where ordinary
an emergency, it may
have threads extending only for a few
inches at the ends they can be used very
effectually by using washers or pipe nipples
behind the nuts. When the commutator is
;

as far as this action will permit,

then the nuts can be tacked up towards the
ends of the bolts and by means of washers
or
short
lengths
of
iron
piping
(nipples) placed under the nuts and washers, a new compression force can be utilized.
Many a stubborn commutator has
been removed in this fashion in actual
•

practice.

Sometimes, a commutator

will set fast on
it will

the shaft, aided by corrosion, so that

stand a

lot

of heat and the

red hot or anything like that, but simply
heated up only until it is hot enough to
make water sizzle when a drop or two is
applied to the commutator. The expansion
of the commutator and a relatively large
contraction of the shaft can be greatly enhanced or augmented by applying rags
soaked in ice water to the shaft during the
heating of the commutator and at the time
the clamp is applied in an effort to remove
On large commutators
it from the shaft.
the heat is maintained from a blow-pipe,
etc., while the clamp presses are being applied in order to remove the commutator.
At figure 2, there is shown an outline
sketch of the comprest air and gas blowpipe.
These blow-pipes are often homemade, or can be obtained at any machinThe blow-pipe comist's
supply house.
prises two distinct and separate tubes usually made of brass as shown, there being
a valve placed at the lower end of each
tube, by which the amount of gas and air
Flexible rubber hose
can be regulated.
connects the two blow-pipe tubes respectively with the gas main and air pipe line
or blower.
The gas used is ordinary illuminating gas, and a small, simple form
of air blower such as the cam type is
The blower
satisfactory for the purpose.
is
invariably driven by a small electric
motor or else it may be belted to the line
shaft.
A
horse power motor is
to
sufficient for driving a small single-stage
blower feeding a 1 'A inch pipe line to
which four of these blow-pipes are attached. The air pressure required is only
a few pounds, four to five pounds being
about right.

%

REPLACING COMMUTATORS.

bolts are available in

removed

will

Electrical Machinist warms up the commutator by applying heat directly to it, in order to expand it, where he deems it necessary.
Of course, it should not be heated

is

shaft.

Compression Clamp Rig for
Utilizing
a
Forcing Commutator Into Position on Arma-

mutator

is

armature

3

mica

form of commutator

that illustrated, wherein the plate
placed behind the commutator is
made in two parts, these parts being held
together by small iron links which can be
held in place by machine screws or rivets.
The lower link has a slot in one side, so
that when the clamp member is to be removed from the shaft, this link can be
moved out of register with the pin on the
one side of the clamp, thus enabling the
user to swing the two clamp plates apart
and thus remove it from the shaft. At the
center of this spliced plate, the hole is made
large enough to fit around the average size

clamp
which

Fig.

ture Shaft.
/op segmerif sOel/or

IN

commutator
factory and

Zep/oong Com/nuta/or

Sometimes the Commutator Has to Be
Heated as Shown, and the Shaft Cooled, in
Order to Force the Commutator Into Place.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Some form of clamp is necessary and
usually employed in replacing commutators
One method of
on the armature shaft.
applying pressure with a clamp is shown
Here the two-part spliced
at Figure 3.
clamp or else a solid plate with a hole thru
the center, big enough to fit over the shaft,
is placed against the commutator while a
second plate member is applied over the
front end of the shaft.
Now, when the
wrench is applied to the nuts on the two
bolts, pressure is applied in such a way as
to force the commutator on to the shaft.
Right here it should be pointed out that
great care should be exercised before re(Continued on page 788)
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HOW-TO-MAKE-IT
This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00: Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,
and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded.
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The
article need not be very elaborate, and lough sketches are sufficient.
We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet.
Make sketches on separate sheets.
;

FIRST PRIZE,

SECOND PRIZE,

$3.03

HOW TO MAKE AN

ELECTRIC
"MOVIE" MACHINE.

The condensing lens as shown in sketch
comprises two piano convex lenses which
can be bought at any optician's or secondhand shop cheaply. The focusing lenses are
Film supply

THIRD PRIZE,

$2.00

TABLE LAMP FROM TELEPHONE
A

certain

ways wanted

STAND.
SPERRY bad

a "Sis" that alsomething new for her Xmas.

SPERRY,

being an intelligent and polite
gentleman, would never refuse.
So this
Xmas he's going to give her a cute table
lamp. Here's how he went to it:

$1.00

A TELEGRAPH-SOUNDER ENGINE.
The following article explains how to
make a simple electric engine from a telegraph sounder, a
of

steel

rod and a few pieces

wood

SPERRY

gets into his shop, or rather,
He
laboratory, and conducts a search.
finds a good-looking desk telephone (that
is devoid of every bit but the stand)
nickel-plated
(%") pull-chain socket, a
nickel-plated socket cap, a length of (^")
pipe, a crowfoot for it, and some strong
metal wire.

—

to protea'fl/m

He

The pipe
then follows this routine
is slipt thru the stand (A)
and screwed into a crowfoot (E), the crowfoot being fastened with screws to the base
of the stand.
The socket cap (B) is
screwed to the top end of the threaded
There
pipe, until the stand is made tight.
should be a little projection of the pipe
about Y\" above the cap (B), so that the
socket (C) can be screwed to this. The
shade holder is made of metal wire, or, of
anything SPERRY happens to find at hand
to suit him. The only trouble for SPERRY
it
must be bought.
to get the shade
is
The rinktum is then shined up and polished to a luster, and (the price tag attached) presented to "Sis."
:

(D) (threaded)

front
Side View of Small Battery Motor Constructed From Discarded Telegraph Sounder

—

Contributed by

B.

DOPPKE.

Fl/m taAe up*
Torheosfot

and battery

Every Experimenter Will Enjoy Making a
"Movie" Machine. This One Uses Standard

Top

Films.

two anastigmat

speed about
f :4.5.
They are each enclosed in a tube
made of tin, one tube sliding in and out of
the other to obtain proper focusing on the
screen.
These lenses can be bought all
ready in the tubes or at an optician's store.
Standard film is proposed for use with
this machine 'and since it is
wide, the
film gate will have to be a little wider.
The take up boxes for the film will have
to be large enough to hold a coil of film
18" x 3".
A strong box should be used
since the film is quite heavy.
The camera
part will have to be necessarily larger to
accommodate a small motor, lighting system and cogs and gears. A roller should
be put in the lower left hand corner of
the upper box to prevent the film from
unwinding too rapidly. Tin should be put
on the edges of the machine where the film
is pulled over, or else a worn film is sure
to be the result.
By looking in theatrical
papers you can obtain the name of a concern who sells films. The gate should be
fitted with an intermittent stop motion permitting each picture to stop for a fraction
of a second.
Contributed by FRANCIS E. ZIESSE.
types

of

a

View of Telegraph Sounder Engine
Without Upright or Top Bearing.

The wooden

3x4

part consists of a base of

5x1

and upright
inches
mounted at one end of the base, with a
bracket
inches to hold the upper
bearing screw.
Mount the magnets and
yoke on the base and make a slight indentation with a drill or center punch in the
exact center of the yoke to form a bearing
inches

3x1

Table or Boudoir Lamp Which Anyone Can
Make from an Old Telephone Desk Stand
or Similar Pedestal, Together With a Few
Pieces of Wire and Some Colored Silk. Old
Rose Silk Outside and Blue Inside Gives a
Wonderful Color Effect.

www.americanradiohistory.com

for the shaft.
The shaft consists of a mechanical toy
rod about 4 inches long. File each end to
a point and also file two flat surfaces on
opposite sides of the rod, about 1 inch from
the upper end.
The iron armature should
just clear the top of the magnets, and is
fastened to the rod with solder or friction
only. The brush is formed from a piece of
copper wire fastened to the upright and
bent around to touch the flat surfaces on
the rod.
It should make contact twice in
every revolution. It should be adjusted so
that contact is made when the armature is
farthest away
from the magnets and
broken when the armature is over the mag-

This engine will run at a very high
speed with one dry cell.
Contributed by
ROLLO.

nets.

HOWARD

;:

:
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SIMPLE STOP-COCK.
The following

sketch shows clearly the
and
construction of a simple stop-cock
B are glass tubes, the latter having such a
diameter that it will pass into tube A. It
also has one end rounded, i.e., closed, and
a hole in its side about j^-inch from the
closed end. This hole is made by directing
:

A

Rubber tubing.
,

f

-

'

'

H /-^f.
^wW^lly j

B.
:

-

|Siiii||iiiiiiiiiniimi«|

IGNITING ALCOHOL OR ETHER
WITH A GLASS ROD
In the bottom of a tumbler place a half
teaspoon ful of potassium permanganate
and moisten with an equal quantity of

On a glass plate pour a little
water.
alcohol or ether.
Now cover the potassium permanganate
A vigorous
with strong sulphuric acid.
action is immediately set up. Upon thrusting the end of glass rod into the sputtering
mixture and touching it to the alcohol or
ether spontaneous combustion immediately
occurs.
The potassium permanganate and

ff

A New Idea of a Stop-Cock. Using Just
Two Glass Tubes and a Piece of Rubber.
blowpipe) at the
and then blowing
the edges of the
small tube B is
moved backward or forward, i.e., into or
It is best to
out of the rubber tubing.
have the liquid enter B, and leave A.
B. WAILES.
Contributed by
a pointed flame (from
desired spot, till red hot,
Fuse
into the open end.
hole.
In operation, the

RAYMOND

FREEZING "WATER" BY MAGIC.
In a small Erlenmeyer flask or beaker
place SO grains of ordinary photographers'
hypo and 10 c.c. of water. Heat to boiling
and allow to cool. Be very careful to see
that the flask is clean and that no dirt
enters during the operation.
When the solution has become cold pick
up the flask, add a tiny crystal of hypo and
Practically instangive a quick shake.
taneously the liquid congeals into a solid
mass with the liberation of a considerable
quantity of heat.
To the uninitiated this is a very striking

liquid.
If desired

gasoline may be
for the alcohol and ether.
Contributed by
L.

FLOYD

substituted

DARROW.

AN AUTOMATIC FILTER.
When

solutions
which filter
slowly it is very tiresome to keep refilling
The filter shown in the present
the funnel
drawing saves this trouble. As soon as the
solution gets below a certain level in the
filter, air is allowed to pass thru the air
tube until the filter is filled, when the
The air
solution stops the flow of air.
tube should be about one-half inch below
the length of the
the top of the filter
filtering

:

Impression

metal: Bismuth, 3 pounds;
pound tin, 8 ounces.
separate silver from copper: Sulfuric
acid (HsSOO, 1 part; nitric acid (HN03),
water, 1 part. Boil in mixture and
1 part
a little salt (sodium chlorid) it will sublead,

1

;

side.

Contributed by

V.

CRAIG.

Make Small
Trouble Will Be

Castings Without Much
Welcomed by Every Ex-

perimenter.
blunt end first, so that there is A inch of
the point projecting from the wax.
Then
heat the cone around the edges and force
it into one end of the pipe, with the vertex
in (Fig. 1).
The wax will harden and
hold the cone in place.
From the open end of the pipe insert the
wax model and stick it on the sharp point
of the needle (Fig. 1).
Procure some of
the investment compound used by dentists

Y

in

making gold

until

the

inlays. Mix this with water
mixture has the consistency of

ture thickens a trifle, but yet is not so thick
that it will not run freely.
Fill the pipe
with the paste in this state (Fig. 1), and
lay the whole on a wire screen far enough
above the flame of a Bunsen burner so
that the wax will not melt. Leave it for at
least one hour, then lower it to a point
about one inch above the flame.
When
the wax cone has melted and run out, pull
out the phonograph needle with a pair of
pliers, and let the melted wax of the model
run out the hole left by the needle. Remove from the flame and invert. Pour the
melted brass into the depression left by the
cone, and it will run into the mould thru
the needle hole.
Allow it to cool, wash
out the investment compound, and you will
have a perfect reproduction in brass of the

wax

model.
Contributed by

RODNEY H. GOTT.
MAKING A FUSE.

An
Will

Automatic Filter Which Once Started
Run Without Attention Until the Last
Drop Is Filtered.

tube does not matter.
When
properly adjusted this filter will refill
regularly until the flask is empty.
Contributed by
MORRIS TUTTLE.
solution

MAKING SMALL BRASS CASTINGS.
Make

model of the desired size and
shape from paraffin wax. Procure a piece
of iron pipe about 2 /2 inches long and of a
sufficient
inside diameter
to
admit the
a

l

JOHN

To

heavy cream. Take a small camel's-hair
brush and paint the model with this. Then
add a little more powder, so that the mix-

;

To

inch clearance at
a cone ot paraffin
about yfa of an inch high and the base of a
diameter a trifle larger than the inside
diameter of the pipe. Into the vertex of
this wax cone force a phonograph needle,

;

;

:

%

Now make

points.

all

sul-

IMITATION SILVER AND PLATINUM AND OTHER WRINKLES.
pes and Formulas Department
Imitation silver Copper, 4 pounds zinc
4 ounces.
Imitation platinum
Copper, 4 parts
zinc, 18 parts.

model, with at least

phuric acid liberate ozone, a very concentrated form of oxygen, and resulting rapid
oxidation quickly ignites the inflammable

demonstration.
What happens is this
Photographers' hypo is a salt containing a
large
quantity of chemically combined
water, called water of crystallization. The
heat releases this water and the salt dissolves in it together with the 10 c.c. of
The solution, however, is
water added.
what we call supersaturated and is in an
unstable state of equilibrium, such that a
tiny crystal of the same salt and a quick
shake will drive the salt with its water of
crystallization out of solution.
The heat liberated too, illustrates the
scientific fact that water or any other liquid
in freezing actually gives off heat.
Contributed by FLOYD L. DARROW.

Herewith are a few suggestions that may
be worth something to the Wrinkles, Reci-

777
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Prepare a saturated solution of potassium nitrate by dissolving a considerable
quantity of the salt in a cup of hot water.
While still hot place in the solution a long
cotton string and strips of porous paper,
as blotting paper. When they have become
saturated
remove and allow to
dry
thoroughly. Ignite either the string or the
paper and the combustion will be identical
with that of a fuse.
Try one on the following mixture mix
equal quantities of magnesium dust and
potassium nitrate powder and place in a
heap on asbestos paper or a piece of tin
plate.
In the top of the heap insert one
of the fuses and ignite.
An intensely
:

bright light results.

Powdered

potassium

chlorate

is

even

better than the nitrate for this demonstration.

Contributed by

FLOYD

L.

DARROW.
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RADIO DEPARTMENT
THE

Carnarvon Wireless Station

situated

at

Ceunant,

Llanrug,

is

five

the historic town of
Built on the site of
Carnarvon.
Cefn Du, 800 feet above the sea
level, it commands a magnificent view of
the Menai Straits, and on very clear days,
To the eastward,
of the Wicklow Hills.
along the line of the aerial the ground rises

miles

from

about

of the

is

last

1 in 10 to the top
1,450 feet high.
The
supporting the aerial is
the sea level and at this

hill

set

1,100

which

of masts

feet

above

point a fine view
of the Snowdon Range is seen, the Snowdon Peak being about six miles distant.
The aerial is of the Marconi directional
type, so arranged that the maximum radiation is in the direction of New Brunswick,
New Jersey, with which station commercial
service will shortly be carried on.
The
wires, of which there are 20, are of 7/18

silicon-bronze, the breaking strain of which
Each wire is 3,600 feet
1,300 pounds.
long and is separately hung by insulators
is

from steel triatics supported by steel masts
400 feet high. There are 10 of these masts
supporting the four triatics which have an
average length of 500 feet, the distances
between the triatics being 900 feet. Owing
to the greater strain at the ends of the

masts are provided to support
the end triatics (which are split into two),
two masts being provided for each of the
inner triatics. The natural wave length of
the aerial is 5,600 meters, and adjustable
inductances to carry 300 amperes are provided for increasing this wave length to
14,000 meters.
The effective capacity of
the aerial at the latter wave length is .04
mfd and its resistance 2.1 ohms.
The electrical energy used for the wireless plant, heating and lighting, is obtained
aerial three
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from the North Wales Power and Traction
Co.'s

Hydroelectric

Station

at

Cwm-Dyli

which is about two miles on the east side of
Snowdon. It is of interest to note that
here is one of the few places in the British
Isles where we are able to use "white
coal" or the natural energy of falling
water,

for this

power

station

utilizes

the

waters of Llyn Llydaw which are led thru

pipes to the water turbines 1,000 feet below
The turbines are
the level of the lake.
direct coupled, the 3-phase alternators genTwo aluminum
erating at 10,000 volts.
power lines each of 500 k. w. capacity carry
the current from the power station to the
Marconi station, one being a line for the
exclusive use of the latter, the other being
the branch of a line supplying one of the
slate quarries and used as a spare.
At the wireless station two 500 k.w.
(Continued on page 826)
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(A)

250- Watt Pllotron; (B) 50- Watt Pliotron: (C) 5-Watt Pliotron
Regulator Tube: (E) Ballast Lamp; (F) Resistance Tube.

Motor Generator Set (B) and Transformer (A) for Supplying Energy to Base-Station Type "Pliotrons."

(D)

accomplishments in radio
AMERICA'S
work both in the field of telegraphy

and

telephony

were

many

and

varied. One of the striking technical results of the war that will
probably have far reaching peace-time results is the development of Transatlantic
radio communication into an accurate and
dependable system that can be counted on
every day of the year and almost every
hour of the day.
The demands that are now being made

system of communication can be
shown by the recently announced policy of
the government to send all government
department dispatches by radio to relieve
the congested cables.
Now that the bar of secrecy has been
lifted it is possible to announce that during
the last year the greater part of the government's dispatches were transmitted by
a new radio system developed by the Gen-

on

uous and reliable service by this station
has since been favorably commented on
from distant parts of the world and has
caused the government to place orders with

cquipt

Electric
Company.
the high powered

The
radio

company
station

at

New

Brunswick, N. J., with its newly developed apparatus for Transatlantic telegraphy and telephony and placed it at the
disposal of the government for official dispatches early in 1918, to meet the urgent
demand for communication. The contin-

concern for two transmitting sets.
a matter of historic interest to
record that it was the New Brunswick
this

It

is

radio station that directed the first message
Germany after America's participation
in the war.
It
will be remembered that

to

was in this message that President Wilson demanded the abdication of the Kaiser.
That series of history-making messages
which followed one another in such rapid
succession and finally led to the speedy
conclusion of the armistice were also sent
it

(n

December

Radio News
Underground Radio for the Amateur.

this

eral

779

The Construction

of

By E. T. Jones.
Vacuum Tubes.
By R. S. Hawkins.

German Radio War Instruments.
The Priess Loop Set. By* Walter J. Henry.
Amateur Ethics. By Pierre H. Boucheron.
Primary Batteries for Audion Filaments.

By R. H. Langley.
Some Foreign Apparatus.
By Fred M. Gill.
A Wavemeter of New Design.
By W. S. Heppner.
Describing

A

Triple

Coil

Receiving Transformer.
By H. E. Parsons.

Junior Radio Section.
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from

the

This
tion

is

New

Brunswick

station.

new system of radio communicaknown as the Alexanderson system

includes very marked improvements
four stages which are common in
all radio systems.
These stages are, first,
the generation of high frequency electric
oscillations;
second, the modulation of
these oscillations into the dots and dashes
of the telegraph code, or into the modulation of the human voice
third, the radiation of these electric oscillations in the
form of waves, which travel with the
velocity of light over the surface of the
earth, and the fourth stage is the reception or detection of these waves by suitable
instruments.
(Continued on page 828)

and

in

all

;
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Woo A. G.

Proprietor of Tony's Fruit Stand

NOW

you

see

it's

plain, Jim, just

all

off

—a

gave a reading of 690

wavemeter and set it
right under this oak tree and have
your buzzer to excite the tree and
Of
zingo "The Wavelength."
course, great errors occur in the wavemeter method, so I have devised a method
of calculating mathematically the wave-

the leaves gave

length of trees, bushes, acres of trees, etc.
I have found also, that trees with fruit
have a greater capacity than those without,
and rosebushes without roses have greater
resistance and less capacity of course, this

W.

take your

—

—

of the leaves of
course was the smallest part of the work.
The formula for calculating
( Naturally)
the wavelength of a pear tree and found
to jibe with the wavemeter readings, is:

H

x NL. x NF.

L. equals

Number

Where

:

and

of bfanches.

H — Average height.
NL — Actual number of leaves,
NP— Number of pears on the tree.

UMBRELLA PLANTS
MAKE GOOD "UMBRELLA

EACH GERANIUM -

ANTENNAE.

M.F.CAP.

Where;

tl

—Thickness

NL— Total

of the leaves.

number of

leaves.

P— Pears.
NP— Number

The counting

leaves.

—

= .00000000000 A

recount of

us—6,000,687,564,235,001.202

H

of pears and
the
height of tree.
Below is given a graph of the wavelength of trees for the various seasons
this is for pear trees 35 feet high.

H. F. Resistance of The Tree
About the most suitable formula devised
for the calculation of high frequency resistance of tree antennae is as follows

FRI J»Tf :IP£

900

HM Wi &T-

800

\

.

W.L

Nil Si

net

VE£ T

2»j HAP,
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-AN- 3-6S uas

>

600

£ TC.

oir o

500
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400

i)

n

300
200
Jan. FEB. MAR. APRIL NAY Juke July #"5 5 EP. QCT.

RUBBER PLANT

MINIMUM

(JOV.

pec

^Jl
_ -<
V/^~
RESISTANCE ^
,

7

~~\

RADIATION
DUE TO RUBBER (INSULATOR)

\(

fy

Buzzer
EXCITER-^

THIS LEMON TREE HAS
A SOUR WAVE LENGTH

OF 489'^° METERS WITH
6O0O LARGE LEAVES AND
20 LEMONS 2 INCHES IN

DIAMETER ON IT.A
CORRECTION
FACTOR OF
2xlO-' 7 M.F. MUST BE SUB-

TRACTED FOR EACH LEAF

THAT FALLS.

Well, Papa Squier Started Something When He Wished This "Tree Wireless" on Us. Here Is a Typical View of a Young and EnthusiIt's
astic "Floraphonist" Busily Engaged in His Frost-Proof "Lab.," Doping Out the Natural Wavelength of a Healthy Rubber Plant.
a Man's-Size Job to Calculate the Wavelength of a Tree, Especially on a Windy Day, When the Leaves and Fruit May Be Blown
off in Considerable Numbers.
Each Leaf and Pear or Apple Can Be Compensated for in the Calculations, However, Once the MicroFarad Capacity and M icro- M icro Henry Inductance, Values for Each Are Determined and Known. If Anyone Can Successfully Compute the Wavelength of a Healthy Young Pear or Plum Tree in Full Fruitage, He Should Certainly Be Awarded the "Nobel" Prize in
And Then the Wind
Physics We Said It, "If" He Can Do It. We'll Wager He Will Need a Dozen "Einsteins" Before He's Thru.
Comes Along and Spoils All the Calculations. Gads, Tho!!!

—

—

is all clear when you take into consideration the fact that trees with half the leaves
dead (in the month of October) have less
capacity. From this we see that the leaves
length of any tree depends upon the season.
For instance, a tree in June was found to
have a wavelength of 650 meters, while in
October only 450 meters and the same tree
in December but 150 meters.
Therefore
you will have to have an automatic wavelength changing device inside your station
to add inductance in the loading coil according to the changes in the thermometer.

Wavelength

A

tree

with

This has been found to vary with the
season for instance, this same tree without
leaves or fruit with the same number of
branches and height will naturally give
you a lower wavelength as is evident from
the above formula.
In other words, the

wavelengths fall off as the leaves and fruit
fall.
Simple eh?
Some people think this Tree Wireless is
well, if they want to find it out
a joke
just begin counting the leaves on any tree
and they will be convinced that it's no
;

—

—

joke.

of Pear Tree.

Capacity of

The formula

6,000,687,564,765,543,409

leaves and 72 large branches, 64 medium
sized branches and 20 very thin branches
had a wavelength of 750 meters. Now this
same tree with four large branches chopped

drLB x drMB x drSB
-^dr of trunk of tree

;

is

Same Pear

Tree.

for the capacity of the tree

as follows

Wavelength found from above.
Capacity equals
(tl

x NL) x (area of P x

NP)—

www.americanradiohistory.com

H.F.R.

equals.

.

—

xNP.

•

resistance of one leaf

Where dr — Direct
drLB — Direct
;

-

x

NL

resistance.

resistance

of

large

branches.

drMB — Direct

resistance of

medium

size branches.

— Direct resistance
branches.
NL —Number of leaves.
NP — Number of pears.

of

small

(Translated from the Hertzian
Nut-book by E. T. Jones.)

Wave

drSB

—
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'OUR

naval communication serespecially in its radio compass stations and their activities,
is a great institution and a disIt ought to
tinct boon to seamen.
be maintained permanently," said Captain
W. F. Wood, D.S.C.,
master of the steamship Lancastrian of
the Leland line, rehe decently,
as
vice,

1

what

scribed

the

Naval radiocompass service had
done for him on
U.

S.

—

the time, looking over the shoulder of the
operator, who kept sounding our letter
Within
code signal on his transmitter.
ten minutes after we had asked for our
true bearing from Fire Island the following reply came crackling back to us
:

781

reckoning, of our position at that time.
I
had figured it to be a bearing of 108
degrees from Fire Island.
When, as I
looked over the shoulder of the receiving
operator, I saw him write down, 'From Fire
Island, 109,' I was pleased that I had esti-

mated our position
within one degree.
"Imagine my delight
and surprise
when, right on the
of this bearing, came the additional readings for
heels

indicated position
»-<;::
of ship

—

our

New York Harbor.
Consulting his log
from time to time
for the sake of ac-

also
from Mantoloking, N. J. It was
then a matter of
only a few moments
to project these
three lines upon the
chart, and the point

Captain
Wood said
"We were bound

curacy,

:

from Antwerp

in

on the
afternoon of October 3rd and had ex-

position

make

at

At

fog

I

course to

Photo

New York Herald

Sandy Hook Got Captain Wood's Appeal at a Distance of Sixty Miles. Mantoloking Was Even
Further Away. These Stations and Also That at Fire Island, by Their Land Lines Into New
York, Reported the Bearings of the Lancastrian From Their Respective Positions. The Central
Station, Within Ten Minutes Then Sent All Three Bearings by Radio to the Leland Line Ship
and Her Master's Mind Was at Ease.

:

MINUTES.
was standing in the radio room

at

" 'Your true bearing at 7 :39 P. M., from
Sandy Hook,
Fire Island, 109 degrees
87; Mantoloking, 65.'
"This radiogram was dated from the
central compass control station of the
Naval Communication Service, at No. 44
;

When I
Whitehall street, New York.
wrote my message of inquiry and handed
it to our Marconi operator I handed him
along with it a slip of paper on which I
had written my own estimate, by dead

new mica condenser for radio equipis now being made which the man-

ufacturer states is in use by the United
States and Allied Governments and many
of the large companies manufacturing
radio apparatus.
The maker calls attention to the fact that since its invention in

1745 the Leyden jar has been used in pracoriginal style, without any radiPractically
cal improvements or changes.
every radio equipment is used to its capacity, and up to the time this new mica insulated condenser was invented Leyden
jars were used especially for high potenWhen in operation the
tials.
tically

its

radio

apparatus

equipt
was
thus
not safe and reliable, as

the Ley-

A New Mica Condenser

for

Radio

Equipments Which
the Maker States
Is

Practically

Break

Down Even

It
I

m possible

When

for
Potentials.

High

den
crack

to

Used

jar

would

and

break

down

after a continued use for an
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the

light

re-

Fire
abeam,

exactly where

it

ought to be to prove

the precisely accurate in f o r
a tion
flashed to us out
there in the murk
three hours earlier from the central compass control station in New York City.
"There is not the slightest doubt of the
inestimable value of these radio position
finders.
have nothing of the sort installed as yet in England, but I hope we

m

We

soon shall have them.
The Admiralty,
however, has instructed all masters concerning their use on this side and has
emphasized their value."
Thus does the field of the "Radio Compass" expand daily almost.

dia©
ments

and

lifted

Island

on Fire Island, the signal letters
for which are N. A. H. The message we
sent by wireless to Fire Island read
'What is my true bearing?' It was signed,
"
'Wood, Master.'
RADIO COMPASS LOCATION GIVEN IN TEN

A

o'clock

my

northward and

vealed

station

"I

the

at 10:40 o'clock the

gave
a good line of
soundings to compare with the chart,
but we could not yet hear the foghorn
aboard the lightship. At about half-past
seven o'clock I had the radio officer sound
our signal and call up the radio-compass

me

ten

hauled
the

to

eight

tho

fog continued dense.

We

This

7 :39

entire

with

confidence,

twenty-five fathoms.
got the latter
o'clock.

at

"So we carried on
then

engines to half
speed and kept
heaving the lead,
which registered

sounding

in-

M.

P;

the
lightship

thirty-six

they

tersected
was,
of
course, our precise

Nantucket
At
by six o'clock.
5 :50,
however, we
ran into a dense
fog.
I slowed the

from

which

at

to

New York

pected to

from

direction

Sandy Hook and

his latest entry into

>ei<

hour or so making the apparatus inoperative.

Wherever metal containers are not suitthe condensers can be mounted in
wooden or other insulating boxes, or the
metal case can be insulated from the conable

denser

itself and the condenser terminals
mounted independently on two insulated

posts.
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PRACTICALLY

every one
familiar
with the present day types of audion

tems

circuits employing the feed back sysrealizes the fact that if two such re-

ceivers in close proximity are tuned to the
same wavelength "syphon-effects" of considerable magnitude are produced, and the
oscillations emitted by one tube are picked
up by the other receiver and vice versa.

A.M.l

syphon effect took place; naturally the
short range of the smaller Amateur installation did not permit it to copy signals
from the extraordinary distances recorded
the night previous.
In figure 1 two receiving sets of the feedback type are shown
and are separated in this instance fifty
feet apart.
Both sets ate tuned to the

same wavelength

(say

December, 1919

1000 meters)

and

syphoned

when

by

a

large

receiving

station,

was located some five hundred
from the antenna and receiving apI

feet
paratus.

Now the MAIN FEATURE
OF THIS PARTICULAR INCIDENT
IS THAT THE SYPHONING EFFECT
(WAVE) ACTED AS THE CARRIER
OF THE SIGNALS BEING RECEIVED

FROM THE OVERHEAD ANTENNA
CONNECTED TO THE RECEIVING
STATION SOME FIVE HUNDRED
FEET FROM ME. This prompts me to
believe that

many

of the

Amateurs

in

and

about a city where there is a large Commercial or Naval plant should not put too

much faith in their own receiving apparatus in respect to the remarkable distances covered with the same for it may be
that they are being syphoned by the local
station which has the apparatus to easily
cover the distance.
Another fact which I may mention here
is that, when a station is in the act of
syphoning another, it tends to reduce the
strength of signals received at that station, and tends to rob it of some of the
signal's
strength.
It
may be that the
total is proportionately divided between
the two, three or four, whichever may be
;

Two

Audion Receiving Sets Arranged Some Distance Apart Have, Under Actual Tests By
the Author, Shown That When Both Are Tuned to the Same Wave Length, That Station
No. 1 Can Hear the Note of the Oscillating Audion At Station No. 2, and Vice Versa.
This Effect is Termed "Syphoning".
Recently, the H-2 (U. S. submarine)
successfully demonstrated the ability of underwater craft to transmit and receive
while submerged. The H-2 submerged and
communicated with airplanes and vessels of
the fleet.
This naturally proves that during wartime a submarine can easily keep in
touch with the ships and shore stations,
and receive its radio compass locations at
various intervals. However, it is to be expected that this system will come into general use on all the submarines of the foreign Navies, and that during wartime they
will endeavor to exercise the use of such a
system freely.
may then consider an
enemy submarine as having submerged
after having sighted its adversary it then
naturally maintains silence in respect to
its transmitting apparatus, and
continues
to listen in for what the destroyers and
other vessels may have to say.
The fact
is,
that the vessel while endeavoring to
maintain silence is defeating its own endeavors, for while listening in, the receiving bulb is actually transmitting, and if any
of the destroyers tune their receiving apparatus to the same setting which the submarine is listening in on there will result
the syphoning effect described previously.
Should the destroyer- be equipt with a direction finding apparatus it can without any
difficulty
run down this undersea craft
without the latter knowing what is happening.
This is only one of the many uses
this previouslv dubbed nuisance can be put

We

;

the

two

sets are then in resonance.

the case.

ELIMINATION OF STATIC BY SYPHON

METHOD.

Num-

ber One can hear the true clear note of
the oscillating audion at station Two, and
vice versa
this is caused by the receiver
also acting as a transmitter and if a key
is arranged in the circuit to vary
either
the inductance or capacity, intelligent signals can be transmitted between the two.
;

This effect has been termed "syphoning"
and is very pronounced at stations where
the receiving apparatus are very near to
each other.
I have personally carried out experiments
at distances up to two thousand yards and
with suitable receiving apparatus informed
the receiving operator the correct wavelength he was listening in on.
Of course,
as mentioned before, this depended upon
the receiving operator having his bulb
oscillating, and likewise my own, in order
to pick up the undamped oscillations being emitted by his receiving apparatus.
Furthermore, I have, without an antenna connected to my receiver and same

maintained in a state of oscillation, been

have also found thru my extensive
experiments and investigations into the
I

possibilities

of this phenomena that

when

syphon waves act as the carrier of signals
from the main receiver to another receiver
installed some several hundred feet away,
the static which is so pronounced in the
first instance is hardly perceptible at the
second receiving apparatus, although the
signals have not undergone a great degree of weakening.
It is my contention,
that if a receiver, say number one in figure 2 had a coil of fairly large dimensions inserted in the secondary circuit so
that this syphon wave could be directed to
one certain point (where the second receiving apparatus is installed) that a maxi-

mum

of the signal would be received there,
greater proportion than the static.
While I have no good theory to offer at
present for this statement, it has proven
so in actual tests and therefore there does
not seem to be very much need for lengthy
explanations.
in

a

to.

OF LOCAL COMMERCIAL
STATION SYPHONING AMATEURS.

POSSIBILITIES

Since the general use of audions and
their associated circuits was adopted, it has
been heard from numerous sources that
Amateurs who have copied a certain station one night could not receive this same
This further
station the following night.
lends aid to my beliefs and as the reader
shall understand from what follows, it was
due to the fact that the "Large Commercial
Station" in that particular vicinity was
syphoning the smaller stations and the
following night the effect was not present
because the "Controlling" station was not
listening on that same wavelength and no
i

is Reduced When the Signals are "Syphoned" from the Main Receiving Station
Second Receiving Set, Says the Author. He Suggests the Use of Two Loop Aerials as
Shown, to Transfer the Energy to the Second Receptor.

"Static"
to a
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LATEST PATENTS
Illuminative Tool.

(No.

issued

1,309,363,
J.

We

have

Edward

to

Meinke.)

illuminative pens
the illuminative tool.
This patent, recently
granted, consists of a device which

and

pencils,

will

hold

seen

now comes

the mercury or amalgam displaces
the nitrogen or other gas into the
upper chamber, and hence increases
the efficiency of the lamp by supplying an atmosphere of vapor between the electrodes.

Novel Electric

various instruments such

(No. 1,310,813, issued

Telautographic Apparatus.
1,312,596, issued to George

(No.

S.

Tiffany.)
With this telautograph apparatus
writing
movements
reof
the
ceiving pen are kept in unison with

Bell.
to

Albert

M.

Ward.)

rotatively
mounted
between
the
arms carried by the body and which
is provided with numerals, so that
it may
be moved under the indiIn this manner the
cating finger.

«aaa»

JSC.

An Automatic Sign.
(No. 1,313,757, issued to Samuel C.
Swindler.
This patent consists of a figure
carrying a relatively stationary leg,
a pivoted leg and a pivot body and
is arranged in front of a dial.
The
pivoted body swings backward and
forward during vertical movement
of the plate. There is a spiral cam

operator can regulate the duration
of the operation of the sign or other

3BT
as a screw-driver, drills, gimlets,
augers, chisels and the like, in the
form of a handle or a frame, so that

any

well-known standard electric
can be mounted therein.
the frame will not
injure the flashlight, which can be
removed if necessary, and a new
flashlight

Hammering on
battery

the transmitting tracer under which
there is a system of tracer lines, affected by the movements of the
sending pen. In this way, more or
less, current is allowed to pass, and
the movements of the receiving pen
are affected by the magnetic coils,
which are excited to a variable extent during the transmitting opera-

inserted.

Primary Electric

Cell.

(No. 1,310,695, issued to Harry E.
Evans.)
Generally,
in
primary
electric
cells
employing
two fluids, the
electrolyte and depolarizing fluid, a
porous cap was heretofore necessary in order to separate the two
liquids

had

or

else

the

gravity

tion.

method

Sound Controlled

be used. In this idea, however, a new use is given to the
carbon inasmuch as it acts not only
as the positive pole of the battery,
but also as the porous cup separatto

Dirigible

Torpedo.
issued to George
Baker.)
This invention seems very plausible.
It consists of a torpedo which
is discharged from a torpedo
tube
automatically; when it reaches the
vicinity of some enemy craft the
propelling mechanism
is
set
into
motion.
The torpedo on becoming

(No.

ing the electrolyte placed within its
recess,
from the depolarizer outside.
The zinc being suspended in
the carbon cup.
In this manner
the cell is not only simplified, but
cheapened, and the internal resist-

1,312,510,

active, guides itself directly towards
the enemy ship, due to the sound
waves set up bv the vessel.
plurality of microphones are arranged
to the various circuits, so that when
the sound, which comes in stronger
at one microphone than at another,
will affect the steering rudder in
such manner until both sounds are
of same intensity.
The elevating
rudder is likewise controlled in sim-

A

This idea comprises two bells,
one over the other, with respective
hammers to operate either of them.
Each hammer may be attracted when
an outside circuit is closed, ener1

gizing one of the coils. The makeand-break in this case is at the
lower end of the bell in the form
of a set screw.
winding is
placed on both cores in such a
manner that the third circuit in
the form of a buzzer may likewise
be operated. Inasmuch as this third
circuit is of a much higher frequency than that at which the bells
can operate, no noticeable effect is
perceived, and the hammers do not
actuate, altho the buzzer vibrates
and the cores themselves are ener-

electric
five
or

may be
(No.

past is greatly reduced.

gized.

Enclosed Electric Arc.
1,310,067, issued to Kiilip K.
Devers, Jr.)
This
relates
enclosed
arc
to
lamps in which an arc is operated
between electrodes of
refractory

(No.

materials.
The entire arc is enclosed in a chamber which has a constriction in its center and is filled
with a gas at a pressure slightly

atmospheric.
The
tained within the globe

above

gas
has

conrela-

This invention relates
od of detecting sound

to a

meth-

waves or
pulses transmitted thru water and is
attached to the surface of an under
water mine, or submerged body,
and either serves to operate a signaling device or cause the mine to

tively small heat conductivity.
In
addition to the electrodes

there

is

a

little

heater

which dfps into
mercury or an
amalgam of mercury.
This heater vaporizes
•the
amalgam
and
coil

the

by its vaporization the ionization
of the electrodes.
In
this way an arc is
started.
The evolution of vapor from
causes

explode.
It only operates when it
receives sound waves or impulses
of a certain strength, and according to its inventors does not go off
even if heavy explosive charges are

by the
For con-

operated.

1,306,568,

issued

to

Ezechiel

This invention relates to a method of isolation of difficultly
reducible elements, such as

uranium, which were always
very difficult to reduce. The
reducing metal (sodium) is
contained within a smaller
receptacle, and it is heated
(No.

Secret Signaling System.
1,312,574, issued to Ralph E.
Pierce.)

Many

have been issued
have attempted to send semessages by alternating or
breaking up the current impulses
into unintelligible signals by means
of ciphering switches, all of which
have some good and some bad features.
A device which promises to
become very popular is this one
granted recently.
It
implies two
systems of tapes which are run on
a drum, the said tapes being perpatents

which

Acoustic Actuating Mechanism.
(No. 1,310,568, issued to A. C.
Heap and O. B. Field.)

controlled
circuits.

Weintraub.)

A

ance caused by porous cups in the

more

Producing Pure Elements.

manner.

ilar

device

trolling another set of lamps another dial is pivoted on the body and
In this
still
another at the foot.
way a plurality of electric circuits

cret

forated so that extra impulses may
be sent, and the regular dashes or
dots broken up by the action of relays operated by the tapes. At the
receiving end another tape travels
thru a Tike apparatus causing some
signals to be inserted and others
removed from the original message
as transmitted over the line, as can
easily be noted in the accompanying diagram.
In this way, absolute
secrecy is obtained by use of the
key for ciphering and deciphering.
Synchronizing devices are employed
to control the speed of these keys.

detonated in its vicinity.
A "dancing contact" is used, which
responds to the sound waves, the entire
case being -filled with some
liquid, such as oil.
When sound

waves of

a certain pitch are received, the resistance between the
electrodes varies, and the potential
difference at the terminals of the
condenser is varied, thus allowing a
pulsating current to pass thru the
device.

www.americanradiohistory.com

and purified by a stream
hydrogen which enters at the

When

ot
in-

vaporized it is
carried over through a tube into an~~~
other
recep-

let.

which

tacle,

it

is

is

provided with the
compound to be
reduced. Into this
second receptacle
are two leads connected to a fine
filament of tungsten

or

heated
in

tantalum,
bright

to

candescence.

The stream

of hycarrying
drogen
with it the vapors
of
the reducing

element,

mix

is

made

with the
of the salt
,in the larger receptacle.
to

vapor
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WITH^ AMATEURS
e

Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the
apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark photos
preferred to light-toned ones.
pay $5.00 each month for the best photo or photos and $2.00 to each "Honorable Mention." Address the Editor, "With
the Amateurs" Dept.
"

We

The

Editors desire to call to the attention of all owners of "Electrical and Chemical Laboratories" the fact that
hereafter the
PRIZE WILL BE $5.00 CASH , instead of $3.00. ALSO $2.00 CASH WILL BE PAID TO
have not received any "Laboratory Photographs" of
"HONORABLE MENTION" ENTRY PUBLISHT.
late.
So "go to it" and send us your photo, together wit h that of your laboratory. If they are particularly good
we may list some new and bigger prizes. So get busy, B oys !!! It's up to you. Here's a way to earn some greatly
wanted laboratory apparatus at no cost whatever. Don't be afraid to send in too many photos, Boys.

MONTHLY

EACH

66

We

Ansaafte^iF lElectrncal

THIS MONTH'S

$5.00

HONORABLE MENTION— B. O. SHIFLETT— $2.00
PRIZE PAID EACH "HONORABLE MENTION"

PRIZE WINNER

CHARLES AMBROSE YOCUM

are a few photographs of my "Electrical LaboraHEREWITH
tory."
have a one-half kilowatt step-up transformer, a Tesla
I

coil

giving a six-inch spark, a one-inch spark

coil,

a water-

power motor running a generator, a few small motors, rotary gap,
18" by 8" loading coil with 36 taps, step-down transformer,
Brandes head set, 20 plate glass sending condenser, two mineral
detectors, loose coupler of the navy style, telephone transmitter
on swinging arm (in the middle of the switch-board), used for a
speaking arc, which is also used on my telephone by utilizing a
double-throw switch. I have electric meters, so I can always know
how much power the apparatus consumes. There are two antennae, one 200-foot, two-wire, used for receiving, and one fourwire, 120 feet long for sending. I also possess a carbon rheostat,
Murdock oscillation transformer, Murdock wireless key, with a
shunt device under key, which shorts the detector when the key
is

pressed.

I have a good range in sending and with an Audion can receive
On top of the step-up transformer is
about 2000 to 3000 miles.
seen a small box; it contains a small receiving and sending apparatus capable of transmitting one-half mile and receiving ten
Charles Ambrose Yocum, 438 Fairview St., Pottsville, Pa.
miles.

—

ILalboratory 99 Contest

MY

"laboratory" is in a large, well-aired, spacious room on the
second floor on a corner facing northeast and southeast.
While it is equipt chiefly for chemical and microscopical work,
yet it has five electric light connections or sockets for 110-volt A-C.
There are numerous pieces of electrical apparatus, such as induction coils, telegraph apparatus, small motors, transformers, static
devices, etc. I have spent a great deal of my time in the study
of phonographs, cameras, telescopes and microscopes trying to
make improvements on phonographic devices; and in the field of
lenses, making adaptations of different forms to certain kinds of
conditions, such as the projection of "microphotographs" and
"microphotography." One of the pictures shows one corner, in
which is a lavatory, to the right of which is a work table, covered with some equipment set-up, burettes, Leibig still, Soxhlet
extractor, Kipp's gas generator, separatory funnel, water-bath,
Bunsen burner and alcohol lamp and two high-powered microscopes. The other photos show one end of the chemical cabinet, the
top of which contains shelves filled with chemicals and reagents,
the bottom being filled with apparatus.
I have been reading the Electrical Experimenter ever since it
B. O. Shiflett, 138 So. S5th St., Birmingham, Ala.
first began.

—

—
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HIT!

EMEKSOM EASTE
N

the

again

Fritzey

!"

J^Sciiimgl tl&e

howled the chauffeur.

Jazz

plug emporium and gaze over the assortment. Every one is claimed to be a little
better in some way or other for some purpose or other than the rest.
"Some manufacturers are not satisfied
with one spark plug and jab in a couple
this is in the larger types of stationary engines.
For the automobile engines one is
a-plenty at least at a time.
"To get down to the information of the
situation
The thing is run like this
A
source of juice, say a bank of batteries
a battery to be explicit, furnishes the V plus
for the induction or spark coil.
The
voltage that's the capital
up to a point
where it is not hampered by a short air or
gas gap, flashes right across and ignites
the inflammable mixture in the cylinder
chamber and does the same thing in a mechanical way that a lot of similar things

The benzine
had

just

go-cart
exhibited its
or
instincts

—

muline
tendency toward inertia
as far as locomotation

was concerned.
The azurely,
viated

efflu-

But our hero

auto-engineer

"You mean

wandered
depths of the
that lies beneath the

"Some score of bewildered brothers in
the game had tried many means of bringing
the probability into an honest possibility.

into

the

unknown

hood and Punk turned

to Jazz with

"Say, Stazz Jokes, will you be so kind
as to bust loose and put us ignorant honyots wise to the hidden mystery that most
that
everyone knows about but I don't
makes the buses commence up the street
without the herder pouncing out and doing
the Henry Ford at the bow end of the land
I know how to jump on the selfcraft?
beginner and how to keep the gas operated

—

—

—

—

fore.

:

:

,"
"But our
working on another
was to harness the
with the God.
.

.

.

continued Stokes, "was
wise hunch. His graft
Goddess Electra along
(Editor,

please

A

insert

here the name of some political enen
The writer is no political authority, besides we might not agree.
I'll take
the
blame of your choice if blame falls. Enclosed in parenthesis is not intended for
1

.

—

print.)"
"(Political

enemy)

?"

wondered

— out loud

do

—

in a political

—

V—

—

way.

ELECTRIC TIRE

ELECTRO-MAGNET NAIL*

TACK ELIMINATOR

—

villian !"
This from the besmeared driver who was you know up

VULCANISER

k

MUD SCRAPER

GEISSLER TUBES
LIT UP BY STATIC
f ROM
RUBBER TIRES.

ELECTRICITY

—

—

—

If Your Flivver Has a Well Stocked Juice-Box Don't Be Bashful
But Go the Limit. This Being the Electrical Age or Rage Let's
Be Comfy. Take a Squint At the Above Portrait, But Don't Crack Your Lip Laughing. The Fact Is, There's Nothing Phoney
About This 21st Century Buzz-Wagon. Step This Way, Boys, Right Into Any Automobile Confectionary Store. They Will Sell You
All Your Electrical Rinktums and Lots Besides.
We Would Have Stuck a Few More Gross Onto Our Flivvernacular, Only the Artist
Went Bluey and Struck for Less Art and More Pay.

All

—

thumper rattling, after I do the fatal stunt
what I crave is the why and the
wherefore dost thou getteth me, Sir

— Mr.

Lunchalot?"
"The person spoken to doth," returned

god of ?"
"Gas along with hot

Jazz.

Stokes.

— but

—

The story then runs something like this
"Once upon a time in the first gray
days of modern mechanical history, a boob

—

sat at a pile of

junk

—

we'll not give the guy
sore and emitting moisture
under the hat Ye olde inventor was working on a conglomeration of metal that was
to furnish power by the expansion, or
rather the concussion or pressure exerted
from a series of explosions that were to
take place in an enclosed chamber.
But
the question was to make the explosions in
a true classical manner.

away

— waxing

Vote, our artist friend from Portyou use him for some conWhat is he supposed to be

land, "Why do
tribution God?

—

"Of course, the guy that uses the engine
want the spark shooting across the
gap steady, or at random, so the makers
don't

all sorts of do-funny things
they call timers and you know, those cute
All serve the same purHI trade names.
pose that of making the necessary arrangements to have the spark blaze away
at the psychological, or rather the physiological moment.
The revolving of the revolving parts of the motor cause the cirAs the encuit to be opened and closed.
gine speeds up it is more efficient to have
the ignition take place a fraction of a second sooner than in the case of slow running
or hard pulling. For this purpose there is
installed on most cars the spark advance,
or adjuster, with which we are all familiar.
(Continued on page 798)

have devised

air,"

smiled back

"As

I was about to say," Stokes went on,
what-you-may-call-him, as he sat
dripping over the model of his brain baby,
thinking and sweating, doped out the spark
ignition for gas engines.
Before that the
bums on the works had been using flint

"our

lock contraptions, flame, and everything.
"The spark stunt proved to be the thing
in the game. As time shapened out the ends
like Shakie averred divinity would do
spark plugs came into existence. If you
care to see how far the inventors have wandered in the field, just meander into a spark

—
—
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THE ORACLE
The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be
answered here for the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht.
Rules under which questions will be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written
in ink, no penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches,
diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets.
Questions addrest to this
department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable

4. If a quiick answer is
research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged.
are answered.

ROGERS GROUND ANTENNAE.
H. I. Middleton, Hendersonville,
(1030)
N. C, asks several questions in reference
to Rogers Underground Antennae
:

bare wires can be used as
underground antennae (as per article in
June, 1919 Experimenter), why can't waterpipes, etc., which are available and already
buried, be used?
Q. 2. If a bare wire is used for underground antennae, how and why should it be
connected to the regular "Ground" wire
which diagrams in June article call for?
Q. 3. In what order of efficiency will
the following styles of antennae rank, viz

Q.

1.

If

Regular Tower Antennae, Tree Antennae,

thru
thunderstorms
the
without
danger, or without any interference

Q.

4.

Sets?
A. 1.

WANTED!!!
Here's what we want
I

EACH
got?

ew photos

SCIENTIFIC

j

I
1

New

l
|

|

PHOTOS—

Scientific

Apparatus; Results;

|

Motion Pictures; Stunts.

OPTICAL PHOTOS—

\

eclipse photos; star

and moon

caught
by the camera;
comets; shooting stars; progressive
effects

moon
I

I

1

I

\
|

§
i

ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOS—
New

moon

studies;

and

star

photos.

|

triple

exposure

i

due

§

and Mechanical apparatus

RADIO PHOTOS—
New stations, both

|
|

3.

The probable

ratio

of

f

don't send us plate or film "negatives" ; send unmounted or mounted
"prints", preferably a light and dark
one. Enclose stamps if photos are
to be returned and place a piece of
cardboard in the envelope with
them to prevent mutilation.

photos

—Editor

to

"Odd

Photos", Electrical Experimenter, 233
Fulton Street, New York City.

I
§
|

f

|
i
1
f
I
I

1

|

efficiency

invariably has the advantage of the elevated antenna during periods when there is
an appreciable amount of static, and signals
can be copied on the underground aerial

usual apparatus employing an audion detector may be used with great success with
the Rogers underground antenna, and when
the writer visited Mr. Rogers' laboratory
he was using but one detector and amplifier,

namely, an audiolron bulb. This bulb was
connected up so as to oscillate when desired, in order to receive the undamped

wave

/

,

A

,

/

PHAROAH'S SERPENTS.
E. F.
(1032)
N. C, inquires

Q.

Rightsell,

Can you give me

1.

the

fireworks

La

Grange,

the formula for
novelty
called

Pharoah's Serpents? It is a small pill or
cube which when lighted will burn and the
ashes will extend outward in the shape of

stations.

www.americanradiohistory.com

A. 1. The formula for making Pharoah's serpents, altho very efficient, is not
generally used in the house, inasmuch as
when these chemicals are combined to form
the serpents they cause a strong odor of
burning sulfur.
The following formula, however, may
be adapted to both indoor and outdoor
entertainments
Potassium Chromat
2 parts
Potassium Nitrat
1 part

White Powdered Sugar
|

antenna

would be (a) regular elevated
antenna, (b) underground antenna, (c) tree
antenna.
The underground antenna does
not always show as high an efficiency as
some of the large elevated aerials in use
at some of the Government stations, but it

,

making

ductors.

A.

loose coupler.
Li, 10 inches long, 7^2 inches in diameter,
wound with No. 20 silk-covered wire.
L 2 83/i inches long, diameter 6Vs inches,
wound with No. 26 silk-covered wire.
L 3 8}i inches long, diameter 5^ inches,
wound with No. 20 silk-covered wire.
L 4 4 inches long, diameter 7 l 2 inches,
wound with No. 20 silk-covered wire.
L 6 4 inches long, diameter S l 2 inches,
wound with No. 20 silk-covered wire.

a snake.

commercial, gov-

And

Address

A. 1. We are pleased to give herewith
information you request on the five-coil

|

MECHANICAL PHOTOS—

1

magazine, which is used by Samuel D.
Cohen in his "New Regenerative Vacuum
Tube Circuits"?

f

ef-

Owners of
ernment, and private.
private or amateur stations will find
a special contest for these photos
on another page of this issue.
|

COUPLER.
(1031)
M. R. Smith, Winnipeg, Man,
Can, writes the "Oracle"
Q. 1. What are the dimensions and
what size wire is used in the construction
of the "Five-Coil Loose Coupler" shown
on page 74 of the May issue of your excel-

]

of unusual news interest.
I

DATA ON FIVE-COIL LOOSE

I

fects; novel and striking effects
to unusual exposures.

Electrical

1919.

l

FREAK PHOTOS—
Odd double and

such questions

,

Peculiar stunts obtained with various lens arrangements; odd film effects caused by unusual conditions;
novel micro-photographic subjects.
[

to the fee before

lent

of Lightning ; new and
unusual Electrical Apparatus and
Machinery ; Electric Signs; Electric
Autos; Electric Clocks.

resistance.

A. 2. With respect to the connection of a
bare wire Rogers antenna thru the receiving apparatus and then to the usual ground
connection, would say that the Editor of
the "Oracle" has personally heard signals
coming in with a high audibility, using the
antenna only, with no connection to the
But when the ground is
usual ground.
also used in connection with one of these
buried antennae, the signals come in somewhat louder. The whole philosophy of the
Rogers underground aerial and its operation is, it would seem, based on the simple
fact that the copper wires buried in the
ground, whether bare or insulated, are
many times higher in conductivity than the
ordinary earth, and therefore due to this
conductivity an appreciable radio current is
induced and interpreted thru these con-

$1.00

What have you

!

ELECTRICAL PHOTOS-

Effects;

reference to the Rogers
underground antenna, and as to the reason
why ordinary waterpipes, etc., cannot be
used for aerials, would say that such
piping systems buried in the ground have
yielded very good results in some cases for
the reception of radio signals, tho usually
they do not correspond in efficiency to a
well-laid Rogers antenna. Also in the case
of the latter, there is an added advantage
of high conductivity in the copper conductors as compared to ordinary waterpipes, and, contrary to the average opinion,
common water is not a good conductor, but
a very poor one, with a consequent high

With

You will find an interesting article on
the tuning of underground antennae to optimum wave lengths, by J. Stanley Brown,
in the "Radio Amateur News" for July,

We

4.

"ODD PHOTOS" AT

I

Antennae

Amateur Receiving

least

from

cannot say as to the sensirequired in the radio receiving instruments to be used with tree antennae as
developed by Major General Squier, but
would presume that any ordinary audion
receiving set would give good results. The
A.

Will the Tree Antennae and the

as well with the usual

informed as

tivity

IS

require specially
constructed or sensitive receiving instruments (audion, etc.), or will they work just

will be

static.

Underground Antennae?

Underground

Correspondents

Powder
sugar

each

very

ingredient

carefully.

Then

2 parts
except
the
spread the

powders on a piece of paper, and by carefully working with a spatula insure a thoro
mixture of the ingredients. Moisten with
a little alcohol and work into a paste. Now
form into pellets about the size of a pea,
or, in fact, any size desired, and allow to
dry.
These should be very carefully covered

with a

layer

of

tin-foil or tin-foil
in a large box, so that
accidental friction will be almost impossible.
not use a box with a slide cover,
as friction when the cover is removed
might cause harmful results.

wrapping and placed

Do

—

—
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'aptain Smith
to Floorvdalkintf
There are thousands of men like CapSmith who, before the war, were oc-

tain

cupying relatively unimportant positions
Then, in a few
in the business world.
months after the call to colors, they were
holding commissions in the army. Millions
of others found their way from positions
in all walks of life into the various camps,
where intensive training quickly turned a
nation of business men into the world's
finest fighting machine. It almost seemed
incredible
but what this array of business men and workers did as "their bit"
is now history. What took Germany forty
years to prepare for was done in a few
months by America. This record was
made possible only by INTENSIVE

—

After seeing what a few months of intensive training did for him from a
military standpoint, he, and thousands
like him, are going to avail themselves
of the same method as a means of selfbetterment in business life. There's
proof below that it's the only way to
secure promotion and much better pay.

—

Every man who stepped from his job in civil life
an intensive training camp has learned a val-

into

uable lesson— a lesson that will make him a better
business man if he but has the will to win. These
men have witnessed the wonders of intensive
training have seen the metamorphosis in their
own individual lives as well as in those of others,
and it is but natural to assume that, if intensive
training in military matters performed such wonders, it must have the same beneficial effect when
applied to business. The history of business and
of business successes points unerringly to the
assistance rendered by intensive training.
Since the armistice was signed, and more particularly since the American troops began to arrive
home, there has been a noticeable increase in the
number of enrollments for intensive business training in all lines of endeavor taught by the American
School. Thousands of men who were simply "getting by" instead of "getting on" before they joined
the colors, have learned a lesson and they are not
going to be content with the poorly paid jobs they
held in the past. This fact is proved by the great
increase in students who are availing themselves
of American School training. In a few months
these students who are now applying intensive
training as a solution of "how to get on," will be

—

You

you on request.

A

School That Is Known
by Its Guarantee

spare time hours they devote

commodity on the market.

Investment
Without an Equal
If

you think for a moment that there

—

—

From

three to ten dollars per year
would be the limit, wouldn't it?
The same amount invested in intensive training
will double, treble or multiply your earning power
several times, because it makes you a better business man and makes those who employ you aware
of that fact. There's no sentiment in determining
salaries. You get paid for what you can do— and
that depends solely on what you know.
Your spare time does not earn you anything
NOW — so you can't charge anything to a
stock?

by mail demands some guarantee
as a protection to the student.
That is
the belief of the American School
and
it is on the basis of SATISFACTION OR
REFUNDED that a student
enrolls.
All risk on the part of the student is
eliminated. At anytime during the first year of

—

we

guarantee to refund your

money

and do some figuring.
If a course of intensive training in your
chosen line costs you from $50 to $100
how much would
and your spare time
that money earn for you if invested in

—

believes that edu-

strictly

your enrollment
is

another investment that can equal the
time and small amount of money spent in
get out your pencil

intensive training

The American School

cation, like merchandise, should be sold
on a "make good" basis. Doing business

MONEY

An

return to
will be only

The War's Great Lesson

The

to this training will bring them rich rewards in the form of bigger pay checks,
better positions and more congenial work.
The result of such training cannot be
otherwise, for trained men are the scarcest

TRAINING.
Though Captain Smith may

his old job of floorwalker, it
time enough to comfor a short while
plete a course of intensive training in
some line or other that will make him
mentally fit for a better paid and more
responsible position. He knows that intensive training will do this for him just
as surely as it qualified him for a commission in the army.
Intensive training made him a leader of men. It
enabled him to give orders instead of taking
them. It enabled him to think, act and reason for
himself and do the thinking for those under him
often a matter of life and death. No! Captain
Smith couldn't be content in his old job, because
he knows how to get a better one.

the spare time they devoted to American
School training. The same measure of
success can be yours. Proof of scores of
these successes will gladly be mailed

able to qualify for the goal they have in

mind.

?

in full if, after the completion of ten examinations, you notify the School that you are not
satisfied with your course. Ten examinations will
prove to you whether or not you are getting practical, money-making training. You are the judge.

Don *t Dodge a

Better Job

Whether you get a better position and better
pay is up to you and you alone. The American
School can help you get the position you want
just as it has helped its thousands of students. It
will not obligate you to investigate what this
training means to you.
Free Bulletin will be
mailed you on receipt of the coupon. No agents
and it might prove the best
will call on you
thing you ever did. Check and mail the coupon
while this matter is before you.

A

—

American School of Correspondence
Dept.

G-269

Chicago, U.

S.

A.

course of intensive business training but the
actual cost of the course.
If the result of
this training only increased your earning power
by ten dollars a week and that is a conservative figure
you would net FIVE

—

—

AND TWENTY DOLLARS

HUNDRED

a year from a small
investment of cash and spare time. That is a small
gain when compared with actual returns reported
by American School students, but small as it is it
serves to prove that there is no other investment
in the world that pays so well as a trained brain.

Explain

how

..Architect
..Building Contractor
..Civil

Engineer

..Structural Engineer

Thousands Bettered by
American School Training
has been the privilege of the American School,
a fully chartered educational institution, to prepare thousands of ambitious people for better positions in all trades and professions. For nearly a
quarter-century it has been advocating intensive
training and, today, there are thousands to testify
to its efficacy— thousands who are now enjoying
healthy incomes and congenial work as a result of

..Mechanical Engineer
..Shop Superintendent
..Steam Engineer

..Draftsman and Designer
..Lawyer

It

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter''

when

www.americanradiohistory.com

I

can qualify

for the position
..Electrical Engineer
..Electric Light and Power
Superintendent
..Hydroelectric Engineer
..Telephone Engineer
..Telegraph Engineer
..Wireless Operator

Name
Address..

writing to advertisers.

checked.
Business Manager
Certified Pub. Acc'nt

Accountant and Auditor
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Fire Insurance Expert
Sanitary Engineer
Master Plumber
Heating and Ventilating
Engineer
Automobile Engineer
Automobile Repairman
Airplane Mechanic
High School Graduate
Gen'l Education Courses
Common School Branches
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DETROIT
The Auto Center is the

By

LLogical Place

TO

'

Aien of today are

moving any commutator,

to note and recexact position on the shaft a center punch mark should be made on the
armature drum or core, and another corresponding mark on one of the commutator segments. Thus, when the commutator
is being replaced these two marks should
be lined up. This is very important from
an electrical standpoint, and it also is the
best from a mechanical standpoint for obvious reasons.
Small commutators are frequently driven
into place on the armature shaft by means
of a piece of pipe which fits over the shaft,
and then this pipe is hit with a heavy hammer or sledge, driving the commutator on
in this fashion.
Where the commutator
does not make an extra tight fit on the
shaft this method is quick, it may be said,
but it is very poor practise, except when
applied by an experienced mechanic who
can judge when this process is requiring
too heavy a blow.
On small armatures
there is a danger of bending the shaft. It
is best to upend the armature and shaft
in a vertical position when attempting to
drive on a commutator in this fashion with
a sledge and a piece of pipe. 1*he commutator may rest on a piece of fiber or in
some cases an iron plate is used, but the
latter is liable to damage the end of the

fortunate to live in the

ord

.Business.
It is the greatest business in the world.
Never before has
there been such a wonderful future for ambitious men.

Hand.

Demand For Trained Auto Men

Big

— Six

million automobiles in use and thousands more beini?
Trained automobile men are
Factories are rushed to the limit.
jld daily.
wanted everywhere. The demand exceeds the supply. That's the business
and
school,
such
is
the opportunity that awaits
our
can
learn
here
at
rou
the trained automobile man.

Think of

it!

—

Earn $100 to $400 Monthly
net at all difficult for a trained man to earn those salaries. Hundreds of our graduates
are doing even better than that.
Auto Factories, Garages, Service Stations and Tractor
Factories are continually calling on us for graduates to fill responsible positions.
Many of
our graduates go into business for themselves. There are thousands of places where good
garages and the services of competent, trained men are needed.
These opportunities are
It is

Complete

Money- Back
Gar an tee
We guarantee to
qualify you for a
position as chauffeur, repair man,
tester, demonstrator,
auto electrician, garage man,

automobile

dealer,

or tractor mechanic and operator,

paying from $100
to
$400 monthly
or refund your
money.

Course

Tractor

Included

Complete Instruction on the care, repair and maintenance of tractors is also included in our regular
Auto Course.
Tractor manufacturers give full cooperation.
International,
Molina and EmersonBrantingham Co.'s have placed machines with us
for the benefit of our students.

DETROIT
THE BEAUT OF THE AUTO IMUSTRT

Brazing-Welding and Ti-e ReoairSng TaugHt
in Separate Courses.
Big Money Earned by Trained
Competent Men in TUese Lines.
Big Factories Endorse Our Free Catalog Gives com-

—

—

School In fact they assisted in the arrangement
of

our

present Course.
They know our equipment
and our methods and
heartily

recommend

our

BchooL

with
information
plete
views of school and equipment, also actual letters
from satisfied graduates.
Write for it. Better still,
lump train and come as
hundreds do. Our guarantee protects you.

™ KCUimt

WTMMillf
FACTORIES

CEKt**

FACTORIES

in

America"

its

;

shaft.

When

MICHIGAN —STATE AUTO SCHOOL

"Most Progressive Auto School
Auto Buildinn, 672 Woodward Avenue

Windeld Secor

Young

"^^^

1

age of the Auto and Tractor

Training for^
'
Head and ^

H

(Continued from page 775)

a shaft becomes bent, for one rea-

son or another, one of the best methods of

"In the Heart of the Auto Industry"

DETROIT, MICH., U.

8.

straightening it, is to place it between cenon a lathe. Small shafts can be easily
straightened without applying any heat, but
large shafts two or three inches in diameter
and more, should have heat applied to them

A.

ters

/POWER!
O QOV
'

'

but

before attempting to bend them straight.
The first thing to know is the actual position of the bend, and pressure should be
applied on the opposite side of the shaft or

my car runs

armature

fine williifheALSOP ALL SPARK
have no
sparK
p\u6 troubles

mom

I

drum

from

which

the

bend

springs.
Pressure may be applied in several ways.
In some cases, a lever or a
piece of plank is used on top of some
blocking on the lathe bed, while in other
cases, pressure may be applied by means
of the lathe tool carriage, utilizing the
slowest hand-feed possible on the carriage.
Considerable pressure can be obtained in

not advisable for any
liable to strain the
lathe machinery and either break or bend
some of the gearing and connecting shafts

this

large

cS»

way, but it
work, as

is

it

is

equip your car at once with the

on the tool-carriage.

"ALS0P- ALL -SPARK"

MISCELLANEOUS COMMUTATOR CONSTRUC-

SAFE

TION HINTS.

'*'

— SIMPLE — SURE

*

I

At

figure 4 are illustrated several pracAt
tical hints in commutator construction.

It eliminates the cost of new plugs, by causing old,
cracked, carbonized and oil soaked plugs to give
powerful sparks, which retards carbon, saves gas,
develops greater power, and insures continued driving without misfires.
Control is from a handsome dial on dashboard,
so that a low voltage hot spark can be used for

^ujmmprcff life of car

A, there

starting.

NOTE:—This device does not contain DANGEROUS EXPOSED SPARK GAPS, which may SET
YOUR CAR AFIRE and make your engine HARD
TO START.
WRITE for our great Catalogue of GOVERNMENT TESTS.

ALL-SPARK IGNITION
The Eastern"

Is

CO.,

Controlled from a handsome dial on dashboard.
PRICE: 4 cylinder type $7.50 with money-back

Guarantee

and

a Large Achromatic Telescope
MADE UPON NEW

SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.

We

EASTERN NOVELTY COYou

67: 172 E.

benefit by

93d

STREET,

NEW

YORK.
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shown

a

method of building

,

form of

sheets of various thicknesses
This shellacked mica sheet is
first cut out in segments or other shapes
of predetermined dimensions, such that
when they are heated above a Bunsen flame,
they may readily be bent to the exact size
and form of the cone required. In completing such a ring, the segments are overlapped as shown by the dotted and full
The segments are shellines in Fig. A.
lacked as they are built up in the cone
form. A wooden form of the proper taper
may be turned up for the purpose, or else
the commutator shell itself may be used
Cement mica is widely
for the purpose.
used in commutator work, but mostly where
flat position of insulation, such as commutator segments, are required.
(Continued on page 790)
the

DEALERS—AGENTS— SALESMEN—WANTED
Inc. - 13 Water St., New York

Positively such a good Telescope was neve*
sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes
arc made i>y one of the largest manufaci urera
~0N SEA'
(FARM
OR RANC4
of telescopes in America; we control entire
production; measure closed 9 Inchss and open over 3 feet In i sections. " They are nicely brass bound,* wftb
scientifically ground lenses.
Guaranteed by the maker. » Every sojourner in me country or at the seaside*
Tesons should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should be without one. The scenery
just now is beautiful, a Telescope will aid you in inking views. Objecisnre brought to view with astonishing
clearness. Sent by mnll or express, safely pneked, prepaid, for only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches,
warrant each telescope just
etc, seni wlih each order. Thi- Is a grand offer and you should not miss It.
as represented or money refunded. Send 99 cents by Registered Letter, Post Office Money Order, Express Money
Order, or Hank Draft payable to our order, or your newsdealer or store-keeper will order one for you. Whether,
Consumer or dealer, send cash with order. To dealers 6 for pour Dollars.

is

up cone-shape mica rings used in insulating
the ends of the commutator barrel or drum.
These rings are usually built of shellacked
mica, a standard form of this material in
the electrical trade, and which comes in

to

sizes.

advertisers.
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Be a Draftsman
Raise Your Income

Every Big Construction Job
Must Pass Through the Drafting Room
Do you realize what that means in the way of opportunity with big pay for
Draftsmen? Think of the enormous volume of building operations now going forward all over the country with the return of peace the big engineering, construction
and manufacturing projects that must every one first go through the drafting room
before the plans are ready for the workmen.
Never before in this country was there such a demand for skilled draftsmen
and this condition is true of European countries in which the destruction of war
calls for vast re-building programs requiring the services of an army of draftsmen.
All this world-wide demand means great prosperity for men who become trained

—

in draftsmanship.

$25

$100 a Week

to

them

to fill higher executive positions in big construction enterprises.
There is no limit to your
progress after you have equipped yourself with what
the Chicago "Tech" can give you.

All you need is training to be ready to accept a call that should mean $25 to $100 a
week easily earned. You have the same opportunity to secure the valuable training in spare
time at home or by personal attendance from
the Chicago Technical College that many other
men had who are now holding fine positions
and earning big pay through their knowledge
of draftsmanship.

Drawing Outfit
Every student of the
Chicago "Tech" Home
Study Course In
Draftsmanship receives
the drawing outfit

—

—Now

Act Promptly

set of
case,

T square, triangles
curve, drawing
paper, pencils, etc., or

The longer you wait, the longer you will postpone
the time when you will begin to draw a tempting
Manufacturers,
salary as an Expert Draftsman.
Architects, Contractors, Engineers, Builders, Kailroads and other big employers of trained draftsmen
are ready with the work when you are qualified to

scale,

cash credit in case
he already has an outThese instruments
fit.
No Extra Charge
are of the same make
and sizes as used by high salaried experts in drafting
rooms of factories, shops, railroads, etc. You use
them while learning then take them right into your
practical work.
a

—

handle

it.

Come

to

—

the College or

Train at

Home

Easy Payment

Whether you decide to take one of the resident courses or to study in spare time at home
you will have the personal direction of practical

Chicago "Tech" training costs you

engineers, builders and architects, who give you
the benefit of their vast experience and the successful methods they use in their own work.

—

We train hundreds of men by the most modern
methods and see them quickly succeed, because we
give them a technical preparation that not only
makes proficient draftsmen of them, but also enables

JN DRAFTSMANSHIP

Below, in the coupon, we
Just
free.

AUTOMOBILE AND
GAS ENGINE COURSE
All about automobile

mechanism

—

REPAIR—

its

Learn

Other institutions ask you
to pay first
and then find

—

Send Coupon
You

benefit by

list

our principal courses.

in the (
to show which subject Inand we will send you full information
Mail Coupon or write today.
)

All

This in Spare

1245 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicagd
roe. send your Catalog on subject indicated)
below. Also FEEE Lesson if inquiry is on Drafting or Plan Reading.
Mark
opposite work in which you are especially interested.

Without obligation to

X

Time

Automobile; Gasoline Engines: Power Plants and
Transmissions: Carburetors and Fuel Supply Systems: Lubrication and Cooling: Batteries:
Magneto Ignition; Starting and
Lighting Systems.

Know How To

[ 1

Architectural Drafting

T ]

[ ]

Machine Drafting

[

]

[

]

[

]

[ 1
[ ]

[ ]

Electrical Drafting
Structural Drafting

Sheet Metal Drafting
Builders' Course

]

[ ]
[

]

Plan-Reading
Plan-Reading
Estimating

Name

—

Write
Send the coupon and get catalog
information now.

Address
State.

City

all

College or
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Home Study?

State which

to advertisers.

—
— Buildings
Shop Men

Surveying
Autos and Gas Engines
Aeronautics

Fix Troubles

Most complete instruction in auto repair
work. Equips you for high pay or to start
a business.
Big demand for trained repair
and

U. S. A.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE

All about the Principles of the

out later what their instruction means to you.
We send the free lesson first
and place you under no obligation at all. Discover your
Qualifications before you pay anything.
And see for
yourself just what Chicago "Tech" offers you in training
which will bring a ready market for your services and
open opportunities which are closed to the untrained man.

X

you

con-

taught by
struction, operation and
mail.
You train directly under the Chicago
Splendid op"Tech" automobile experts.
portunities open now.

you know how well qualified
you are for this prosperous profession.
til

mark

terests

CHICAGO,

draftsman
in
time,
spare
without interfering with your
present
position.
But
we
don't ask you to decide un-

compared

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE

TEST LESSON

The Chicago "Tech"
method is the quickest, easiest way to become a skilled

little

to the great benefits conferred, and payment of
tuition fees may be made in easy installments. If
desired.
This splendid training will soon enable you
to pay for the course from extra earnings.

No time wasted. Every minute counts under
men like these every one a specialist!

Drafting
Lesson

instruments in
board,

drawing
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TRADE MARK

Winfield Secor

{Continued from page 788)
In small commutators the segment insulators are usually made of pure mica
punched out by a large motor-driven punchpress.
It is usual in practise to make up a
commutator gage stick as shown at Fig.
4
The mica punchings are assembled
F.
in the saw slits cut in this stick, the saw
used in making the slits being of the exact
thickness of the mica segment desired. One
large motor concern uses wooden sticks,
but they can of course be made up of other
material.
Several rubber bands are used

—

Boys! Girls

Grown-Ups

! !

assembling small commutators as the
mica and copper segments are put into

in

! !

At C, there is shown the method
scribing out the exact shape of mica
segment for large commutators by laying
the copper segment on the mica.
At
and E, there are shown respectively, the
use of a steel snap-gage having a slot of
predetermined width and also the use of
the micrometer for gaging the thickness of
mica segment in thousandths of an inch
or mils.
In tightening up commutators
some form of compression is generally employed, such as that shown at B.
This is
a wrought iron ring, several of which may
be used on long commutators, and steel set
place.

The "Kidphone"

sold as a toy, but it is more than a toy
it is a practical,
durable, superior telephone.
Although it is
much smaller and weighs much less (receiver weighs 14 oz. ),
it talks better than the one you're used to.
The idea of operation is different.
It is based upon the correct theory of voice
transmission, introducing to America for the first time a farreaching, scientific principle, only recently perfected.
Can be
in the house, in the play-room, on
used for all sorts of purposes
"Scout'' duty, in games, etc.
is

—

Ingenious! Instructive! Fascinating!

AN ALL YEAR ROUND CHRISTMAS PRESENT
Price

$10

department

at your electrical dealer's,
store, or from us direct.

AMERICAN THERMOPHONE COMPANY— Department C
114-116 Bedford

Street, Boston, Mass.

ELECTRIC LIGHT IN YOUR HOME 1°=°
bills to pay.
latest electric light no batteries to buy or electric
Anyone can install and
maintain this midget electric light. Safe, simple
^^to aQ d inexpensive. No more smoke
and smell, no wicks or oil, no chimneys to clean ,y tttt^V
or break, 3 US * as sa ^e ' n ^ oe
barn, garage and clothes closet as in any open
room, always ready for use,
/ff/^
day or night. A touch on the switch and
you instantly have a bright
electric light.
No matter where you live this Tight can be installed. It is not affected by heat or
cold. Many homes have installed this electric light in their halls, closets, pantries, barns, sheds*
cellars, garages, etc., with good results.
It is an extremely useful light which no household should be
without. The reason for this bright electric light is that the lighting bulb is fitted with a
drawn Tungsten filament wire which is much more efficient and durable, besides giving a 300% ift.crease in light as compared with the ordinary* carbon lamp.
The power system furnished with this lighting

The

.

jJ

W
'

!

of

D

screws

around

are

threaded

thru

the

ring

all

These set screws may
be spaced about two segments apart, and
under the screws and over the commutator
segments there is placed a thin band of
iron or copper.
The segments are thus
tightened up and at the same time the lock
nut on the end of the commutator is successively and periodically tightened.
The
commutator must in any case be just as
tight as you can possibly make it, within
reason of course, before any attempt is
made to place it in the lathe and machine
its surface, or otherwise there will
be commutator segments in every corner of the
shop, before many cuts have been taken.
(To Be Continued)
its

perifery.

'

MAGAZINICALLY SPEAKING.
An American, Country

Gentleman, want-

outfit

ing some Variety in his Life, and desirous
of becoming an Electrical Experimenter,
purchased at the House Beautiful a copy of

.Outside
uutsicie tue
the U._S.
u_._s. .$1.25.
$i.xs.

Popular Mechanics, which contained many
Popular Current Events. The Engineering
in this Journal enabled him to become a
pood Judge of Aircraft, and consequently
his Outlook for a Success was due to the
Modern Methods taught by this System.
This Craftsman, having read some Live

is somewhat similar to the electric power battery described.
Each electric light outfit includes
the following: Complete directions and plans, copper wire, insulated wire holders, knife switch, drop light
fixture with socket, friction tape, battery protector, maroon shade, national mazda globe. Our dry battery
compound, which assists in renewing and supplying the current and our current renewing system with which
you can renew the current at home without expense. With every day use one recharge usually lasts two to
three weeks. This electric lighting outfit is undoubtedly the most practical and durable electric light of low
cost and long service ever devised. Special price to introduce these electric lighting outfits $1.00, prepaid.
.

NOTICE

With the above Electric Light System it is possible for anyone to have their Christmas
tree electrically illuminated. doing away with candles, oil lamps and danger of fire.
It
will assure you a brighter appearing Christmas tree.
With this system, 8 to 16 lamps
can be electrically illuminated. This system will be furnished free with the above Electric
Light Outfit. Order at once direct from ad. Prompt and safe delivery guaranteed for
10c extra

A. B. C.

PRODUCTS

CO., Johnson and 13th

Sts.,

Chicago

$1.00

SPECIAL

ONLY

SALE!

Stories in the Scientific American about
the mines in San Francisco, decided to
make a Motoring trip to the Cosmopolitan
City.
On arriving at the western city he
did not heed the Call of the Mining center,
but visited the Motion Picture studios,
where he became acquainted with the
Photoplay.
The splendid atmosphere in
this Town aided him to improve his Physical Culture.
Every Week he would take a
'

Yachting

Postage

We

have on
hand 2,000

extra.

Carbon

Ship. Weight,

Grain Transmitters
aa
per
photograph.

are

2

Reduced Photograph of Transmitter showing nickel plated case

They

and

first-

Hard

Rubber

lbs.

Diameter,
3 34 >ns.

Mouthpiece

class instruments and may be used for all kind of experiments, especially for
wireless telephone sets, where a heavy current is to be passed through. Slightly
used, but in perfect working order.
Money refunded if not satisfied.
real
bargain.
Order one or more today.

A

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING
Yen

CO.,

benefit by

231

Fulton St.,

NEW YORK
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on the Pacific and enjoy the
Sunset.
One evening while a
Spectator of a new Film at a leading Theater he met a young lady of Fashion. The
next Day while at the town Post waiting
for his Mail he again met the young
trip

beautiful

woman. He liked her very much and soon
became the Woman's Companion. They
were soon married and went to live at the
Countryside. The couple lived very happily
and while the young woman was engaged
in Good Housekeeping, the old gent sang
Art
from Musical America.
extracts

—

Mayers
to

in the

advertisers.

"Everett Herald."

.
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Automobile $195
Engineer A Week

TakeYour Choice of
These Big Paying Jobs
of men
THOUSANDS
automobile engineering

you are wanted to fill these big-paying jobs in the
Thousands of places are open, too, for chauffeurs and garage
managers. It's easy to get one of these good jobs and to prepare yourself to hold it. You don't
have to go to school. You don't have to serve an apprenticeship. Spare time only is needed. These
great automobile books will teach you everything you need to know. Fifteen of the greatest engineers
and experts in the business wrote them in simple language that anybody can understand.
like

field.

Auto BooRs
6 Volumes Shipped Free
—

—

the 1920 model
Just off the press
an up-to-the-minute six-volume
library on Automobile Engineering, covering the construction, care and
repair of pleasure cars, motor trucks and motorcycles. Packed full of

advance information on Lighting Systems, Garage Design and Equipment, Welding and other repair methods. Contains everything that a
mechanic or an engineer or a motorcyclist or the owner or prospective
owner of a motor car ought to know. Anybody can understand them.
Tastefully bound in American Morocco, flexible covers, gold stamped,
2650 pages and 2300 illustrations, tables, blueprints and explanatory

A

diagrams.
library that cost thousands of dollars to compile but that comes to you
free for 7 days' examination. Over 50,000 sets of previous editions have been sold.

Only 7c a Day!

Partial

Contents

Automobile Motors; Weld-

Motor Construction
and Repair; Carburetors
and Settings; Valves, Cooling; Lubrication; Flywheels; Clutch; Transmising;

sion; Final Drive; Steering

Frames; Tires; Vulcanizing; Ignition; Starting and
Lighting Systems; Shop
Kinks; Commercial Garage; Design and Equipment; Electrics; Storage
Batteries; Care and Repair
of Motorcycles; Commercial Trucks; Gas Tractors.
"|

1

QQ Blueprints
of Electric

Wiring Diagrams

Not a cent to pay in advance. First you see the books in you own home or shop. Just mail
coupon and pay express charges when books arrive. You can read them and study
them for seven whole days before you decide whether you want to keep them or
not. If you like the books, send only $2 in seven days and $2 a month until the
special introductory price of $19.80 has been paid. (Regular price $30.) Along
with the set goes a year's consulting membership in the American Technical
Society.
(Regular price $12.) This part of our offer will be withdrawn when
the membership is filled. Mail the coupon without delay.

Don't Send

Money Now!

Don't take our word for it. See the books without cost. Here is a
chance for you to. get a real man's job with a man's size pay. Don't
waste a minute in sending the coupon. Put the coupon in the mails
today. Send no money
just the coupon!

—

American Technical

FREE

Society, Dept. A-259,

Chicago,

111.

Examination Coupon

American Technical

Society, Dept.

A-259,

Chicago

Please send me the 6-volnme set of Automobile Engineering for 7 days* examination,
shipping charges collect. If I decide to buy, I will send $2 within 7 days and the balance at $2 a month until the $19.80 has been paid. Then you send me a receipt showing
that the $30 set of books and the $12 Consulting Membership are mine and fully paid for.
If I think I crh get along without the bonks after 7 days' trial, I will notify you to send
for them at your expense. {Please f.ll out all lines.]

Name

City

State..
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WHAT THE

HARMMUSIC

Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of

Man-

dolin, Harp, 'Cello, Trombone, Flute, Clarinet,
Piccolo, Saxophone, Ukelele, Sight Singing, Viola,
Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Steel Guitar, Harmony

and Composition.

new Free Book.

Let us

tell

copper

60%
40%
50%
60%
66%
75%
60%
40%
52%
20%
40%
85%
25%

lead
zinc

aluminum
oil

corn
cotton
silver

coal

gold
iron and steel

Of

automobiles

Of wheat

No

Don't Be a "Wall Flower'

PRODUCES.

States has only six per cent
of the population of the world and only
seven per cent of the land, and yet we produce the following percentages of the
world's supply:

"HOME.
Piano, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Guitar, Banjo,

U. S.

The United

longer need the ability to play be shut out of
your life. Just mail coupon or postal to-day for our
you how you can easily, quickly, thoroughly learn to

•

and

refine 20 per cent of the copper and
operate 40 per cent of the world's railroads.

own home, without a teacher by our
LESSONS! Difno tiresome, dry exercises no inconvenience, no
ferent, easier than private teacher way
trick music no "numbers," yet simple, wonderful, amazingly easy for even a mere child.

play your favorite musical instrument by note in your

New Improved Home

k

^

.

U. S.
School

13312 Brunswick
Bldg..

New York

Please

send

ing

how

I

would

play

the

can learn

A
~<#»

to play.

By Joseph H. Kraus,

to

Lessons

to

^^

^y

learn how to
following
instrument

like

—

—

have ONE PUPIL IN EACH LOCALITY AT ONCE to
help advertise our wonderful, easy system of teaching music.
FOR A LIMITED TIME we therefoie offer our marvelous lessons
FREE. Only charge is for postage and sheet music, which is
Beginners or advanced pupils. Get all the proof, facts,
small.
letters from pupils. AMAZING OFFER and fascinating New
Book just issued. ALL FREE Write postal to-day. In^Jfcr
struments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

We want

6*

me

your free book, "Music
Lessons by Mail." explain1

WITHOUT PAYING A CENT FOR

FREE

^Jfc

Music

of

Study Method

!

NAME.

U.S. School of Music, 13312 Brunswick Bldg.,

New York

Again no movement on the part of the
"Well, I'll not fool any longer. The
bell doesn't know."
He was interrupted
bell.

again by the "yes" ring of the bell. "How
strange and yet perhaps she does know.
Was it a Diamond card?"
The bell answered in the affirmative.
Scratching his head the performer as
tho choosing his words with great deliberation added, "Was it a picture card?"

—

The

mSMMMM

Motors and Electrical
Specialties Are Best
Knapp Goods have stood the test for 29 years. No detail in^ft
construction has been spared to make them the best that money
The complete Knapp line includes Toy and Power
can buy.
Motors,
Gen-

KNAPP "LEARNELECTRICS"

and

erators

A

complete Electrical Laboratory, including a very
valuable instruction book by H.
Gorman,
P.
A.I.E.E. Covers all subjects clearly and concisely.

Dynamos. Specialties and
Novelties

that

amuse and
struct.

are

al-

Always insist
Knapp
on
Goods.

in the

yes, the martimes has she been

box there

How many

ried one.

;

married?".
it

STAND.

Complete, $3.50

Price,

Price, Complete, $8.00

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR and
Order to-dav. Or your dealer can secure them for you.
and Electrical Specialties from 10c up mailed
CATALOG of celebrated
FREE on request

KNAPP MOTORS
& NOVELTY CO., 523

West

51st Street,

New York

City

MEN WITHOUT PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE CAN GET INTO A
VERY PROFITABLE, FAST GROWING BUSINESS
Everyone makes money

in the

TIRE VULCAN-

IZING BUSINESS.

Profits 100% or more.
Small investment.
are the pioneers in the
manufacture of the dry cure vulcanizer.

We

THE VANDERPOOL
VULCANIZING OUTFIT
repairs

You

:

"The lady

The

—

WM. VANDERPOOL

"A King?" Two

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BELL AND

KNAPP DYNAMO MOTOR
Will electroplate, charge storage batteries, run lamps,
in fact, the number
motors, train of cars, induction coils.
Runs on
of experiments it can be used for is unlimited.
4 to 6 Volts or can be connected to run on 110 Volts
through a transformer.

KNAPP ELECTRIC

yes.

;

lowest.

ways

answered

is seen to rise once, twice,
only rises on the third occasion, not
striking as it did on the previous occasions while the magician watches with interest the next move, counting out loud.
"Twice, and almost the third time?" this
with an inflection of the voice. "Here that
Separating the parts as before
will do."
he bows to the audience.

And Knapp
prices

ner

but

Rheostats,
etc.

bell

rings signified that this was correct.
"Not only does the bell tell me these
things, but also tells fortunes.
Now, bell,
suppose that you tell me how many fellows
that young lady down the aisle has. Four?
Thank you."
In this way a long program may be mapt
out and wound up in the following man-

The hammer

in-

Fans,

Compasses,

Jr.

(Continued from page 771)

tires

by

the

correct

method.

The Vanderpool

Principle is endorsed by the great tire factories, also by
veteran repairers after trying others. We send you FREE
TIRE REPAIRING MANUAL. If others have been successful so can you be.
Write today for full particulars.

CO.,

benefit by

Dept.

U

19,

Springfield, Mass.

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com

stand consists of a long nickelplated tube mounted on a tripod of the
same material, with one wire running up
each of two of the three legs, said wire
connected to a large magnet made by winding eight layers of number eighteen doubl
cotton covered magnet wire, on an iron
core which does not extend all the way up
the coil
but terminates within one inch
of the end, a sleeve continuing the rest
of the way. The coil is eight inches long
and actuated by an assistant behind the
scenes, a six volt current being used as
the exciting force.
The hook is made of iron, nickel-plated,
When
like
the balance of the stand.
placed in position it acts as a core to the
magnet concealed in the stand.
The bell is made of an ordinary electric
light globe, which is fastened into a turned
piece of wood (as shown in the illustration) with plaster of Paris. Thru a small
opening in the ring on top is past a piece
of soft iron bar, one end of which is connected to a lever-like piece of aluminum
the far end of this lever has a decorative
piece of bone attached to its free end to
;

act as a

hammer.
(Continued on page 794)

to

advertisers.
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Advanced Science
Adjustment

of Spinal

The great profession that within the past few years has taken the longest forward
known in the history of drugless healing. It has called to its ranks thousands

strides ever

of ambitious men and women from every walk of life. Today it is calling more insistently
than ever because the tide has turned strongly in favor of drugless healing.
There is today a demand for one hundred thousand Doctors of Chiropractic in this country,
according to a recent statement of a man who is himself a prominent Chiropractor and has intimate
knowledge of the Chiropractic situation throughout the United States.
Even if this demand remained stationary, it would require many years to fill it. But the demand
those who do their own thinking
is constantly increasing because more and more intelligent people
—are becoming convinced that Chiropractic is the common sense and really scientific way to relieve pain and disease.

—

22

FREE!

Charts

is a small reproduction
of one of 22 magnificent

This

charts all of which we want
to send you ABSOLUTELY
FREE, just to show you

how

easily

you can master

Chiropractic and how successfully you can treat
disease by this modern
drugless healing method,
"any of these charts are
handsomely lithographed
in life-like colors. Their
regular value is $31.50, but

on

We

Teach You By Mail

or in class. Our method of home study instruction places you under
the personal direction of a splendid faculty of Chiropractic experts
men who have made riotable records both as practitioners and
instructors. There is no need for you to leave home or give up your
present position. Your instruction will be thorough, practical and in
accordance with the most modern methods of drugless healing therapeutics. From the
moment you enroll we will work with you wholeheartedly, our one aim being to make
you successful just as we have advanced the interests of thousands of others. In the
shortest time consistent with thoroughness you can graduate with the degree of D. C.
(Doctor of Chiropractic) receive your diploma FREE, and be ready at once to open your
office. Your opportunities are aB great as those of other ambitious men and woman.
Why, then, shouldn't you be able to do as well ae Doctors of Chiropractic who
are today earning incomes of from

this special offer they

don't cost you a penny.

The chart illustrated here shows
the different pain and nerve
areas of the body. The sci-

ence of Chiropractic is
based upon thewell known
principle that when there
is

bone pressure on a
trunk nerve where it

1a\
Ml

leaves the spinal
column there wi 11 be
pain in the area it
controls; and that

by relieving the
pressure the pain is
banished. Chiropractic
teaches you how to locate nerve pressure
at any point along the
spinal column and how
to relieve

it.

Mail Coupon or write a

postal today for this remarkable FREE CHARTS offer.

$3000 to $5000 a Year
and even more?

What, for instance, is there to prevent you from
doing as well as Dr. Condoluci, one of our recent graduates, who
writes us that he earned from two to three times the cost of his
tuition as a student; that immediately upon graduation he opened an
office, began making money from the very start and is now earning
upwards of $12,000 a year!
Another recent graduate, Allen Watroue writes: "Am contemplating opening a
large office with 50 stretching tables.
man who is interested will put up $25,000 to
possible." Dr. W. H. Wedell states that his practice averages ten patienta
a day and that he charges $25 for 13 treatments. At that rate he's making big money.
Dr. M. D. Moore reports an income of $9000 a year; Dr. L. H. Roche. $5000. Dr. Hanna
over $5000 yearly. Can you ask for more convincing proof that CHIROPRACTIC is
indeed a great profession— a fertile field for men and women who feel that they can
and should make more of their lives and are earnestly seeking broader opportunities?
Yes, the success of many Chiropractors has come eo quickly as to be almost startling. And yet, it is not to be wondered at when you consider the scientific accuracy of
Chiropractic methods, the constantly increasing demand for Doctors of Chiropractic
and the comparatively few Chiropractors that are now in the field.

A

make this

The* Big Opportunity" You've Been Waiting For!
You are

You would like to make more money— increase your prestige— advance
above and not of the crowd. Then why not qualify now for this splendid
profession which offers such remarkable possibilities for making you prosperous and indepensocially

ambitious.

— be

lent. The time of preparation is short. The study is fascinating. The cost
is small and terms are easy.
Surely a life of independence in a great, dignified profession, free to come and go as you like-a
profession of absorbing
interest and of rich financial rewards— surely this is far preferable to remaining in the same old rut—never getting ahead
mm
and with no outlook for the future. At least investigate.

———

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Let us send you all the facts. This places you under
no obligation of any kind. Just mail coupon or send your
name and address on a postal and we will at once send
you absolutely free, our beautiful new illustrated 72-page

_

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY,

I

Manierre Bldg., Dept. 623
Chicago
Gentlemen:— Without cost or obligation, send me byj
mail, your new illustrated 72-page book and details of
your easy payment plan and Free Charts Offer.

book, full particulars regarding the course, easy terms,

and also our remarkable free charts offer. Don't put it off.
Send coupon or write post card today.

Name..

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Address

Manierre Building, Dept. 623

CHICAGO,

.

ILL.
City..

You

benefit by

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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NEW MOTORS

FACTORY GUARANTEED

ALL SIZES

•

IN ORIGINAL
To Buy New Guaranteed

Your Opportunity
Single Phase

Motors

Charging Generators

110 820 volts, A. C. 00 i-ycle,
1800 R. P. M. with pulley
H. P, III

V4

Hon,

V2

duction,

H.

H.

lull

P.,

vails.

iMd

Indue-

ilirt

111-220

-

volts, in-

load tlart -

full

P., 114-120 volls, re-

V2

pulsion, lor compressor

1

H.

P.,

*

tion, willi sliding

4

H.

P..

111-221 nils, repul-

110-220

base

-

rails,

repulsion, slitting baso

4

H.

u

P.,

110-220 volts,

repulsion, sliding base

C

H.

tf

P.,

110-220

volls,

repulsion, sliding base

.

Suitable for

<£t-j A Cfl
'P^t^-OKJ

15 volts, 10

QtA/*

40

<£/*i-t

40

$108-50

1

H. P.

v,

volts,

$59-50

40

$124-50
$164-50

110

volls,

volts,

d»QC Aft
«J>OO.UU

Moving Picture
Are Generalor

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

220

/4*

/

5 H. P.

1

BARGAIN:

IN

&

volts,

A.

C, 250

waits,

without switchboard -

A.C, 300 watts, 20

volts,

110

A.C, 500 watts,

volts,

volts,

72

tt

«P

with switchboard

A.C, 750 watts,

volts,

volls,

<£A f\ Oft
"«

«P*2tlJ >

without switchboard

(£/; Q Cft
u
VUO

$75-00
$85-00
$85-00
1 1 ft ftft

1 I

U'""

*1f)|" Aft
uu

N>

I £,0'

MOTORS AND GENERATORS
WASHING MACHINE MOTORS

110 volts

S.P., 1750

volts,

volts,

41

*0/» Cn
'POD' "

volts,

110 volts, A.C, 175 watts, 30 volts,
without switchboard
.

221

H. P., high speed. 3C0O

£$1 9-75

H.P..A.C.6S0

Complete.cord.plug

$102-50

60 cycle, single phase
24

without switchboard

$84-50

R.P.M, 220 v
2 phase only-

SPECIAL.
SPE<

/

24

$72-50

•

MIL

without switchboard

12

110 volts,!

C, 100

110 volts, A.C., 150 watts, 10 volts,
with switchboard

110-220
-

C,

operate on A.

voltage as specified.

$42-50

-

•

volts,

110

cn

<PQ / •«W

Battery Charging Outfits

To

110 volts, A.

10 amp.

$38-50
Cf\
V^Q' i,w

c,

$16.50
amp.
$21.00
amp.
$24.50
Vh amp. $24.50
amp.
$38.50
amp. $38.50
25 amp.
$58.50
lOamn.
$58.50

vein

•

BOXES
Electrical

Apparatus ol Standard Manufacture.

Polyphase Motors
nd 3 phase, A.C., S20v,
1750 RPM„ complete
rith bs * and pulley.

lighting

all

Battery Charging
and Power Requirements.

By Joseph H. Kraus, Jr.
(Continued from page 792)

EACH

RPM.

1
Ilet Villi SM.S0

pulley

MONEY BACK
H'

deposit required on all orders. Balance C. O. D. by
Sight draft with Bill ol lading attached by height.
.

Espreax

H.

JOHNSTON, Boil2

once.

A FEW TRICKS EASILY PERFORMED BY THE

MANUFACTURERS* DISTRIBUTER

CHAS.

A

bell just

GUARANTEE

SHIPPING TERMS:

Two wires lead thru the stand and down
each of two of the legs, making contact
with two plates concealed by the heavy rug.
When the stand is brought forward, it
is carefully placed
in position so as to
make contact with the two plates, the bell
then being tried before proceeding with
the balance of the performance.
The trial
is made under cover of a little phrase,
asking the bell to show how it answers.
typical magician's forcing deck of cards
being used, the assistant knows exactly
what cards will be given out and goes thru
the procedure as a regular matter of routine; pressing the key for each sound of
the bell and the gong ringing at each break
of the circuit.
It will be noted that when the soft iron
core is attracted to the magnet, the hammer
is pulled away from the bell, but on its
sudden release the weight of the hammer
allows it to swing downward, striking the
"FIXT PACK."

West End, Pittsburgh, Pa

This trick originated many years ago.
It never fails to produce results.
The
cards are fixt in an orderly manner, and
this order preserved
the deck never being
shuffled. This order is very easily learned,
and it is only necessary to see one card
in the deck, either the top or the bottom
card, to be able
in this manner, to tell
the name or the position of any card in

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE ?

—

the deck.
First the suits are learned in the

—

fol-

lowing manner: Hearts, clubs, diamonds,
spades, and then the following arrangement will be found very satisfactory. The
cards are separated by three numbers that
;

one, four, seven, ten, thirteen, three, six,
nine, etc., in which the King is thirteen,
Queen twelve, Jack eleven and the Ace
is
one.
In arranging the cards, they
will follow this manner:
Ace of hearts,
four of clubs, seven of diamonds, ten of
spades, king of hearts, etc.
In this way
you can easily tell what the twelfth card
in the deck will be and read the cards
off without looking at them
also by giving a person a choice of any card in the
deck, you will be able to discover just what
that card was. For the "Q" trick, the cards
is,

BEFORE

AFTER

THIS DAY AND AGE

attention to your appearance
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it will
injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantan absolute necessity if you expect to make tbe most
Which
ly make rests the failure or success of your life.
outof life.
Not only should you wish to appear as attracis to be your ultimate destiny?
My new NoBe-Bhaoer,
tive as possible, for your own self-satisfaction, which is
"Trados"
(Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world
Is
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently.
in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occu"looks," therefore it Days to "look your best" at all times.
pation, being wom at night.
Wiitt today for free booklet, which tctli you hoictt correct ili-shaptd nose* without cost tj not satisfactory

INis

m. TRILETY. Face

1283

Specialist

Ackerman

Bldg.,

Binghamton, N. Y.

Atlantic City's Newest
Fire-Proof Hotel
during the

Unusually attractive

Autumn and Winter

are arranged in a definite manner.
Any
number in the circle and the number of
cards in the tail changed after each performance.
person is instructed to count
a certain number of cards up the tail and
around the left side of the circular portion
of the "Q" to suit himself.
Then taking
that card at which he stopt as number one,
counting just as many cards, retracing his
course, (except that this time he does not
proceed down the tail), continues around
the circular position of the "Q," stopping in
a similar position, i. e.
There are eight
cards in the tail the person will proceed
up the tail, around the left side of the
"Q," stopping at, say, the 17th card. Taking this card as number one, he proceeds
backward again, stopping at the seventeenth card again. The performer instantly
tells him this card before he comes back.
So much for the effect. Its mode of operation is simpler than the description of
the trick and all that is necessary, is that
the performer know the number of cards
Using the card from where the
in the tail.

A

breakers
Ocean Front.

;

sea-

—

sons.

American and European Plans
Luxurious lobbies, spacious verandas and sun parlors overlooking the ocean.
Charming afternoon musicales and evening concerts. A palatial residence
Sea water baths. Fireproof garage.
for those seeking rest and recreation.
Illustrated booklet sent on request.

tail

Model

Air|p]l$m©§

Waditru'Tj'

Raver-

MTfffi.

You

Cat.

1

In the example mentioned above,
tail.
would be the eighth card (inasmuch as
there are eight cards in the tail) from your
centre position, that, is, where the tail joins
it

^

®H1 BroadLwaiy,

as his starting point, he stops
as the number of cards in

same card

the

Send 5$ for catalog q§ ^feme[^ *ia5f,t nocked ~ down sca ^e
models of new machines, pa r*Ts^~~fi«m^s,and supplies.
r

starts,

at the

Bifcuolklyirji,
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awkward
YViz 'AKING
angles out
the
of

early Christmas

morn-

ing atmosphere

gl OW
/

J

that low-on-luck feeling

mind when
happy-handout-happens

will peel off his

the

Christmas morning; and,
eye sights the stage

pound

his

keen

set with the

all

humidor of Prince
Albert tobacco gowned in the glories
Turkey
of a radiant holiday rainbow
takes to the tall timbers compared
crystal glass

holly atmosphere
and makes the
whole family on both sides think and
talk in one language!

VOU'LL
his

with

old

enjoy

jimmy

seeing
pipe,

own!"

"Q RINCE ALBERT

Or, getting

his

Never was such

a

also

sold

!

with the all-star-feast you spread so
temptingly before his smokeappetite!

T) RINCE ALBERT,

for Christ-

are

rusty

from lack

of

P. A. as a man gift is the
high-sign, the last word, the directest

jingles!

route to his comfort, his contentment,
his smoke-happiness! It's the touchthat-lifts-the-lid; that takes the awkward angles out of the evergreen-and-

A.

supplies.
He can smoke the limit
with Prince Albert for it cant bite his
tongue or parch his throat!

'
mas, lands on a man's tank-ofthanks like a spill-of-snow when the

sleigh-bells

delightful makin's cigarette as P.

Our

ex-

tidy red tins

—

in

and

in toppy

red bags wherever you
buy tobacco.
'

R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO COMPANY

Winston-Salem, N. C.

process fixes that!
He'll just want toget thirty-six-smokehours out of the legal twenty-four,
clusive patented

that's all!

7 ILL

smokecup to overflowPrince Albert is the gladgift, the holiday-hunch that will hum
him a smoke te-de, te-dum long, long
after Christmas is but a merry memory
his

ing!

Copyright
R. J. Reynolds

You

is

handsome pound and half
pound tin humidors, in
I

Prince Albert!

"rolling his

him fuss
all-brimful
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HERE IT IS

BS

Final Solution of the

Vibrator Problem
Absolutely Astonishing

(Continued from page 751)
er in the light.
This
eyes can only perceive

movements which do not

is

so because

EWEST

our

and analyze those

and Greatest

travel at a greater

Invention

speed than sixteen times per second. Let
us illustrate with an example
Suppose we
look out thru a window at a man walking.
:

If that

What could

man makes

sixteen steps

You know that Vibration
means new life, power,
health, beauty. Youknow
it is Nature's way to ban-

from the

time he enters the left space until the time
he leaves at the right margin of the window, we will be able to clearly perceive and
count each one of these steps. However,

ish pain

absolutely satisfactory in

solved

to every man comes a time when
must fight for his life or the safety of

could you do?

him

if

blackjack, club, knife or pistol,
grip on your throat, how to

of instruction.

The complete course specially bound for home
study includes:
5 lessons in boxing how to hit, duck, guard,
feint, clinch, and use foot work.
3 rounds of shadow boxing.
1 set of daily exercises for muscle building.
8 jiu-jitsu holds and releases.
8 holds in standing wrestling.

—

free copy of Professor Mike Donovan's
famous book, "The Science of Boxing,"
containing all of the scientific blows and
guards known to the ring, the rules of
boxing, suggestions on training, diet, etc.
There are 175 illustrations in this course. The
special Introductory Price for this in Home Study
Edition is, until further notice, only half of our
1

This Marvelous Instrument
If

Taking a "Slow Movie"
Race at 200 Pictures

of

a

Per

No

obligation to buy.
for testing purposes.
Write today for Fr.EE remarl;able book, "The
Vital Impulse" and Special Approval offer.

should that man travel at a greater speed
than sixteen steps per second, his step
movements will be blurred. Hence, when a
camera takes pictures at such an extremely
rapid rate, and projects them at the normal
speer1 it means a slowing down of the picture and the slow movement.
Hence the
twitch of all the muscles is instantly noticeable.
If you have ever been to a theater which has exhibited a Novagraph production of diving, you will more than wonder at the gracefulness of the girl in this
scene, as she executes some of the most
difficult
and wonderful dives.
Compare
these with the expert male swimmer, going
thru the same dives a striking contrast
of his m-iscular movements with the gracefulness of the girl.
Hundreds of uses for this machine have

Commonwealth

Electric Mfg. Co.
731 Rialto Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.

Buy

,

—

developed and suggested themAviators in flight have been photographed while executing tail spins, nose
dives, etc.
A movie of Ralph de Palma in
his record-breaking Packard, moving at the
rate of 130 miles per hour, produced a negative which even rendered the buttons of
already
selves.

his

uniform

visible.

From

Clothes

30%

Maker, Save

That's one sure way to cut the cost of living.
Every year thousands of men buy
their suits and overcoats by mail, direct
from the makers, thereby saving fully -30
per cent, of the cost, at the same time getting the same quality of cloth and workmanship they are accustomed to buy and
with the added advantage of having all
their clothes hand tailored to their individual measurements.

There is a successful concern in Chicago which
has been making men's high-grade, made-to-measure suits ^hy mail for over 15 years, and now has
thousands of satisfied customers throughout the
country.
It would probably surprise the average
man to go through their records and see the number of men, even in the big cities, who buy their
clothes by mail from this concern.
If you send a postal card to the Ruby Tailors,
Department 842, 329 South Franklin St., Chicago,
111., they will send you free of charge their latest
up-to-date Fashion book, containing a number of
actual samples of woolens
Fashion plates showing
different styles of suits and full instructions for
measuring and ordering.

—

Their long experience in dealing with thousands
of men by mail has put them among the leaders in
their line and enables them to guarantee to refund
the full purchase price of any made-to-measure suit
number of
which is not perfectly satisfactory.
their customers annually earn substantial sums taking orders among their friends for Ruby Tailored
Suits, and the concern makes a very attractive offer
to men who desire to add to their income in this
way, in addition to saving money on their own
clothes.
Lose no time in writing for their free

A

Marshall Stillman Association,
461 Fourth Avenue, Suite E-12, New York.
Send on approval the Marshall Stillman Course
in Boxing and Self-defense including 5 lessons in

Fashion

book

and

complete

MONEY—

the principles of boxing, 1 set of daily exercises, 3
rounds of shadow boxing, 8 jiu-jitsu holds and
releases, 8 holds in standing wrestling, and a free
copy of Prof. Donovan's book "Science of Boxing."
I will either return them or remit $5.00 on the
5th day after I receive them.

outfit.

YOU

for

Add

Make extra Pin Money,
to your Salary
Start a lucrative business of your own
Spend an hour each day taking subscriptions for
the "Experimenter."
We'll pay you well and

"Slow Movies" Permit of Accurately AnalFancy Billiard. Plays, Airplane Tail

yzing

Spins',
benefit by

SENT ANYWHERE ON APPROVAL

Motorcycle
Second.

FREE APPROVAL OFFER

You

you have not been able to afford a Vibrator

of the high p-:ce, here is your opportunity to own one. No income too modest
toafford The Vitapnl&er: sells fora fractionof
price of others. Don't be dull, weak, mentally
or physically depressed. Learn about the
Vital Impulse; how to crin real health and NatThe Vitapnhcr will make you
ural beauty.
ever. Give us a chance to prove itl

—

Address

ALL

on account

usual price $5.00 instead of $10.00.
It is almost unbelievable that you can learn these
things by mail, but we are willing to take all the
risk of convincing you.
We will send you the
If you keep
complete course on 5-day approval.
it send us $5.00 in full payment; if not, return it
coupon
on the 5th day. Fill out the
now.

Name

We

wonderful Vitapulser

EVERYONE CAN AFFORD/

he tries to use a
how to break his
stop the kick he

launches at your stomach, and finally how to cripple
him by a jiu-jitsu or bone-breaking hold?
Wouldn't you like to know how to play a man's
Wouldn't you like to learn boxing and
part?
self-defense easily and quickly at less than half the
cost of a single term of lessons by the old method?
Marshall Stillman has developed a unique prinTwo
ciple of teaching boxing and self-defense.
weeks after taking the course boys of twelve and
fifteen, and men up to even fifty and sixty have
been able to defend themselves against bigger and
stronger opponents.
He teaches the fundamentals
of boxing in five lessons before your own mirror,
so that when you meet your first opponent you
know how to hit him, what to expect in return and
how to guard against it. He teaches you sixteen
bone-breaking holds and releases in jiu-jitsu and
standing wrestling so that you can quickly put your
assailant at a disadvantage and overcome him.
For instance: "When opponent tries to use blackjack or other weapon, grasp his wrist with your
left hand and immediately slip your other (right)
arm well up under his arm and, reaching up, grasp
Then with both of
his weapon-hand from behind.
your hands force his forearm back, as illustrated
above. You can break his arm if necessary."
And while he's teaching you these things, he
develops you physically and makes your daily
exercise interesting as well as beneficial.
It is the first time boxing and self-defense have
been successfully taught by mail, and it is only
possible because of the Marshall Stillman principle

GUARANTEED

Is practical. It requires no connection with
electric wires — supplies its own power. Safe,
light, compact, easy to handle and cannot get
out of order. It is the modern choice of physicians and thousands of careful buyers.

Can't you see that it would not be just a question of bravery or strength but rather a question
of whether you know how to box, how to defend
yourself against the vicious blows of your as-

disarm

N EW,

'VlTAiH/LgBR/

or deserted street after dark, or even in broad
daylight at the hands of passing bullies.
Suppose it should come to you tonight, what

to

Our

it.

the astonto effect
ishingly beneficial results made possible by
this approved method of treatment.

is

a loved one.
It may come in the dead of night in your own
home, burglars for instance; or on a lonely road

how

That problem has vanished.

everyway!

Once

sailant,

vitality.

problem of science has
been to devise a hand
vibrator that would be

you do?
he

and to give you

new energy and

You know all this, but do
you know that the BIG

Etc.
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TALKINGMACHINE s£ 5*

797

Handy Man Combination Pen

^

Knife

| g<J

<jj

With Three Double Face Emerson Records and Package of Needles

A real talking machine, not a toy. Plays real diac records just like expensive machines. It is constructed entirely of steel, with a wonderfully easy running motor. You'll like its elear, loud tone particularly brirging put, as it doc s, the full charm of the music it plays. It can be adjusted to play fast
or slow, soft or loud, as you prefer, but, above all, it has been so strongly'constructed that it will stand
lots of rough handling. A fine machine for indoors or to take with you outdoor?, camping, canoeing
dancing whenever you need music.

—

'

'

We include, FREE, three double faced records, your own selection, and a supply of needles. You get the machine, -needleslmd records-i—all at one bargain prices
4
$5.98. In ordering, select records from the following, or order your machine
select your records after complete list reaches you.

Knife, strew driver, bot
tie

and can opener

—

all in

one.
The handiest pocket
knife a man ever had. Ideal
for camping, outing and ev-

screw

blade,

j

Jack Knife, 69c

Your Records

Select

An

Bj the Campf Ire— Duet

Mine— Solo
Make Vou Glad-

Dear Old Pa! or

Some Day

I'll

It Comes from DlileUnd
f
one of My Heart— Teno Solo

|

inexpensive, sturdy knife, built to
stand constant use. Stag handle, one
large and one small blade, both made
frcm the best Wardlow English stcl,
with keen edges. It is lined with brass,
and has nickel lilver bolsters.
Bj ~ Jfflp-s A splendid knife at our special bargain price of 69c.

HUNTING

KNIFE
60c

——

A
10 In

camping, fishirg and
sorts of outdocr work.
comes with a 4-inch
heavy steel blade, finely
tem pered
wi th ebon ized
handle, fitted to your grasp.
Every knife comes in a
all

It

1

These wrenches come
with five nickel plated
end wrenches, that, with

GENUINE GILLETTE
$^.59

in

story is all
in the headlines
i

genuine leather sheath, with
slits in the end through

which to

ready for any job, when you
89c Per Set.

want them.

your

slip

belt.

Luminous WATCH

nickel- plated,

is

fancy design, strong-

STURDY ELECTRIC

ly built to last you lor
years.
Men find - it
most convenient style
of cigarette case. Keeps
cigarettes in good conditio.!

The

this

ent,

Hands them out one at a time
The slickest thing you ever saw
Case

,

the aid of the thumb bolt in the
centre will fit ten Size nuts. You'U
find them compact and conveni-

25c

Automatic Cigarette Case,

great knife for hunt-

ing,

Wrenches

P\

bottle opener and can opener.
Has a Btag handle, witn ring
for attaching to your key
chain.

driver,

The only cheap
thing about this
watch is the price,
for you'll

—with l^Gillette Blades
—the best money can buy. Order

HAMMERLESS REVOLVER

6ilver plated

Gillette Blades

Not

are standard" Gillette blades
—These
40c
dozen pack— 79a
in

dozen pack.

MUSCLE BUILDERS
Attach
to

your

wall

and

use

them

regularly.

easily

Watch your

or wet

&

fit

This

bound

CAP PISTOL
And Box

flashlight that fits in your ves^
all ready for service,
when
clear light
Comes
with nickel plated case, equipped

of

puil the trigger.

Ammunition

REPEATING CAPS,

to

this

fit

with a very bright bulb and a 2-celi
battery. -The price of 39c is a very
special one
for this occasion.

—

knife

GIANT ray
is

shots each at 5c a box.
without ammunition, 25c.

Pistol alone

Genuine

CAMERA
EASTMAN
BROWNIE.

SOAK 'EM

7.49

WATER

Very Powerful
This

PISTOL

a genuine Tungsten flash-

ized fibre case. It flashes on with a
pressure of the button and will
stay lighted by using the slide

switch with which it is equipped.
Carefully packed, complete f\f\
for

A

LEARN
With the Help

$2-86

looking

substantial
raincoat at a
price so reasonable no man
can afford to risk getting wet,
by going without one.
It
comes in a snug fitting model, becoming to young and
old, with big patch pockets,
adjustable military collar and
a belt at the waist. Made of
rubberized fabric, in olive
drab color An unusual value.

is

light, five inches long, with a powerful light, in. a lightweight, vulcan-

handle when not in use.

pistol, "come in rolls of-50

Guaranteed Rainproof

FLASHLIGHT

to appeal to

the men. The hanis in the shape of a leg,
with the shoe end forming
a bottle opener. The two
fine
steel
blades open
easily, and fit back in the
dle

Bangs with 50 deafening roars, one after tw*7C
another, as quick as you can

Mens Raincoat

a sporty

A

you need a good,

98c

Automatic

the

They can be adjusted

OQ

is

Very Special

Opener

50 Shooter

readily to the floor or wall, at all
angles, and will be of enormous
value in developing the muscles
of the chest, back and arms.

This

" Flashlight
39c

and Bottle

&

to

Poek

batteries,

pocket,

32 calibre, centre fire, 5 shot 3-inch barrel, nickel- plated, 32 S.
W. cartridge.
38 calibre, center fire, 5 shot, 3J-inch barrel,
nickel-plated, 38 S.
W. cartridge.

muscle grow. These splendid exfor developing muscles
have extra coil springs, with

of

TRADE

one of these Books

$1.00
Modern

Makes

matic,

like

made

pictures l|x2y

a genuine
cf steel, with no

to all

air pressure of the cylinder it
will squirt a large stream of water to a great distance.
Can be carried in the pocket and usee

Complete PRINTING PRESS

when
fun or

the other fellow
self protection.

is

Great

foi

With every order

we

received,

forward,

a

copy of our new

nouncements.

Remit

money
pay

all

AT
^
™M

and
Telephone
Handbook.
Telegraphy Self
Taught.
Automobile Hand-

tions

money back

Great Fun
Turn

and sec
pictures.

the

benefit by

moving

No end
it

Great

to
will

fun

showing these moving
pictures to your
friends

Price, 29c.

GET OUR FREE PREMIUM OFFER

Baltimore Mail Order Co. Deptioi
You

the

Amusement

furnish.

pre-

charges

read
operate

MOVING
PICTURES!
the handle,
ok through the slot

your

postage and

child

who can

in
order
currency,
postal or
express
order or 2c

We

I

any
it

Practice.
A complete catalogue of mechanical
and trade books
sent upon request.

"

come with every press'end
can

Gas and Oil Engine
Handbook.
Machine Shop

g\

?K

amount

lull

stamps.
express

will find

It is, made of
cast iron; rubber type, cards, Ink
bronze tweezers ana full instruc-

1920 catalogue containing many pages
of valuable articles
at bargain prices.

With Every

Order

will

FREE,

of

IP&J^ipPSI

Every man and boy

this printing press both useful
It will print
cards, tags, envelopes and an-

and instructive.

FREE

Elec-

tricity.

Jjwreless Telegraph

book.

not looking.

Catalog

Elementary

who have used them

rubber bulb to get out of order. Because of the powerful

Electric Il-

lumination.

Is

accurate, reliable, efficient and
economical to operate. Anybody can make good
pictures with it. Has the automatic shutter for
snapshots and time exposures. Carefully tested
lens and view finders, for vertical and horizontil
exposures. These simple and reliable box cameras
have stood the test of years and proved a delight

25c
Looks

W

x

it

H

Novelty Knife

.

Japanned handles, cut

cell

find

A
\ M * *7£f
/J)

the all-round handiest timekeeper imaginable.
It
has the luminous dial that makes
it easy to see the time, no matter
how dark the night, and a nickelplated case that will stand the
hardest sort of usage.
is fully
guaranteed, of course.

cartridge.

ercisers

hands.

with one or more dry

W

$1.49

these

"Baby"

a

but a regulation man's
size.
Harrington and
Richardson Hammerless
Revolver. Order by calibre, either size, $10.50 special.
22 calibre, rim fire, 7 shot, 3-inch bar
rel nickel-plated, 22 short, long or S. &

iu

J

You'll find thi
two
strong,
sturdy,
terminal electru motor, just the thing for
operating light running models and electrical toys. Can be run

wA

it

cither in leather case, or vest pocket
pattern, at this very special price of
$4.59.

Dark

Shin.es in the

MOTOR
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A

Turn

to page 633 of our November issue.
told you last month how we electrified
a rabbit with 500,000 volts, and how he
never batted an eye-lash.
Well, sir, the
Gaumont Film people who got wind that we
were pulling off a stunt were duly on hand
with their trusted film cameras and while

We

Powerful

we

made the experiment, the operator
away merrily.
Of course, we

cranked

wanted

Physique!

to see

we had our

what the

film looked like

and

The very mysterious

wish.

sample slightly enlarged from the original
film is printed along side here. At first we
were somewhat puzzled and could not quite
make it out how the long streamers after
the third picture

died

away

into

a

mere

brush and in the fourth picture had almost
entirely vanished only to bloom forth in a
wonderful corona effect, showing the rabbit very plainly, in the sixth picture.
In
the seventh and eighth, however, nothing
can be seen.
Now what do you think

happened

?

500,000 volts at 20 kilowatts with a frequency of 200,000 was used in the film
printed here, which is absolutely authentic.
will pay $20.00 for the best answer
explaining this phenomenon.
Anyone
familiar with alternating current should
have little trouble in solving the problem.
The contest is open to all and will close

We

S3

promptly on February 1st, 1920. Not more
than 300 words should be used. Answers
will be publisht in our March issue.
Address all replies to Rabbit Editor, care of
this

publication.

RADIO PROTECTION FOR
CAMERON.
Citizens of Cameron parish are asking
the government to locate a wireless station there, so that storm warnings may be
given and farmers may have a chance to
give whatever protection they can to their
crops.
Cameron is an outpost of Louisiana for
Gulf storms, and has suffered severe losses
half a dozen times in the past 20 years. It
has no railroads, no telegraph or telephone
lines to the coast on account of the expense and difficulties of construction across
the lowlands, and no method of receiving

EARLE LIEDERMAN
The Acme

of Physical Perfection

A 48 inch chest and
16
I

inch biceps!

]

2

HAVE YOU ?

HAVE THEM.
Hundreds

my

of

obtained

these

and many

of

pupils have
measurements,
pupils have ex-

my

ceeded them.

Why

not let me do the same
you ?
My methods never fail to produce results quickly.

warnings.
The people of

for

WHERE OTHERS LEAVE OFF.
WHAT I PREACH.

BEGIN

I

PRACTICE

I

MY NEW BOOK
"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
will explain all about my system
and

you.
with 20 fullpage photographs of myself and
of some of the finest developed

Sua Sl©.xaf|-

illustrated

is

whom

atheletes

I

have

Juicini

trained.

you have not as yet read this
book by all means get a copy.

(Continued from page 785)

If

Simply Tear Off Coupon Below and
me with 0c (stamps or coin)
you will receive your copy

mail to

is that when the piston
the proper point in the cylinder
chamber the contact is made which closes
the circuit that sets up a magnetic flux in
the core of the coil, that attracts the vibrator arm and breaks the circuit and sets up
an inductive reactive flow in the secondary,
which breaks down the resistance—being
the weakest place between the points of
the electrodes on the spark plug, which in
turn ignites the gas in the chamber and
causes the explosion that turns the motor
over, that finally takes the joy rider to the
Headquarters.
Police
or
house
court

"The big idea

I

reaches

and

promptly.

EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN
New

Dept. 215, 203 Broadway,
oadwi

York City

DO
IT

TEAR
OFF
COUPON

NOW
before

E.

—

you
forget

EARLE

it

LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 215, 203 Broadway, N.Y. City.
Dear
you are
part

—
send

Sir:
to

enclose herewith 10c for which
me. without any obligation on
a copy of your latest book
write
(Please
Development."
I

whatever,

"Muscular
plainly.

This

is

a

Portion of the Film of the

Famous Rabbit Described
November Issue Who Stood

Name

City

Stats
El.

industrious

rest of the country.

will interest

It

my

Cameron are

and enterprising. They have voted a heavy"
tax on themselves to construct roads. They
have fertile lands which will produce valuable crops. As one of the storm outposts,
the Weather Bureau needs to be in touch
with Cameron, for the protection of the

Ex. Dec, 1919
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You

benefit by

in

Our

Half a
Million Volts, Never Batting an EyeLash. Can You Explain This Strange
Film? The Editor Will Pay $20.00 for
the Best Answer.
mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing
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Whoof

—

"Give 'em air boys" this from
!"
"his carbureter leaks
"Such guys as Atwater-Kent

Bender
have de-

from the old trodden paths and
have rigged up an apparatus that is worked
viated

(Confirmed on page 800)
to

advertisers.
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H RADIO SIGNALS

AMPLIFY
ONE

of the greatest drawbacks since the invention
of wireless telegraphy is the receiving of weak
Many devices were
signals at the receiving station.
proposed to improve this condition, but without success, on account of the mechanical difficulties encountered in these amplifying devices

However,

radio signals to such an intensity that he can hear
the signals about his station without the need of the

telephone head

set.

By

the addition of a loud talking telephone he is able to hear
the messages many feet away from the instrument. He is also
able to demonstrate the
operation of his wireless
apparatus to his friends.

SUPER —SJEA/S/T/Ve

was

this

799

The

recently solved by the
introduction of an exceedingly sensitive microphone transmitter,
which is known to de-

herewith shown is two and
three-eighths inches in diameter, five-eighths of an
inch thick and weighs less
than three ounces. It is

sound waves with
accuracy and
magnify them through
an intermediate telephone circuit.
By the employment
great

new

MITTER,

Practical Instruments for

and

the most sensitive sound
detecting device ever
brought before the public.

Commercial

Scientific Purposes.

The manner

DETECT

GRAPH-TRANSMITTER

amateur can amplify the

NOTICE

Other Uses

Although prices of raw material and labor have increased greatly in the last four years, we have continued selling our instruments at the pre-war prices,
due to the fact that we had a large stock of
material on hand.
That material is now almost
exhausted and we will be compelled to renew our
stock at an increase in price, but for a limited time
you can still get the benefit of the present low
prices.

Not only

is this instrument applicable for amplifying radio signals, but
it can be used with equal satisfaction

Our Super-Sensitive
Detectagraph
mitter.

Price,

Trans$7.00

Complete

for magnifying other sounds. Phonograph music can be transmitted from
one place to another by means of this
instrument, and those who are afflicted
with deafness will find enormous
benefit by using this transmitter.

Loud talking
telephone

;

It

is

greatest

vice

the
defor

building your

own loud
talking

Adjusted
Model "B" Horn, with No.
20 high grade loud Talking
Cord Plugs and
Receiver.
Desk Stand Base.

Detector

Our Sens/t/ve woo Onm
Rod/o Te/ephone Receiver

Adjusted

Model
Horn,

N

o

"C"

with

20 high

.

for any purpose where a

grade Loud
Talking Wall

sensitive
tecting

de-

Receiver.

n

Price,

strument

i

-

is

$12.22

required.

$4.50 Complete

Price,

Complete

Price, $12.00

tele-

phone, detectagraph and
other devices.
Can be used

Our Special No. 25
Loud Talking Receiver

which

in

the amplifying process is
Aattained is by attaching with tape the
to the regular wireless receiver as indicated in the diagram.

DETECTAGRAPH-TRANSthe

sensitive

-

TRANSMITTER

tect

of the

super

DETECTAGRAPH-

Complete

DETECTAGRAPHS
FOR THE EXPERIMENTER
FOR DETECTIVES
FOR THE DEAF

DETECTAGRAPH

Super Sensitive No. 40
Receivers to be used In
connection with Detectagraph Transmitters.

This detecting instrument of marvelous sencan be used for detecting secret conversations.
Outfit
consists
of
Sensitive
Transmitter, 25-ft. Black Cord,
<t» -o
oo
Receiver, Headband, Case and
<h J,
J

sitivity

£ —
Q

Battery.

50

Complete

DETECTAGRAPH JUNIOR DEAF-PHONE
The

outfit consists of a
Super-Sensitive
Transmitter, with a cord connector; SuperSensitive Ear Piece with small black cord;
Black Single Headband Black Case and two
small Batteries.
Transmitter 2^ inches in

am-

7

;

mr-i:er,

and

5/,

weighs

less

than

Complete

00

direct from ad.
free descriptive circular.

Complete

G.
26

$2.22

Order

three

ounces.

Or

write

Makers

ST.
of Super-Sensitive

You

for

For your

convenience use the coupon.

NEW YORK CITY
Microphone Devices

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing
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St.,

about your Detectagraph De-

Jt ADDRESS

f

Boissonnault
26 Cortlandt
N. Y. c.

Co.,

As per your ad in
Electrical Experimenter,
please send me free circulars and full particulars

vices.

BOISSONNAULT COMPANY

CORTLANDT

A

W

Detectagraph Rheostat,
especially made for
plifying circuits.
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Mechanical

"The
Our

Livest Catalog in America"
new electrical cyclopedia

big,

No. 21

is

waiting for you.

Posi-

tively the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in

Engineering

i

180 Big Pages,
500 illustrations. 300
struments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE
coupons for our .^g
- p a g e
1 6
•
print today.

'

By Emerson. Easterling
(Continued from page 799)

Course

FREE

FREE

continued Jazz. "The contact on
the distributor touches for an instant as the
movable one passes over the stationary one.
This makes a closed circuit. As the circuit
is broken by the parting of the contacts the
same thing happens that does when the vibrator arm flops up against the core
really, it don't touch the core.
That would
cause it to stick.
sort of anvil stops it
just before it gets there.

A

Learn at Home!
Employers everywhere are looking for men
mechanical

with

Splendid salaries

ability.

and rapid advancement are

offered.

There is an easy, delightful way in which
you can learn right at home in spare time.
For 28 years the International Correspondence Schools have been giving men and

women

they need for
success in mechanical engineering and more
than 200 other subjects. Hundreds of thousands have stepped into good positions
through I. C. S. help, but never were opporthe

just

training

help you.
Choose the work
you like best in the coupon below, then mark
and mail it today.
This doesn't obligate you
in the least and it will bring you information
that will start you on a successful career.
This
is your chance.
Don't let it slip by. Mark and
mail this coupon now.

Let the

I.

C.

S.

————

— —m

T«»R OUT Hlltl

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6210, SCR ANTON,

PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

2 ELECTRICAL ENGlNEEIt

SALESMANSHIP

Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction

MAN
f ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Q

L Show Card

Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER

Draftsman

Electrical

Electric Machine Designer

Telegraph Expert

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Telephony
ME0IIANICAL ENGINEER

Practical

"To-day we have our gas go-cart all
rigged up with an electric self-starter that
is operated from a storage battery.
The
battery is recharged in turn by the generator sometimes
the
motor-generator,

—

sometimes the two unit, one
to charge the battery, and a
motor to start the engine. Then, the lights,
horn, cigar lighter, trouble lamp, spot light,
and what else the general public care to
stick on the layout, are run from the battery and from the motor when it is running."

L Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE

ARCHITECT

r Railway

Mail Clerk

Architectural Ural .man

Textile Oterseer or Sapt.

Ml AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

AGRICULTURE |H

Spanlsb

PoiiltrvKalslng

Navigator

Automobiles

French
lullaa

I

HI

r-25-19

Present
Occupation.

unit

single

;

generator

—

I

is this high frequency spark
heard about?" spoke up Bender.

"It is some of James
Lodge Brothers' ravings.

E.

Seeley's

It is just the

stuff

and
em-

tiful

-State.

Clty.

rw
V

r

231 Fulton

QAM 1ft Ukulele Hawaiian Guitar.
I WlUn DM II J U Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo
Violin,

»

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mafl. To first
Qnpils In each locality, we give a 520 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar, HawaiLn Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso(jnararitert suclutely free. Very small charge for lessons only.
cess or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. No obligation.

We

SUNGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

Violet

The
High

Ray,

Does not burn
shocks

Dept.

Inc.

guaranteed

out.

—

No sparking

ideal

and

The

One

Surface

Applicator

Generator
therefore
outfit,

STEFFEY MFG. CO., Dept.

Oft
«P«&«J.VV»

B,

2056

E.

4th

St.,

Cleveland,

You

Ohio

Co.

5025 Brown

St., Phila.

Pa.

56 Feats in Magic, 250 New Jokes, 21 Puzzles, 1
Fortune Telling Tablet, 52 Money-Making Secrets,
15 Card Tricks, 71 Toasts, 58 Verses in Comic
10 Funny Readings, 41 Epitaphs, and 11
Parlor Pastimes. You get all the above-mentioned
and our big illustrated Catalog of 125 Magic Tricks
Write today.
for only 10 cents.
Poetry,

MYSTIC MFG.

CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

909 Springwells Ave.,

NATIONAL
—--TRADE

DENTAL
SCHOOL

mmm

506 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.
LEARN MECHANICAL DENTISTRY— DEMAND UNLIMITED
paying professional trade: You will bo a trained dental
mechanic and receive our diploma when competent. Students given advantage of thoroughly up to date laboratory,
and services of graduate Dental Surgeons on practical cases.
No effort spared to place graduates advantageously. No age

A

ll"ilt.
Day or Evening. Individual instruction. No educaNo book or home study. Easy term*.
Highest references. Especially attractive proposition to thoee
who write at once for catalog H.

Itional requirements.

Get UD-to-date In HgusbWItb*
INO
Save Time. Monet,
a and Material by using
- .8 Genuine Blue print
Drawings, containing all the
latest diagrams and connections known In house wiring— every diagram
and connection up-to-the-minute as used by first class electricians
for wiring B^lls, Burglar Alarms, Lights. Annunciators, Firs
Alarms jnd Electric Gas Lighting. Theue drawings are bound in the
form of a flexible book (9x12] for convenience in using on the job.
Send for them, and if they don't make you more efficient asa wireman
and save you many times their cost as a contractor, return them and
money will be refunded— you can't afford to be without them. On»
DOLLAR postpaid. Send for circulars on other sets of drawings.

Electricians I

I

PATENT SPECIALTY COMPANY
Francisco, Cal.

P. O.

San

Box No, 583

UMAKEM
Airplane Workchest, containing aircraft work table with
mitre cutting board and length gauge, steel drill, steel
hammer. Model Maker's steel square, screwdriver, sandpaper block, 10" scroll saw, together with finest quality
reed and bass wood, aluminum, silk, para rubber, full
set of blueprints, directions, and all fittings for building
one 36" Bleriot Model flying Monoplane. Price $10.00.
Other
Outfits 50c to $50.

DmakeM

W.
No. 2

UmakeM

R.

PRICE.

Inc.

Building, 127 Fifth Avenue.

New York

Perfected Gasoline Engines

%, 1 and 1% h. P.— for Farm
and Shop use. Price, $27.50
and up. Also,

WASHING MACHINES

We ship on trial. Send for
Booklet and Special Offer.
SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO,
Racine. Wit.
1401— 19th St..

STARTER

—

Handwriting Tells

the stationary engines that

Be

and spit and then hit once in a while?
It is an automatic spark affair that is operated by the governor that causes that.

For

FORD CARS

You

Secrets

Find out what holds you back.
Send us an Ink specimen of your handwriting
and $1.00. Our expert Graphologists will tell
you your faults, virtues, talents, etc. Your $1.00
back if you are not satisfied.

spat

the engine attains a certain speed the

governor cut-out stops the ignition. If it
wasn't for that the thing would do the Bol-

successful.

ROBERT

R. ROSS, 110

West 40th

St.,

N. Y.

"

shevik

"And

don't

forget the

electrically

FREE

gear

BOOK ON

and braked cars," interrupted Bender, "The kind where an electro-magnet
jerks 'er from high to me'jum, an' so fort'
shifted

— an'

L

Fun, Magic and Mystery

workmanship.

Send for free descriptive Booklet
Rogers Electric Laboratories

Dept.

all
fully

City

cost you less to operate than the more
expensive machines. Write at once and secure lowest factory prices. Excellent opportunity for agents. Send stamp.

that point the engine began to purr
an angry sewing machine. Conversation somewhat dies away especially on the
part of the chauffeur. But Stokes had gas
engines on the brain

When

Frequency

PRICE COMPLETE
With

- CHICAGO, ILL.

ROGERS

eliminated.
An
as to material

are

41

New York

St.,

your wheel will conit into a practical and
successful high grade
motorcycle that will

—

"You know

7x5%".
Beau-

vert

At

TCMflQ

lb.

covers.

A STEFFEY
MOTOR
on

ploying of high frequency currents, like
Nick Tesla has fingered around with, for
the spark. The advantage is that the spark
energy increases with the gas pressure
opposite from that of the other type and
carbon does not bother the ignition, as the
spark is of short duration and the flash is
not choked up by carbon.
"But getting back to magnetos they are
alternating current generators for the ignition.
There are two kinds, low and high
tension.
The low tension is virtually an
alternating current dynamo, and the high
tension is a dynamo and step-up in one.
The Bosch is one of the best and it is not
bosh either."
like

%

stiff

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY

—

$20

.

Send 6 cents in stamps or
coin for which we will send
our latest Cyclopedia Catalog
No. 21 as described.

—

Street
and No.

N

measures

Weight

f

old carbide type off the boards.

"What

Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management

r

Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOKEM'N OKENU'R

—

was sure some ease on the autoist
when the self-commencer came around. It
led to other fine features, too.
For one
thing the electric lights have crowded the

BOOKKEEPER

Machine Shop Practice

11

—

Q Private Secretary

Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman

I'M

generators, and some more generators,
good, bad, and otherwise.
In the Ford,
Henry incorporates in the fly-wheel an A. C.
revolving field generator.
He must have
run short of junk when he came to this
part of his endeavors.
"In the old I don't think it is the same
in the newer types
Overland the selfstarter, generator, and fly-wheel is one and
the same.
"It

now.

tunities so great as

"Some time back some bird stumbled
onto the idea: that if generators could furnish juice for other purposes, why not stick
one on the bus to squirt juice into the
plugs? Since then we have had generators,

C

Wireless

like this,"

in 20 lessons.
y c 1 o p e2 1
o

th'

electro-magnetical tire burners

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

—

Experimenter" when writing
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AVIATION

Learn of the great opportunities In this view
Tnoaiande of men needed.
Learn by moil— free book tella how. Write at once.
Nat Aero Inst., Dept. 7449 916 S. Mich. Ave., Chie
$1,000,000,000 indoetry.

to

advertisers.
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SKINDERVIKEN
I

TRANSMITTER BUTTON
MOST SENSITIVE MICROPHONE
make a
YOU candetectophone
by

hotel.

This

was used by

outfit

operatives during the War.
the stage.

I

for

its

been

using one of these transit has proved to be worth
more than its value in my experimenting."
"I received one (Transmitter Button) some
time ago, and they

com-

K.

for

experimenting."

"I

are just O.

of these transmitter

buttons
of the Skinderviken Transmitter Button lies in its
ultra-sensitiveness.
You can place it in
any position you like. It is the greatest
invention in micro-phones and has won

experi-

for

:

men

most anywhere.
Card board boxes,
stove pipes, stiff calendars and hundreds
of other places will suggest themselves to
you. The buttons cannot be seen by any
it

a great future."
The same circuit connections apply

one in the room as they are so small and
light.
Only a small brass nut is exposed

experiments, regardless of
transmitter button is mounted.
all

to the view.

Full directions for connecting
up the button for use as a detectophone are given in booklet which
is sent with each button.

phomi

jks™>

<m*

cc,g«bo,

or two

coil.

NOW!

&

Co., Dept. E. 12, 3224

—Please

have the utmost

—

—

RIGHT

!|

i

J'

Holes

Cap

COUPON

N. Halsted

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Skinderviken Transmitter Buttons for which I enclose

City

benefit by

*mn

tniAB6tft

"OH

Name

You

We

tumim

S0HM

CO., Dept. E-12, 3224 N. Halsted Street, Chicago

ship at once to address below

Address

to

the

cells.

faith in this transmitter button.

in a dollar bill
You can't lose.
If you're not satisfied,
you receive your dollar
back. Isn't that fair?

THIS

USE
Gentlemen:

worn out

guarantee satisfactory
**?
service or we will refund
/""J
the purchase price.
Boys TgCVCwsru
Young and old send JU

Bntcnr

Johnson Smith

We

addition to a Skinderv j k e n T ransmitter
Button are a receiver,
battery, and, if desired,
an induction

JOHNSON SMITH &

how

The Skinderviken Transmitter
Button operates on one or two dry
cells.
It often happens that two
cells produce too much current
and the sounds are deafening. We
recommend either one fresh cell

'«Jjjg£j?

The only instruments needed to
complete a detectophone outfit, in
Rtcmtn puced

60«.0

mental work and it certainly lives up to
all you say for it and then some."
Mr. H. Gernsback, editor of this magazine, who is the dean of electrical experimenters, said
"In the writer's opinion, obtained by actual elaborate tests, the Skinderviken Transmitter Button is probably
the most efficient device of its kind on
market today, due to its simplicity and
other outstanding features.
Should have

of high standing in the scientific world.
It is being
used all over the world. You can mount

oisuht

and

have been using one

main advantages

recommendations from

have

"I

type.

of the

recommend it to my friends.

wish to thank you for your good service."

mitter buttons,

used on

So much

is

It

I will certainly

price.

secret service

It is being

J~\

button has created a sensation.
not uncommon to receive unsolicited letters like these: "I received transmitter button today and I wish to inform you that it works great
and is the best I have ever seen or heard of for the

mercial adaptations!
You can procure apparatus of the same

One

AMONG electrical experimenters the

FOR $1.00

highly senusing a
Skinderviken Transmitter Button to
collect the sound waves. You can build your own out
Think of the
fit without buying expensive equipment.
fun you would have with such an instrument!
It's very simple, too, and inexpensive.
You can install an outfit in your home and
hear the conversation being held all over the
house. You can connect up different rooms of a
easily

sitive

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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he has worked more in the
chemical laboratory than in any of the
others,
which are located in different
buildings about the great Edison works.

"Only about a year ago

I

garage owner, working hard to make a
bare living and just paying expenses.
Then one day I read an ad about HB
Battery Chargers, and sent $15, ordering
my charger on ten days' trial. The HB
Company let me have easy terms on the
surprise, the first

month

I

took

$100 on battery charging work
The
and made $80 PROFIT.
second month was even better, and ever
in over

is

since then I have made big profits every
month. Today Battery Charging is my
It pays a bigger
biggest money-maker.
per cent of profit than any other line in
my garage. An HB Charger takes no
extra help, and runs day and night withMy battery work is
out any attention.

ion,

You

It's

owner,

and making a small profit, or perhaps you are
one
still a mechanic and working for some
else, kept from starting out for yourself beDon't let that stop
cause you lack capital.
youl The HB Company helps you get in
business.
You can get an HB Charger for
only $15 cash and have almost a year in which
to pay the balance on easy terms. The profits
alone should easily pay all the balance and
yield a big surplus besides. If you are already
in the Battery recharging business without $250
clear profit each month from your charging
work, it will pay you to investigate the HB
proposition.

HB

Battery Charging

With an

is

the

BIG OPPORTUNITY.

HB

Charger success comes almost immediately.
You can make about 400% profit on
each battery you charge. The cost is only 10c to
15c with an HB Outfit, and your customer pays
Besides
75c to $1.50 for each battery charged.
that handsome profit, your Battery Charging will
help you build a big business in every line of
garage work. If you want success, money, and the
comforts of

life,

Mr. Edison spoke and welcomed me

then do not overlook this oppor-

tunity.
Get into the game and push the lines that
Hundreds of garage
pay you the biggest money.
men are making big money with the HB Charger in
towns no larger than yours. YOU can do as well.
Mark on the coupon below the HB Battery Charger
vou are interested in. Fill out and mail the coupon
TODAY. This is your BIG CHANCE. Let us
help you start your own money-making business.
Don't wait until tomorrow when you can start increasing your income today.
Deiay pays no dividends.
Fill out and mail this coupon NOW.

TEAR
HOBART BROTHERS

OFF

MR. EDISON

seated himself again, I leaned against the
laboratory table, being careful not to sit
in the chemical dish, and taking other
precautions not to disturb anything. After
a few pleasant remarks on both sides, I
immediately launched into the object of
my visit, namely, to put up to Mr. Edison
certain questions which had been in my
mind, and which I knew would be of great
interest to our rising generation and the

CO., Box 128 E, Troy, Ohio

information about the HB Equipment checked
below, and tell me about the HB Money-Back Guarantee
and Free Trial Plan:
i 1 HB 16 "Battery Charger.
S-Batterv Charger.
[ 1
'
and ChargHB 32-Battery Charger. [ ] HBingLighting
[ ]
get
Belted
Charger
(used
where
electrical
current
[ ]
is not available).

,..„

HB

Tour name
Address

world at

State

benefit by

ANSWERS SOME IMPORTANT

Mr. Edison in late years has become
hard of hearing, and it is necessary to
speak quite loud in order that he may understand you.
There being no second
chair around, and
Mr. Edison having

HERE

You

kind.)
you are

If

bat

tling with fune'
weakness
tional
if
in any form
you want to ac-

Your

—

Strength

HEALTH

and improve your

quire

and

Vim

than you

ever had.
Send for my booklet Life's Backbone, which
gives full description of the automatic exerciser
how it
works, and what it will do for you.
Send for it now.
Suite 308

—

PROF. ADRIAN

P.

SCHMIDT

1951 Broadway, N.Y

SLIGHTLY USED
STANDARD MAKE
N wTube

Size

30x3
30x3 y2

.

.

32x4
34x4

.

.

34x4%..

36x4%.. 3.50..

5 00
5.50
6.00
6.50
7.50
8.50
10.00

2.00.

.

2.25
32x3V4.
31x4
.. 2.75.

2 40.
2.70.
2.85.

TIRES
Size New Tube Price
35x4Va..$3.00..$10.25

Price
$1.85. i 4.50

31x3%..

10.50
3.75.. 11.00
.. 11.59
4.00.. 12.00

35x5
36x5
37x5
Special

— Brand

32x3%,

New

Cord.. $12.25

Order now. Shipment made the same day.
$1 deposit required with each tire order,
balance 0. O. D., subject to your examination.
Specify whether you desire to have clincher or
straigiit

side tire.

Special cash discount of 5 per cent

if full

amount

accompanies order.

CENTRAL TIRE & VULCANIZING CO.,
STATE ST.,
Dept. E. E.
CHICAGO

2309 S.

Send Your Name and We'll
Send Yon a Lachnite
send a penny. J net send your name and say: "Send ma
DON'T
a Lachnite mounted in a solid nold ring on 10 days' free
trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When It

comes merely deposit $4.75 with the postman and then wear the
ring for 10 full days. II you, or if any of your friends can tell
It from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to buy ft
—send ua J2. 60 a month until $ la. 76 haa been paid.
Y17**ii-A AUUlay Send your name now. Tell as which of the
solid gold rinsa Illustrated above you wish
(ladies' or men's). Be sure to send finger size.
Harold Lachman Co.. 12 N. Michigan A v Dept. T7449 Chicago

VTnie Tnilav

.

The

secret of business and social success is the ability
to remember. I can

make your mind an infallible
from which you can
instantly select thoughts, facts,
figures, names, faces. Enables you
classified index

to

r

feet,

Wri'loTArtan
Hie lOday

Prof.

Henry

when writing
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for free booklet

"How

to

Remember" and Copy-

Dickson,
Principal

Dickson School

of

What

Memory,

101

Hearst BIdg., Chicago,

III

matter of 15 cts. in stamps or coin will
bring: you the Pathfinder 13 weeks on trial. .The
Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at the
Nation's center, for the Nation; a paper that prints
all the news of the world and tells the truth
and only the truth; now in its 27th yearThis paper fills the bill without emptyingthe purse; it costs but $1 a year. If you

The

little

15 Cents

want to keepi
what is going" oi
in the world, at the least
expense of time or money,
tn ' s is your means. It
you want a paper in your
home wh ich is sin-

Will bring on

»K

jf tffcH B
Bm
mm B
%a^*W

Frnm
riUIII tho
LUC cere

,

f

Capital

Hi
to

Washington has become
the World's Capital and
reading the Pathfinder is
like sitting, in the inner
council with those who
mold the world's destiny.

entertaining, wholesome, the Pathfinder

reliable,

is

yours.

If you would appreciate a paper which puts
everything clearly, briefly here it is. Send

Nations 15c

large.
I said to Mr. Edison
(Continued on page 804)

entioning the "Electrical Experimenter"

concentrate, develop self-control,
bashfulness, think on your
address an audience. Easy. Simple.

overcome

The result of 20 yeara' experience developing' memories of thousands.

QUESTIONS.

me

HB

—

curiously high-pitched voice, unusual for
one who has never heard it, but characteristic of the famous man.

Date
Send

(The only one of
its

Double

light blue-gray
intelligence.
There is an

the ears are well formed, both denoting
character and a strong will. Like all great
men, Edison has a big and massive nose,
which denotes the thinker and philosopher.
The lips are rather thin, around which a
smile is constantly hovering.
Mr. Edison rose and we shook hands.
I was startled somewhat,
for I expected
a large, hard hand.
On the" contrary it
was as small and soft as a woman's hand,
and white except for green stains upon it
caused by chemicals. There is' perhaps no
more famous right hand in the world than
Edison's.
// the world were called upon
to make an inventory of what Mr. Edison's
hands have actually wrought in enriching
this planet, there would not be gold enough
to pay hink
This is not a mere figure of
speech or written in order to make this
review grandiloquent.
is
It
the unvarnished truth, as anyone with a clear mind
and a pencil can easily figure out to his
There certainly has never
satisfaction.
been one man since the dawn of history
who has contributed so much to the world's
progress as has Mr. Edison.
While of
course the mind is supreme, Mr. Edison's
hands are the tools that achieved his success, and that is why I place so much stress
upon this phase.

the finest invest-

too, perhaps, are a small garage

Automatic
Exercber

enormous broad forehead, over which falls
some silver white hair, giving the characteristic Edison curl.
The jaw as well as

always satisfactory, and people keep coming
to me for battery work, and soon start bringWithout that
ing all their other business.
HB Battery Charger I never could be making
the money I am now.
ment I ever made."

from which peer two

eyes of unusual

f

More Resisting Power

73 years old at the present time, I was
surprised at his vigorousness and apparent
strength.
The first impression at close
quarters is a kindly face of ruddy complex-

alone,

o

time

In a short
you can

_

balance.

"To my

MEET THE GREAT INVENTOR.

Together we entered the laboratory, the
first impression being mostly green fumes.
A half dozen of Mr. Edison's assistants
were to be seen busily engaged in performing various chemical experiments under the direction of their chief. Mr. Edison himself was nowhere to be seen. Advancing to the rear of the laboratory, I
finally discovered Mr. Edison sitting at a
little table busily engaged in writing notes
upon a yellow pad, using a small pencil.
1 o the right of Mr. Edison on the table
was a big chemical dish containing some
green solution, presumably copper nitrate.
The table, which was rather small, measured perhaps four feet in length by three
feet in width.
Mr. Edison was seated on
a simple wooden chair. Altho the inventor

was a small

Backbone
with the

success

Health and
Strength

few years

"Batteryis Charging
my
Biggest Money Maker

Lif e's
The

your life depends
on your

By H. Gernsback
(Continued from page 750)

I

December, 1919

—

to

show

that

you might

like

such a

paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on
probation 13 weeks. The 15c does not repay
us, but we are glad to invest in new friends.
THE PATHFINDER, Box 576 . Washington, D. C.

Wrestling Book

FREE

Be an expert wrestler. Learn at borne by mail
Wonderful lessons prepared byworld's champions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
tells yon how. Secret holds, blocks and
tricks re.
yealed. Don t delay^ Be strong, healthy.
Handle
big men with ease. Write for free book. State aire
Farmer Burns, ^49 RamereBldg., Omaha. Sen'.

advertisers.
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LearnWireless At Home
The Demand

for Wireless Operators Far

—

Exceeds the Supply

HOME—

AT
in your spare time
quickly, easily
S. Wireless Institute will make you an operator
and thoroughly. No previous training or experience required. Our Home Study Course has been prepared by Radio Experts. Experts able to impart their practical and technical knowledge to YOU in an
The graded lessons mailed you will prove so fascinating that you will be eager
easy to understand way.
for the next one. The instruments furnished free, will make it as easy to learn the Code as it was to learn
to talk. All you will have to do, is to listen.
The U.

—

BIG SALARIES
Wireless operators receive excellent salaries ranging from $125 to $200 a month and it is only a stepping
There is practically no limit to your earning power. Men who but yesterday
stone to better positions.
were Wireless Operators are now holding positions as Radio Engineers, Radio Inspectors, Radio Salesmen
at salaries

up

$5000 a year.

to

Travel The World Over
A

Wireless Operator can visit all parts of the world and receive fine pay and maintenance at the same
Do you prefer a steady position without travel ? There are many opportunities at the numerous
time.
land stations or with the Commercial Wireless or with the Steamship Companies.

FREE
We

furnish free to

produced in the

all

Instruments and Text Books

students, during the course, the wonderful receiving and sending set exactly as
This set is not loaned but given to all students completing the Course.

illustration.

This wonderful Set for learning the Code furnished free with our Course

The Transmitter shown is the celebrated Omnigraph used by several Departments of the U. S. Government
and by the leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telegraph Schools throughout the U. S. and
Canada. Start the Omnigraph, place the phone to your ear and this remarkable invention will send you
Wireless Messages, the same as though you were receiving them, through the air, from a Wireless Station
hundreds of miles away.

—

When

you apply for your license, the U. S. Government will test you with the Omnigraph the same
model Omnigraph as we furnish to our students. Ask any U. S. Radio Inspector to verify this.

FREE

r

Post -Graduate Course

A

one month's Post-Graduate Course, if you so desire, at one
of the largest Wireless Schools in N. Y. City. New York the

—

—

Wonder City the largest port in the World and the Headquarters of every leading Wireless and Steamship Company.

Easy Payments
A

small

payment down will
anyone ambitious

easy that
Wireless

— may

do

We

enroll you.
to enter the

will

fastest

make

the payments so
growing profession

INSTITUTE

New York

Send For FREE Booklet
—

but do

it

to-day.

offer.

Name
Address
City or

You

benefit

City.

Send me free of charge, your booklet "How to become
an Expert Wireless Operator," containing full particulars of your Course including your Free Instrument

so.

Without obligating you in any way, send for our booklet "How to become
an Expert Wireless Operator" it is free.
Mail the coupon below, or
postal or letter

U. S. WIRELESS
Dept. 51, 258 Broadway,

Town

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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Battery® Charging

and

it t motorcycles, eing-le and twin*,
126 to $ioo. Used bicycles. $5.00: tandems, $10. AH machines gnarunteed

By H. Gernsback
(Continued from page 802)

Pays big Profits

good working order. Mew tricycles and motorcycles at F«c

in

,

YOU CAN MAKE $100 to $350
EXTRA PROFIT EVERY MONTH
You can have from $100 to $350 profit
monthly from charging batteries, in connection with your present business, by establishing a

battery service

recharging sta-

tion.
Users of HB Charging Equipment
are earning big profits every month with
almost no extra effort.
Practically every car today is equipped
with storage batteries, which require recharging outside the car at least every
two months.
Ford cars are now being
equipped with electrical starters and storage batteries. Now is the time to get into
this work.
Build up a profitable and ever-

growing business.
You can readily handle a battery charging business, as no special electrical or
mechanical knowledge is required.
You
can get an HB Charger in any size to suit
your requirements, insuring maximum profits for you, whether the outfit is large or
small.

An HB

Charger for Every Size

Battery

Business

HB

Chargers are sturdy, dependable
All
and absolutely reliable. Built of practically wearproof materials.
Nothing to burn
out, no expensive
renewals or repairs.
Plain, honest, profit-producing service 24
hours a day. No electrical or mechanical
knowledge required to install or operate.
No attention except occasional oiling. Uses
power from your lighting lines. Big, quick,
clean profits, easily made.

CHOOSE THE SI2E YOU NEED
HB 500-Watt Charger
1
to 8 6batteries or their
at a time.
Charger is 27 in. long,
26 in. high, weighs 280

Be charges
volt

equivalent

Furnished complete with clear, black,
lbs.

switch-

slate

electrical

with mountings
of ammeter, field rheostat, voltage lamp, two

board,

A

-

Balance

Cash,

$15

HB

controlling switches.
big money-maker for a
small battery business.

on easy monthly terms

Battery Charger
Recharges 1 to 16 6-volt
batteries at once or their
lb-

equivalent in 12 or 24-volt

Motor

batteries.
capacity.

1

Operates on

3 phase current only.

KW

2 or

Fur-

nished complete with 2 independent charging panels,
each with a capacity of 8
batteries.
A splendid machine for any live, energetic"
garage owner wishing to get

Small cash payment
Balance on easy monthly terms

I

capacity.

charging Unes. each
capable of charging
up to 8 batteries. Per-

mits individual attenbatteries

tion to
charge.

ment

on

Ideal equip-

for

big

Will make

garage
as high

or battery service station
as $250 to S450 a month Clear Profit.
Small cash payment
Balance on easy monthly terms

is sold under our abso\ou
complete satisfaction.
not satisfied after using any
Equipment 10 days, you may return it
and receive all vou pay us. The HB' monthly
payment plan is an additional guarantee.

HB

Equipment
of
If

HB

Check the
Select the Charger You Need.
Coupon Below. Do it Now!
you
Mark on this coupon the HB Charger
Tear it out and mail roare interested in.
BIG CHANCE. Let us
DAY This is your own
money -making busihelp you start vour
Be the first in your town to have an
ness
HB Charger. Don't delay. Act now.

TEAR OFF HERE -----TROY, OHIO

CO.. Box I27E.
Send nie information about the HB equipment checked below, and tell me about the
HB Money-Back Guarantee and Trial plan:

HOBART BROS.

HB

HB 8-Battery
Charger
HB I6-Battery
Charger
32-Battery
Charger

Belted

Charger
(TJsed where
current is not

HB

able.)
.

Your Name
Address

v?>j

had

I

—infinitely

State

more.

There

is

train

man,

etc.

5000 Graduates making
good. Catalog Free.
:ieveland Automobile School, 1807 E.24thSl, Cleveland*),

:

SPECIAL K0N-VFR-TER SLIDE RULE
The Hamilton EON - VER - TER

—

has over 8000 graduations
end over 1800 characters on it, will
handle anything' in Arithmetic, AlgeGeometry or Trig. Thia slide rule
Is In use in all parts of the world and la
much simpler to operate than others of
similar lines. Does not require a wizard to use It.
Eventually yon will get thia rule,
set it now and aave the extra bother
Utility rules $1.00.
and expense.
Special De Luxe, white Ivory celluloid
$2.60, Instructions free. Leatherette
extra.
case 60c
J. C. HAMILTON * CO..
Dept. B 7 Water St. , Boston, U.3.P ,

elide rale

bra,

:

The

ously.

field

is

being enlarged every

day and keeps growing. It would be difficult to pick out any one branch, since all
are still in their infancy, and all have wonderful

My

:

"What

:

when

all

A

training

should the young man undergo?
Should
he acquire practical experience first in the
shop or laboratory; or should he take a
correspondence course or go to college
or all two or three?"
After a few seconds reflection, Mr. Edison replied
"I think one of the correspondence schools at Scranton, Pa., is the
more available for most young men. After
passing an examination, I think he should
specialize in one branch and study it real
hard.
Then he should get busy and get
a position. Any boy can be a success, providing he is willing to pay the price, which
The trouble
is
continuous hard work.
with a large number of young men today
who are given positions is that they refuse
to pay the price, and thus become a drag
on the industry. Our young men today do
not wish to work as much and as hard as
They want
they did when I was a boy.
shorter hours and more pay, and too many
I

HEAD/V/\NEU-

futures."

next question was

workmen do

think this condition will be rectified
people come to their senses. It cer-

YOUR IDEA WORKS, BEFORE PAT-

IT," SAYS MR. EDISON.
"Mr. Edison, what constructive advice
can you give to our young and rising inventors? Is it worth while to patent every
How can the
idea, or only certain ideas?
young inventor differentiate between good
ones and bad?"
After a few seconds of meditation Mr.
Edison answered
"I suggest that if the
young inventor has an idea he had better
reduce it to actual practise and be sure

ENTING

electric

avail-

it works before applying for a patent.
Ideas are easy, but working them into commercial shape is generally a long, tedious
and expensive job. After successful operation and the results warrant it, a search
of the United States Patent Office should
be made to learn if it has not been previously invented or patented by others.
Here is where the young inventor will have
He will find
his greatest disappointment.
many a time and, as a matter of fact, in a
majority of cases, that the idea has been
patented already in one form or another.
But disappointments show the salt of the
inventor.
Only by such disappointments
can he triumph finally."
This brought about my next question
"You have patented over one thousand inventions, Mr. Edison. How many of these

that

have been actually worked?"
(Continued on page 806)
You

men; we

you thoroughly to start your own
business or make good money as
motor expert, driver, shop fore-

™

ES

(iK)^L-

FLU
G
WOMEN'S
ACMES
ASK FOR A-K "TABLETS
.

I

ALL THE PARTS AND PLANS
Of
76c-. Model A. SI. 00. B. $1.60.
Completed Model. A. $1.50, B. {2.00.
Made like a SKEETER. no other will fly.

Plain Model.

No other can FEAT'ER. others soon die
Made in a JIFFY, fly It in the Park*
Made very NIFTY, strong as Noah's Ark|

HERE g£) YS

Prepaid— Don't send stamps.

NIFTY NOVELTY & TOY

CO.

Newark, N. i.

BE AN EXPERT

(2^

wonderful, new device, guides your band; corrects
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three

No failures. Complete outline FREE,

hours.

Write C. J, Ozment, Dept. 44

St. Louis,

Mo»

c TAMMERER
w£ A BANKER
Send 10 cents for my remarkable
"How To Stop Stammering."

^•ai^fc

«^>_gW

book

^*^mW

-

Kill

the

fear
of
the key.

stammering.

Be education

The

Hatfield Institute.

109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago.

III.

H B
H
HL^r

Prepare by mail In spare time for thia attractive profession in which there are great opportunities tor both men
Send at once for free book, "How to
and women.
Become a Hanker," by Edgar G. At. CORN, President.
American School of Banking. 114"lcLene Bldg., Columbus, Q,
I

EARN MONEY
$£A

Stamping Names on Key Tags.
Either sex. Spare time. Some make il
*oend 26c for Tae with your name on an d ins true -

V

:

Sold on Trial Under HB Absolute MoneyBack Guarantee
All

than

ties

absolutely no comparison to be made, for
the world has grown larger, and therefore
the opportunities have multiplied."
This prompted my second question
"In
what branch of electricity, in your opinion,
can the young man of today accomplish
most where is he most desired?"
Mr. Edison looked squarely at me and
said
"There are thousands of men wanted in every branch of electrical engineering
and hundreds of new branches based on
new discoveries are being created continu-

trained

ly offered

far greater opportuni-

"BE SURE

KW

Four separate

rent.

guarantee
run no risks.

"He has

:

volt batteries or equitime.
a
at
valent
2

Learn Autos and Tractors
Wonderful opportunities constant-

tainly cannot last."

Motor

,

Mr. Edison was very emphatic when he
replied

mobile tires too. $3.00. Complete

, lmc of parts and supplies,
emnger Cycle Co. Rochest«r,N.Y.

young man who

career?"

32-Battery
Charger
Recharges 1 to 32 6-

Operates on any cur-

lute

believe that the

embarks on his electrical studies today,
has the same chances and opportunities
which you had at the beginning of your

but

HB

I

"Do you

amusements, the same as

big profits.

mm

MONEY SAVINGS FOR YOU
Used
rebu

BIG

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing
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tione.

Returned

if

required.

Exp.

Key Tag

Co.,

CohoeS,

Y.

N.

TYPEWRITERS

SIO AND UP. ALL MAKES. SAVE S25 TO $50

on

rebulltat the factory by the well-known" Young Process.
Sold for low cash— installment or rented. Kental applies
on purchase price. Write for full details and guarantee.
Chicago
Free trial.
YOUNG TYPEWRITER CO., Oepl.825

ACCOUNTANCY

International

Bea Cost Expert.Eam S5.000 to SI0.000 yearly
C.PA"s teach you thoroughly In a few months byour
New Home study system-Low Cost-FREE ROOK
Accountants Society. Oept 39 M ?6Z6 S.Michigan Ave.Chicajoj

FY XT ¥ A V
I

Engineering

College

Kansas City, Missouri
Only School of the Kind in the West
Electricity, Steam, Gas, Armature Winding,

A. C, D. C. Auto. Intensive training, courses,
six weeks, three and five months, year and two
year. Day and night. Enroll any time. Write.

BLANK CARTRIDGE
ONLY

PISTOL

For protection and

sport,

every

50c
man

and

Order at once. Get an
American flag FREE. Money refunded if desired.
E. L. LEWIS CO., 1400 B'way. N.Y.C.
.

should have one.
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SHARPEN-M-ALL

you are a lover of the beautiful
in

^fStil^T

is finely constructed. &nC
carefully put together by skilled workmen.
It Is made
of Ftusslan Metal, has a beautiful finish, and Is operated by a finely constructed mechanism. The projecting lenses are carefully ground and adjusted, triple
•polished, standard doublo extra reflector, throwing s
ray of light many feet, and enlarging tho plcturo on
tho screen up to three or four feet In area. The
light is produced by a safety carbide generator,
euch as Is used on the largest automobiles. This
throws a dazzling white light on tho screen.
It Is a solidly constructed and durable
Moving?
|Plcturo Machine.
Tho mechanlam la exceedingly
tslmple and Is readily operated by the most inexperienced. The pictures shown by this marvelous
Moving Picture Machine aro not tho common
crude and lifeless Magic Lantern variety, but ar
life-liko photographic reproductions
of acta*
scenes, places, and people which never tire it
audiences.
This Moving picture Machine has
caused a rousing enthusiasm wherever It was usodL

GenuineOriginal
Photographs as

shown

in

ad, size

4x6

this
in.,

ready for
mounting and
all

framing, and our

After seebeautiful illustrated catalog.
ing samples you will want more.
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SIMPLEX
TYPEWRITER
ONLY $2.50
Cheap But Good.
So Simple a- Child
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We Guarantee
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Cloth Bound
Dyke's Motor Manual
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Spaniards

Self-Taught

German Self-Taught
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For Germans
English Self -Taught
Spanish Self-Taught
Self-Taught
Swedish Self-Taught
How to Learn to Flay the Banjo
How to Learn to Play tbo Violin
How to Learn to Play the Tiano or Organ
How to Learn to Play the Mandolin
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Up-to-Date Practical Letter Writer

How

to

Make

Poultry Pay

, .

Sex Science

What

All Married People Should
Girlhood to Motherhood, or Love,

$1.00

Know

1.25

Marriage and
Matrimony
.25
The Blue Book, for the Girl, the Wife and the
Mother
1.25
The Science ol Eugenics and Sex Lite
1.90
|

^l&ZTm.

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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French. Self-Taught

intelliir

Amons them

TAYLOR, BARNARD
You

.

Self -Taught

Norwegian

99

The CONJURER'S
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tha balla dlaappear^
"* amalna. It !• a vary Irttareatlna trick that
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ROPE SPLICING

Knots Art Mtdt ant) What ' They Art Used For,
Knott to Dm and Knot* to Avoid,
A most practical handbook giving complete 'end i
Simple direction for making all the most useful!
knots, bitches, rlculcm, apiices, etc/.
Over 100 llluv '
All about wlr* rope at tad, men to. Usblng.i
tratloas.
blorts, tickles, etc.
87 HergTdlo Knots Illustrated, fl
Of treat rsiue to mechanics, rlggttfi. saaagMi baited
Pico.
Price 20o iv oil*

How
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English
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USEFUL KNOTS. HITCHES, SPLICES. ETC.
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Become a Successful Newspaper Man.... $0.25
25
Hunters' and Trappers' Guide
10
The Star Amateur Electrician
35
Electric Bells and All About Them
25
Astrology Made Easy
25
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25
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25
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How
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and Etching
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tha Prettiest rubber -stamp yoa ever aaw. At very
.Treat cost we have had thia design specially engraved for oar
customers, end it cannot- be obtained except through us. The
design is ornamental, with floral decorations, with a beautiful
dove In the upper part conveying its message of love, the desired name or name and address being tastefully displayed In
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may be taken as proportionate for inventors.
seldom
It
is
an inventor makes a success of his
first invention.
Usually he finds that altho
he obtains a patent, for some reason or
other the idea did not prove to be successful commercially, or could not be exploited
otherwise.
I have made k a rule in my
later years,
not to patent anything for
which I knew there was no actual demand.
Merely collecting patents is a waste of
time, money and energy."
This answer of Mr. Edison's was of
This figure
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others."
This naturally brought me
the next question, which was.
"Are
your inventions perfected first in your
mind or perfected in your models? Or by
actual experiments?"
Without hesitation Mr. Edison continued
"I always start out with a definite
idea of accomplishing a certain result.
I
collect all the data possible, both scientific,
commercial and otherwise. I then proceed
to sketch out every possible and probable
way of attaining results and carry it to
success by experimenting. In other words,
then act.
usually find that
first plan
I
the first model is not at all what I had in
mind when I conceived the idea first. Any
I have
inventor knows this of course.
found it necessary for this reason to build
many models, and only in the exceptional
case is the first model a success."

the
to
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MR. EDISON TELLS WHAT WORLD MOST
NEEDS.
Knowing that Mr. Edison was perhaps
one of the greatest authorities on what the
world needs most to-day, I asked him
"What inventions does the world need
most to-day?"
Becoming reflective, Mr. Edison thought
"Aufor a few seconds and answered
tomatic machinery, and systems for the
quantity production of one-family houses
so cheaply that every man can possess his
own home. These two are the world's
greatest and most pressing problems today.
Take a city like New York, for instance.
Conditions there are indescribable. There
are too many people in New York at present, and but little new building can be
done there. I am in great favor of a law
being passed that no additional factories
should be built in the city of New York
This would mean that the
after 1925.
housing as well as transportation facilities
would not be continually overtaxed as they
In other words, the city should
are now.
be forced to spread out either towards
Long Island or to the north."
At this juncture I mentioned to Mr. Edison a plan that was advanced some years
ago, whereby it was advocated to build
the so-called road house, i. e., a city running thru the country by having a single
line of houses built one next to the other
This would
with a subway underneath.
give us a city as well as country at the
same time. There would be a sidewalk
and roads on each side of the house running continuously without interruption and
paralleling the houses.
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do not think this idea is very pracvouchsafed Mr. Edison.
"I think
it would be too expensive and would make
the traveling distances uncomfortable."

Learn Mechanical Drafting

807

"I

tical,"

While discussing the printers' strike,
which just then had started in New York,
paralyzing the entire printing industry, I
"What known substiput the question
tute is there for white print paper when
our raw materials give out during the next
twenty-five years?"
Mr. Edison's answer was surprising
"Print paper will never give out as long
as wood grows in the Amazon and Congo
It is
simply a matter of
river basins.
:

Earn $35 to $100 a Week
"Get into the profession of big pay and Rapid Advancement with the help of
I am
ready to
the school that has started hundreds on the Road to Success.
Roy C.
help you."
Claflin, President, Columbia

transportation, and that, I believe, will
soon be solved, as soon as the world is
upon a peace basis once more."
I have always had a pet idea on the subject of cold light, so I ventured my next
question. "Over 99 per cent of the energy
is lost today in useless heat in our incannear are we to 'cold
descent lamps.
light,' and do you think it will be invented

School

of

Drafting.

How

at all?"
"I think

we are slowly advancing in increasing the efficiency of light production,"
replied the inventor.
"Any moment a discovery is liable to be made that will advance the efficiency of our present lighting
methods enormously. The time is surely
coming when 'cold light' will be a matter
of fact.
What shape this invention will
take, it is impossible to predict today."
"On which of our dormant and unworked sources of energy should our coming generation work most intensely, Mr.
Edison?" I asked. "In your mind, is the
exploitation of the following sources of
energy chimerical or are they within the
realm of possibility from the standpoint
of modern electrical engineering
Power derived from the earth's internal
heat.

Power derived from

the earth's atmos-

phere.

Power derived from
Power derived from

the tides.
the sun's heat."

"UTILIZE EARTH'S NATURAL VOLCANIC
HEAT," SAYS MR. EDISON.
"Volcanic power to the extent of 5,000
H.P. is utilized already in Italy, and 20,000
H.P. more is being arranged for," explained
Mr. Edison. "Italy probably has more in
her volcanic regions to work all her machinery and heat every house, carry on
every metallurgical process and in fact
make coal unnecessary in that country.
My impression is that in Nevada and the
Yellowstone region there is available volcanic energy greater than that given by
all the coal mined in the United States.
'As to solar energy' we are getting there
It is a long and weary road
step by step.
we have to travel, but we are making it
I
slowly.
am an urgent advocate of
are using already too
water power.
much coal without adequate returns. Water
power in the United States is not at all
developed as it should be, and I see a great
I
have
future in its proper development.
advocated many times that the coal should
be burnt at the mine instead of shipt by
Electric power can
cars over long hauls.
be sent much cheaper thru electric wires
in other words,
than over the railroads
first hauling the coal which is then burnt

We

;

at the destination."

"What
This prompted my next question
are your ideas, Mr. Edison, as to atomic
:

energy?"
Mr. Edison smiled broadly and, with a
"You know, Mr.
twinkle in his eye, said
Gernsback, I am an inventor, and as such
with
I do not concern myself overmuch
philosophical research, and altho I have
my own ideas on atomic energy I am not
:

at present

My

next

making them public."
."What
question was:

shall

do to prevent Germany from
flooding the world with its cheap goods,
and winning the war commercially twenty
years hence?"
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Here, too, Mr. Edison's reply was. surprising as well as illuminating:
Germany
never has and never will flood the United
States with cheap goods or undersell us
if we make up our minds to beat her at
that game.
Out of thousands of articles,
she is only efficient in two, to wit: chemical

In Expert
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dyes and toys.
This is due to our indifference to going into these lines of manufacture.
I
am happy to note, however,
that American manufacturers are beginning to see the light, and are protecting

themselves adequately."
We then discust various other subjects,
and it soon became apparent that Mr. Edison thought that every prophet is honored
save in his own country. Mr. Edison was
of the opinion that before the war, and
particularly during the war, American inventors had not received their due credit,
most of the fame having gone across the
water. Mr. Edison felt particularly strong
about a recent patent decision, where the
honors of the vacuum tube used for radio
purposes went to an English inventor. It
is an incontrovertible fact that the 'Edison
effect" was known years before the Fleming valve
was discovered, having been
publisht in American and foreign scientific
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Playing the Game"

oil

73 years' load,
clad in a duster, bespotted with chemicals,
slowly faded out of view into the adjoining

You
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for the first time.

past out of the laboratory I caught
glimpse of Mr. Edison.
He had

glide

BOUGHT

have a photograph

made another
was no

famous
but

HACHETOJ

discovery, namely,
painting in existence
True, several of these
of Mr. Edison.
had been made by certain artists after Mr.
Edison had patiently sat for them, but he
was more or less displeased with the result, and on one occasion did not hesitate
After
to put his foot thru one of them.
I
permission,
Edison's
securing
Air.
charged Mr. Howard V. Brown with the
delicate mission of making an oil painting
It is reproduced on
of the famous man.
the front cover of this magazine in full
colors.
It is the only oil painting in existence of Mr. Edison today, and the inventor,
who inspected it, was very much pleased
with it, declaring it a perfect likeness.
also

I

o u r

PLATINUM
JOINTS

of the great inventor's hands for publication.
I vvas much astonished to learn that
no photograph of Mr. Edison's hands
existed, none having ever been taken, the
inventor feeling rather sensitive about this.
I had seen many sketches of Mr. Edison's
hands, but I only then remembered never
having seen an actual photograph. It took
several weeks to secure permission from
Mr. Edison, but finally the photograph of
his hands was taken, and it is here presented to the readers of the Electrical

Experimenter
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out in the mountains, which
This makes me fit for
I do every summer.
another winter's hard work."
Mr. Meadowcroft by this time was beginning to look at his watch, which I took
for a gentle hint, and shaking hands with
Mr. Edison, I took my leave.
While shaking hands I was again imprest with Mr. Edison's hand, and I subsequently made a special request of Mr.
like to

of

by
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contention that the honors for the
invention of the vacuum tube should go
to America, and there seems to be no doubt
as to this.
final question to Mr. Edison was,
"What is your hobby, and how do you relax
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{Continued from page 745)

projectors, which would be of inestimable service to the divers, while they
were engaged on the wreck and also a
better supply of air can be supplied them
owing to the shorter hose necessary. If
it is not desired to submerge the pontoons
for this part of the preliminary work in
the salvaging operation, it would be economical and feasible to provide a small submarine which can sink to the level at
which the wreck was lying, and by providing special air-locks on the submergible,
divers can walk right out on the watery
It may be mentioned here, that in
bed.
such a case, and provided the divers do
not have to sfay away from the submergible too long at one time, that they would
not have to be tied fast to it with a rubber air-hose, for there is now available
an independent oxygen and air-diving apparatus which can be carried on the diver's
back.
light

HOW THE
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Write
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for
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lessons in effective public

speaking absolutely FREE to those who act promptly, to introduce our
course in localities where it is not already known.

—

We

interesting problem here arises, and
that is how are we going to get the divers
in and out of the pontoon-submersible or
any form of sub-sea craft when it is
closed and under the surface of the waves?

teach you by mail to become a powerful and convincing speaker to influence and dominate the decisions of one man or an audience of a thousand.
have trained hundreds and helped them to increase their earnings and their popularity.
Learn, in your spare time at home, how to overcome "stage fright" and
conquer fear of others; how to enlarge your vocabulary; how to develop self-confidence and the qualities of leadership how to
others by the power of your
speech alone how to train your memory.
Our

The illustration herewith illustrates one
form of air-lock chamber which can be
employed for the purpose. With the ar-

WHAT THE COURSE

An

DIVER GETS OUT UNDER

WATER

—

rangement

delineated the
operation of
getting out of a submarine by means of
this air-lock is as follows
the diver dons
his costume in the inside pontoon quarHe then
ters, where the crew is lodged.
passes thru the right-hand water-proof
door, into an air-lock chamber, which
chamber has its outer door closed, rendering it dry.
The cabin compartment door
is closed, and
the sea-cocks opened and
the water allowed to rush into the airlock chamber. The diver adjusts his oxygen apparatus and prepares to pass thru
the outer door when the chamber has become full of water, this door then opening easily.
As he passes out into the
stair-well, he locates the usual air-hose
terminal by means of a red electric light
:

—

marking its position, and connects it to a
valve on the top of his helmet. He tries
the air, and ascertaining that everything is
all right, he proceeds to climb up the iron
ladder to the deck of the pontoon. He is
then ready to descend down a steel cable
to the scene of the wreck. The air-hose, as
he descends, unwinds from a reel placed in
a water-tight compartment underneath the
stair-well in the manner here illustrated.
And here is the way the divers can come
back into the pontoon for lunch.
They
climb up the steel cable or ladder which
is sometimes used, and once they arrive in
the stair-well in the pontoon, they disconnect the air-hose and the water is prevented from entering the diver's suit by
means of automatic valves in the helmets.
The diver then walks into the air-lock
chamber and closes the outer door. By
(Continued on page 819)
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WHY NOT
Yo Can Do

Your Spare Time

fairly well known that the human
sensitive only to waves of frequencies between about 30 and 25,000, and that
therefore sounds produced by air disturbIt

ear

SSSf!

fB

lllmtruirulUIUWnSiM

Dollar Value

The

of Draftsmanship

is

ances at higher or lower frequencies are
inaudible to us, tho in certain cases the
physical effect of the vibration can be felt.
The ear, as a detector, may be said to have
"flat" tuning, being operative only over a
limited range.
Bats and certain insects
are said to emit sounds which are much too
high pitched for us to be sensible of them,
and an English writer puts forward the
suggestion that by means of employing the
well-known "beat" method of wireless telegraphy this disability may be overcome.
To entomologists this experiment should
prove of considerable interest, but for ourselves, having "chicken-keeping" neighbors,

we have no
and

man—no

we presume
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your Christmas list.
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Form your Auto - Wheel
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FREE —

local coaster dealers, tell.ng

The advent of a new kind of aircraft
"Pony Dirigible" was announced

Buffalo Sled Co.,
163 Schenck St., N. Toaawanda,
In Canada:
„ H. Y.
Preston,
Ont.

called the

recently at Cleveland, Ohio, at the reception given for the special commission
of the Aero Club of America and the
Aerial League of America which is organizing the first aerial derby around the
world.

Mr. Upson said an Akron company was
about to put on the market a small twopassenger dirigible balloon equipt with a
forty-horse power engine which will attain
a speed of forty miles an hour and will be
so easy to pilot that anybody can do so on
short instruction.
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Providence obviously

butterflies.

Statisticians say that ninety per cent, of
the electricity supplied by central generating stations is alternating current.

skyscrapers, railroads, machinery ana
homes. Drafting also has a positive
dollar value to those engaged in all
branches of engineering, because it
qualifies them to direct those who
can't make plans and read blueprints.
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desire to eavesdrop on beetles

tended us to be deaf to certain noises and
to agree with the proposition.
Wireless World.

limitations to his earning

'Wat Bag After Christmas
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are no "slack peTHERE
riods" for the trained draftspower— no drawbacks to his
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WATER, SNOW AND RAIN EFFECTS.
The "Disappearing Divers" have long
proven a complete mystery to most patrons
of theaters such as the New York Hippodrome. In such productions, as the reader
probably is aware, a considerable mystery
is evolved by having several people (sometimes as many as 20 or 30) dive into a
large water-filled tank and they disappear
completely, not coming up again for a space
There are
of twenty minutes or more.
several ways of accomplishing this trick,
and two of them which have been successfully adopted are illustrated herewith

The

diving
bells.
These diving bells, one or more of
which may be used as required, according
to the size of the tank, are made of steel
and must be air-tight. They act on the
same principle that when you place a drinking glass or cup into a basin of water, the
water will not rise all the way up in the
glass, due to the compression of air within
the glass.
Thus, when the divers plunge
into the water, they are enabled to see the
position of the bell, owing to the fact that
it
has electric lights inside of it, which
lights up the water at the bottom of the
tank, and indicates the hulk of the diving
When they reach the
bell very plainly.
bottom of the tank, they swim towards the
bell and pull themselves up inside of it,
under the rim. Comprest air is forced into
the bell thru a pipe in order to keep the

at figure 4.
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N. Y. Just write for these and see how easily you
learn.
Astonish everybody with your ability.
to advertisers.
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water at as low a level as possible within
and where a number of swimmers have
to remain in the bell for any appreciable
time, proper air outlet and inlet pipes have
to be provided, so that an exchange of air
is made possible within the bell chamber.

81

1

it,

A Home
You

period, and when not many
people breathe the air within the bell, they
can get along without fresh air being supplied.
With fresh air under pressure being
pumped into the bell, some of the air and
its products, such as carbon dioxide gas,
will bubble out thru the water and thus
help to refresh the atmosphere within it.
Mirrors are arranged inside the bell so
that the fair swimmers may adjust their

For a shorter

hair

and

For

and Income
Sunny Florida

in

clothes.

stunt for accomplishing the
"Disappearing Diver" trick is that employing one or more tubes leading out from
the tank to a place on the rear of the stage.
The position of the tube running into the
tank is either known to the swimmers, or
in large tanks they are lighted up by blind
bullseyes or lamps, which only the divers
can see, and by holding their breath for a

Another

few seconds, they manage

to

swim

Be Independent Own a Grapefruit and Orange GroveA Truck or Poultry Farm. Increase Your Income

for the

tube-opening as soon as they dive into the
water, up thru which they crawl by means
of ribs on the wall of the tube, to the stage
floor level. As is well known, the water in
the tube will not rise higher than it is in
When it is time, for the divers
the tank.
to appear, they pass down thru the tube
and, Wonder of Wonders they come popping right out of the water as fresh as a
daisy.
In the case of the diving bell, they
simply hold their breath, slip out from
under the bell, and swim to the surface of
the tank.
In one of these productions a
Viking ship slowly rose to the surface of
the water on which the swimmers, about
20 in number, stood, as the deck eventually
cleared the water. Truly a wonderful spectacle
To produce this astonishing display,
the ship has wheels running on an inclined
track up to the surface of the water.
gripping tackle is provided at the bottom
of the tank to pull the ship up at the deThe masts which are quite
sired moment.
high are made telescopic and these arc
raised under the control of one of the men
Then, when the masts
in the diving bells.
have been raised about half-way out of the
water, all of the swimmers pop out from
under the diving bells, holding their breath
and stand on the deck of the good ship
"Viking". The captain of this mysterious
craft pulls* the lever releasing the clutches,
and the ship rapidly rises to the surface,
the heads of those standing on the deck
appearing thru the water first, the water
running from their clothes and shoulders
as they emerge from the watery depths.
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North Tampa Land Company

Name

Fill

figure 5 is shown an interesting snow
scene in the production of "Way Down
East", the play that has successfully "held
the boards" for many years. The snow in
practically every show is produced in the
form of small bits of cut up white paper.
The "snow" is spilled down from the fly
gallery 40 feet above the stage, or in some
cases, it is simply thrown from the stage
floor level by some other means. At figure
5 it is shown being dumped from trays
along the fly galleries and as it reached a
point several feet above the stage floor, it
was caught by the breeze from powerful
electric fans placed between the wings on
either side of the stage, which caused it to
be blown out on the stage in a very realistic manner.
At the same time the "wind"
noise is caused by the whirring of the fans.

Stock.
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Florida stock raisers should make "big

Hog and
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A

course that tells you everything
you can possibly want to know about
"Wireless". The mysteries of "Wireare unfolded to you by the
less"
use of such simple language so skillfully used that of necessity you must
understand every word. The subject

By S. Gernsback and H W.
.

Secor. E. E.

prehensive treatises of this special
subject ever published.
The book
is written by the same authors as
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cloth cover
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Two Remarkable Books

tice
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famous "Wireless Course in
20 Lessons".
Every phase of experimental electricity
is
treated comprehensively

pages,

How to Make WireSending Apparatus
No. 2. How to Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus

Elec- No.

Course in 20
Lessons

not treated superficially, however,
for there is a whole lesson devoted
to the Theory and Mathematics of
this epoch marking subject.

is

very realistic rain and river scene with
real water was produced several years ago
in a traveling or road production, with
which the writer had some experience
in fact he had the pleasure of "controlling
the rain," and that is some pleasure, "Believe me, Xantippe !" Well, to cut short thesuspense, the rain was made by simply
having a pipe extend across the front of
benefit by
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Health, Strength

and Development
can be gained by exercising with adjustable
bar bells and dumbbells

We

of

progressive

graded weight exercises, and during the

last seventeen

years

have developed thousands of

men and

boys,

producing more physmarvels than

ical

the stage, and which pipe was perforated
with several dozen small holes. This rainmaking pipe was then connected with a
hose to a water pipe at one of the fly galleries, where the person controlling the rain
is standing.
When he gets the cue from
the stage manager, to "let 'er go", he immediately opens the valve and the water
descends from the openings, dropping to
the tank or rubber apron below, in the form
of "sure enough, honest-to-goodness" rain!
This forms a sheet of rain and for most
purposes gives a very satisfactory effect.
This show had a most exciting water
scene, and the method for staging it was
one of the most wonderful that the writer
has ever come in contact with. The production carried a large flexible rubber tank,
the full length of the stage and about one
foot deep, which would thus hold enough
water to float row-boats or a small launch.
In the center of the tank there was a deeper
pocket,

are the origina-

tors

December, 1919

all

systems com-

bar

bells

and

dumbbells are instantly
adjustable to suit the

strength of a weakling
or a Hercules; and

we

give a complete course
of training suited to the
individual's needs.

Let
CENn
rUIl
uLnD EHD

Us Show You
Catalo S of Adjustable Bar Bells.
Booklet describing courses of training.

Both Free

The Milo Bar

Bell

Third and Diamond

Dept.

You

Sts.,

benefit by
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A

MOON AND STAR EFFECTS ON THE
STAGE.

the "Garden of Allah", one of the
most pretentious scenic productions put on
in New York in several years, there was a
very realistic desert sand storm. Real sand

In

bined.

Our

feet

;

SUN,

other

measuring about 10x7

projected down into a wooden frame under
the stage, and into which the hero proceeded to dive in the second act in order
to save the beautiful blonde heroine.
If
the "villiun" had felt real interest in, or
had been jealous of the affection of the
hero for the heroine "off stage", he could
move the "phoney" canvas-covered "rock",
and if our hero dived he would then make
a miscalculation and end by dropping into
one foot of Water, instead of ten. With
this
improvised and somewhat shallow
tank of water, a very exciting melodrama
was "put-on" the scenery was hung over
the sides of the tank so that just the water
line appeared to the audience, and in fact
no part of the tank whatever.
band of
counterfeiters floated up the river in a
launch, while the police boat, chasing them,
fired several dozen revolver shots thru a
phoney machine gun. It was some exciting
plot and very realistic.

was used in producing this storm scene and
as shown in figure 7, the sand was caused
to be blown upward, and then caused in
turn to whirl in eddies by means of electric
blowers placed at the proper points about
These electric blowers were
the stage.
camouflaged under small stage props, which
were colored and arranged to fade in with
the sand of the desert. The twinkling stars
were created by a large number of tiny
electric lights being hung against a dark
blue background, the various circuits of
lamps being rapidly switched on and off by
an automatic flasher. As the lights were
staggered and placed in an irregular forma-

and as the

lights in different levels
alternately illuminated and extinguished, no regular coherence of effect
could be gathered and the audience was
thus charmed with the display.
At figure 8 is shown an arrangement in
use for producing the best type of moon
or sun-rise, or also the setting of the moon
or sun. In the ordinary production no attention is paid to the well known fact that
the moon or sun is always larger when
down near the horizon, growing smaller in
diameter as it mounts to the heavens. The
moon effect, for instance, is produced in
a powerful lamp,
the following manner
such as 1,000-watt incandescent gas-filled
bulb, is placed in a light-tight box. In the
front of this box there is arranged a slide
in which colored screens can be placed to
give a yellow or other tint to the light, and
across this opening there is mounted an
iris diafram, similar to that used in camera
This diafram is fitted with a
shutters.
lever extended from the side of the box,
and from which a cord depends downward.
The box is now carefully elevated by means
of a rope, or two ropes, such as will allow
tion,

were

:

Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
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to be pulled upward in a slow manner.
At the same time the operator controlling
it

the moon-rise slowly closes the iris diagram, causing the "moon" to gradually grow
small as it mounts up from the horizon
painted on the scene.
Figure 9 shows how open fire place effects have been produced as well as biasing
It is selfire from other stage mountings.
dom that a real fire is used on the stage,
both because it is not necessary and also

because

it

is

somewhat dangerous where

there is so much canvas scenery about,
altho these are fire-proofed as best they
can be. The flame of such fires is produced
by thin red silk ribbon or else by pieces
of red silk. An electric blower or fan is
so placed as to blow these silk strands and
cause them to resemble a flame, especially
when lighted from behind or beneath by
means of red lamps. Figure 9 shows also
how windows in small houses, appearing
in the back of the settings in certain scenes,
In a recent Belasco proare lighted up.
duction, "Dark Rosaleen", all such stage
effects as this are very carefully worked
out so as to produce an exact and true
scenic setting. The electric lamps for lighting up the windows are shielded by a canvas flap in the manner shown, so that no
light flashes up above the frame of the
house or reflects back onto the scenery,
which would, of course, spoil the scene.
The windows are made of celluloid or similar material, either colored or painted.
Where scenery glass is required, and unless
some desperado is to do the "business" of
jumping thru a window to the accompaniment of crashing glass, then ordinary window screening is used. In one of these
large windows containing about 20 openings, it was surprising to note how well
this screen resembled glass, and moreover
around the edges so
it had been painted
as to give the effect of a long accumulation of dust and dirt. Flags are often used
in spectacular productions, dramas, etc., and

of

course

the

best

effect

created

is

813

by

having the flag wave. This is usually done
by placing an electric fan near the flag and
just behind a piece of scenery so that the
fan is out of sight with respect to the

S kinder viken
Transmitter

audience.

Button

MISCELLANEOUS STAGE TRICKS.
Some of the more elaborate stage

The most

pro-

ductions carry with them a portable electric switch-board of their own, as shown
One of these switch-boards
at Fig. 10.
which the writer recently saw, contained a
whole battery of dimmers (rheostats) for
controlling the lamps of various border
and spot lights this portable switch-board
rolling about on wheels, and being connected to the electric supply mains by means
At
of a flexible rubber covered cable.
Fig. 10, there is also shown the three stage
revolving spot-light platform which is used
in some of the spectacular productions produced on large stages. The spot-light operators are located on the different stages

ficient

ef-

little
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YOU MUST GET STRONG
Don't think you can't do it, no matter how
•weak and watery blooded you may be now. Don't
let constipation poison your system, dyspepsia
upset your digestion, neuralgia put your nerves
an edge, or any other chronic ailment make your
You don't have to. You can free
life a burden.
yourself from these physical and

mental handicaps, develop your
bodv, strengthen your vital organs and BUILD YOURSELF

UP into a strong, vigorous,
again, if you will only
face the facts and take proper
steps to remedy them.

MAN

Safe, Sure Way
There's only one way out for
man and that is
weak,
sickly
the

The Simple,

NATURE'S WAY.

Nature

is

the greatest curative power in
reputable
every
world
the
medical man will admit it. Give
Nature half a chance, by living
life as it ought to be lived, and
she will banish your ailments,
redden your blood, put good
solid beef on your bones, oil up
your internal machinery and
make you a two-fisted, healthy
happy member of society again.
;

STRONGFORTISM
Strongfortism is a simple, plain
system of strengthening your vital
organs and developing your body
and brain In Nature's own way, as
I have learned it in rny lifetime of
study and experience. No patent
cTDnurrnoT
SI HVNbrUKt
medicines or dope of any, kind in
The Perfect Man the Strongfort way. No complicated
gymnastio apparatus.
No castiron, rigid routine of
Strongfortism is living life in the way
tiring exercises.
to get the greatest enjoyment out of it. and you can
practice it in the privacy of your own bedchamber if
you like.
I
I can improve you, so as to become normal

KNOW

every respect

in

a

if

months.

few

I

FREE BOOK,

you will follow

GUARANTEE

my
IT.

directions

for

Send

my

for

"Promotion and Conservation of Health.
It will tell you all
Strength and Mental Energy."
about Strongfortism: how it has built up and is
building up weak, ailing men in every part of the
world: how YOU can build yourself up and regain
vour health and strength and confidence and enthusiasm.
DON'T PUT IT OFF. You can't afford to be
If you
without that book, whatever your condition.
are
If

weak it will show you
you are strong already,

HOW TO GET
it

will

STRONG.

show you how

to

stay so,

FREE.

IT'S

Enclose three 2c stamps for postage
1 will mail you a copy at once.

and packing and

LIONEL STRONGFORT uSat&SSu
1103 Strongfort Institute,

NEWARK,

N.

of the platform which has a total height of
thirty feet or more.
Flexible rubber covered cables supply current to the spot-lights
from the stage floor pocket. Arc lamps
for stage spot lights are rapidly going into
disfavor and the new 500- and 1,000-watt
gas-filled tungsten lamps are taking their
place.
At Fig. 11, there is shown a motordriven scene raising and lowering mechanism installed in one of the New York theaters.
All large theaters today have what
is known as a grid-iron, and fly gallery
above the stage, the height of the grid-iron
being about 80 feet above the stage floor.
Large drops, ceilings of rooms, house roofs,
and all such scenic effects are hoisted by
means of ropes and suspended from the
grid-iron, so that they hang about 40 feet
above the stage, and just over the particu-
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by

YOU
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their achievements.
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Because the Chiropractic
solutely

field is

ab-
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with tremendous strides.
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and to society to be of maximum

9.

benefit
to
actually.

both,

potentially

and

not accept our word for the above.
Write for Booklet X and details, or call
personally.
fall

class registers Nov.

The New York College
1416 Broadway

lack of definite information relative
to the construction of Selenium Cells has
led the writer to record the results of
some of his experiments and to fully describe the apparatus as developed by him.

CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS
1.

2.

1-15.

of Chiropractic
New York Ctiy

You

benefit by

Selenium The Element
Consideration
Bell
Cell

3.
4.

tion.
At this particular theater, however,
an electric motor drives the shaft which
runs along one side of the fly gallery. The

5.

6.

iy2

leys

120

clutch attached to each rope
hoisting drum, it is possible to quickly raise
or lower any scene desired, the electric moBy throwing in
tor doing all the work.
several clutches at once, as many as four
or five scenes can be raised simultaneously.
When the scene is raised to its
proper height and in order to prevent breaking the ropes and dropping the scene, an
automatic electric cut-off is fitted to the
hoisting ropes which stops the motor if
the scene is raised too far up.
life

is

x

their

5% inches. Cloth.
PRICE $1.50

G

Liberty Street,

New York

Strong, Keen

Red-Blooded

mericans
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of the

that the scene painter shall be

R
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*
Being
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It will increase the
strenstb of weak,

nervous, run

-

down

two weeks'
time in many instances. Ask your
doctor or druggist

iolks in

the scene.

Figure 12 shows a scene painting bridge
ors are

and

To Help Make

student of electric lighting effects, especially
with respect to colors. The brilliant colors
which are sometimes seen in stage productions are very flat and commonplace
looking when seen in daylight. All of these
things the scene painter must take into consideration constantly, while he is painting

at a large

types

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN

means of a

SCENE PAINTING
known regarding the

Cell

The Bildwell Cell; The
The Mercadier Cell; The
and Taintor Cell; The Gripenberg
Cell;

Construction of Fritts Selenium Cells
Testing and Maturing Selenium Cells
Applications of Selenium Cells
The Care of Selenium Cells
73 pages, IS diagrams and 3 halftone page

plates,

down from the various pulup on the grid-iron, and by means of
which the scenes are raised, pass down to
this motor driven shaft, each rope being
secured to a suitable winding drum.
By
ropes coming

is

of

Characteristics;

Ruhmer

»

New York

made up

playhouse. The colin large quantifies in dishes

and bowls placed on long tables along the
bridge,
this bridge being 40 feet above
the stage floor and having no rails on it.
The canvas on which the scene is to be
painted is mounted on a large and fairly
heavy wooden frame, which is swung on
ropes from the grid-iron 40 feet above the
bridge.
By means of ropes on either end

—

of the bridge, the scene painters can raise
Large
or lower the canvas as desired.
scenes measure about 85 feet long by 40
feet high. All of the scenes, no matter of
what building or other view they may
represent, are invariably laid out on the
canvas with chalk lines and scaled off from
a miniature scene, in much the same manner
as a house builder constructs a house from
the architect's plans.
Room scenes where
elaborate sets are used, are sometimes provided with heavy wooden doors and framed
windows these are also constructed at first
in miniature, even down to the tables and
chairs and the vases and clock on the
These parts are scaled off and
mantle.
constructed to exact detail and size by the
stage carpenters from the scenic artist's
master model.
These models are generally but a few feet in length and some
of the miniature views, from which back

The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a
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Construction,
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like the one shown at Fig. 12,
are painted, are no larger than an 8x10
inch photo. Photos are often used to paint
scenes from or to help the artist in depicting correctly certain foreign views, such

drop scenes

as Chinese buildings, et cetera.

Stage scenes are painted

in

strips,

i.e.,

when

several painters are working upon
the bridge, they all work across the canvas
at an average height of say 6 feet.
After
this 6 foot strip across the canvas has
been painted, the frame is lowered this
amount, and a new six foot strip across
the scene is painted, and so on, until the

whole canvas

A

finished.

is

new departure

in

scene

painting

is

that involving the use of a large air brush
which is shown at Fig. 12. One of the
most successful scenic artists who was the
first to make use of the air-brush in painting scenes on such a large scale as this, is

Mr. D. M. Aiken of New York. The beauand truly magnificent color effects

tiful

known

only to the air-brush artist, have
been available for a number of years in
connection with small photograph retouching; and now that these wonderously beau-

teirm&
youjiever had a chance!

"Don't

color creations are available to the
stage scene painter, we can expect to see
some extraordinarily entrancing stage set-

tiful

tings.

"Four

Mew

Y©s*fe

worked at the same bench. We were
the noon we saw the International
advertisement ? That woke me up.
I

years ago you and

both discontented.

I

Remember

Correspondence Schools'
realized that to get ahead I needed special training, and
let the I. C. S. help me.
When I marked the coupon
to sign with me.
You said, 'Aw, forget it

Electsracml Slhiow
(Continued on page 761)

decided to
asked you

I

I

1

brush at the front of it, which was rubbing
the soap suds and water thru the rug faster
than Aunt Jemima ever thought of doing it
The
in her palmiest house-cleaning days.
gentleman in charge of this exhibit asked
us to come right up and inspect the operaThe rug was quite dirty
tion, and we did.
where the machine had started, but the path
over which it had slowly past and washed,

was astonishingly clean.
to this invention, rugs and carpets in large hotels, theaters and dwelling
houses can be cleaned right on the floor
as well as dried,

"I made the most of my opportunity and have been climbing ever
You had the same chance I had, but you turned it down.
TI»H OUT Hut
No, Jim, you can't expect more
. INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
money until you've trained
BOX 6209, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating
how can qualify for
yourself to handle bigger I the position, or in the subject,me,
before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
Eleetrle Lighting and
work."
3 ADVERTISING
Electric Wiring
since.

I

I

Itjs.

Telegraph Engineer

Now, thanks

without removal.
All kinds of electrical kitchen utensils

were exhibited, some of them in actual operation, from electric toaster up to gigantic
five horse power dough mixers in the electric bakery, which cuft and swatted the 100pound batch or bread dough, as if it had

There

—

world
in
everywhere.

See Figure

posed of a
placed in the focus of a copper reflector,
were displayed at many spots. You can feel
the blast of heat reflected from these, even
when the heaters are at a distance of 10
to 15 feet, whenever you pass one of these
heaters.

Shown

at Fig. 6.

3 ARCHITECT

them and

get in line

Mark and mail this
for promotion.
coupon, and find out how.

Sheet Metal

You

benefit by

Railway Mail Clerk
aDTOHOIIILE OPERATIRa
Auto Repairing inSpsDUfc
AGRICULTURE lOFreDeh

Worker

Navigation

Ponltry Raising

Occupation.

I

Street

ind Ma

\ \

-State-

(3)

Government Positions.

COUPON TO
^ INSTITUTE
FRANKLIN

"Government Positions and How to Get Them;"
free list of positions now open; and (4) to con-

or the
Pleasant work.
full pay.

.

Country residents and city residents stand the same
chance.
Common-sense education sufficient. Political
influence NOT REQUIRED.

Free Coaching for the examination here

Railway Mail Clerk

.

THE

Write immediately for free list of Government positions now open.
Don't delay.
Every day you lose
means the loss of just so much chance of your early

for

_checked_

STRIKES. WARS,

.

.

.

.

.

.

MAIL THIS

'
,

^^Dept. IH 101
ROCHESTER. N. Y.
This coupon filled out as directed, entitles the sender to(l) free sample examination questions: (2) a free copy of our book.

7

sideration

WHIMS OF SOME PETTY BOSS.
Traveling constantly.
Vacation at
POSITION IS YOURS FOR LIFE.

p Italian

Name-

'

$

to high

|

I Present

•

because of

Sehool Snbjeeta

CIVIL SERVICE

OnRMIST

of the electric washing machines of
particular efficiency, and which appeared to
be extraordinarily "full of pep," is that
illustrated at Fig. 7.
This was called the

Passing on, we finally arrived at the corner where the electrical "Docs" held forth.
The air in this region was surcharged with
high tension electricity as the powerful
Coolidge X-ray tubes shot forth their penetrating rays, while now and then a crashing
spark jumped across a one-foot gap on the
transformer exciting the tube, not to mention the crashing of several dozen small
high-frequency machines, which were being

Common

Textile Overseer or Snp t.

I

layoffs"

MANAGER

Mathematics

A N T E Df

Rapid advancement

Accountant

Accountant
S Railway
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Q Teacher

City.

W
"No

TRAFFIC

PLCMKING AND HEATING

I

join

BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Tjpiit
Cert. Pub.

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

I

S. courses.

Cartooning
BUSINESS management

and Mapping*

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman

One

"Locomotive" Washer.
The glass tank
rushed back and forth with startling velocity, forcing the hot soapy water thru the
clothes with a natural pressure and in a
way which would not injure them.

ILLUSTRATING
Private Secretary

MINE FOREMAN or ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER

now over one hundred thoumen are preparing themselves

You can

5.

reflection heaters, comsmall electrically heated coil

electric

SarreTtnfl;

for bigger jobs and better pay through

C.

Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER

Contractor and Hallder
Arehlteetnral Draftsman

I.

The new

offices,

we

3 Window Trimmer
J Show Card Writer

UeebBnleal Draftsman
Machine Shop Praetlce

Right

we

did expect a shock or two.

factories,

Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

in the

!

sand

ill

stores,

"Jims "

Are you one of them?
Wake up
Every time you see an
I. C. S. coupon your chance is staring
you in the face. Don't turn it down.

been only as big as a finished loaf of bread.
The bread was baked in this bakery in electric ovens and served with "current" jelly
to the hungry crowd. The bread was good,
tried it, and we did not feel any
effects from the "current" jelly, altho

are lots of

COUPON.
.Bookkeeper

($1300 to $2150)
Postoflice Clerk
($1200 to $1650)
Postoffice Carrier
($1200 to $1650)
Rural Mail Carrier
($920 to $2160)

($1 100 to $1800)

.Customs Positions
.File Clerks

($900 to $1500)
($1 100 to $1800)

.Stenographer
($1 100 to $1500)
.Clerk In the Departments at
Washington ($1 100 to $1500)

Name

appointment.

Address
Use

TRICKS, PUZZLES, JOKES, TOYS,
games, novelties,
supplies, escapes

Dept. 549

doll and cane racks, plays, wigs, stage
illusions.
Large 1919 catalogue free.

and

OAKS MAGICAL CO.

Oshkosh, Wis.

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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this before

you lose

it.

Write plainly.

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and
* " ne tTa<^ e commanding a good salary> an(j y our services are always
demand.
Address HOROLOGICAL Department,
Bradley Institute, Peoria, 111., for our latest catalog.

FnarAVincf
J-iUgraVlIlg
in

to

advertisers.
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demonstrated by experts for the benefit of
a "long-suffering" public. This exhibit also
included electric lamp heat baths in the
form of cabinets of various shapes and
sizes fitted with mirrors and several, dozen
high candle-power lamps inside of them,
as well as nifty, small-size X-ray outfits
for dentists. You know, now-a-days, they
say a patient knows as much about his
tooth as a dentist does, unless the "Doc"

Get an

Model ^

Ideal

Aeroplane
for Christmas

z

|
«

!

Building and Flying Ideal Model Aeroplanes is
real sport because Ideal Models are accurate, scalereduction duplicates of real Aeroplanes. They look
like tile machines they are copies of
have parts
and fittings like real ones, and rise from the
ground or water by their own power and fly in
the air. Build one.
Learn about aeroplanes, how
they are built and how they fly.
Ideal Model
Aeroplane Construction Outfits make building easy.
They contain all parts, fittings, materials, plana
drawn to scale and full building and flying instructions.
You make and assemble the parts like
:

I

a

real Aeroplane mechanic.

I

You Can

Build and Fly
Accurate, Scale-Models
of These Famous Aeroplanes

Ton can get a Complete Construction Outfit to
build an absolute duplicate, scale-reduction Model
of any of these well-known machines:
NC-4 (Navai-Curtiss Seaplane).
The first
'plane to fly across the Atlantic Ocean.
4%
Shown

Model.

above.
DeHAVILLAND Battle 'Plane (DeH-4). The
fighting 'plane used by the American Aces in
the World War.
3 ft. Model.
Shown below.
Curtiss Military Tractor.
The 'plane used to
train our Aviators.
3 ft. Model.
Blerlot Monoplane.
The first aeroplane to
cross the English Channel.
3 ft. Model.
Nleuport Monoplane. A famous French 'plane

ft.

used

in the War.
Taube Monoplane.

3

Model.

ft.

The early German dove3 ft. Model.
Racer.
A racing-type aeroplane
with a record for distance flights.
Ideal Model Aeroplane Construction Outfits for building any of the
above Aeroplanes are sold by Leading Toy, Sporting Goods and Delike
Cecil

machine.
Peoll

partment

Ask

Stores.

lor

them at

your store. Be sure you get IDEAL
Model Aeroplanes because they are
the only ones that are true copies of
actual Aeroplanes.
Send for the Ideal Aeroplane Book
Tells all about Ideal Aeroplanes and
Flying Toys; gives complete descriptions and prices; contains list of
stores where you can get them.
Get
this book. sure.
48 pages.
Sent
Postpaid for 10c In stamps.

Ideal Airplane

&

Supply Co.

Making Model Aeroplanes Sines 1911
'

159-161

Houston

Wooster
St.,

Cor. W.
York City.

St..

New

has an honest-to-goodness X-ray machine
and can examine the "interior" of your
roots and jaw bone to see whether or not
you have any tumors or abcesses sprouting
there.
fore,

So, this year, more than ever beeverybody that was up on the tech-
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COPPER AERIAL WIRE*
We

w

ltta

Jm

VA
™

We

are listing a few more of our exceptional

bargains below

illustrated at Fig. 9.

Condensers— V2

types contained in indestructible metal case
—shipping
weight, 2 lbs
each
Resistance Colls—wound to 4500 ohms resistance
with German
wire— shipping weight.

war to locate enemy wireless stations,
when the latter were fired on by our artillery, sometimes when they were many
miles away and out of sight.
Wireless

Relays with six contacts and dust
proof cover shipping weight, 2 lbs
each $ .50
Powerful Horseshoe Magnets made of high grade
Norwegian iron. 5 inches high shipping weight,
2 lbs
each .30

OFFICE

PRICE, CI Eft
PREPAID S>X.«W

OR HOME

Ask your stationer or send as

Money refunded

ARGUS MFG. CO. 402-6 K. Paulina St.

If

$1.60.

not satisfied.

Dept. 27

CHICAGO

H

Swing 4 in.,
in, between centers, 17 in.
total length. ShippinKJf eight 13 lbs. Bed
of lathe is maohined. W orkmanship firstclass. Eaoipped with wood turning chuck,
Can be fitted into Sin. face plate and driU chuck mm
,
special equipment. Order cne today, 1 rice $6.00 eaahl

'

T0lfP0,q«IQ|

You

—

——

.

7/10. 1,

1% and

1

2 Micro

Farads-

all

.50

silver

1 lb.
each
Induction Colls primary one ohm, secondary 55
ohms shipping weight, 1 lb
each
Telephone .Receivers standard 75 ohm bi-polar,
complete with cord shipping weight, 2 lbs.,

each
Dry Cells

.40

—

—

—

.50

—

80
slightly used
shipping weight, per
26 lbs
per doz. 1.25
Small Complete Telephones ready for mounting
on your wall work on two dry cells shipping
weight, 4 lbs
each 3.00
Telephone Ringers—630 ohms shipping weight
each .80
2 lbs
Send 5o for our illustrated catalogue showing many
other items at our bargain prices.

—

—
—

doz.,

—

—

—

the

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY COMPANY
E —48 So. Front St.,
Columbus, Ohio

Dept.

telephony was demonstrated at the Electrical

Show,

also, as

shown

at Fig. 15.

Au-

dion bulbs were used in practically all of
the wireless instruments exhibited both for

Real Indoor Football
A new game

A

you

transmitting and receiving.
new and interesting "direct current" wireless transmitter, giving a musical note without a rotary converter, was demonstrated.
As before mentioned, a complete electric
dairy was exhibited, with several choice
cows which were milked with an electric
vacuum milker several times a day, for the
edification of the cityites, who occasionally
manifest the idea that our lacteal products
come from so lowly a source as the country
roadside milkweed.
Some extremely interesting and clever "coin-in-the-slot" dis-

machines

were

exhibited.

thrill

;

"Electrical
benefit by mentioning the

Experimenter" when writing
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the

that gives
sport
and
out-

regular

The players must make
own choice of moves
and direct the operation

their

their

of

teams

they had live

if

just

as

men on

the field.

Every point in the real

game is covered and every
move can be duplicated.
The most exciting game
on

the

market

to-day.

You'll never grow tired of
Attractively put
it.

up—

with

The

"cootie-proof" hair brush to a theater ticket
to see a Mary Pickford six-reeler, but they
are fitted with one of the most marvelous
scientific
coin rejectors ever conceived.
They are guaranteed to refund your money
unless you feed them with guaranteed solid
U. S. coin, and this coin must not have
any holes in it no smoothed out edges and
no figures or designs missing. Also, the
weight must be right, the composition must
be right, and the size must be correct. Apparently, this machine has got the eagleeyed bank cashier backed off the map
when it comes to telling a "counterfeit"
from a "real" coin. See Fig. 12.
Electric sirens were exhibited (see Fig.
13) in various sizes, some of which can be
heard for several miles, and which are used
with great success by fire departments.
Many electric devices and attachments were
shown to aid the seamstress and tailor and
a new line of cloth-cutting machines were
demonstrated. One of these machines, in
the hands of an experienced operator, will
cut thru a hundred thicknesses of cloth at
once. One style has a motor operated steel
wheel which does the cutting, while another
larger type has a knife shaped like a razor
blade which is oscillated vertically several
hundred times per minute. See Fig. 14.
Electric auto trucks operated with powerful storage batteries were exhibited and
caused much comment among those who
were interested in transportation and
freight haulage problems. See Fig. 16.

all
of

a
door contest.

full directions.

Shipped Anywhere $ 1 00
1
postpaid
United States

—

in

—

Moisten them with THE ARGUS MOISTENER.
Always
ready for use. Sanitary. Moistens flap or stamp neatly, quickly—
Id series or singly. Beautifully nickel-plated. Highly desirable for

—

WIRELESS HOLDS SWAY AT THE ELECTRICAL SHOW.
At one corner of the radio exhibit we
ran into the latest thing in wireless, the
radio-goniometer
wireless
direction
or
finder.
See Fig. 10. This comprises a coil
of several turns of wire mounted on a
pivoted frame, so that the coil can be turned
around to any degree of the compass. The
shaft is fitted with a pointer and scale, so
that the exact point of the compass to which
it points can at once be determined.
Thousands of these devices were used during

be

will

collect.

Telephone

company supplying these machines have
made them as nearly human and fool-proof
Not only do these machines
as possible.
dispense everything imaginable from a

or Envelopes

otherwise they

ders,

shipped by express

nique of modern denistry, was particularly
interested in this display. One of the special tooth-jerkers' X-ray tooth analyzers, is

pensing

Don't Lick Stamps

have just received sevthousand pounds of No.
14 P ure copper aerial wire
which we are selling for 40c
per pound.
This wire runs
80 feet to the pound and is
guaranteed to be satisfactory
by us. Postage and insurance must accompany all oreral

Order today while they last

UNIQUE GAME & TOY SERVICE
New York City

1328 Broadway,

Battery Charging Your
Biggest Honey-Haker
$150

TO $350 CLEAR PROFIT A MONTH WITH
THIS HB-32 BATTERY CHARGER

You can

recharge 32 6 -volt auto batteries, or equivalent in 12- or 24-volt batteries, at one time, for
10c to 15c each. Customer nays 75o to $1.50. Figure
the profits yourself. Others are making BIG PROFITS—
Battery Charging, a
with
Why not YOU? Get busy NOW--add|
thosoextra profits to your income. I
Small Investment Puts This I

HB

Money-Maker in Your Garage. I
Balance on easy monthly terms. |
Outfit easily pays for itself. AbsoNo
lute Money-back Guarantee.

Easy to
burn-outs, or renewals.
Only attention
install and operate.
needed Is occasional oiling. Write

TODAY for fell information.
HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY
Troy, Ohio.

Box 123 E

Successful Mfrs. since 1893

fSend To-day
"Electrical
An

electrical

for

Workers Friend"

book of 66 motor

drawings with complete Instructions for rewinding

tag A.C. motors.

Or

write for

full

the^

and reconnect-

<J
V

f% * CQ
«g
M

m

Special at
particulars

of

Ulifl

MlUaMe

^

Dept. 6.

_

BOOH.

SMITH & SMITH PUBLISHING CO.

1524LOWRIESTM N.S, PITTSBURGH. PA.
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PATENT
ADVICE
Edited by
Ho

(Geirimslbsic]

Before disclosing your invention to anyone send for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-

In this Department we publish such matter as is o interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all
readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

Automatic Non-Leak Oil Can.
(356) L. Scales, Tusla, Okla., asks our advice on
an automatic self-closing spout for oil cans. When
the bottom is prest, a rod fastened to it opens
and closes a plug or valve in the tip of the spout.
A. We have looked over your drawing carefully, showing your suggestion for an automatic
oil can, and it would seem to have several good
merits, particularly from the fact that no oil can
leak out of the can when it may happen to be
knocked over or upset.
There is only one weak
point which you probably have or can overcome
in the design or manufacture of this oil can, and

structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent.
As
registered patent attorneys we represent

hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of invenOur schedule of fees will be found
The form "Evidence of Conreasonable.

course, there may be some uses for it, such as for
transmitting phonograph music at a distance, etc.
You seem to think that it is necessary to have a
battery in connection with this device, but this is
not necessary, providing the electro-magnets have
a steel horseshoe magnet.
Then, in that case,
no battery is required, as the music or words

tions.

ception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them, a post
card will do.

—

IAN[A5JER<g^8.ALLWINE
255

small metal bar or pear-shaped plug
of the nozzle, which has to be
screwed on to the light rod secured to the bottom.
It would seem that after the can had been
used for a while, that the wear and tear on the
thread, etc., would lower the efficiency of the device, causing it to leak oil when upset, in spite
of the attempt made to overcome this objection.
If you can, however, overcome this weak point
and provide a sufficiently heavy rod to make the
oil can reliable and suitable for constant usage,
we believe you have a very good device and one
worth applying for a patent on.
that is
at the

the

'Originators of form

BLDG-,
D. C.

Evidence

of

Conception"

-

a

-

'&

d/afrom

///7

b' e/eetrv magnets
C' set screw
d'-sef sereiv

e- need/e

Thermometer.

A

OURAY

WASHINGTON.

spout

Schmidt,
Long Island, N. Y.,
(357) John
writes:
"Having read in the current issue of
Electrical Experimenter of the patent advice
you give to readers, I submit to you the following:
I have perfected a thermometer constructed by
winding a spring made from a certain metal
called by some thermostatic steel.
The spring is
wound, one coil on top of the other, similar to
a watch main-spring.
shaft of a predetermined
height is soldered to the spring.
Next a bearing
is fastened to a case of suitable size for the shaft
to lay into
(the top bearing is merely a hole
drilled into the dial of the instrument).
The dial
is properly calibrated, with which
I am thoroly
familiar.
As you will notice by the sample which
I sent you, one side of the metal is nickel, which
makes it expand with heat and contract with cold,
which in turn rotates the shaft to the end of
which a pointer is fastened.
This determines
the correct temperature of the room .into which
it is hung.
I have constructed a model which has
stood up with any mercury thermometer that I
hung along side of it. To my knowledge there is
not another instrument built along these lines.
Please advise if a patent can be obtained on this
invention."
A. To our mind this is a very good idea, and
we are inclined to think that a patent can be
obtained on this invention.
Providing a large
temperature range can be had on such a thermometer, we should think that it would be quite
a practical instrument and one that would commend itself readily to the public.

Your

Lose

Don't

f

•

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

tr/res

from the phonograph would be transmitted "electro-magnetically"; the same as when you take two
receivers and connect them together without a
battery.
This arrangement, as is well known, will
then "talk." The coils, however, must be mounted
on soft iron pole-pieces, not on the steel magnet
frame proper. These pole-pieces or cores are then
securely clamped to the steel magnet.

I offer a comprehensive, experienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposi-

tion.

Send
tion,

Wireless Device.
(360) W. J. B., Philadelphia, Pa., sends in a
description of a design of a new system for wireless telegraphy, and would like to know if a
patent could be obtained upon it and, particularly
as it requires no aerial, what its advantages are.
Several other pertinent questions are asked.
A.
have carefully looked over this invention, but we fail to see how it could possibly work,
as no circuit is provided for the secondary discharge of the spark gap; hence we feel certain
that it could never work successfully.
_

sketch, or model and descripfor advice as to cost, search

through prior United States patents,
etc.
Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to probable patentability before they go to
any expense.
Booklet of valuable information
and form for properly disclosing
your idea, free on request.
Write
today.

We

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.
2276-8 Wool worth BIdg., New York City

Scale Dividers.
(361) Elmer Knitter, Cleveland, Ohio., writes:
"I submit herewith a sketch of an idea on which
I would like to have your opinion along such

Protected Switch.
(358) Onni Koskin, Dollar Bay, Mich., says:
"It is claimed that a large share of the accidents
from electric shock are caused by open knife
switches.
I think that this could be prevented by
insulating all the exposed metal parts, except the
contacts with some material such as the enamel
used on some electric wires.
I would like to
know if this idea could be patented."
A. Switches of this kind are in use now.
For this reason we do not think that you could
obtain a patent.

Electric Recorder

and Reproducer.

(359) Marion W. Taylor, Buechel, Ky., submits an idea, shown in the illustration, which
works as follows:
The recorder and reproducer
works as a telephone receiver.
A person speaking in a transmitter connected to this instrument
causes the vibrator or diafram to vibrate, thus
making the impression upon the record.
Then,
when run over the second time the same will be
reproduced in a pair of receivers, this being done
by having a direct current between recorder and
phones, so that when the diafram vibrates it breaks
the lines of magnetic force producing sounds.
He
wishes to know if this is a patentable feature and
if we think that the idea is valuable.
A. This seems to us as a good idea, and we
think a patent can be obtained on it, altho we do
not se e the exact use of the instrument, but, of

You

benefit by

TRADEMARKS

PATENTS copyrTghts i
Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for
This should be
bur blank form "EVIDENCE ON CONCEPTION."
signed and witnessed and if returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention we will give our opinion as
to its patentable nature. Electrical cases a specialty.
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Electrical .Experi-

menter.
The .idea contains a provision of a scale
on dividers, calipers and similar instruments so
as to obtain quicker measurements than we do
now, for the simple reason that it does away with
I would like to
the slow method now in use.
know if this device could be patented."

TO ORGANIZE
TO RAISE MONEY

These and hundreds of other vital questions the Inventor must know to make his invention m financial
success,

The

fully

answered in

Inventors'

THE OLIVER OIL-CAS BURNER
makes any cooking or heating stove
a gas stove. Burns coal oil (kero-

Manual of Valuable Information

$1.00 per copy, postpaid
If

sene).
No coal or wood. Cooks
and bakes better. Cheaper. Keeps
your home warmer. You regulate
name. FITS mi STOVE ANTWHLRE. No
fires to Btart, no ashes, no chopping, shoveling, poking and dragBine of coal. Saves hours of work
Had loads of dirt. Simple. Safe.
Easily put in or taken out. No damag

you have a patent or axe thinking of taking out one,

protect

yourself

by

getting

the

all

information

this

valuable book contains.
Write for free circular and table of contents.

^^G. E. Perry

Compapy, Publiihen. 1324 Broadway N. Y.

^

to stove. Lasta a lifetime. Thousandof delighted usera. In use eight years.
Money-Back Guarantee. Free literature

PATENTS

Free Book on

AGENTS WANTED

The Oliver Oil Cas Burner makes
2 gals, oil equal 971bs.eoal
Mend Your
A. This seems like a good idea, altho we think
similar device once before.
Of
course, it would be necessary to make the calibrations so that the scale would read in inches
for the distance at the end of the dividers, but
this, of course, .is a mere detail.
Our advice is
to have a search made in the Patent Office for

Inventors

MANUFACTURERS

and

Manufacturers"
SIXTH COITION.

By return mail
SIXTH EDITION

FREE.

LACEY&LACEY

Write

Dept K. Washu15ron.DC

Competent Patent Service
By a Former Examining

Official

of the U. S. Patent Office

Norman

Whitaker

T.

Lawyer and Engineer
480 Whitaker Bldg.
Branch

52 Wall

Office,

Washington, D. C.
New York City.

St.,

for Catalog,
Prices and name of
nearest dealer.
Ask
about
"Satisfaction
or
Back"

Fly Swatter.

dealer near you, write

A match

(363) John F. Carlson, Irwin, Pa., sends us a
sketch of a new fly swatter, which is made of a
piece of screen with a soft rubber frame molded
around the edge to protect scratching the furniture, etc.
The wooden
into the rubber.
He

like

PARKER

C. L.
Formerly Member Examining Corps. U. 8.
Patent Office.

PATENT LAWYER
McGill

Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

Patents, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Patent Litigation
for Inventors,

"Protectlno. Exploiting

and Selling Inventions," sent upon

request.

Hand Books on

Patents. Trade Marks, etc., jent
Our 70 years of experience, efficient service,
fair dealing, assure fullest value and protection to the applicant.
The Scientific American
should be read by all inventors.

free.

and

129 Suwei Ave.,

MUNN & CO.,
Washington

622 Woolworth Bldg., N. Y.

Office,

622

F

St..

Washington. D. C.

(364) Clyde Stewart, Beldenville, Wis., says:
"I submit herewith a drawing of a supposed ignition outfit.
The drawing is almost self-explanatory.
The secondary coil, which could be similar
to the one used on wireless spark coils is fastened
firmly to the cam shaft C. The magnets N S are,
of course, rotating all the time the engine is in
operation.
When the engine is on the compression stroke the cam shaft moves up, carrying the
coil with it.
On account of the magnetic field set
up by the rotating magnets a high tension current
would be set up in the coil.
I am rather in
doubt as to how much current could be produced,
but I should think if the secondary were larger
than most secondaries on gas engine coils enough
current could be induced.
The device could also
be applied to automobile engines by means of a

The question of
have.
timing the discharge could be solved by moving
either the coil or magnets.
Do you think the
Could a patent be obtained
device would work?
on such a device?"
A. This seems to us a good idea, altho it
should be tried out first in practise.
are also
afraid that more magnets than shown will have
sufficiently
strong
.in
order
to
get
to be used
a
spark.
also are afraid that unless the magnets are very powerful little current will be realWhen it is considered that even a small
ized.
spark coil takes as much as five or six amperes
it will be realized that in order to get sufficient
electro-magnetic flux the permanent magnet would
have to be exceedingly powerful.
I

We

LEARN WATCHMAKING
By our PROFIT SHAKING plan watchmakers earn
from $40 to $80 per week and the demand for comWrite for free book.
petent men is greater than the supply.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING,

Dept.

30.

190

N.

State

Chicago.

Street,

You

We

Experimenter" when
www.americanradiohistory.com

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

postpaid.
J.

$ i .so

EPROTECT GOOD TOOLSS
Keep them

safe from
knocks,
bangs, rust
yet handy and all together.
The New Utility Chest illustrated is

and

garage

'.or

—

home

ise,
for machinists,
»ol
makers,
masons,
jarpenters,
repairmen,

etc.

19 Styles

and Sizes

Write

Money-

for special

If

no

offer.

UNION TOOL
CHEST CO., Inc.
36 Mill Street
Rochester, N. Y!

PATENTS

Inventor* Invited to Write (or Information

and Particulars
Highest References. Best Results.
Promptness Assured.

Ignition Device.

which

electrical

to know if a
article, and if

A. There is nothing new whatsoever in this
invention, and you can buy such swatters in many
stores handling household goods.
They sell for
about fifteen or twenty-five cents.
It is quite an
old idea.

device,

Requires no

CO., Dept. 9
Newark, N.

o B
oN
T.s. r. .'?."i c .i"..

patent can be obtained on this
there is such a swatter on the market.

special

it.

by

SOLDERALL

handle could be cemented

would

do

hardware and
stores, or sent by us
Sold

.

Handbook

will

Joins or
acid or soldering Iron.
repairs wires, metals or metalware.

Guarantee.

Opon request, I will forward to
Record your Invention.
you my form **Fixintr the Essential Dates of Invention",
together with full information concerning its use and
Prompt,
the best wav to secure patent protection.
by an
service,
efficient
attorney-at-law,
personal,
having over twelve years experience In patent matters.
B. P. FISHBURNE, 324
Keaonible pre-war charges.
McGMt Bldg. Washington, O. C. -

PATENTS

A PASTE
THAT TURNS
INTO METAL
WHEN HEATED

(362) Werner Kretschmer,
Demarest, N. J.,
submits a scheme whereby a motor is connected
to dynamo with a belt and with wires attached
to the brushes.
It is first started by an outside
source of current, such as a storage battery. The
motor then works the dynamo thru the belt and
a current is generated in the dynamo.
Then the
outside circuit is broken and the dynamo supplies the current to run the motor, which, in turn,
runs the dynamo.
If there is nothing fundamentally wrong with this plan, the apparatus would
work indefinitely. Of course, some energy would
be lost thru friction and other resistance, but I
see no reason why that could not be overcome by
using a powerful, yet easy-running dynamo.
If
this plan were possible, I believe it would do a
great deal toward making the electric automobile
more of a success. Only a weak current would
be needed to start the action.
A. This scheme is just as feasible as lifting
oneself up in the air by one's own boot straps.
This idea is a favorite one among young inventors,
and it crops up every once in a while.
The
idea, however, is entirely fallacious, as you cannot possibly obtain energy for nothing. Too much
energy is lost in friction and other losses, making
it
impossible for such a scheme to come even
near working.

INQUIRIES INVITED

PATENTS

Pans and

all

,

"Perpetual Motion."

for

INVENTORS—

Pots.

Toys and do
Metal Repair
Ing with

we have seen a

patentability.

Wo Book /Sr

C«gHH3 >»

&

—

IflDiTSDISE

j

OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER
MACHINE CO.,
1345 N. 7th St., St. Louis. Mo.
Western Orders Shipped From Frisco,

Write today for a Free Copy of "How to
Obtain a Patent."
Contains valuable information and advice to inventors. Tells
how to secure Patents. Send
model or sketch of your invention for opinion of its patentable nature Free.
(20 years
experience.)
Talbert & Talbert, 4287 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

I

I

WATSON

E.

COLEMAN

Patent Lawyer
624

F Street

N.

Washington, D. C.

W.

P ATENTS
M

If

you have an Invention and desire to secure a
send for our Free Guide Book. HOW TO

patent,

g ET

YOUR PATENT.

Tells our Terms. Methods.
for our opinion

and description

Send model or sketch
of its patentable nature.

etc

RANDOLPH & CO.

Dept. 172

Washington, D. C.

Patents Promptly Procured
Send sketch or model for actual search
Highest references.
Personal service. Moderate fees. Write
for Free Patent Book.
GEORGE P. KIMMEL, Patent Lawyer
99- A Loan & Trust Bldg. Washington, D. C.

of U. S. Patents.
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means of a push button he gives the signal to the crew and comprest air is admitted to this chamber which forces or
blows out all the water in it. Owing to
the high air pressure, about 150 pounds
to the square inch, a large opening can
be used for blowing out the water, as with
this heavy air pressure the water can be
kept out of the chamber even with the
If this high
valves left open to the sea.
pressure was left passing into the
chamber, once the water has been blown
out of it, however, and then the inner
compartment door opened, the diver would
be quite likely forcibly ejected into the
pontoon quarters. A better procedure is
to close the sea-cocks as soon as all the
water is blown out of the chamber. The
comprest air would then be shut off, and
allowed to lower itself to atmospheric
pressure, or a pressure corresponding to
that within the pontoon, if a higher one
than normal happened to be in use at the
time.
The inner or right-hand door can
then be opened, and the diver can pass
into the regular quarters, remove his ponderous suit with its 100 pound, lead
air

weighted

shoes,

undo

helmet, and sit down
ing clam chowder.

HOW SUNKEN
Assuming
cables have
and that the
raise it, the
it is time to
the pontoon

down

cut

Follow the Chart
Make your hack sawing just as efficient as
any other machine tool operation. Choose

with

the

same

time has

tities

of a lot of different things

a Starrett

Hack Saw

waste.

— there's

the chart

that will meet your

needs most efficiently.

Get the most out of every box of saws
you buy. Use them for the purpose for
which they were made.

A copy

of the Starrett

Hack Saw Chart

# Starrett

"LE"

sent free upon request.

Hack Saw Chart

THE

L. S.

STARRETT

CO.

The World's Greatest Toolmakers
Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL. MASS.
B™*« Pip*

come

to attempt to

—

mmmacK Saw

Use

When
as follows
begin the raising operations,
sections are submerged to a

almost

a

are cutting

SHIPS ARE RAISED.

is

some cases a sunken
to

without

blade

by power or by
hand, big quantities of a comparatively few
kinds and shapes of metal or smaller quan-

Whether you

massive steel
to a bowl of steam-

:

regular salvaging vessels and derricks, to
say the least.
In

You

your blade according to your work.

can't cut cold-rolled and heavy angle iron

reasonable depth and when everything is
ready and the signal given by means of
under-water sound telegraph or otherwise,
the water is blown out of the submerged
tanks of the pontoon and their buoyancy
Providing they have
is
re-established.
sufficient lifting power to raise the sunken
ship, then they will slowly begin to rise,
bringing up the wreck with them.
In a
great many locations advantage is taken
of the rise and fall of the tide where such
salvaging operations are undertaken and
when the wreck has been raised a certain
amount above the bed of the harbor or
bay, the pontoons or vessels supporting
the wreck by means of cables and so forth,
steam toward the shore, so as to lodge
the wreck on the sand in a more shallow
location.
The pontoons are submerged
when they are favored by the low tide of
the day, and they then draw up all cables
tight.
By submerging during this period
for a certain depth they can then raise the
wreck for another appreciable amount, and
as the submarines can propel themselves
along at a speed of several miles per hour,
they can carry the wreck still further into
more shallow water, etc., etc. Such a device as this would at least be a great help
in salvaging operations, in conjunction with

caused

cut

cost per

tUe

his

that a large number of steel
been past around the wreck

action

819

ship could be

(and in some cases)
by pumping comprest

actually float itself
air into the hull of the wreck.
Naturally,
it is necessary to effectually close up any
holes in the particular sections of the hull
which are to be blown out by air and this
is the work of the expert divers.

A

competent English authority says that
English central station managers realize
that lighting is fast becoming the small end
of the electric central station's income, and
power and appliances are to be the main
sources of revenue in the future.
You

benefit by

The

Blades

—

Sled

Safest, Speediest

Flexible Flyer
patented, grooved steel, non-skid runners

make

and coasting safe, comfortable and
Has an all-steel shock absorber front.

steering easy

"

fast.

Saves shoes, prevents wet feet. 7 sizes, 38 to 63 inches.
Only the genuine bears the flying eagle trade mark.

Tjppp
rrvEE
S. L.

ALLEN

&C Co., Inc.

Model

Cardboard

piexible Flyer steers.

Box 906K

shows how
Write for it.

Philadelphia

AMAZING OPPORTUNITIES
inthe

Airplane Industry

Right now is your opportunity to get into the greatest industry the World has ever known. Thousands of new
positions opening up everywhere in this attractive new field. Never before have ambitious men had such a
glorious chance. Sena Coupon at once— find out how our wonderful Course in Practical Aeronautics will give you the
knowledge toenterthis newfield, Learnathome by mail during your spa»-e time. p

Prepare

NOW

for these positions ^
Aeronautical Engineer
Aeronautical Instructor
Aeronautical Contractor

Aeroplane Repairman
Aeroplane Mechanic
Aeroplane Inspector
Aeroplane Salesman
Aeroplane Assembler
Aeroplane Builder

Enormous Demand

for Men-Big Pay

DAAV
^1* Dri?
KLfc. dUUIN.

rAHDAM
CUUrUN

know Practical Aeronautics, some big Airplane Cor- V
poration will want you. Unheard of Salaries are being paid
? merlcan School of Aviation
trained men. Act at once The pioneers are going to reap
431 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
Automobile history, railroad history,
the big rewards.
Dept. 7749
movie history will repeat itself in Aviation
Gentlemen: Please send me full particulars
©f fpur remarkable offer, also your now big
Special Offer
book Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. 1
Send the Coupon at once for full particulars of our remark-X
assume no obligation,
able offeropen to younow. We will aleo send you our big

If you

f

wX

f

NOW— Send Coupon /

/
new book "Opportunities In the Airplane Industry." No m
obligation. Be sure to tear off and mail coupon today. X
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AMERICAN SCHOOL OP AVIATION
431 S. Dearborn St. Dept. 7749
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WILCOX PANEL
* SWITCH

Mesco Radio Buzzer

"The Best"

—

With Shunt Resistance
U. S. Navy and U. S. Army Standard

THE

cers

Planes,

Radio

NC

"Mesco"

on

their

ra-

equip-

dio

ment.

The

R - 3 4 was
equipped with two Mesco Radio Buzzers.
Why ? Because of its reliability and
constancy in operation
greater output
efficiency
unaffected
ease of adjustment
by extreme variations in weather conditions; exposed wires eliminated.
;

;

;

Sparking

almost entirely eliminated,
so that the energy lost in light and heat
in the operation of other buzzers is here
conserved and radiated in the form of osis

energy.

cillating

This buzzer maintains a constant note and is
recommended as an exciter for checking wavemeters where pure note and ample energy are
required.

List

By Charles M. Ripley
(Continued from page 757)

Switch
Switch

—

on land how much more of a
wonder it becomes four miles up in the

curiosity

nickel

Lansing, Mich.

SUPERLATIVE

RADIO EQUIPMENT

sky!

THE BEST KEY

Schroeder in an interview, that the airsupercharger will effect wonderful
commercial development in aerial transportation, and for two reasons
Due to the higher speeds possible at the
upper levels, one can make the New YorkChicago trip without a stop and owing to
the fact that flights can now be made with
seldom
full power above the storm zone
over 4 or 5 miles high at most schedules
can be maintained regularly, regardless of
weather conditions.
Special propellers are being developed to
greatly exceed all previous altitude performances.
In making his flight, Major Schroeder
had his plane equipt with an extra long
propeller designed to obtain better efficiency
with the rarefied air encountered at 18,000

10 Amp. $7. 75

—

THE RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY.22

%

Paul

St.

St..

Md.

Baltimore.

SPECIAL OFFER

Until further notice we will furnish our switch points
complete with brass screw or nut at catalog prices.
Agents for Brandos. Clapp-Eastham, Murdock, DeForest. Grebe, Thoriiarson and others.
Send us vour

and

inquiries

orders.

guaranteed.

Send

Prompt shipment and attention

5 cents today for

SHOTTON RADIO MFG.

CO.,

Branch— 8 Kingsbury

St.,

new catalog H.
Box 3, Scranton, Pa.
Jamestown, N. Y.

Universal Radio System
Up

to the minute radio apparatus for progressive users who can recognize quality.

Send stamp

The speed

of the plane at this
altitude without the supercharger was 92 to
miles per hour, tried on separate flights
using several different types of propellers.
altitude.

S8.2Q

grade

;

—

—
20 Amp.
stamp

A three cent
will bring
bulletins of this and other blgbei
apparatus.

plane

:

THE

IN

COUNTRY

was confidently predicted by Major

It

ft.

No. 55, Mesco Radio Buzzer
Price $2.05

brass finish
2e
plated finish ... 4e

points,
points,

THE WILCOX LABORATORIES,

Offi-

of the
testafter
ing all other
debuzzers,
cided to use

the

Postpaid Pries
l'/2
In. Radius
Complete Switch, polished brass finish. 50o
Complete Switch, nickel plated finish.. 60o
Knob, turned and polished
25o

for catalogue.

Universal Radio Mfg. Corp.
Dept.

MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET

W

Elmira. N. Y.

SELENIUM
CELLS
new

Made by

By

Isabel

tlhie

sitive

M. Lewis, M.A.

entirely

M<o©e& Dean

process.

and quick-acting.

Suitable
$5 up.
Write for Catalog

Selenium

(Continued from page 768)

Highly senfor

all

ex-

From

periments.

Laboratories

Good Ground, Long Island, N. Y.

The Practice Set comprises a regular telegraph
key without circuit breaker, a special high pitch
buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry Battery, and four
feet of green silk covered flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a highly
finished wood base, and three nickel plated binding posts are so connected that the set may be
used for five different purposes.

List No.

Price

Telegraph Practice Set, with Battery
and cord
$3.24

342

Weighs 4

lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.

MCCPfl
ITlCdvU

Combination Practice Set for Learning the
Mo. and Cont. Visual and Audible Codes

delicate

clefts

or

rills,

also

in

the

ap-

pearance of dark spots from time to
time and the darkening of the floor of
craters as the altitude of the sun increases which cannot be shadow effects
since at lunar mid-day when the darkening

is

most pronounced there are no lunar

shadows.
The only plausible explanation of this
periodic darkening during the lunar day is
that it is due to the growth of some form
of vegetation.
One of the most interesting and most
convincing evidences of change in lunar
markings is associated with the noted

Ariadaeus
and
Hyginus cleft
system
which we note particularly since it is so
well shown in the accompanying photograph taken at the Mt. Wilson ObservaThese two clefts in the lunar surtory.
face can be seen just above the northern
The Ariadaeus
edge of the photograph.
This outfit is the only reliable instrument which
will enable students to become proficient operators in the U. S. Naval Service, because it is
equipped with a buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to master both the visual and
audible signals quickly.
List No. 52 Practice Set with Red Seal
$4.05
Battery and Cord
Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not include postage.
We carry a Large and Complete Line of

—

Standard Wireless Material Recognized by
Experts as such with Competent Experienced
Wireless Attendants in Charge.

Send

for the

New

Edition of

Our Catalog W28

It Is pocket size, contains 264 pages, with over 1,000
Illustrations, and describes In plain, clear language all
about Bells. Push Buttons. Batteries. Telephone and
Wireless Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar
and Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, ElecAlarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat
tric
Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus. Battery Connectors. Switches. Battery Gauges. Wireless Telegraph In-

struments, Ignition Supplies,

Manhattan

etc.

Electrical

17 Park Place,

Suppy Co., Inc.

New York, N. Y.

CHICAGO
114 S. Wells St.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

ST.
1106

or

instruments.

Write

for

Literature,

INSTITUTE, 22

St.

SOUTHERN WIRELESS

Paul

St.,

and

Lohrmann and Madler
definition.
later observed this region frequently

Pine St.

never saw a trace of it. It was rediscov(Continued on page 822)

WIRELESS
motors,

Apparatus,
rials,

Raw

Magnet

Matewires,

experimenters' needs, novelties listed
Catalogue C-3.
Assure yourself of

our
prompt service and right prices by buying from
world famed, reliable, Experimenters' Supply House. 99 of every hundred orders received shipped within 24 hours. Catalogue C-3
FREE on request.
Cleveland, O.
THE NEWMAN-STERN CO.,
in

this

SEND TO-DAY
For Catalog for Complete Line of

Receiving Apparatus
REMLER RADIO MFG.

CO.
San Francisco,

163 Sutter St.

Loose

Calif.

Couplers

Combination Loose Coupand accessories.

ler Part*

Arnold
J.

F.

ARNOLD

Send 3c stamp

for

lit,

erature which is sure
to interest you.

2082 Lexington Av. N.T,
Established 1910

MARKO

STORAGE
BATTERIES
ARE GOOD—TRY ONE
Paul M. Marko
1402-1412
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Baltimore, Mary-

land.

A

who

benefit by

of increased demand for Radio
we have concluded to give a correspondence course aside from our regular day and
night classes. Write for rates. FREE learning

account

Operators,

rill

LOUIS

604 Mission St.

You

originates well over to the
west at the small crater Ariadaeus faintly
visible in the lunar shadows and runs first
north east then north to the edge of the
photo. It will be observed that it cuts directly thru all craters and ridges in its
path, a peculiar characteristic of all clefts.
careful examination of the photo will
show that it is connected with the coarse
Hyginus cleft to the south east (so named
because it passes in its course directly thru
the depression known as Hyginus, four
miles in diameter) by a much fainter
canal-like cleft. It is this connecting cleft
that
has
shown evidence of change.
Gruithuisen, a diligent lunar observer, detected this connecting cleft in the early part
of the nineteenth century and noted that
at times it appeared perfectly straight and
at other times very irregular altho observed under the same conditions of phase
cleft

WIRELESS
On

&

Co., Inc.

Atlantic Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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THE WIRELESS

An A mateur

Station
Without a Vacuum Tube
is Years Behind the Times

MARCONI V.T
$7.22 each
Under agreements
only vacuum tube,

recently effected the Marconi V. T. is the
or audion, which may be sold to amateurs,
laboratories, schools of instruction and experimenters.

The approximate operating
V. T.

is

of

life

the

MARCONI

1,500 hours.

Fleming Pat. No. 803684

De

Forest Pat. Nos. 841387-879532

FEDERAL -AUDIO FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMER
Designed

for use

with the Marconi V. T.

$7.10
Standardized Socket $1.50 additional

The Marconi

Resistance, connected in the circuit

between the grid and the filament of the Marconi* V.
T.,

is

made

in the

megohm,
6 megohms.
Yl

1

following standard sizes:

megohm,

2

megohms, 4 megohms,

Resistances of any special fractional values up to 6

megohms can be

Standard Resistance, Complete $1.00

Send

all

remittances with order

MARCONI WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
Retail Office

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT

CO.

OF AMERICA

benefit by

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BRANCH OFFICES:

Insurance Exch. Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
136 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
American Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

225

and Exhibition Rooms 25 Elm St., New York
De Forest Radio Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Sole Distributors for

You

to

supplied.

301 Commercial Bank Annex, New Orleans, La.
109 South 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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By
IS

Isabel

M. Lewis. M. A.

THE MOON A DEAD WORLD?
(Continued from page 820)

ered by Schmidt in 1862. Klein, later, saw
very clearly at times and again
looked for it in vain under similar observing conditions. Elger found it an easy object with a 4-inch telescope.
The latter
observer, a noted selenographer who has
this cleft

THE BEST

observed changes in the appearance
of other clefts queries whether these are
not instances of recent change difficult to
"explain away."
He says in part "The
more the study of minute detail is extended the stronger becomes the evidence
that in spite of the absence of an appreciable atmosphere there may be something
resembling
low-lying
exhalations
from
some parts of the surface which from
time to time are sufficiently dense to obscure or even obliterate the region beneath them." Of the nature of the lunar
clefts or rills he feels we are "supremely
ignorant."
They are generally regarded
as huge cracks in the surface due to
shrinking and contraction of the moon.
most interesting rill system, partly
traceable
in
this
same photograph, is
known as the Triesnecker system. It can
be found to the southeast of the Hyginus
cleft and west and north of the conspicuous ring-plain Triesnecker which can be
seen about an inch above and a little east
of the northern rim of the photograph.
also

—

Yes, the best and only the best is
cheapest in the end. Then why not
apply this rule when taking a course
in wireless?
Our correspondence
course is simple, easy to master, up
to date and consists of 15 lesson
books prepared by our expert theory
instructors.
All practice and transmitting apparatus for mastering the
code is furnished free.

We

Operate the One Big

A

radio school of the world, and this
correspondence course is an extension of our activities, a Post Gradu-

Washington School
being given you free, if you desire.
You see we are not A
SCHOOL, but actually and absolutethe top
RADIO
ly
one, the biggest one the one that
and IS turning out the
every week. You can't
compare us with any other school,
because we are head and shoulders
above all the very top.
You get
the idea? You can't get a better or
higher course, we are the final the
ate Course in our

RADIO

Photographs

SCHOOL—

THE

—

HAS BEEN
WINNERS

plexity

studying

—

the

intricate

system.
detail

In
the
vastly

of

illuminators.
The best time to study the details of the

Get a grip on
yourself take the big important step.
Settle your career today.
Our new

—

lunar surface

is

therefore not at or near

the time of full moon, but when the object
in question is illuminated by a low sun.
Changes of tint in the interior of the
Hyginus cleft were noticed by Klein. At
some points the reflected sunlight was decidedly yellowish, at others white as if the

tell

you how.

SERVICE RADIO SCHOOL
Dept. E, 900-2 Pa. Are.

all

show the great com-

remarkable

A

Act now.

catalogue, just out of press, will
Send for it.

fail to

this

lunar markings the human eye is
superior to the photographic plate. Moreover, all these minute details are only revealed piece-meal, as it were.
cleft or
rill that is very distinct under a low sun
will usually disappear entirely under high

—

finish.

of

were snow covered.
the whole the lunar atmosphere
is comparatively rare it is by no means impossible that certain dense and heavy gases

Wsibiogloo, D. C,

cliffs

Tho on

may

exist locally in considerable quantifact that carbon dioxide and water
vapor so essential to the growth of organisms may occur within the lunar cracks,
crevices and numberless pits and depressions in even greater quantities than they
are found in the earth's atmosphere of
which they form a relatively stnall proportion, the amount of carbon dioxide in the
earth's atmosphere at sea level being only
three hundredths of one per cent.
If certain forms of life do exist on the
moon it is certain they would be found on
the low-lying maria and within the giganties, in

TUSKA'S
SCIENTIFIC

EXPERIMENTS

cracks of the lunar surface and all of its
and depressions rather than upon the
high snow-covered plains and ramparts of
the southwest quadrant.
That a sort of vegetation may exist in
the deeper seas is not so improbable. Elger
noted a decided sepia color in the Mare
Foecunditatis and within certain ringplains and craters and many observers have
recorded that some of the seas are darker
than others and that all show local changes
of tone. Networks of streaks intermingled
with dark spots and minute brilliant points
of light have been observed on the maria
under good atmospheric conditions and
many have noted in addition that certain
of the "seas" appear yellowish or green.
tic

.pits

Special Offer
Five Scientific Experiments on Resistance,
Inductance, Capacity, Detectors and Wavelength.
Each book contains explanation of
theory, description of measurements, data
sheets, blank forms, notes, and laboratory
instructions. Price, $0.25 each. Special offer
Order today.
5 for $1.00 postpaid.
Send 6 cents for our catalogue E of experimental

Vaveler^tta

HmmMCcaai.

apparatus.

,

THE
Hartford,

C. D.

TUSKA COMPANY
Connecticut
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A Complete,

Do You Want

Compact Receiver

Low

Reasonably
Here is
an Outfit

a

at a

Price?

1

<?

.:!

with Eight
Distinct

DE FOREST

DE FOREST TUNER

— $77.50
Length

Combination Audion-Ultra Audion and
One-Step Amplifier, $73.50
(Type P-300)

Type T-200

Wave

150 to 25,000 Meters

Features
You Will
Appreciate.

That
—That
—
3 —That
1

will

2

is

4

—

respond to any and

more

all

wave

flexible in coupling than

lengths.

any other system.

has a lower distributed capacity, far less high frequency
resistance and decrement values than any other type.
That eliminates cumbersome switches, inefficient taps and losses

from dead ends.
employs Vernier variable air condensers of unusual design,
eliminating capacity effects due to operator's body.
That makes signals come in always louder and clearer than other

5

—That

6

—

types.

J)E FOREST Agencies
located
Cities.
trical

in

cannot be surpassed
—Thatbeauty
any
8 — That
decided advantage
The Tuner measures 13%" x
x

7

are

Principal

all

I2V2"

of
8".

minimum table space.
The P-300 measures

12i/2 "x93/8 "x73/4 ".

Apparatus.

No

A

workmanship and

price.

possesses the

Ask your regular ElecDealer to get you DE

FOREST

in general efficiency,

at

is it necessary for you to have two or three expensive, cumbersome tuners
up your operating table, when working all wave lengths.
Ask yourself when you buy your receiver, does it cover any and all wave lengths?
Does it possess the other advantages of minimum table space and convenience in coupling
embodied in ours? Do the electrical principles employed equal the Genuine DE FOREST
"Honey Comb" Coil System of tuning? Then, compare prices!
The DE FOREST Company enjoys the distinction of being the first to inaugurate
this unique tuning system which has met with such rapid favor, and you, the progressive

Radio Manual
containing circuits and many
useful facts about Radio work
and the best Apparatus will be
mailed to you for 10 cents in

longer

cluttering

64-page

stamps.

Radio Experimenter, should take this opportunity to be among the
your laboratory. Find out more about it now- Write to

first

to install

it

in

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
Inventors

1415 Sedgwick

and Manufacturers of High Grade Radio Apparatus

New York

Avenue

City

B-BATTERIES
"Better Quality"

AMATEURS

DEALERS

Write

for descriptive literature
and prices that cannot be duplicated on our B-Batteries.

THREE SIZES
22 Yz Volt, 1 5-Cell

Small

size,

Large
Large

size,

22 %

size,

45

Write for Proposition

-

-Volt, 15-Cell
-Volt, 30-Cell

Or enclose a dollar bill with your
name and address and we will send
you one 22'/2-VoIt,
same as illustration.
1

Territories

5-Cell B-Battery

Now
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giving

complete
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THE MOON A DEAD WORLD?

IS

{Continued from page 822)

Induction Coil

specifications

(100. Wail)

sent
at

$28 .50

your
request

The Mare Crisium containing about 70,000 square miles and considered to be the
deepest of all the seas appears a light green
under certain conditions.

The

central part

Humorum which is well
accompanying photo taken
by Ritchey with the 40-inch Yerkes refracof

Mare

the

shown

in

the

(see just south of the center of the
eastern edge of the photo with the conspicuous ring-plain Gassendi on its border) has been described as a dusky green
under good seeing conditions. This "sea"
contains 50,000 square miles and is therefore about equal in area to New York
tor

State.

A

DC

Makes

as good as

class of lunar objects apparently very
subject to change are the crater-cones that
appear so frequently on the floors and
walls of ring-plains and craters.
Under
high illumination they usually appear as
white spots and the fact that they are associated with light streaks on the floors
of craters seems to imply that they are
volcanic vents.
The lunar observer Klein
firmly believed them to be volcanic and
more recent observations substantiate this

AC

For radio stations depending upon farm lighting
current, storage battery or dry cells for power, the

belief.

In October, 1916, Maggini observed redshadows spreading over part of the
floors and walls of the crater Plato hiding temporarily one of the minute craters
that dot the floor of this crater.
If active volcanic vents do exist on the
moon we have here a source of supply of
carbon dioxide and water vapor for the
growth of lunar organisms in low-lying

"AMRAD"

dish

Induction Coil
works as consistently as a transformer

regions.

The blanketing
and

ide

Essentially the

same as the

coil

used overseas during the great

AMRAD

Induction
war, the
Coil
as designed for amateur
overcomes successfully
use
all the difficulties experienced

—
—

with

it,

'Other

induction

coils.

throughout on a high
standard of workmanship, the

AMRAD

Induction
Coil
is
guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.

AMRAD

Induction Coil. If he
to show you the
order from us direct, but send us his name and address.

Ask your dealer today
does not have

other

Built

AMRAD

high grade radio specialties are

.""

AMRAD QUENCHED GAP

AMRAD DETECTOR STAND

commercial gap that lowers
decrement and gives three to
four times your present antenna
Strongly approved by
energy.
your government in- a — __
not «P
spector.
Does
| £
require a 500-cycle
J[ J

a

a

rugged, accurate and reliable
standby, invaluable for use alone
or as an auxiliary to vacuum
tubes.
Duplex stand with selecting switch
* m —
Single stand, $2.50

generator

-For laboratory use these

VARIABLE

MICA

DECADE
CONDENSER

AIR

CONDENSER

Capacity .0999
mfds., thoroughly
tested and

AMRAD

ac-

curate.

An

exceptionally high
type of air condenser
with Vernier scale and
automatic looking
device.

products are standard

VARIOMETER
An

"TRANSMIT"
"RECEIVE"

instrument of

extremely

SWITCH

fine

workmanship and

A new

unusually

of extreme utility
for radio work.

wide

range.

type switch

AMRAD

products will be
Folders describing any and all of the
sent on request. If your dealer does not carry AMRAD goods,
order direct from us, but send us his name and address.
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Park
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(Factory at Medford Hillside, Mass.)
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carbon dioxown atmo-

sphere is well known and would tend there
as well as here to mitigate the extremes
of heat and cold at low levels.
most interesting region of the lunar
surface is to be found just north of the
Hyginus cleft (see Mt. Wilson photo near
center of the north edge).
Here a mysterious black spot was discovered in 1877
by Klein which he described as a dark depression without a rim and one which he

A

was sure he had never seen before tho he
had scanned this region frequently during
his twelve years of lunar observations.
This spot was later observed by others under various solar altitudes appearing to
many as "an ill-defined object with a somewhat nebulous border." In its vicinity lie
two small craters and several low ridges.
Whether this is really a new lunar marking is uncertain tho the evidence of change
seems very strong.
Prof. W. H. Pickering, one of the chief
selenographers of the present day, has recorded frequently many observations of
lunar changes and his photographic atlas of
the moon is well known.
His observations are in accord with those of a number of other selenographers in indicating
that activity upon the surface of the moon
has not entirely ceased and that in fact
our satellite may support certain forms of
vegetation and even presumably of animal life in low lying regions where a comparatively dense gaseous medium whose
chief components are carbonic acid gas
and water vapor may well be found.
The high plateaus in the south west
quadrant of the moon and the walls and
peaks of the walled plains, ring-plains and

massed there in the greatprofusion, most all observers are
agreed, owe their dazzling brilliancy to a
The same
perpetual mantle of snow.
dazzling whiteness also exists in the north
and south polar regions of the moon.
On the whole, we may say that evidence
that the moon is not an absolutely cold
craters that are

fl

effect of the
in our

water-vapor

est

to

advertisers.
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and

lifeless

world

is

many sources.
The most powerful

THE BEST

telescope and the
conditions are necessary to
settle many of the questions of suspected
changes as they are associated largely with
best

seeing

more minute markings.
Yet there are markings wherein changes

are suspected that lie well within reach of
very moderate instruments.
four inch refractor or a six or eight
inch reflector will show a number of lunar
features not yet recorded on lunar maps.
There are many excellent and valuable
lunar maps, in fact, the surface of the
moon has been more carefully and accurately mapped than certain terrestrial
regions, and there are in addition excelphotographic atlases obtainable so
lent
that the amateur who wishes to become
acquainted with our nearest neighbor in
space will find much helpful and valuable
material at his disposal and if he pursues
this line of study systematically and carefully he may find that his observations are
of real scientific value.
The unsolved problerfls of the moon are
many and perplexing and the true nature
of its rays and rills, its craters and its
maria still remains very uncertain in spite
of many conflicting theories and so a wide
field of investigation lies open to all.

100%

Score
Sharp,

efficiency in actual use.

ing

Set, 2000

"

BRANDES MATCHED TONE "—

come up to our claims or your expectations return
will be cheerfully refunded.
Test it compare with
sensitiveness, clearness, distance.
Prove for yourself the
The two diaphrams, toned exactly
fine quality, the "matched tone."
alike, strengthen the signals and prevent blurring.
Used by many U. S.
Government experts, and experts abroad; by colleges and technical
schools; and by professional and amateurs everywhere.
Then,

it

it

if

doesn't

—

and your money

—for

4c

FOR CATALOGUE
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New
York
Room 814
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Complete Line of Brandes Receivers
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Supply Co.,
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MONTH PLUS ALL EXPENSES

MODERN EQUIPMENT-ESPECIAL SHORT COURSE
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DORMITORY
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RADIO SCHOOL

Y.M.C.A.
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CALL OR WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

When

You

GUARANTEED

TO EVERY GRADUATE OF OUR SCHOOL
By FOUR LARGEST RADIO CONCERNS

that had been formerly
believed to be nebulae could be "resolved"
by powerful telescopes into star clusters.
Some astronomers then jumped to the conclusion that all nebulae could be resolved

known.

Square

City, U. S. A.

Send stamp for Pamphlet "E"
for those in Canada.
43 McGill College Avenue, Montreal, P. Q., Can-

POSITIONS

many formations

spectroscopy was applied to astronomical research and the light of the
irresolvable nebulae was analyzed, it was
evident that some of these formations were
truly gaseous and so never could be reThe term irresolved into star clusters.
solvable nebulae therefore has no special
meaning at the present time when nebulae
are classified as gaseous or continuous according to the type of spectrum they show.
The continuous type to which the spiral
nebulae belong might still be considered
irresolvable to a certain extent since they
have never been resolved into the stellar
components of which they doubtless largely
Their true nature and relation to
consist.
the stellar system is not yet definitely

E.

& ^ion

BRANDES, Inc.

C.

,

others

SEND

We

ohms,%7

Exactly matching the tone of both receivers in each set and thus eliminatall confusion due to unmatched harmonics.
Buy a Brandes Superior Headset and use it critically for ten days.

TRIAL
OFFER

Radio

"Superior"

Readable Signals

Unblurred,

enured by

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

sufficiently

EVER WORKED"

I

The Best

Is

CLEAR TONE
LIGHT WEIGHT
DEPENDABLE SERVICE

Question 1. Are the Pleiades the center of our stellar galaxy?
Answer 1. There is absolutely no foun-

in

IT"

BRANDES
WIRELESS
HEADSET

A

into star clusters
telescopes.

HAS USED

I ever Worked.
Others Look Like a
(Testimonial from an expert.
Name on Request.)
Plaything Beside It."
Professionals as well as amateurs, the world over, are enthusiastic about the
range and absence of blurring in the

"The Brandes Headset

the

dation for this belief.
The Pleiades form what is known as a
"loose moving star cluster" that cannot be,
at the most, more than a few hundred light
years from the solar system.
According to the recent investigations of
Shapley the center of our galaxy lies, most
likely, among the star clouds of Sagittarius
at a distance of more than sixty thousand
light years from the earth.
Question 2. Is the sidereal universe
fathomless ?
Answer 2. So far nothing is known to
the contrary.
have as yet no reason
to believe that the most powerful telescopes have penetrated to the limits of the
universe and even if we were able to say
definitely that we had reached the limit
of our own particular sidereal system and
that all the stars, star clusters and nebulae visible in our telescopes were units in
one vast organization we would still be
in doubt whether other systems might not
lie beyond the confines of our own hidden
from our view by some absorbing medium.
Question 3. What are "irresolvable"
nebulae ?
Answer 3. In small telescopes nebulae
and star clusters cannot be distinguished
from each other. As the magnifying power
of telescopes increased it was found that

WHO

"ASK ANYONE

accumulating from
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Department

R

New York, N. Y,
"BEST RADIO SCHOOL IN THE EAST"

152 East 86th St.

MATHEMATICS
MADE EASY
The
—
Arcascope the Combination Triangle
with a Brain will multiply, divide, figure
percentage and proportion, solve all problems
in trigonometry and geometry, draw symmetrical figures, plot arcs, etc. Superior to any slide
rule.
Simple to operate. Also includes a

—

Semi-Bowl

TRANSPARENT TRIANGLE, PROTRACTOR and
THREE BUMS. Used at Columbia University,

West

Point, U.
cents Postpaid.

Dept
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S.

Aeronautic Schools,
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New Big 264-Page Wireless
and
DUCK'S Just

34«610 ft. — Mew
World's Record

Electrical Catalog

Out — Now Ready

mailed for 12c in stamps or coin which may be deducted on
first order of $1.00.
Catalog not sent otherwise.
We regard this catalog as our greatest effort. It embraces everything in wireless worth while.
172 pages with no waste space
devoted exclusively to wireless instruments.
Your amateur
friend will tell you that there never has been any wireless catalog
to take the place of catalog of this company and above all that you can absolutely
depend on our goods. There is no need for any other catalog when you have

(Continued from page 760)

It is

this big catalog.

A big improvement ovc our
former model. Primary divided
into four sections, with three
dead end switches, greatly improving selectivity.

Secondary divided into three
sections, with two dead end
switches, eliminating harmonics.
The change in the construction of the guide rod support makes it possible to obtain
a looser coupling. It is a wonderful improvement over our
old model both in performance
and appearance. Only $23.50.

The

secondary on our new
type Arlington is divided into
two sections with one dead end
switch eliminating dead
end
effect and harmonic and giving
greater selectivity.
The end
support similar to that on our
Navy^ type permitting a looser
coupling.
It is a beautifully
finished instrument and will be
sold by us at the same price as
the old model.
$9.00.

OUR IMPROVED ARLINGTON RECEIVING TRANSFORMER

DUCK

B.

;

constant power device.'
"The Lepere biplane, equipt with a Liberty motor, which Major Schroeder used
'a

NEW MODEL SBB. NAVY TYPE RECEIVING TRANSFORMER

THE WILLIAM

never perfected until recently, and which
practically doubles the efficiency of an airplane engine at high altitudes.
"In the future," said Chance M. Vought,
Chairman of the American Flying Club
Contest Committee, "airplanes equipt with
these super-compressors will be able to
attain heights hitherto regarded as impracticable
levels at which are found constant
trade winds. These winds at various high
levels can be found following courses suitable to almost any international trade route
and can thus be utilized to tremendous advantage in aerial commerce. The airplanes
equipt
with
this
super-charger
device
will fly at greater speed at high altitudes
than is now possible, and will have almost
the same performance of speed and climbing power as at around sea level. Among
the technical experts this invention is called

CO., 230-232 Superior

St.,

Toledo,

Ohio

TRACO TRANSFORMERS
QUALITY
RECEIVING

Used the world over. Insist on the genuine, built by
originators.
Substitutes are expensive, irrespective
its
of design.
We absolutely guarantee our tuners to give
the maximum signal volume. Delicate refinement, uninterrupted service and high class workmanship unite to make TRACO tuners
the standard whereby all others are
judged.
If you Dealer
does not handle them,
order direct from us.

in the altitude flight, has a horizontal speed
at sea level of 136 miles an hour.
At an
altitude of more than 20,000 feet this speed,
owing to the rarity of the atmosphere and
the decreased engine power, falls to 105

an hour.
charger device,
miles

Equipt

with

the

super-

speed at
28,250 feet was maintained at more than
130 miles, or almost equal to the best possible at sea level.
Major Schroeder found
the compressor consumed only 5 or 10 per
cent of the engine's horse power, while at
15,000 feet altitude it added 40 per cent to
the power-plant's effectiveness.
At 20,000
feet, 48 per cent was added and at 28,000
feet, 60 per cent was gained.
"The super-compressor is a device to
utilize the waste exhaust gases of the engine itself to operate a small centrifugal
air-blower which forces an air stream into
the engine at a constant pressure about
the

horizontal

equal to the normal suction of the motor
at sea-level pressure and thus maintains engine functioning approximately the same
as under the best conditions at sea level.

"Major Schroeder and his passenger
wore electrically-heated clothing and oxygen helmets. The record shows that the
temperature at 28,250 feet was minus 29
degrees centigrade.

LIBERTY DETECTOR
VAEVES. RADIO AMPLIFYING
PHONES,
type used by the
UNITED
STATES,
BRITISH and FRENCH
GOVERNMENTS, now

(Continued from page 778)

in stock, for sale.

Send stamps

The Famous 5A and 5C Models

THE RADIO APPARATUS CO.,

for

bulletins.

Pottstown, Penna., U. S. A.

Manufacturers and Distributors of

HIGH GRADE

Amateur
Apparatus
Wireless
Send Stamp for Catalog 40E

BEEKO VARIABLE CONDENSER
Size,

3*4x454 inches.
Price each

{f^jrg^%y

b
i

v.>::ftss

J.

H. Bunnell
32

& Company
J
r

PelTK Place

New York City»

New York

transformers connected to each power line
transform the current down from 10,000
volts to 440 volts at which power it appears
on the main switchboard.
The main switchboard is of the Ferranti
type and consists of 12 panels. From the
feeder panel cables are taken to the main
switch panel on which is mounted a handoperated oil switch provided with no volt
and overload time limit releases, a voltmeter, ammeter, kilowatt meter, power factor meter and frequency meter.
The remaining panels on the board are equipt
with switches and gear for the control of
the motors driving the high tension direct
current generators, the motors driving the
alternator sets, the motors driving the low
tension D.C. auxiliary machines, the high
tension alternators, direct current motors,
and of all the lighting, heating and various
other circuits.
There are three distinct types of transinstalled
mitters
the
synchronous
(1)
current sets
alternating
Marconi
(2)
;

You
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"timed-spark"
(3)

!

;

continuous
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wave machine

the arcs.

AUDIO FREQUENCY

The synchronous A.C. sets are in duplicate and are of 300 k.w. capacity, each consisting of a 450 B.H.P. 440 volt 3-phase
asynchronous motor driving a 300-k.w.
single phase alternator, the working voltage of which is 1,750 volts. An extension
of the alternator shaft drives the disc discharger thru an insulating coupling. The
primary condenser bank has a capacity of
2.5 mfds and is charged by step-up transformers, the field of which can be adjusted
so that the studs on the disc discharge the
condenser at each peak of the alternation.

The timed spark continuous wave
mitter

TRANSFORMER
Type P
This transformer provides a maximum of low
frequency amplification and is superior to all
others. It may be used with the Marconi and all
standard vacuum tubes.
Permits reliable daylight reception from European stations.
Establishes new amateur long distance records.
Renders remarkable amplification of all signals.

trans-

two distinct primary circuits
the same frequency and coupled to

has

tuned to

the aerial -circuit.

The condensers

Price $7.00 postpaid

of these

primary circuits are charged by 5,000 volt
D.C. dynamos and discharged alternately
by means of a special form of disc discharger so arranged that the trains of
oscillations produced in the aerial by the
successive discharges of the two condenser
banks take place in phase with one another.
This timing of the discharges is controlled
by a trigger circuit which at a given instant
ionises the gap between the studs and

Vacuum Tube Socket
(Type Triode F)
The base

of this socket is bakedilecto and will not crack and
break like the moulded material of
the usual socket.
Contact springs are stamped with
identifying letters.
Base is provided with three rubber feet and
four countersunk holes for panel
mounting.
lite

electrodes of the main circuits and enables them to discharge, special adjustments being provided for determining the
moment of discharge. Signaling is effected
by making and breaking the charging current of the trigger circuit, and as this
current is only
.5 amp. a very high rate
of working .is possible.

One

these

of

of

transmitters

Price $1.25 postpaid

EATON OSCILLATORS
TWO STEP AMPLIFIERS
DAMPED AND UNDAMPED RECEIVERS
FARADON MICA TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

300 k.w.

at 200 words
per minute, is already installed at the
station and a duplicate set is in course of

capacity, capable of

working

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS CO.

erection.

The 200

cooled, a relay being provided in the water
circuit to cut off the current to the arc
should the water supply fail.

A special receiving station at Towyn is
intended for all the receiving and operating
work, and is provided with apparatus for
duplexing the service. At Carnarvon, however, for special war purposes, receiving
apparatus has been installed with a range
of from 3,000 meters to 16,000 meters. The
aerial is inductively coupled to an intermediate circuit which in its turn is coupled
to an amplifying and
self-heterodyning
valve circuit.
By means of magnifiers in
the telephone circuit arrangements
are
made for either automatic reception at high
speed, or to enable the operator to receive
without wearing telephones. The signaling
key for operating by hand is placed in the
receiving room, where there is also a
Wheatstone automatic transmitter capable
of working at a speed of 200 words per
minute. For this high speed working high
tension signaling switches worked by a
Creed comprest air engine is used for slow
transmission. Galvanometer type signaling
switches are provided, but both types can
be operated from relays, either by the hand
key or by the Wheatstone transmitter.
Altho the Carnarvon station

is

tralia,

enough

AMATEURS
"ACE"
Radio Equipment

is

of professional quality.
Comprises complete radio telegraphic and telephonic transmitting and receiving apparatus
for any power or wave range.
Also all accessories and parts.
a

line

"ACE" Regenerative
'ACE" Audion

ers.

Cabinets.
telegraphic

Undamped

and

ReceivControl

Wave

telephonic

equipment for use with standard V.T. tubes. Audion Amplifyers using standard V.T.
tubes.

We

supply anything and everything the radio experimenter
requires in wireless equipment

and build complete outfits to
order. We do not furnish any
cheap or competitive materials.

thus

proving

to cope with

that

is

it

TEACH YOURSELF

primarily
has suc-

In half the usual time, at trifling cost, with the

wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNIGRAPH*
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just aa an expert operator would.

powerful

employed

Adopted by U. S. Gov't,

39L

Photos courtesy Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd.
benefit by

4

stylo**

Catalogue free*

OMNICRAPH MFG. CO.

at

the Antipodes.

You

2437 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

J^ILEARN TELEGRAPHYf^s

to the
limit of possible long-distance transmission
on the earth, it being understood that
is

Receiver

F-THtfi&S MONEY IN ITV

any distance up

modern receiving apparatus

Regenerative

THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO.,

work to America it
communicated with Sydney, Aus-

intended to
cessfully

ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, MANUFACTURERS
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

k.w. arcs are of the horizontal

type and are fed thru choking coils and
starting resistance from an 800 volt D.C.
dynamo. The field of the arcs is separately
excited from an auxiliary 110 volt D.C.
dynamo which also supplies current for
the pump motors, cathode motors, and
spirit relays.
Methylated spirit is automatically fed into the arc chamber which,
with its lid, anode and cathode, is water
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Receiver Efficiency
Don't be deceived by manufacturers who imitate the distinctive appearance of Grebe
The Grebe standards of efficiency, design and workmanship are found
apparatus.
only in

(Continued from page 779)

'

APPARATUS
Short- Wave Regenerative Receiver

Type CR-2

is characteristic of Grebe standards.
Designed since the armistice, this
receiver embodies a highly developed circuit of the continuously variable inductance
type; capacity effects and other losses reduced to an absolute minimum.
Designed
especially for long distance work on amateur wavelengths, its operating range is
from 170 to 580 meters. If you want results, this receiver will get them for you.
Send for free bulletin. describing this and other models operating up to 20,000 meters;
complete catalogue, 10c.

—

A. H.

GREBE &

CO.,

-

70

new system

the machine that
these electrical oscillations is
known as the Alexanderson alternator
which has the advantage of giving a pure
wave by virtue of which messages sent by
different stations do not interfere with one
another.
There is just as much improvement in this new system over the older
method as there is between the modern
balanced telephone line and the old singlewire telephone on which the cross talk of

In this
generates

Van Wyck

Blvd.,

Richmond

TYPE Y673
200

to

Hill,

N. Y.

Coupler

3000 meters

Price

$14.00

Camb.

Rectifier, for

neighbors could be overheard.
A new device known as the magnetic
amplifier is employed as a modulator of
the electric oscillations.
This new device
has no moving parts and this fact, coupled
with its magnetic properties, renders it so
quick as to make possible the transmission
of telegraph messages at the rate of several hundred words a minute and also enables the amplification of the modulations
of the telephone currents into oscillations
sufficiently powerful to carry the human
voice across the Atlantic.
In all the
different radio systems the radiator is called
the antenna and up to the present time the
antenna has been very inefficient, the useful
energy radiated amounting to from 5 to 10
per cent.
In the Alexanderson system a
multiple tuned antenna is an important
feature

and

increases

the

radiation

from 20 to 50 per cent.
The company has developed such high
frequency alternators for radio work in

efficiency

storage battery

charging

$22.00

Price
Type-Y673-Coupler

Three-cent stamp brings bulletins of both
these instruments

CLAPP EASTHAM CO.
Cambridge, Mass.

131 Main Street,
Pacific coast

representatives:

Remler Radio Mfg.

Canadian representatives: Radio &

Electric

Co.,

Supply

New

;

San Francisco
Co.,
Montreal

Rectifier

You may want to purchase a coil, a transformer, a.
pair of phones, a battery or one of the many pieces of
apparatus necessary to properly operate your set. What
do you do? You write for catalogues the result is you
have a mass of data and just can't make up your mind
what to buy and who to buy it from.
Our advice is DON'T
IT until you secure some
expert's opinion on the piece of apparatus just suited
to your needs.
Because we are partial to no particular manufacturer of wireless apparatus and because
years of study and sales has enabled us to select wireless products with discrimination, we
offer you absolutely without charge, the benefit of our FREE INFORMATION BUREAU which
is maintained solely for the purpose of guiding the experimenter in the choice of apparatus
which will, in our expert opinion, serve him best.
Of course we sell apparatus and there again our knowledge manifests itself because we carry the products
of over 7
of the leading manufactures of American made apparatus
therefore you are assured that what
you buy is the attainment of modern efficiency in apparatus production.
We wish to strongly emphasize the fact that whether you buy of us or not. we want to help you in your
Write to-day for our catalogue.
problems, and the cost to you is but a two-cent stamp.

Attention

—

AMATEURS

capacities of 1, 2, 50, and 200 kilowatts. It
was one of these 200 kilowatt machines that
did such good work at the
Brunswick station during the war, so it is interesting to note that a unit of this size
radiates approximately 250 h.p. of energy
into space when it is sending a radio message. The peculiar advantages of this type
of generator is that it gives out an undamped wave and puts such a large amount
of energy into the antenna factors which
led to the rapid extension of the use of
radio communication during the war, and
also led to the building of so many new
transmitting stations as well as the use of
this means of communication for spreading

BUY

—

NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
'The Nation's Clearing House," Dept. 103, 14th and U Sts., Washington, D. C.

propaganda.
Over and above the radio work referred
to the company's radio developments were

many and varied.
work done seems

A

description of all the
impractical, so to give a
general idea of some of this work that had

been completed or was nearing completion
at the time the armistice was signed, it
will be well to classify it as follows:
(a) Large size vacuum tube apparatus
(b) Medium size vacuum tube apparatus
(c) Small size vacuum tube apparatus

(d) Receiving apparatus
All these new developments were carried
out under war-time conditions, at high
pressure, and under numerous difficulties
caused by the rapid change of require-

ments.

and Manufacturers!

Wireless Amateurs, Dealers
Have You Seen

the

"DEPENDABLE"
Line of Radio Instruments and Complete Sots ?
We manufacture a large line of DEPENDABLE apparatus — not the cheap mail
order variety, yet our prices are low.
Tuners, Couplers, Detectors, Fixed and
Variable Condensers, Loading Coils, etc., also Binding Posts, Switch Points, Switch
Levers,

etc., etc.

Scnd for New Cafalog No g
York Office, 19 Park Place, New York City
_

To our

New

DORON BROS. ELECTRICAL

CO.

Hamilton, Ohio

The term "vacuum tube apparatus" may
need a word of explanation it refers to
that type of transmitter and receiver which
makes use of the vacuum tube as an oscillaSuch tubes are
tor, amplifier and receiver.
usually made of glass and generally contain
The tube is exhausted
three electrodes.
and the Research Laboratory at Schenectady has done much notable work in
producing a tube of higher voltage and
greater power output than hitherto had
been found possible. The physical properties of the tube, which is termed a
"pliotron," are dependent upon the motions
:

of the electrons set free from the heated
filament in a nearly perfect vacuum.
shall refer at greater length further on to

We

this

You

benefit by mentioning

tht

"Electrical Experimenter"

when writing
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Most radio apparatus, previous

to

SMOKE

the

development of these tubes, employed what
are commonly termed "damped waves,"
which means that for a portion of the
time there was no activity.
With the
vacuum tube undamped waves are used
in which there is no period of inactivity;
higher efficiency.
In pre-war days the advantages of the
undamped oscillations were well recognized
and apparatus of this description had
largely displaced the older damped apparatus on the score of greater efficiency, the
ability to use the lower voltage, small size,
and also because of certain advantages in
reception
but this new type of apparatus
had not been used to any large extent in
the smaller radio outfits.
The war-time requirements of both the
army and the navy were of a very special
nature and called for a great number of
small sized, short range radio sets of light
weight and small cubic capacity; these features being particularly valuable in aircraft
outfits.
To meet these requirements, the
vacuum tube apparatus was developed and
was applied in several unique ways to the
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BEFORE YOU PAY FOR

IT

IT

Order on your Business Stationery
this new and better way to make a pipe we make this extraordinary offer we will let
you smoke this pipe before you pay for it. More than 10,000 BANKERS HAVE BOUGHT BY MAIL.
Its simple construction makes Heaning easy
Genuine French Briar, solid Vulcanite mouth piece.
Price $1.50.
If it is not satisfactory you may return it.
Try it.
Straight or Bent Models
You
athe, not pull through this excellent pipe and wo guarantee satisfaction.

To introduce

THE CALUMET

this results in a

CO.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mall Sales

Division

Dept.

A)

BATTERY CHARGED AT HOME
Do

It

yourself.

Save money and keep battery at highest eF-Flclency by getting

NEW

F-F

This 8 ampere rectifier charges any 6 volt storage battery
Alternating Current Lamp Socket and at an expense equal to burning an

;

i

BANTAM BATTERY BOOSTER
from 100 to 130 volta SO
el ectrc

cycle,
for

lamp

a few hours.

—

—

Simple safe sure acting. Infusible and long wearing carbon electrodes rectify
the current. No drop in efficiency with continued use. This new size F-P rectifier
already wonderfully popular light in weight 10 lbs. complete ready for shipment
includes ammeter and battery clips. Get one and enjoy immunity from battery

—

—

troubles.

Send check for prompt shipment by Express.
and insurance charges.
Also

F-P

operate from

For parcel post Include posta^o

of larger capacities! aa well as Charging RhooiUts
Lighting Plants or Direct Current Service.

rectifiers

Farm

Ask

that

for Circular No. 1Z

THE FRANCE MANUFACTURING

CO., Cleveland, Ohl

aircraft service, particularly in its application to telephonic communications. All sets

CHANGE OF PRICES

developed by the company were arranged
for telephonic communication on the continuous wave and telegraphic communication on both continuous and "chopt" wave
Aircraft are of various sizes and therefore several different types of apparatus
were designed to meet the differing requirements, but finally the design settled down
to three types, each particularly suitable

With

Quantity Production and adoption of
Automatically Wound Coils, we are glad to announce a Reduction in prices of our Amplifying
Transformers as follows:
Type A-2 fully mounted with Aluminum Supports,
Engraved Bakelite Dilecto Panel, and
Nickel Plated Bind Posts
$7.00
With Supports, but without Panel and Bind
Posts
$5.00
Assembled, but Unmounted
$4.50
Although originally designed for use with
VT- Tubes, these are now being used extensively and with excellent results with Marconi
V. Ts.

for a certain class of airplane.
Thus the
large size vacuum apparatus was primarily
intended for bombing planes, flying boats,
and balloons the medium size for such
craft as seaplanes and biplanes
and the
small size for the smallest class of flying
machines, which usually carry only one

1

;

;

ACME APPARATUS

CO.,

28 Windsor St, Cambridge, Mau.

aviator.

Ask Your
Dealer for
DE FOREST

DE FOREST
Unit
Gives

You

Radio Apparatus

eiving Set

Better Apparatus at

Low

These

Cost.

DE FOREST

The
Unit Receiving Set offers
the only practical system of securing accurately
designed, efficient Radio apparatus without paying
for expensive factory assembly and costly cabinets.
You buy individual units and assemble
them yourself saving money and becoming more
expert in practical work.
You can start with a few, inexpensive Units
and increase as you progress, adding new Units
as additions to the old.
No junking of old apparatus.
For the beginner, the
Unit Receiving Set offers the most highly developed Radio instruments obtainable. And for
the Amateur, Student, or Experimenter, this Unit
Set holds even greater possibilities because by
assembling and wiring the Units yourself you
will become more expert and understand the
principle of operation of the apparatus you are
using.
Find out more about the
;

DE FOREST

I

DE FOREST

DeFOREST ReceivConsists of a Tuner with wave length
range from 150 to 25,000 meters a Crystal and
an Audion Detector, and a One-Step Amplifier.
This Unit Set is the most -complete and efficient
receiving apparatus ever put out under $150.00.
The entire set of Units shown above total only
$133.57. They can be bought separately at their
various pricss.
This

is

a typical 15-Unit

Send
A

;

You

64-page book of Radio Apparatus that
Sent postpaid for 10 cents.

is

many

genuine
Apparatus.
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RADIO AMATEURS
Do you want

your radio station

among the "long
Our new type "R"

distance"

listed

amateurs?

K. V. A. 25,000 volt
1
Transformer will make your
station efficient for "long distance" relay
work. Write for our catalog 20 T describcomplete transmitting apparatus.
ing
Wireless

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
501 S. Jefferson St.

Chicago,

111.

AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPLIANCE COMPANY
235

NEW YORK CITY

FULTON STREET

FOR THE AMATEUR, we

have a

full line of very interesting
sold at lowest prices.

the best manufacture and
A very interesting feature
without phones

LARGER SET

is

and suitable parts and

COMPLETE RECEIVING SET

a

sets, all of

A NEAT CARRYING CASE,

IN

$6.00
$15.00

for

Mail orders will receive prompt attention, WE HAVE THE GOODS. Our Catalog has been delayed
on account of the printers strike, those who have sent for it will receive same as soon as it comes
to our hands.

December, 1919
The large size vacuum tube apparatus
uses the largest type of pliotron that the
company has developed and is adapted for
use at fixt land bases for controlling the
fleet movement of a large number of planes
by telephone. Such sets" radiate about V/2
horse power of energy and are capable of
giving telephonic communication with a
flying boat at a distance of at least 200
miles.
Similar units were designed for
installation on
army tractors for field
operation. These also had a range of 200
miles, and at the time the armistice was
signed a number of orders were under way
for radio telephone sets for this service.
An aircraft unit using this large vacuum
tube was designed which only weighed 70
pounds, exclusive of the storage battery.

An aircraft radio telephone unit using
the medium size vacuum tube was developed, and is now being produced in
large quantities.
It has a telephonic range
from plane to ground of a hundred and
fifty miles and weighs only about 40 pounds,
exclusive of the battery.

A

great amount of work was done on a
radio telephone set using the smallest size
of vacuum tube and the weight had been
brought down until the complete transmitter, exclusive of the battery, weighed
only 25 pounds. This set had a range of
60 miles from the fixt station and communication was obtained over a distance of ten
miles between two similar planes.

The vacuum
pliotron,
20c

$1.10

STORAGE AND "B" BATTERIES WE HAVE AT SPECIAL PRICES

18c per doz.

Switch Points, Variometers, Loose Couplers. Tuners. Detectors. Condensors. Army Head Bands, Brandes Superior
Amplifying
Phones. Binding Posts, Levers. Lever Knobcs, B'akelite and Hard Rubber for Panels, cut to order.
Our Hard Drawn Copper is best
Transformers, Spark Coils. Rotary Spark Gaps. Small Motors, Wire, all kinds.
for Aerials, Insulators, Lightning Switches, Small Switches. Panel Sets for sending and Receiving, De Forest Type
Time Signal Sets, $27.00

RADIO APPARATUS—
AH

Distributors of

TYPE LC-101 INDUCTANCE
COIL MOUNTING

Prominent Makes:

Murdock, Grebe,
General Radio, Clapp-Eastham, Brandes, etc.,

De

Forest, Wireless Specialty,

etc.

Largest and Best Stock of any House in Now
England.
For real prompt delivery send us your orders.
For Honey-Comb Coils, Unit Panels, Vacuum
Tubes, Baldwin Telephones, Murdock 55"«,
Grebe Developments, etc., etc.

F. D.
12

BOSTON, MASS.

Are You

BAW

Listening to Hawaii?

BSADA.P

in the

oppor-

Merchant

for Wireless OperBig salaries! New
Schedule: Junior operators,
$100 per month; Chief operators,
food and
$125;
quarters besides.
Equivalent ashore from $40 to $50
a week.
Graduates in all
parts of the world as In-

ators.

,

rfcj*.

— Splendid
now

Marine

BAY

radTp
3t.

the
this

practical

owes

long

distance

telephone

its

reaching.

TEU.

—

in

development to the pliotron,
and the advances it has enabled to be made
in wireless telegraphy are great and far

RADIO

61* Boylstorv.

called

many chapters to cover the
fascinating story of its development; particularly the truly wonderful scientific laws
which govern its action and the almost unbelievable amount of work that was accomplished by this concern in supplying the
needs of the army and navy with these
tubes.
The amount of progress that the
world owes to these tubes is a source of
just pride to the workers of the Research
Laboratory at Schenectady where so much
of the development work was done that
led to their present highly developed state.
But owing to there being so much that is
of interest, we shall 'have to confine our
remarks to one or two brief paragraphs.
The

tunities

Bostors

commonly

story, deserves

really

PITTS CO.
DEPT. D

PARK SQUARE

tube,

and mentioned so often

spectors, Instructors, Engineers, Operators, etc.

oldest, largest and best equipped radio school in New England.
Recommended hy
Marconi and Government officials. DAY AND EVENING CLASSES. START ANY MONDAY.

The

These tubes depend for

their action

on

emission of electrons from a heated
cathode which crossing a gap arrive at the
anode, thus conveying an electric current
across the gap. The ability to produce high
power tubes depends on many factors, but
the most important is to obtain a very high
degree of vacuum.
the

As soon as America entered the war and
the requirements of the government were
learned, two lamp factories were started
on the wholesale production of the vacuum
tube and provided equipment to turn out
20,000 per week. This concern supplied the
army and navy with many thousands of
pliotrons for the airplane and seaplane
service and many hundreds of the complete
wireless outfits already described.

Men

talking across the broad expanse of
Atlantic ocean without a wire is
romantic enough of itself, but what of ap
"Ace" with his radio set controlling th<
fleet action of a mighty host of flying
the

CORE WIRE

We

have been fortunate in securing thru aucdouble an-

tion several tons of guaranteed pure,
nealed Norway Iron Core Wire and
Pre-war Prices, 20c ts. lb.
this wire to "Experimenter" readers
This wire is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and it is, of course, a
more superior product than the usual iron wire. We have only one size left

At

24

INCHES LONG.

Thickness about No. 21

are selling
at 20c lb.
very much

B and S

should be too long we advise cutting the wire down ynurRc'f by means of shears.
long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very
20o a pound. Add post-age or we will ship express collect. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING

CO.,
You

benefit by

231 Fulton Street,

low price of

New York

City
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deadly battle miles

seems fanciful, but it is real that today
miles up into the air to obtain
distant
information
of
meteorological
points and have the information telephoned
These are indeed
back to us on earth.
messages from the ethereal blue. Photos
courtesy General Electric Co.
It

we send men

If this size

As

battleships engaged in
up in the air.
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Big Money for Boys!

MURDOCK

No. 55

lElecfhnilfiiecdl Calble
(Continued from page 746)
navy who have tested
and recommended its use, is fool-proof
and as reliable as the telephone. It will
work in all conditions of water and weather
and no amount of electricity in the air or
power of the wireless can affect it in any

to the experts of the
it,

way.
Earl C. Hanson, who is only 28, has been
granted basic patents on the system. During the war he donated to the government
his inventions.

all

Gen. Pershing directed Col. John H.
Parker to secure the use of the device for
communications in the first hattle lines and
trenches, and only the signing of the armisprevented its universal use in the
American Expeditionary Forces, it is said.
The cost of installation will be much
less than the installation of lighthouses,
buoys, lightships, and other fog signals,
with the added advantage that the system
works without interruption from storms or
fogs
or other
atmospheric conditions,
claims the inventor.
It is difficult to estimate the economical
saving that will be brought about by the
universal installation of the Hanson systice

Ohm
Ohm

2000
3000

$4.50
5.50

Set
Set

WHY PAY MORE?
receivers that will respond to
They are unfeeblest signals.

Here are

the
questionably

SENSITIVE
receivers so rugged in construction that they will keep their sen-

Here are

adjustment

sitive

any

than

longer

They are unquestionably

others made.

DURABLE
receivers fitted with every
accessory tending to comfort and convenience. They are unquestionably

Here are

COMFORTABLE
Here are receivers designed to have
100% perfect appearance. They are
unquestionably

GOOD LOOKING
every requirement in every
respect, at prices considerably under

They

fill

any obtainable anywhere.

WHY PAY MORE?
The demand

for

MURDOCK

other
so great that

we

advise early orders
you wish to secure prompt service.
Bulletin 19B tent free on request

if

tem, which is applicable to any type of
harbor. It may be considered as a refining
feature of the radio compass which was
developed under the direction of Capt. S. C.
Hooper, of the radio division, bureau of
steam engineering, Navy Department. R.
H. Marriott, expert radio aid of the Navy
Department, has conducted tests using the
audio system for guiding ships in tests on
the Pacific Coast with gratifying results.

MURDOCK

CO.

55 Carter Street, Chelsea, Mass.
509 Mission Street, San Francisco
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full
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The Barr Mercury-Cup Detector
the most efficient detector in the wireless fieldtoday.

Tested by Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. and
U. S. Government.
Increases the efficiency of every wireless receiving set by making the signals clear, sharp and
Instantly adjustable at a. constant
distinct.
pressure.
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_ .
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The Wyoming,

Washington, D. C.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

—

Condensed Course Complete in One Year.
Sound, scientific, practical without frills.
'""
r
young men of energy an. character.
Write
26th year opens September 25th.
,

—

I

new catalogue.
260 Takoma Avenue. Washington, D. 0.

for

selves in spare

timecan step

into positions

soon as they are ready. Good salaries are offered to start with splendid
chances for rapid promotion.
just as

For 28 years the International Correspondence Schools have been training boys for success in electricity and over 200 other subjects.
They will help you prepare right at home for
a position in the lineof electrical work you like
best or in any other work that appeals to you.
Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,
have stepped into fine jobs, but never were
opportunities so great as now.
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I. C. S. helpjy<?M. Choose the work you like
coupon below, then mark and mail it today.
in the least, and it will bring
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Don't let it slip by
career.
This is your chance.
Mark and mail this coupon now,
—— T IAH OUT HERE
" ^—

Let the

best in the

This doesn't obligate you

—

'

1912, of Electrical Experimenter, publisht monthly
New York, N. Y., for October 1, iyi9.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, betore which I mark X.

at

—

State of New York, County of New York ss.
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Hugo
Gernsback, who, having been duly sworn according
to law, deposes and says that he is the Editor of
the Electrical Experimenter, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the ownership, management, etc.,
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in
the above caption, required by the Act of August
24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and

That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor and business managers are:
Publisher, The Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City; Editor,
Hugo Gernsback, 233 Fulton St., New York City;
Managing Editor, H. W. Secor, 233 Fulton St.,
New York City; Business Manager, R. W. DeMott,

,

3
J
Z\

J
3

St.,

New York

That the owners are:

City.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

CnEMIfAL ENGINEER

Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction

ADVERTISING MAN
Q Window Trimmer

Electrical

Zl

Practical

Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman

5
Machine Shop
H Toolmaker

Z\

Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Q Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub.

Practice

Accountant

Management
Commercial Law

Traffic

Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE EOREM'N OB ENG'R

ARCHITECT

Zl

Show Card Writer

Eleotrio Machine Designer

Telegraph Expert

Z)

SALESMANSHIP

Draftsman

Zl

1.

Arehiteetnral draftsman
PLUMBING ANI> HEATING

Z2

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

B Textile

Sheet Metal Worker
Navigator

Overseer or 8npt.
Spanish

AGRICULTURE IQ
PenltryRalslng
Automobiles

|D
!

French
Italian

Experimenter Publish-

Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City; Hugo
Gernsback, 233 Fulton St., New York City; Sidney
Gernsback, 233 Fulton St., New York City; H. W.
Secor, 233 Fulton St., New York City.
3.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages,

ing

or other securities are:
None.
4.
That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company, but also, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is
given; also that the said two paragraphs contain

statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity
other than that of a bona fide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has any interest
direct

THE BARR MERCURY-CUP DETECTOR

is a wonderful opportunity right
boys who like electricity. Boys
are ambitious and will train them-

for

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6211 SCRANTON. PA.

2.

J.

There

now
who

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REOUIRED
BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24,

233 Fulton

WE

ELEC

,

Regulations:

our receivers and
apparatus has been

Learn

or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.
5.
That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed, through
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during
the six months preceding the date shown above is
(Required only of daily publications.)
(Seal.)
H. Gernsback.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 9th day
of Oct., 1919.

—

(My

Beatrice K. Owen.
commission expires Mar. 30th, 1921.)
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Present
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Street

and No
Clty_

AN EASY WAY TO
MAKE MONEY £2*
Balary.
Be independent. Go in the tire reOne man says "I made $60.00 the first
Others average $200 to $600 a month. Very little
capital needed.
Jobs plentiful. Every motorist a possible customer. No experience needed. We teach you.

on a Email

pairing business.

day."

pHAlSFj^ Tire

Repair Outfit

Improved Wrapped Tread Method
Used by Tire Manufacturers
Does as pood work as the big high
priced vulcanizing outfits. A boy
can use it. It's the only vulcanizer
that has Automatic Heat Control, and
can't undercure or overcure a tire.
Requires no watching or regulating.

FREE Book
••How to Open a Tire Repair Shop."
It tells how to make big money.
Don't delay.

C. A.

Write quick.

SHALER CO.

2211 Fourth St.
to

advertisers.

Winpno, Wucouio
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FOR RADIO OPERATORS.
I

11

WIRELESS MEN:
The Second Edition

!
f

of

THE CONSOLIDATED

f

RADIO CALL BOOK

I

be out January 15

will

!

Meets a timely and urgent necessity among
radio and steamship companies, professional and amateur radio operators, and
those having need of authentic and practical
information on radio calls radio, telegraph
and cable rates, special signals and general

!
!
!
•

;

radio procedure.

All

Amateur

vision

U.

S.

Listed

—

of this publication, that will be of
special value to masters of merchant vessels.
This book contains all calls listed in the new
book to be published by the Department of

feature

American coastal stations under
Naval control, and their new calls.
of

United
States
Washington, D. C.

Shipping

ators,

Board,

Commerce.

i

Price, $1.00 Prepaid

i

Act quickly as after supplying Commercial Wireless Companies
Cash, money order or check.
with copies already ordered, individual orders will be filled in order of receipt.

i

Under the new wage scale of the Shipping Board the first operator, who is in
charge on vessels where two operators are
employed, is paid $125 per month and the
second operator $100 per month, in addition to all expenses.
The radio operator
is considered an officer and is provided suAll radio men who are qualified radio
operators and who desire to be considered
for the service should communicate with
the Radio Department Division of Oper-

—

That new and great aid to navigation the
is explained and is a unique
radio compass

In addition every vessel and land station in
the world is represented and listed alphabetically, according to names of vessels or land
stations, and according to call letters; Re-

S. O. S. call for radio operators has
been sent out by the United States Shipping Board.
All Shipping Board vessels carry one or
two wireless operators.
During the war
many radio operators were trained. Any
who desire employment, Shipping Board
officials recently stated, have only to secure
a radio operator's license, which is issued
by the Department of Commerce after
passing the required examination.

perior accommodations.

Now

Calls

An

CONSOLIDATED RADIO CALL BOOK
This book will also contain the advertisements of

CO.,

Inc., 41

Park Row, NewYork City

every leading

practically

company

in

the

radio

t

field.

{Continued from page 747)

Special Sale of U. S. Army
Air Service Hot-Wire Ammeters
Imagine the increase

in

range

transmitting

highly efficient Roller-Smith Hot-Wire

Solaro, 1,980 feet.
Signals were probably
not sent from here, but from the eastern
headland. The Pharos was about 1,000 feet

above sea level. A line drawn from the
Pharos to Monti Circeo, on the Campanian

one of these

Ammeters

will bring

coast, just grazes the Island of Ischia; but
the line of sight would be well above the
island, as the summit of Circeo is 1,775 feet.

sharp wave, with maximum energy on one hump
under all weather conditions; rapid adjustment to various
increase or reduction of energy to work a
wavelengths
these are some of the advantages that can
certain station,
be yours.

A

you.

;

Regularly

"A suggested line of stations with no
range more than 44 miles long is submitted
to those of a speculative turn of mind.
(See illustration herewith.)
Rome to
Monte Cavo, in the Alban Mountains, 18
miles
thence to Monte Circeo, 39 miles
thence to Monte Massico, 44 miles thence
to Capri, 44 miles. A Pompeian fresco of
quite recent discovery shows Monte Cavo
as being very conspicuous when viewed

—

$13 Our

Special Price,

$7

These Ammeters are of the flush type and were made for the U. S. Army Air Service
With the Armistice came a cancellation of contracts and
for use on fighting planes.
these Ammeters, which had successfully passed the exacting Government tests, were
Each is in perfect condition, packed in its original
returned to the manufacturers.
carton and ready for immediate shipment.
The scale reading is: 0-2. S Amperes.

;

;

Hill.
The clear summit
boldly visible. Perhaps the Palatine Hill
the
'sending'
station
was
in Rome."

from the Palatine

is

Shunt giving double or triple this range, 75c extra.
By buying the entire surplus we are able to sell these Ammeters at less than the Government paid for them in lots of one thousand. Better order one today as they are going fast.
Remit by check or money order. Dealers write us, we have an attractive proposition for you.

A. H.

GREBE &

CO., 70 Van

Wyck

Blvd.,

Richmond Hill,

N. Y.

A. Eo F

VACUUM TUBE CONDENSER

By

Prof.

This condenser has been especially designed
for us by E. G. Gage, well known in Radio
circles for many years as a designer of GovFor oscillating
ernment Radio Apparatus.
circuits it will be found particularly valuable
owing to the following features:
Adjustable constant pressure bearings giving smooth
adjustment with light touch.
Angular handle which prevents body capacity.
Adaptability to panel mounting.

Wm.

VT CONDENSER
TYPE G

B.

ELLIOTT

.0003 MFDS.
PRICE $2.75

We

made

at home.

A

stock and pay you
furnish class
$7 to $11 a pair and express charges.
Interestinfrillustrated catalog and contract FREE.
United Food & Fur Association
329 W. 48th St.. Dept. E. New York

You

NEW YORK,

FACTORY, GARWOOD,

ou

RaiseBelgian HaresfbrUs
profits easily

SONS,

Inc.

Mfgrs. of Small Machine Parts

114 LIBERTY ST.,

CAPACITY

Wonderful

&

benefit by

Y

sonal

N. Y.

N. J.

Can Double Your Ability
Money
Hold Friends
!

Love and Happiness
Efficiency

!

tells

Augustus Trowbridge

(Continued from page 759)

For Oscillating Circuits

to
!

Earn

Win

Our System of PerSuccess
you how!

Studygram and Personality Sketch for 10c
and birth date. Thomson-Heywood Company.
Dept. 350, Chronicle Building, San Francisco.
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A

survey by means of sound is based on
the assumption that sound travels from the
gun in a spherical wave at a known rate
(about 1100 feet per second) in still air
at a given temperature an increase in temperature increases this rate by a known
amount if the air is not still but blowing
with a known speed in a known direction
the apparent speed of sound under these
conditions may be calculated. If the time
;

;

of arrival of the sound of a gun is measured at three surveyed points on the
ground, the position of the gun can be calculated as will be evident from the accompanying diagram in which G is the gun,
Pi, P 2 and Ps any three surveyed points
within the friendly lines at which instruments are placed capable of indicating electrically on a recorder at a central station
the times of arrival (ti, t 2 and t 3 ) at them,
of the sound of the enemy gun.
to advertisers.

—

These Up-to-Date Books
Will Save

You Money

5—WIRELESS CONSTRUC-

TION AND INSTALLATION FOR

BEGINNERS

describes in detail
drawings, how to
make simple but efficient sending
and receiving sets at lowest pos73 pages. 66 illustrasible cost.

working

with

tions.

3— LESSONS

No.

TELEGRAPHY

WIRELESS

in

should be owned

by every amateur.

35 clear lessons covering all principles from
aerials to end losses and audions,
so you can understand how they

work.
No. 6

— EXPERIMENTAL
CONSTRUCTION

LESS

WIRE-

with

working drawings and detailed

In-

structions for building spark coils,
couplers,
tuners,
transformers,
(More
condensers, detectors, etc.
advanced than No. 5 book.)

HOME MADE ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS (in 3 parts),
with details and working
drawings, taken from real
apparatus.
Vol. 1 Static
machines, batteries, storage

—

rectifiers

cells,

Vol.

2

etc.

ammetand telephone

Instruments, shocking coils,
coils, experiments, etc.
electric engines, min-

spark
— Dynamos, motors,
wireless,

iature lighting,
plating, etc.

Get

etc.,

—Voltmeters,

ers, telegraph

Vol. 3

Tesla

electro-

coils,

May Have to Advance
—Price Day

Them Now

Any

Price

now

Inc.

Publishers
4,

19 Park Place,

New

York, N. Y.

If the sound arrives at Pi at time ti and
P 2 at time U, then the interval ts-ti must
be the time necessary for the sound to

=V

Learn wireless telegraphy with real radio
messages up to 1,000 miles

outfits that receive

and send them from three
plete sending sets

Com-

to five miles.
contain spark coils,

condensers, spark gap and oscillation transformer.
Radio receiving sets composed of loose
coupler. Radio or Audion detector, telephone
receivers, insulator and ground wires.
Authoritative book on wireless and instructions
in each set give the wireless code and tell
you how to rig up your outfit. These are
radio outfits of the most approved type.
Write to-day for complete catalog.

Sending and Receiving Outfits
One

of our complete sending

and receiving sets
is shown at the
left.

very

It has a
sensitive

receiving outfit
of the
modern type

most

and a sending
set, with aerial
switch and key,

that conforms
to Government
'

regulations
in

way.

every

We'll send you
sets

direct

your

if

dealer

hasn't them.
Price $5 to $65
(Canada $7.50
to $97.50).

The

A. C. Gilbert

311 Blatchley Avenue

Company
New Haven, Conn.

In Canada: The A. C. Gilbert-Menzies Company,
Limited, Toronto
In England: The A. C. Gilbert Company, 125
High Holborn, London. W. C. 1

V

=V

benefit by

HEART
OF THE

—

HAMMOND

—

—

(t.2
ti) be known, by drawti) and (t 8
ing circles of radii r 2 and ra around P 2 and
Pa respectively and drawing tangent to
these circles and through the point Pi a
third circle Pi Qi, at the center of which
the gun must lie if there be no wind or
temperature corrections; if these nav to
be made a slight and calculable shifting
results.
of the point

G

The method

just described would be an
entirely correct graphical one to employ
in calculating a gun's position from the
observed time intervals, but it was found
too slow and slightly too inexact for pracboards
tical use, and therefore plotting
were prepared by a method involving the
principle of that just described but which
permitted the use of strings in place of
also in practice
lines drawn on the board
six instruments Pi, P 2 Pa, P4, Ps, Pe, were
used instead of the three theoretically
necessary in order to insure greater accuracy and to allow of work being carried
on while one or two of the instruments

One

Achievements
and Invention.

of the Greatest
of Science

Hammond

;

,

might be temporarily out of order because
of the electrical connections to
being cut by shell fire.

"central"

One of the accompanying illustrations
gives an idea of the character of the photographic records from which sound ranging locations were made the six horizontal
lines between the two rows of perforations
are the records of the six instruments Pi
P the heavy short vertical lines, the
rather faint long lines and the very faint
long lines are respectively half-seconds,
tenth seconds and hundredth seconds recorded by the means of a very accurate
When the sound of a gun
tuning fork.
reaches the instrument Pi (for example)
the top element of the record shows a
"nick" in the line, and as the sound reaches
the other instruments "nicks" appear in
the corresponding lines and the time intervals t 2
etc., may be quickly read
ti,
off by counting the number of tenth and
hundredth seconds between the "nicks."
An idea may be formed of the accuracy
of sound ranging locations from the accompanying diagram in which the actual
gun positions are plotted from a survey
made after the position had been captured
by our troops this survey was made by
army topographic officers who were not
themselves interested in proving or disproving the accuracy of sound ranging.
The surveyed gun positions are marked
with a small square. The locations made
by the sound rangers had been rated when
reported to the artillery according to the
actual probable error as follows
location reported "P" (none in the case of
this battery)
was probably accurate to
within fifty yards; a "Q" location (marked
with a small circle) accurate to within
an "R" location, ISO
a hundred yards
yards and a "RR" location, 200 yards,
marked respectively as dots and crosses.
Had the estimate of probable accuracy
been correct, all the crosses should have
been outside the outer oval figure all the
dots should have been between the outermost and the next oval the circles should
have been in the next region, etc. It will
be seen that the estimate of accuracy was
much too conservative. The triangle marks
the average of all the sound ranging locations on this battery and is less than 20
yards in error. The scale of the drawing
is such that the large square represents a
square kilometer. The sound ranging instruments were about eight kilometers
(five miles) distant from the battery.
;

;

;

A

:

;

"Many

Typewriters In One"

For the Mathematician, Engineer, Chemist,

—

Astronomer, Surveyor, Navigator there is
no typewriter like the Multiplex Hammond
The Multiplex does many things that no
other typcivriter can do
The Mathematical Multiplex contains the
characters and signs used for writing in
higher and lower mathematics, and for
engineering, mechanics, etc., as well as for
the ordinary work that can be done on
any typewriter. Just note these fine styles
of Multiplex type
all

TWO STYLES OP TYPE, or
two to five di ff erent
language s, carried on
the machine AT ONCE.)
"JUST TURN THE KNOB"
and change instantly
from Roman Type, to
Italics, or Miniature
Roman, Cy\ Ou\> iB-eau't'U'^U't
^cvifct
or from English to Greek, Russian,
German, French, etc..
Any other type or language can be substituted
in a fen seconds.
The above

gives a slight idea of the versatility of
the Multiplex which ha9 literally revolutionized
typewriting has changed it from monotonous commercial work to the beauty of fine printing and
engraving.

—

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET

fire

also used to direct

of the friendly artillery on invisible
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the

—

Fill out the Coupon and mail to us now
before you turn this page and possibly forget.
You incur no obligation.

Also

—an

Aluminum

PORTABLE Model

;

Sound ranging was

showing

many languages and type sets of the Multiplex
there's a type for every profession, every business,
every science, including technical signs and symbols and chemical keyboard.

;

the

You

^THE

—

(t.2
travel the distance r 2 where r 2
is the velocity of sound in still
ti) if
Also
air at some standard temperature.
ra
One can of course re(ts
ta).
verse the above reasoning if the intervals

—

Complete Radio Outfits

833

at

—

Postpaid

30c each.

COLE & MORGAN,
Dept.

!

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

December, 1919

tla

—

!

For Traveling

—

for home. Weighs
11 -lbs.
Full capacity. Ask
for special folder.

about

fT

THE HAMMON "tyPEWr'iTEI^Co"""""'
New York City 1

589 East 69th Street

I

iv
j Name

g
m

g Address

^
to

Please write your occupation

advertisers.

below.
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834

targets

;

the

method was

similar

that

to

employed for the location of the enemy
guns but with the difference that it was
the burst of the friendly
artillery's shells that was recorded instead
When
of the report of the enemy gun.
the target was an enemy gun which had
and been located by the
recently fired
sound rangers, the accuracy obtained in
ranging the friendly artillery was extremely great, since no uncertain wind and
temperature corrections had to be applied,
as the effect of wind and temperature on
the records of enemy gun and the shells
of the friendly artillery was the same and
therefor could be disregarded.
the

The Newest Things

WIRELESS

IN

Are in These Three Books
Just Off The Press

RADIO INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Every amateur should have this book as it answers the
you want to ask and covers all phases of
the subject matter indicated by its title.
Price $1.25
Cloth Bound, 320 Pages.

questions

THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS' MANUAL

E. E. Bucher
The only one that compreMr. Bucher's latest book.
hensively covers all phases of wireless work, including
the latest practices in both Kadio Telegraphy and
Telephony.
Most complete text book on these subjects
yet published.
Price $1.75
Cloth Bound. Approximately 300 Pages.

By

HOW TO CONDUCT
By

E.

E.

A RADIO CLUB
Bucher

of the most popular wireless books ever published.
Covers parliamentary procedure, indoor and outdoor experiments, 5,000-mile receiving sets, use of vacuum
tubes and many other subjects.
Paper Cover, 148 Pages. Price 500

One

THE WIRELESS AGE
that will keep you posted on the
things in wireless communication.

A monthly magazine

up-to-the-minute
Official organ of the National Amateur Wireless Association.

Price Per Year J2.00

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICE
All

Four for Only $4.50

New York

Building.

Announcement
Leo

J.

An

idea

of

may

Buy the Best When You Buy

be gained of the amount

artillery information supplied by the
flash and sound ranging sections from the

of

following extract taken from the report
of the artillery information officer of one
of the American corps. This officer had at
the time as sources of information three

American sound ranging sections, two
American and three French flash ranging
sections
later three American and two
French flash ranging sections) aviation and
observation balloons.
During a period of
three weeks of rapid advance, 425 separate
locations of enemy batteries were made; of
these the two American flash sections reported 63 per cent the three French flash
sections reported 16 per cent, and the three
American sound sections reported 21 per
cent.
In a period of two weeks, when the
advance had been temporarily checked by
the enemy, the total number of locations was
392, and the percentages were
From the
three American flash sections 38 per cent
from the two French flash sections 8 per
cent and from the three American sound
sections 54 per cent. In another and very
During a
active sector the figures were
period of three days' preparation for an
advance, sound locations 22, flash 22 balDuring a period of
loons, 0, aviation, 0.
sixteen days of rapid advance
sound 4,
flash 46, balloons 30, aviation 15.
During a
period of four days of stabilization; sound
These
6, flash 34, balloons 13, aviation 15.
figures are fairly characteristic.
During
preparations for an advance, both the- sound
and flash sections are very useful sources of
information.
During rapid advance the
sound rangers do not get into action as

THE BEST COSTS YOU LESS WHEN
YOU BUY FROM US.
This 200 to 2500 meter loose coupler costs
$18.00.

ment

if

You cannot buy a better instruyou pay more.

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.

(

6302 Washington

Boston, Mass.

St.
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Black Composition
with Brilliant

:

Meyberg Co.
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Engraving
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Dial No. 66 only post paid $.75

:
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the business of

67 with Bakelite
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Haller
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cents for our

Wireless

catalog

Amateur

of

Apparatus

For Sale By All RADISCO Agencies
and by

&

CO.
A. H. CORWIN
4 West Park St., Newark, N. J.

often as the flash, because of the greater
technical difficulties.
During this period
the major part of the information comes
from the aerial observation.

American flash and sound ranging secwere operating on the front from
March, 1918, until the armistice and always in sufficient numbers to cover the
sectors held by American troops, except
for a portion of the front of the Argonne
offensive when the line was moving extremely rapidly. The work of the officers
and men of the 74th Engineers engaged in
this service was of a very high order, and
their untiring watchfulness was often the
indirect means of saving the lives of counttions

20,000 Meter Long Wave Tuner
3,000 Meter Arlington Tuner
200 Meter Amateur Tuner
They work on any
Wiror loop.
ing diagrams on botCoils machine
tom.
wound and set in
No delicate
tuning.
Foreign orCataders solicited.
log free.
Agents and
dealers wanted. Price
$15 delivered to you.
aerial

wax.

soldiers by affording
the information needed to silence the fire
less

of their fellow

[Editorial

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
solve any problem in addisubtraction, multiplication,
Logdivision and proportion.
\Log Scale gives any root or power
\ot any quantity. Gives Logarithms,
JSines, Tangents, Cosines, Cotanwill

tion,

A

Hgents and the decimal equivalents
fractions to six figures.
It is
I grease
and water proof and will
give years of service. This rule is
not to be compared with the paper
utility rules which sell for $1.00
and are put together with paper
fasteners.
It is accurate, simple
to operate and comparison shows that it is undoubtedly the
fastest and most complete rule made.
Our refund guarantee protect, yon from Jos. or disappointment. An Instruction book 16
B«ea. 12 Illustrations, I. sent with each rule. Diameter of rule 4 In
sde ln_ two models: Metal (white coated eteell. $1.00; White Cel:/of

nofc satisfied.
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used, then, in the A. E. F.,
the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
who took charge of all this work during
the war on the whole American front
(every yard of which was fully protected
by this apparatus for accurately locating
the German guns from the time that the
troops went into action)
first American
No sound
until the close of the war?
vibrations thru the earth, to begin with,

when

and no microphones.
When Colonel Trowbridge arrived in
France, he was given charge of this work
for the A. E. F., and was appointed to
the staff of Gen. Pershing at Headquarters.
Very shortly, and in conjunction
with some laboratory work which has been
carried on in the Palmer Physical Laboratory at Princeton University, an entirely
new method of "Sound, Ranging" was
developed.
In the first place, sound vibrations as transmitted thru the air were
used in contra-distincjtion to the sound
waves originally used, which were transmitted thru the earth. A new sound translating device was constructed for the purpose,
which yielded wonderful results.
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intensify this effect, the next step
place the grid device, which was
a small affair, on to some acoustic resonating chamber which would be affected in
a more or less pronounced manner so as
to reinforce pneumatically the local effect
of the air wave variation when it arrived.

English

worth-while
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the grid thermal detector was
clamped to the top of the jug. When the
sound wave arrived in the vicinity of these
jug detectors, a puff of air would rush
into the jug, and out again, thus causing
a variation in the heating of the wire and
this partial cooling and change in the
heating would change the resistance of
the line, and cause the recording apparatus at the central station to register a
"wiggle" on a rapidly moving photographic
paper strip such as here shown, which corresponds to the enemy gun or guns. Later,
several important and unique features in
connection
with
this
interesting
very
sound detector, were observed and put into
effect.
Due to the fact that the soldiers
used to smash the jugs repeatedly in an
effort to see whether there was any whiskey inside, researches were quickly made,
and finally gasoline and kerosene cans
came into use. The grid was now clamped
on the opening of the can, and presently
it was discovered that in order to render
the device more quickly damped in its
operation, and to give but one deflection
on the record, that this quality could be
effected by simply punching some small
holes around the can, so that the opening
where the air enters the can when the
sound wave arrives, did not tend to keep
vibrating; but due to the air escaping thru
the small holes, it would damp out quickly.
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The next point of interest leads us to
the front line trenches and their vicinity,
where sound ranging posts were stationed.
The observers were sometimes stationed
in dugouts in advance of the front line
trenches.
Each observer had a switch or
key, and a telephone of course. Whenever
he saw or heard the enemy's gun fired,
he immediately prest his key, which operated a series of relays connected by means
of wires running back to the recording
station of that particular sound ranging
section.
One of the relays closed the grid
current circuit thru the hot wire grid on
the whiskey jugs or gasoline cans, which
were sprinkled over the field in the vicinity of the front line trenches.
Another
relay started the recording apparatus in
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DRAFTING

By Frederick Von Lichtenow
(Continued from page 77A)

5THC

maximum

The charge thus gained
value.
then applied to the pith ball hanging from
its insulating support, which was made use
of in the preceding experiment (pith ball
to be first neutralized, of course), with the
result that the light body will be strongly
repelled by the El-cover. This shows, that
(It will retain
the former is fully charged.
the charge for quite a while!)
sheet of glass, about 1/16 thick, of a
somewhat smaller size than the hard rubber plate, is then placed between the latter
and the metal cover (Fig. 2) and the charging process gone thru as before. The spark
discharges will in this case, naturally, be of
a weaker nature, but the polarity of the
sparks will in both cases be the same, that
is +, which is manifest thru the repulsive
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removed from the charg-

ing body; and so this particular problem
winds up in a case of "Spurlos Versenkt"
The fact remains, that, in the above connection, a negative charge is found upon the
glass's upper side and is retained there (it
is never repelled there as it would on a
conductor!) gradually diminishing in value
with that upon the hard rubber plate.
For the sake of the uninitiated or some
"Doubting Thomas" and to emphasize the
fallacy of another possible (on their part)
version of the principle action, I may state
here, that in the above case the original
charge does not penetrate, unchanged in
sign and simply lessened in power thru the
sheet of glass, for this fact alone would be
sufficient to eliminate the use of glass for
a condenser as well as insulating purposes and, for that matter, would have done
so long ago.

—

—

The diagram in Fig. 2A. shows the distribution of the electrostatic charges upon
the various parts of the apparatus, while
the latter are in electrical contact with one
another.
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(Inductive Action Upon Neutral Body)
This experiment, although again simple
in its conduction, "Teaches a lot", as it
demonstrates the inductive action of an
electro-static charge upon a neutral object,
from start to finish, in a very clear manner.
In order to make such a clear demonstration
possible,
a
neutral
insulating
body (sheet of glass or hard rubber) is
needed in conjunction with the other necessary instruments electrophorus, insulating
stand, and suspended pith ball, with which
alone the very fine inductive action can be
worked out only to a certain, limited

essential, because

benefit by

I.

like best in the

—

What finally becomes of both these induced Electro-static charges remains an
open question, since the glass plate can not
be tested for its respective former polar-
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so great as now.
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CATALOG
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you will find 116 pages
about radio. One of the greatest
catalogs of its kind in print.
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this cyclopedia

all

You

dozens of wireless instruments of the famous E. I. Co. make.
Remember always that this company was
the

will find in

FIRST

to

it

make and
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wireless instru-

ments, the first wireless outfit having been
placed upon the market by them in 1904.
The E. I. Co. knows how, because it has the
experience. Others imitate but cannot equal

You

E.

I. Co. for quality and workmanship.
Other things you will find listed in this

catalog:

dog Spark

Electrolytic
Coils,

Bull-

Interrupters,

Chemical

Outfits,

Omni-

graphs, Code Practice Sets, Telegraph Instruments, Primary Batteries, Storage BatVolt and
teries, Solenoids, Hydrometers,
Ammeters, Batterymeters, Electrolytic Rectifiers, Rheostats, Tesla Coils, Nickel Plating Outfits, Lighting Plants, Dynamos and
Motors, Microphones, Detectiphones, Loud
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Frequency Apparatus and

supplies, Heating Pads, Electro-magnets,
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By Frederick Von Lichtenor
(Continued from page 837)
as exposes (as far as this possibly can be
done) "those workings" of, the action,
which ordinarily take place, but do not
manifest themselves, all of which will be
more fully understood later on.
Fig. 3 indicates the respective positions
of the instruments to one another, which
are to be placed in line, with the insulating sheet very close to the neutral body.
This is important as the success of the experiment depends upon this factor more
than on anything else. Care must, consequently, be taken in finding the proper
distance between the sheet of glass and
the pith ball, which, generally speaking, is
about equal to the thickness of the glass it-

Des Moines, Iowa
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HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE
the Middle West
Offers a remarkably complete course of Electrical
Engineering in one year of 48 weeks, at low cost.
very flno laboratory unexcelled in the country
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ical Engineering.
Highway Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and
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and Auto Electrical Expert Course.
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but which has really to be found by
experimentation, since this is subject to the
volume of the induced charge, the size of
the pith ball, the temperature of the surself,

Adolph Shane, E. E., Dean, Des Moines College
145 Highland Park, Des Moines, Iowa
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be permitted to make contact
the Electrophorus cover, for this
would destroy the principle of the inductive
action with one stroke!)
On getting the
light object once more "under control" by
shortening this gap, the opportunity offers
itself for the removal of the insulating
body, which is then done. After this the
charged cover is also removed.
An investigation will show the existence of a
small charge upon the pith ball, which the
latter acquired during the process
and
which is evidenced thru its attractive properties when in contact with any neutral

Earn $1500

ball

to

$5000 Yearly

Here's your big chance to become a
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Consulting Service Free

A $12 Consulting Membership solves your difficult
problems tor a whole year. FREE with the set of books

SEND NO MONEY —JUST THE COUPON

in

experiment, the explanation for
the whole action is very clear and as follows The (+) charged El-cover, on being
approached to the pith ball, induces a negative charge upon the part of the latter facing it, while a charge of opposite sign is
repelled to the other side of the ball. This
repelled positive element does under ordinary conditions, that is, without the addition of the insulating sheet, not manifest
its existence.
In the above case, however,
it will find a complement of negative electrons on the sheet of glass, to which, in
accordance with the law of attraction of

Broadway

134-373

with

this

full

School of Engineering of Milwaukee

object.

Lower in Price
The BEST Guarantee

Muncie, Ind.

cessfully.

any more.
(Under no circumstances and
at no stage of this experiment should the

Although quite a few things happen

You

remunerative profession.

this

Earn While You Learn

the apparatus arranged as above
suggested, the charged El-cover is moved
slowly in the direction of the pith ball,
whereupon the latter, altho separated from
the cover
by several inches, will be
"pushed" onto the insulating sheet and
cling there. At this very juncture, that is,
without bringing the charged cover any
closer, all action on the part of the operaThus keeptor should cease for a while.
ing the cover in its last position, the pith
ball will soon loose its hold upon the
surface of the glass and swing over toward
the charged cover.
As the gap between
both is shortened or widened by the operator, so will the light object, naturally, be
more strongly attracted or allowed to swing
back onto the sheet of glass, as the case
may be, but it will not cling to the latter

pith

in

can

With

Four-months-for-a-dollar subscribers
renew their orders for

and

Repair

little

:

opposite polarities, it will attach itself.
This negative element, again, is the result
of the disturbance of the "electrical balance" upon the insulating body, while under
the influence of the repelled positive charge
(if not even under that of the original
[Electrophorus cover] charge)
and to
enable both these weak charges to reach
one another, the sheet of glass must find its
place close to the pith ball, which was
clearly pointed out in the foregoing. Since
a second object is absolutely imperative in
order to bring out this, otherwise, "lost
;
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action", which will now be fully understood,
and since a conductor has, for obvious reasons, to be avoided, an insulating body, as
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Radio Diagrams
and Formulae
in Loose Leaf Form
The

publishers of the CONSOLIDATED
have completed the
preparation of diagrams and instructions
on:
'Measurement of Capacity of a Condenser.

RADIO CALL BOOK

(Substitution Method.)
Calibration of a
Variable Condenser.
Two Diagrams and
Curve
No. 1
Measurement of Inductance of a Coil or Circuit.
Two Methods Two Diagrams
No. 2
Measurement of Distributed Capacity of an Inductance. Diagram and Curve
No. 3

—

Measurement of Fundamental Wavelength of
an Antenna.
Three Methods.
Three Diagrams
No. i
Measurement of Wavelength of Distant Transmitting Station. Two Methods. Calibration
of a Receiving Set. Two Diagrams
No. 5
Effective Antenna Capacity.
Two Methods. Two Diagrams
No. 6
Measurement of Inductance of Antenna and a
Third Method of Measuring Effective Capacity of Antenna.
One Diagram
No. 7
Measurement of Antenna Resistance. Substitution Method
No. 8
Schematic Wiring Diagram of Regenerative Audion Receiving Set Suitable for Receiving
High Power Undamped Wave Stations. Connections shown are those used in most Navy
and Commercial Receivers
No. 50
Table giving the value of LC (Product of Inductance and Capacity) for wavelengths from
300 to 20,000 meters. Inductance in Microhenrys
No. 100
Table same as above but with Inductance in
centimeters
No. 101
Schematic Wiring Diagram of Signal Corps
Type SCR- 68 Radio Telephone Transmitting
and Receiving Set
No. 51
Schematic Wiring Diagram of Type CW-936

Measurement of

(Navy Submarine Chaser) Radio Telephone
and Telegraph Transmitter and Receiver.
No. 52

Schematic Diagram of Type S.E. 1100 (Navy
Flying Boat) Radio Telephone and TeleNo. 53
graph Transmitter
These diagrams and instructions are the

;

(Radium Mineral.) The American Pitchblende found in Colorado,
from which Radium

the "last best thing", is consequently chosen.
The latter (sheet of glass in the above
case) possesses qualities which tend to retard the process to a certain extent and
which is clearly demonstrated, when the
pith ball clings to the insulating sheet for
a while. In doing so, the small amount of
repelled positive charge becomes neutralized and neutralisation of a charged object in contact with an insulating body takes
place very gradually, which accounts for
The negative
the "slowed down" action.
element induced upon the pith ball remains
there, however, as at this stage of the experiment the electrophorus cover (-)-) is
Upon sepastill held in its rigid position.
rating itself from the sheet of glass again,
the ball will be evenly charged negatively
and consequently strongly attracted by the
charged cover.
)
(
The minute charge found finally upon the
pith ball, that is, after both sheet and cover
have been removed, is acquired by the
latter upon contact with the insulating
body and is really not to be included in the
inductive action of an electrostatic charge
upon a neutral body, (altho similar conditions may prevail [for all we know] in
space, where the "bigger workings" occur,
and give reason for just such an action).
It should, in the above case, rather be considered a "necessary evil", which finds its
way into the experiment, with the operator
not finding a way out of preventing it from
getting in there. For with the elimination
of the insulating body a successful "workout" of the whole action is impossible,
which is now quite clear nor is it possible,
while employing this very essential insulating factor, to prevent the pith ball from
making contact with it, and yet observe the
minute manifestation of the repelled element by way of attraction only; the close
proximity of the two, necessitated by the
very weak nature of the charge, stands
against this.
If in this experiment the pith ball, after
separation from the sheet of glass,
its
should again cling to the same, this shows
that the repelled positive charge (on the
ball) has not been completely neutralized,
which, as pointed out in Experiment No. 1,
finds its main reason in too low a potential
of the Charge-source (El-cover) and, consequently, of the "counter-charges" induced
upon the other instruments. The proper
charge, neither excessively higher nor too
low, for such purposes as the above, has
to be found by actual experimentation.
The diagram in Fig. 3-A illustrates the
experiment in its various, principal stages.

City

most CLEAR, CONCISE, COMPREHENSIVE
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things, indeed, may be studied in
this experiment, the main object of which
is to prove the fact, that a neutral body
may be put in a charged condition entirely
thru the power of induction of an electro-
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EXPERIMENT NO. 4.
(Imprisoning Charge Upon Neutral Body
by Induction)

Depicted in Fig. No. 4 are the instruexperimental
required
for
the
ments,
"work-out", which eliminates a further
description of the same, beyond stating,
that the two neutral bodies (pith balls)
must hang side by side (touching one another) in the same plane and that they are
suspended from separate silk-threads, so as
to enable the operator to remove one of
them, when the necessity arrives the reason for this will be clear after a while.
The charged hard rubber plate is approached to the light objects in the manner
that the plate faces only one of the balls,
whereupon, at a certain distance, both of
the latter (still keeping contact with one
another) will be slightly attracted by the
charged hard rubber sheet. Here the sheet
should become "rigid," that is, not be
moved any closer. After a short while the

^I OC
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at a VERY REASONABLE
COMBINATION TRICE. We

have selected the rule best
adapted for the purpose and
the lessons will enable you to
thoroughly understand its use.
Write for full information.

Burgess Electrical School
745 E. 42nd

Chicago,

St.,

111.

How to Get Rid of Moles
—

A simple, safe home treatment 15
in
success
my practice.
years'
Moles (also BIG growths) Dry Up.
Ask

tf|

for Free Booklet of Full Particulars

WM.

DAVIS, M.D.

1

WATCH REPAIRING

Learn

1

Watchmaking

8dilwaukee|ScliooI!o(

1

You can learn by our modern and original system of instruction every part
of the Watch Repairing Trade at borne
A3 good or better than at a shop. You
can earn money while learning and secure a
well paying position or start In business after
completing our course of Instruction. Good
watch repairers are always In demand and earn
from £20 to $85 per week. For particulars
apply to the
Mason

166

Si- ..Milwaukee,

Wi*

Learn to throw your voles Into a
under the bed, out In the hall or anywhere.

it,

—

Perth Amboy, N.J.

4 140 State Street

while the other (the one further away from the plate) evidences a repulThe sheet of hard rubber
sive action.
(ebonite) and ball No. 1, are then removed together, by simply lifting the latter
with the plate from its support (which is
easily accomplished as long as the ball has
not lost its "hold" upon the electrified
sheet!) Great care must, however, be taken in doing so, not to bring these two objects any closer to the remaining ball; not
to speak of permitting any contact beAfter this has been caretween them.
fully done, the solitary ball will, upon test
with a neutral body, be found to be in a
charged condition, although in the above
arrangement it never came in direct "touch"
with the charge-source.
The explanation for the above will be
found in the following: on approaching the
two neutral bodies with the electrified hard
rubber plate, its negative charge induces a
(+) charge upon the side of the first ball,
which it faces, repelling at the same time
) to the other side
such of its own sign (
This repelled negative eleof that ball.
ment, again, attracts the positive electrons
found in the second pith ball to the part of
the latter, which is in contact with ball No.
1, while a charge of opposite polarity (
will be repelled toward its part farthest
itself to

A set of concise lessons on the
use of the Electrical Slide Eule
has been prepared by Mr. Burgess
in response to many requests from

in

10c
h& Voice Thrower TRUNK,

;

ELECTRICAL SLIDE RULE

A High

841

two bodies will separate one will swing
over toward the charge-source and attach

Instructions on the

Hp

;

Lots of FUN fooling the Teacher. Janitor.
Policeman. Parents, Neighbors, or Friends.

THE VENTRILO

instrument that fits into the mouth
sight.
BOYS or GIRLS can use it
conjunction with the above for imitating
birdsand animals. Never fails. A 32-page
book on Ventriloquism sent with the Ventriio for
10 cents.
a

little

out of
In

NEW FORD JOKE BOOK 1920
All the latest jokes on the Ford auto. Hundreds of
them, and all good one3. Spring a new one on your

neighbors.

Large book with cover
by mail, 10c

ROGEN X-RAY
Price 10 cents

HERE, BOYS,

—

away from

the charged plate.

With

SKULL RING
Here

the

can Mod TrUuic
la Your Home. Write today for oar booklet. It tells
how to learn to play Piano, Org in. Violin, Mandolin,

%o

•t

Banjo,

Guitar,

Beginners or advanced pupils.
American School of Music, 57 Lad eside Bldg., Chicago
etc.

Send

for a

Complete Catalog of

MASONIC BOOKS

j

Jewelry and Goods
REDDING & CO.

'

Publishers and Manufacturers
200 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Dept. 5

Built for the

$1085oo

Owner

latter approaching gradually closer, both
balls will be moderately attracted to the
same (to be exact: the nearest ball is attracted, while the other one is simply

Simple,

\y^/J0>

tilever springs in rear.
Comfortable E-Z riding

rS«*:a1«>t>C
LSeaierS

«S."

Wnntprl
W amea

I

4cyl.

mti—^ 108 in. wheel
Immediate deliveries. Fifth success
I

Increased output. Liberal
fu yeat
advertising in dealers' territory. Wonderful opportunities.
|

.

newspaper
Write or Wire

NOW.
THE SENECA MOTORCAR CO ,52

Seneca Faclory.

MS

$4
$3
A Beautifully

FOSTORM, OHIO

WILL BUY
Reconstructed

TYPEWRITER
With Every Modern Writing
Convenience

WHITE

HARRY

TODAY

FOR

CIRCULAR

ILLUSTRATED

Explaining Try-Before-You-Buy Plan
A. SMITH, 738-218 North Wells St.,
Chicago, 111.

SAVE 25%

60%

to

on slightly used

GRAFLEX-KODAKS
Cameras and Lenses of every description.
Equal to new. Save money. Write now for
Free Bargain Book and Catalog
t

listing hundred* of money -saving bargains in
slightly used and new cameras and supplies. All
goods sold on lO days* Free Trial. Money back
not satisfied. You take no chances dealing:
with us.
have been In the photographic

If

CENTRAL CAMERA

We

business over 16 years. Write now.
CO.. Dept. 17 C 124 S. Wabaih, Chicago

Says the Master Mechanic. The Greb
Automatic Grip Puller is a One-Man

— Quick-acting, strong
in the extreme. May be

Puller
ple

any desired
of

position.

A

and simlocked in

combination

arms.
Heavy Duty
1" to 18" Junior size

two or three

—

Size capacity
capacity 1" to 7". Two sets of Jawa
furnished with, each size.

Ten Days'

Trial

lUrd

jobber does not have them we will send you
one. Try it ten daya.
If not satisfactory,
return to us and we wil refund your money.
We also make the GREB RIM TNOL.
THE GREB CO., 230 State Slreel, BOSTON

You

benefit by

Women

rul.

won't like It, but
boys it is a great
Sample, by mall, ISo.

for men
novelty.

Gee

and that they still keep
pulled along!)
together during this motion, is due to
neutralisation of their "inner charges",
which invariably manifests a "clinging action" while taking place.

or

What a Wad

!

!

STAGE MONEY
Looks like the GENUINE
STUFF. Some Green backs and
This

is

Create a
some Yellow backs.
BIG sensation among your
friends.
The girls will all be
after you when they see the wad.
BIG roll of 15 pieces by mall,

After the act of neutralization has been
both separate, whereupon the

completed,

10 cents.

ball, now left (+) charged, will be
electrified
strongly attracted to the (
)
sheet and consequently attach itself to it,
while ball No. 2, will be distinctly repelled
on account of its now evenly negative
polarity.
At this stage of the experiment
both, charge-source and ball No. 1, are removed, as was outlined before and I may
mention here, that the (in the above connection) slow process of neutralization of
the (+) element induced upon that pith
ball
makes this "holding together" refirst

—

ENCHANTED BARREL
I

The Most Wonderful Pocket Trick Made

CHANGE A CENT INTO A DIME
I

Aik your

friend to drop a dime in the barrel
takes it out. Behold
It is a CENT.
9 cents every time you fool them.
Never falls. They cannot get on to it.
1f|*»
Sample barrel , with directions, only....

When he

*VC

Hindoo Flower Pot Trick

—

moval

possible.

(This

You have

ball will finally, that

being neutralized, be negatively
charged [higher potential of plate!] and
repelled, which, however, has no bearing
in this experiment)
The negative charge, which in the end is
found imprisoned upon the remaining pith
ball, is the direct result of neutralization
of the induced "inner" charges between
the bodies, with their immediately following separation and simultaneously that of
their "spell-bound" charges, all happening
under the influence of the inductive energy
emanating from the charge-source
and,
consequently, this negative charge is of a
truly induced character.
Fig. 4-A, gives a clear demonstration of
the principal actions which take place in
this experiment.
apparata themselves I
should be kept clean and
in a dry condition, in which they always
are, when in their proper place in a comfortably heated room.
In case of excessive dampness of the atmosphere they may
be placed upon a radiator for a short while,
but must never be heated nor employed
while in such a condition, because some of
the apparatus (hard rubber sheet, for instance!) will doubtless suffer under such
treatment
and because thermo-(heat-)
waves upon the apparatus will introduce
erroneous manifestations into the experiments, which do not belong in there, thus
counteracting the desired actions, if not

BIG

VALUE

plant grow

out

of

a

lOCts.

for

25
Songs, words and music
6
40 Ways to
Pictures Pretty Girls
;

;

Make Money

;

1

1
Book
Dream Book
Cook Book

Magic

1

Book Letter Writing
and Fortune Teller

;

;

1
1

;

giving rules for

Baseball Book,

Toy Maker Book; Language of Flowers
I Morse Telegraph Alphabet; 12 Chemical Experiments Magic Age Table Great
North Pole Game 100 Conundrums
12 Games; 30 Verses for Autograph
All the above by mail for 10c.
games

;

1

;

;

:

;

;

;

the

say, that they

nullifying

a

flower pot right in front of an audience).
This trick has puzzled the whole world
for years until an old Hindoo fakir gave
We send the whole outfit by
it away.
mail with full instructions for 15 cents.

;

Concerning

heard of the great Hindoo

all

(making

trick

after

may

I

You make

;

is,

Sturdy construction.
Low cost of up-keep
and operation. Can-

a handsome, up-to-date

ia

Ring, representing a Skull and
Cross-bones.
Has stones in the
ayes and looks something fright-

;

MUSIC TAUCIIT FREE

is

you

what

just

want. With this instrument you can apparently see the
bones in your fingers. Think of the fun you can
have with it. Sample by mail, TEN CENTS

them entirely.
(To be continued)
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Trumpet

in

Handkerchief

The Trumpet in the Handkerchief
has come to torment us. It is a

A small metal trumpet
ingeniously concealed in a
is
On meeting your
handkerchief.
friends, after chatting awhile, you
take out this handkerchief and
blow your nose. It's like a sudden clap of thunder
The ladies scream, and your male friends will think
they heard the whistle of a steam engine. You can
blame the hideous noise to your having a very had
cold, and keep the fun up as long as you like.
Price, 10c, 3 for 25 cents, by mail.
startler.

1

Any

3 for 30c Mailed

with Catalog

ROYAL NOVELTY COMPANY
410 East Ave.,
writing to advertisers.

South Norwalk, Conn.
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Stop That Pain
With Violet Rays
WHY

suffer nervousness, headaches, rheumatism, skin diseases or any
other ailment that keeps you from enjoying perfect health and a clear,
beautiful complexion?
The marvel of the age is the discovery of the
curative value of electricity in treating the human system.
Its mysterious,
magical power has now been harnessed in its greatest curative form for human
use Violet Rays.
A few minutes each day in your own home will not only
relieve you of many annoying ailments, but will literally insure you an every-day
vigorous, abounding health and beauty. Violet Rays penetrate every cell of the
entire human system and bring almost instant relief.
For blackheads, pimples,
eczema, blotches and other blemishes to bodily beauty and complexion, Violet

—

Rays produce amazing

results.

Don't confuse the VIOLETTA with
Vibrating Machines. It is not a Vibrator.
It does not contract the muscles
or shock the nerves. Its magic rays pass completely through the body, producing
"cellular massage," known to be far more beneficial than muscular massage.
It
leaves no soreness after use only delightful, agreeable relief.

Not a Vibrator!

What Physicians and
Users Say

—

VIOLETTA
Machine
Try VIOLETTA For

Violet Ray

Barbers' Itch
Boils

Eczema
Eye Disease

Pains

Falling Hair

Paralysis

Blackheads

Hay Fever

Pimples

Catarrh

Headache

Rheumatism

Chilblains

Goitre

Colds
Constipation
Dandruff
Deafness

Insomnia

Skin Diseases
Sore Throat
Sprains

Asthma

Neuritis

Lumbago

Tonsilitis

Neuralgia

V/hooping

Cough

FREE BOOK COUPON
Dept. 2-M, 326

W. Madison

St.,

I

Chicago

.

I

State.
You

benefit by

K. L. Allen, D. C, 205 B'oone National Building,
Boone, Iowa, says: "I have had very good results
with the application of High Frequency Current in
cases of Paralysis, Rheumatism and Neuritis,
think it a great help in drugless healing."

L

tissue

and nerve

and

Daniels, Lisbon, North Dakota, says:
"Have
used the VIOLETTA in such cases as Goitre, Bronchitis, Pleurisy. Neuritis. Neuralgia, and Lumbago,
and find it very beneficial. In fact, I would not be

without

it in

in the system.

my

office."

Frank Borzone,

Seattle, Wash., says:
"I purchased
for my wife who was suffering from
an acute attack of Sciatica.
From the very first
treatmtnt it induced peaceful rest and she is entirely

VIOLETTA

the

well

now."

if

by magic.

Get This

Kays penetrate to every
Bemember, there is
Thousands of small babies

Violet

It soothes or stimulates, as desired.

NO shock or pain in its use. Harmless and painless even to infants.
have been successfully treated with it.

We

I
I

Address
City

I
VIO-

I

Name

Rice, of Vinton, Iowa, says:
"I have
good results with the Violetta High Frequency Instrument in all cases of neuralgia. Almost instant
relieve in Facial Neuralgia."

These and many other ailments are relieved as
cell,

BLEADON-DUN COMPANY,
Please send me your free book describing
LETTA Violet Ray Machine.

Dr. Bert H.

Dr.

Nervousness

Earache

Trixie Friganza. well known actress says: "Cheerfully
will I add my praise for Violetta. It's the best "pain
chaser" and "soother" I've had the good fortune to
find.
It's WONDERFUL.
It cured ray brother of
neuritis.
As for myself I use it for facial treatments
and general massage. I cannot say too much for it."

Book— FREE!

send you this wonderful book describing VIOLETTA in detail. Find out what it
will do to help YOU.
See how thousands of others have gained astounding results from its use.
Head why it is the most compact Violet-Ray machine made. Attaches to any lighting socket.
Special equipment where current is not available.
Learn how you can have superb health and
bewitching beauty.

want

to

BLEADON-DUN

CO., Dept. 2-M, 326
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Opportunity Ad-lets
YOU

It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings
opportunities and real bargains in these columns.
made every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials
of the month.
Advertisements in this section nine cents a word for each insertion. No advertisements for less than 75c accepted. Name and address must
Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency.
be included at the above rate.
Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for the February issue must reach us not later than January 12.

will

many remarkable

find

of the Experimenter is over 125,000 and climbing every
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

The Circulation

Build your own aeroplane; we
furnish Knock Down parts for successful motorcycle engined biplane, on installments.
Plans
free.
Aeronautical supplies. Irwin Aircraft Co.,

Yale

1220

St.,

Sacramento, Cal.

Model Aeroplanes.

100

Working Drawing and

Good

flyers.
15c brings
F. Bruland, Red-

prices.

Mich.

ford,

Auto Accessories.
your copy of guaranteed, standard
accessories and tires at money-saving prices.
We guarantee to save you money. Send for the
book today. David Stern Company. Value, SerSend

for

vice, Satisfaction since 1885.

Chicago,

1027-K Madison

St.,

111.

Ford Fan Grease Guard.

Prevents grease and
splashing interior of hood, frame or motor;
any Ford model; put on in a minute. Fifty
cents postpaid or from your dealer or jobber.
Agents wanted. American Valve Tool Mfg. Company, 354 West 50th St., New York.
Power increased, carbon eliminated; results
guaranteed- write for booklet. No-Leak-O Piston Ring Co.,, Baltimore, Md.
Tires.
Direct to You Prices.
Exclusive representatives wanted each locality to use and sell
Mellinger Extra Ply Tires.
Guarantee Bond
Sample Sections furnished. Mellin8,000 Miles.
ger Tire Company, 980 Oak, Kansas City, Mo.
Auto Motors and supplies.
Buick, Hupp,
Franklin, Michigan, Everett, Hudson, Chalmers.
Both water and air-cooled motors $40.00 each
oil
fits

and up.
Presto

Bosch Magnetos $15.00 each and up.
Tanks $5.00. Coils, Carburetors, Head

Lamps,

Horns,

Air

Compressors,

Generators,

Starters. Write for bargain bulletin second hand
accessories.
Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Auto

Ford Radiators; from factory to you; $17.25;
guaranteed. American Auto Radiator Wks., 500
Rush St., Chicago, 111.
Fords Start Easy In Cold Weather. Will run
34 miles per gallon on cheapest gasoline or half
Kerosene using our 1920 carburetors. Increased
power; styles for all motors; can attach them
yourself.
Big profits to agents; money back
guarantee; 30 days' trial. Air Friction Carburetor Company, 270 Madison St., Dayton, Ohio.
Ra-dine will stop that radiator leak. Makes
good where others fail. To introduce our goods,
three 50c cans for $1.00. Money back if not satis-

fied^

Battery Charging Pays Big Profits. City cur-

rent or gas engine operates.
bart Brothers;, Troy, Ohio.
iillllllJIIiniiiiniinniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiii!:!!
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Easy terms.

Ho-

mi)

ih
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for

Chicago,

111.

Binoculars.
of Hard-to-Get B-I-N-O-Cthe country at amazing low prices.

The Greatest Line
U-L-A-R-S in
Nu-Sight Binocular,
Maire,

$9.50;

(made

by

the

Bausch

$13.50;

Victor

&

World-Famous LeVinocular,

$45.00

Turner-Reich
Lomb)
Navy Binocular, $37.50;
:

Binocular, $31.50; U. S.
High-Power Telescope, $14.75; Goerz Trieder
Binocular, $37:50;
Binocular (made in
Petit
France), $15.00; genuine Carl Zeiss Binocular,
$75.00; 18X Busch Trelux, the_ finest binocular
in existence, $150.00; Lumina High Power, $37.50;
8 Power Loma, $25.00; 7 Power Loraa Binocular,

Send for your copy of our new catalog.
Hundreds of similar values of standard merchanDavid Stern Company, "Value, Service,
Satisfaction Since 1885." 1102 Davsco Bldg., Chi-

$25.00.

dise.

HI.

Telegraphy.
Telegraphy (both Morse and wireless)
Railway Accounting taught thoroughly
_

and
and

Big salaries now paid. Great opportunities.
Oldest and Largest School est. 45
years.
Catalogue free.
Dodges Institute, 7th

quickly.

St.,

Las Cruces. New Mexico.
Agents. Here is $50.00 to $200.00 weekly proposition.
Permanent and repeat. Every office and
home needs Argus Moistener for moistening
stamps and envelopes. Argus paper clips and
pencil and fountain penholders sell to every man
you know; they are different and better than
any on the market.
Write for particulars.
Argus Mfg. Co., 406 No. Paulina St., Dept. 19A,
Chicago,

Woman Wants

Silvoplate. Magic Cleaner
that never fails. Sure, easy sales plan; main or
sideline; quick profits; prepaid deliveries.
Sample, 10c; dozen, $1.60.
L. B. Sutton, Manufacturer, D-5, New Canaan, Conn.

Complete

Beginners.

Box

C,

"Mail

Order System,."

Atlantic City, N. J.
Big returns fast office

1005,

Agents.
and samples

fc

ticulars

free.

seller;

One Dip Pen

—

Valparaiso, Ind.

Products

Co.,

1501

—
—
American Bldg.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Agents.

If you are looking for something that
sell at every Demonstration, that cost you
and sells for 50c, then send us 50c for sample
and instructions. Your 50c back on first order.
C. M. Allen, Grinnell, Iowa.
Walk Agents. Men with spare time and specialty venders make $5.00 per day upward canvassing office buildings, banks and business
offices selling the famous Calumet Piece-Pipe
(three pieces), genuine French Briar.
Put up

will

8c

_

in attractive individual package.
Its sensible
construction makes cleaning easy and appeals
to everybody.
Send for proposition.
10,000

Bankers Have Bought and Recommend It. The
Calumet Co., Dept. Q, Mail Sales Division, Cinoffice windows.
$50 week
Chicago Sign System, G-326, River

Signs for store and

made.

Chicago.

111.

Windshield Cloth solves baffling problem.
cleans rain-blurred windshield. Stays
Motorists amazed. Agents getclear 24 hours.
Exclusive territory.
ting rich.
300% profit.
Cabco Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Wonderful Chance. Men's Shirts and Furnish^

ings

at

agent

rates or make $10 daily as
real business.
Goodell Co., 103

wholesale

starting

New York.
Agents. Make 50,000 Presto-Mystic Windshield
Cloths at cost of few cents each. Sell for 50c to
Agents coining money. Season now
$1.00 each.
on. Full instructions 50 cents. Chas. Mack, 626
20th St., Oakland, Cal.
Sell latest Joke Novelties.
Stamp
Agents.
brings Wholesale Catalogue. Mears, 66, AnderDuratex Bldg.,

Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Avenue D. Decatur. 111.
$10
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Moving Pictures

Plays.
Earn $1,200 a Year in Spare Time writing photounnecessary.
Send^ for free
plays.
Experience
book valuable information, special prize offer.
Playwright
College,
Box
Photo
278 E-8, Chicago.
I!ll!l!lllllll|[|||!!l|[l!lll!llll!l||||!llll]|llll!ll!ll!llfl!llllljlllll!lllll!lllllllllllllll!lllll>l!!llin

Mailing

ice
free to subscribers. Special two months'
trial subscription, 10c. Special Service, 403 Shan-

non Bldg., Pittsburgh, P a.
Money Making Farms, 19 States.

$10 to $100
Stock, tools, crops often included to settle
quickly. Write for big illustrated catalogue.
E. A. Strout Farms Agency, 150 EC Nassau St.,

New

York.

Week Earnings. I made it with a small
mail order business. Continued
my regular
job daytime. Free booklet tells how. 2c. postage. Al. Exp. Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.
Enter a new business. Earn $3,000 to $6,000
yearly in professional fees making and fitting
a foot specialty, openings everywhere with all
the trade you can attend to; easily learned by
anyone at home in a few weeks, at small expense; no further capital required; no goods to
buy; job hunting, soliciting or agency. Address
Stephenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay, Boston.
Mass.
An Entirely New Proposition is offered for the
establishment of yourself in a pleasant and profitable business. The increased demand for our
famous Detectagraph Deaf-Phone, Detective and
Electrical instruments has caused lis to lay extensive plans for the marketing of our productsi,

group of articles of universal appeal. Under
our plan, sales can be made locally, through mail
order business, agents and dealers. Nets a handsome profit. No experience necessary. Write
at once for particulars which will interest you.
Detectagraph, 26 Cortlandt St., New Y ork.
Substantial manufacturing corporation wants
capable men to establish branch and manage
salesmen; $300 to $1,500 necessary. You handle
own money. Will allow expenses to Baltimore if
you will qualify. For particulars, address Secretary, 416 N. Howard St., Baltimore, Md.
Stop Daily Grind. Start business silvering
mirrors, plating tableware. Plans free. Clarence
Sprinkle, Dept. 48, Marion, Ind.
Amazing Profits manufacturing "Puffed Crisp."
Delicious confection. Begin at home. Machine,
instructions
complete,
Samples,
10c.
$6.50.
"Besco," 3253-EZ, Belleplaine Ave., Chicago.
Breed Canaries. Profitable pastime.
Particulars free. Bird Farm, Lynnhaven, Virginia.
Read This. Want partner to pay patent fee
on railway invention. Very valuable. Half interest. Write Elmer Erickson, 206 12th Ave.,
West, Ashland, Wis.
$5.25
One Evening's Home Work. Instructions ioc. John C. Hahn, Cullom, 111.
Factory cost system complete outline with
Inoriginal commercial size forms for $2.00.
dustrial
Systems, Burrough Hall, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Money-Talks Magazine. Published for progressive men. Send for sample copy. 70-B Park,
Place, Newark^ N. J.
For Sale. California farms; easy terms. Write
for list. E. R. Waite, Shawnee, Oklahoma.
"Quick-Action Advertising. How it is building Business for the Progressive Advertisers
of America." A little story of results, told
by the advertisers themselves not the publisher. You will be interested in reading this
little booklet which we have prepared for prospective advertisers, a copy of which will be
gladly mailed to you upon request. It tells you
how to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent,
and responsive Americans every
interested
month men who know what they want and who
a

—

names, addresses, live buyers, $1.50
1,000
Fowles' Sales Service, 416 Wilson Ave., Vallejo,
111111

—

have the money to buy it. Write for particulars
Douglas Wakefield Coutlee,
and rates today.
225 W. 39th St., New York.

in

—
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Short Stories, Manuscripts. Wanted.
plays. Decorations.
Short Stories, Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for
publication. Literary Bureau, 165, Hannibal, Mo.
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Salesmen Wanted.

Lists.

Calif.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniuiiniiiiin

Great monthly magazine
schemes and ideas for advertisers, mail
order men, agents and beginners; valuable serv-

—

Ind.

son,

Cal.

Make More Money.

_

New

One wipe

Scenery For Hire.
Collapsible Scenery for all
Amelia Grain, Philadelphia.

par-

Co., 12

Daily Record Bldg., Baltimore, Md.
Insyde Tyres, inner armor for Automobile tires
double mileage and prevent punctures and blowouts. Quickly applied. Cost little. Demand treProfits
mendous.
unlimited.
Details
free.
American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Agents. $6 to $12 a day easy. 250 lightweight,
fast selling,
popular priced necessities, good
flavors,, perfumes, soaps, toilet preparations, etc.
Agents' outfit free.
Write today quick now.

American

geles,

of plans,

$30 a

bus, Ohio.

Every

Dollars Yearly in Your Back Yard. No ginseng, mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate.
Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89, New York.
Make big money opening safes and setting
combinations. Wayne Strong, Box 1430, Los An-

acre.

111.

Kerosene Gas Burners in Cook Stoves stop use
of wood or coal. Patented.
Get exclusive territory. The Vapor Gas Burner Co., Desk 2, Colum-

St.,

your copy of guaranteed, standard
and tires at money saving prices.
We guarantee to save you money. Send for the
book today. David Stern Company, Value, ServSince
1027K Madison,
ice,
Satisfaction
1885.

cago,

flash like Genuine; fool experts; stand tests; yet sell for 1/50 the price.
Few live agents wanted to sell from handsome
sample case; Big profits, pleasant work. Write
today.
Mexican Diamond Imptg. Co., Box Fi,

easily

accessories

St.,

Business Opportunities.

anted.

Mexican Diamonds

cinnati, Ohio.

luuiaartiEiuMiUi

Ford Owners.
Send

W

Agents

Aeronautics.

Learn Flying.

month

Salesman— Side or main line, to sell low priced
5,000-mile guaranteed tires.
30 x 3V2 non-skid
Good
sells for $11.95; other sizes in proportion.
money-making proposition for live wires. Write,
Chicago.
Michigan,
616
So.
Tire
Co.,
Consolidated
0,11,1,111,

,

„
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{Continued on page 844)
to

advertisers.
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Exchange.

Help Wanted.

Microscope. Here is a bargain, Queen & Co.,
complete, $38.00. Must sell. E. Streiff, 332 Cnmberland PI., Toledo, Ohio.

M

System,

Broadway, New York.
Weekly, spare time, writing

1968

newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; dePress Syndicate, 566s St. Louis, Mo.
tails free.
Secret Service Operatives and Detectives are
Earn big money. Travel everyin demand.
Learn this profesFascinating work.
where.
Particulars free. Amerision by home study.
can School of Criminology, Dept. E., Detroit,

Earn

$25

for

Michigan.

American Made Toys Wanted. An opportunity
home-workers on small scale and manufac-

for

Unlimited quantities
turers on large scale.
needed of toy soldiers, army, navy, marines,
and other toys
warships
guns,
cannons, machine
and novelties. Greatest chance for industrious
Enormous debusiness.
people for independent
mand and future in American made toys b all
and South
Mexico
over United States, Canada,
America, with over 50,000 10 cent stores and
stands
industry
American
toy dealers. This new
Factories are established,
out conspicuously.
Christmas
made.
people trained, machineries
The great
sets needed in millions this year.
We are
hit for 1919 without any competition.
buyers of these goods all year paying fixed
Attractive) prices offered for painted
Experience or tools unnecessary. Hungoods.
dreds and more made complete per hour. CastIf you mean
ing form outfits from $3.00 up.
business, send for booklet and information free.
Toy Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32 Union Square,
prices.

New

York.

Are You Ambitious
hours, easier worki,

for better pay, shorter
Perhaps you can get
etc.?
in the Government Service

what you want
which needs immediately thousands of men and
women over 18 for all kinds of work. You really
ought to investigate. Just send name, address
and the number RN 2081 for free information
Earl Hopkins, Washington. D. C.
a nd advice.
Auto Experts Wanted. $35 week. Learn while
Franklin InstiWrite immediately.
earning.

just

M

Dept.
806, Ro chester, N. Y.
Big salaries paid
Artists in Great Demand.
Learn quickly at home
for full or part time.
Commercial Art Cartooning,
in
spare time.
Outfit free to new stuIllustrating, Designing.
Send for handsome free book. Write
dents.
now. Washington School of Art, Inc., 1449
St. N. W., Washington,, D. C.
tute,

H
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Cigarette,
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Health.
or chewing

pipe
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1

habit

conquered.

Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co.,
cured.
SA, Baltimore, Md.
Pyorrhea (Rigg's Disease — Bleeding or Swollen
Gums). H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyorrhea
specialist for 15 years, has developed a_ successful home treatment for pyorrhea, purifying, healFull month's treatment, $1
ing, preventative.

if

Or write

for

free

For Sale or Exchange. 75 chemicals and apparatus, $12. Max Schaarschmidt, 3322 I St.»
Philadelphia, Pa.
For Sale. Complete set Hawkins Electrical
Guides. Second edition. Good as new. $8.00.
Arthur

Still,

Exchange

Perris, Cal.

one

K.

W.

Thordarson

wireless

transformer for Multi-Audi-Fone complete. All
letters answered. C. Renfroe, 203 Valey St., Valdorta,

For

Ga.

%

Sale,

H. P. A. C. motor,

Motor and wood

new.

tically

$30.00.

Prac-

lathe, $35.00

Ralph

Russell, Fitzgerald, Ga.

Will Sell. Edison motion picture machine and
D. C. % H. P. moton, $85.00; without motor,
Used one year; in good, mechanical condition.
L. Priest, St. James, Minn.
For Sale. Dynamo and Hawkins Guides. A. J.
Persall, 662 S. 18th St., Newark, N. J.
220

$70.00.

A

For Sale.
number of Weston millivolt meters complete with 150 A. shunt, $5.00. Turney
35-plate V. C, ^2.50. Cecil Ostermeier, 227 W.
Jackson St., Springfield. 111.
Two Bargains. Baldwin Phones, $12.00; Telegraph transmitter, commercial type, fine motor,
solid mahogany woodwork, $15.00. B. W. Allen,
Box 1504, Providence, R. I.
Exchange. Electro 6-60 storage (new); Chambers coupler; half-inch spark coil; for stamp
collections, or will sell. Describe fully. F. Atlee, 2039 Pine, Philadelphia.
Trade Generator, telephone.
wireless), electrical,

write for

Klaxon horn for
William Bin-

list.

Kenmare, N. D.
Electric Laboratory Apparatus Wanted. Write
particulars. 233 72d St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Phone
Bay Ridge 9721.
For Sale. Two Stage Audio-frequency Amplifield,

vacuum tube control panel, Tesla coil, O-150
voltmeter, 0-25 ammeter, 0-25 volt wire ammeter.

Pyorem

booklet.

Mfg. Co., 439 Seventh St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Free Stop using tobacco. We will give free
information how to conquer habit easily and
permanently. Results guaranteed. Anti-Tobacco
League, Dept. C, Omaha, Nebr.

—

George Price, 535 E. 71st St., New York City.
For Sale. Electro rectifier. Brownie camera
No. 2. Developing set, Chemcraft No. 3, $11.00.
Alec Clerihew, 203 Hoboken Ave., Jersey City,
N.

J.

Wireless Material Cheap. Big list, 6c. Clarence Evans, Nutley, N. J.
For Sale.
K. W. Clapp Eastham Hytone set
complete with key and ammeter. Only used two
answered.
weeks.
Bargain
at
Letters
$125.
William Florence, Jr., Reading, Mass.
For Sale. Ten-inch. X-Ray induction coil k suitable also for wireless A. C. or D. C, cost $350.00.
Price $100.00 for immediate sale. Lincoln B.
Frazier, Jr., 120 S. Highland Ave., Aurora, 111.

For

Send stamp

Sale.

other goods.
Hoboken, N.

for list of electrical

Gus. Geier, 4314 Boulevard,

and

West

Your O p p ortunity —
now.

all

kinds,

(Courses

Used correspondence
Dollars

sold.

saved.

MacMichael

bought.)

Write
Educa-

—banjo

uku-

It

pays.

Trial

lesson

35c.

Elbridge F. Ball. Box D147, Buckland, Conn.
Send for
Questions Answered.
All subjects.
Answerall Information Bureau, 51
Circular 7.
Cliff St., New York.
Learn Dancing; become popular. All dances
Thousands
taught by mail; easy; no music.
taught successfully.
Write for special offer.
W. C. Perk (Graduate Castle House), Room 227,
821 Crescent Placej. Chicago.
Become a Moving Picture Operator in your
spare time. Elementary text book with questions
and answers covering the entire course. Price,
$2.00.
Theatre Equipment Co., 124 West 45th St.,
New York.
"L. A.," $1. Dissatisfied money back. Longhand abbreviated.
Time-saving, educational.
Vrooman, Box 796, Reno, Nevada.
Crystal Gazing The craze. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope for free instructions. Zancig's
Studio, Asbury Park, N. J.

—

—

You

For 15c. we will develop and furnish prints
from one, six or eight exposure film or enlarge-

ment 8x10, your

favorite negative, 20c. to show
quality and service. Associated Photo Company,
Sta. A 12, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cameras. Lowest prices. Supplies and printing at reduced rates. Eliminate the middleman.
Deal direct with us. Catalog free. Pearl Photo
Place. 640 E. Clementine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Clean, Neat, Perfect Kodak Finishing at the
lowest prices. Work returned the same day received.

Send

film for

sample print and copy of

catalogue on developing, printing, enlarging and
hand coloring, also copy of Photo Craft Magazine, which will help you make better pictures.
Photo Craft Co., Box 69, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Why Not Settle That Christmas present question now. Give a camera. Write for free catalog.
Pearl Photo Place, 640 E. Clementine St.,
Philadelphia,,

Pa.

Chemicals.
Free information.

Write Systems Company,
Burrough Hall Building, Brooklyn, New York.
One Hundred chemical experiments printed in
book form, 25c. Oliver R. Stalter, Oshawa, OnCanada.
Experimenters, are you interested in novel,
chemical experiments? Send 10c. for large collection.
Merel Sager, 44 Apple St., Tiffin, Ohio
Antimony Metal, powdered or lump, 25c. per
once, postpaid. Robert Sagebiel, 25 W. Second
St., Dayton, Ohio
Rare Minerals, salts and chemicals. Laboratory outfits. Radio Chemical Supply Co., 915
Westcott St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Chemicals. 25 for $1.75. 1 oz. each. Robert
Edwards. 70 Jewell St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chemicals. Dime Packets. Gleasman, Morris
St., Utica, N. Y.
tario,

.

.

For the Photographer.
Do you take pictures? Write for free sample
of our big magazine, showing how to make

goods.

Exchange. Wireless and electrical
Murdock, Clapp-Eastham, Thordarson^
Brandes, etc. Send 10c. stamps for our circulars listing new standard apparatus at less than
manufacturers' prices. We have to exchange:

Detectives Earn Big Money. Travel.
Great
demand.
Experience unnecessary.
We train
you. Write for free particulars. American Detective System, 1968 Broadway. N. Y.

Wireless, electrical, optical, cameras, printing
presses, typewriters. Large list free. LaRoy
10 College Ave., Hiram, Ohio.
Electrical Blueprints of various kinds. See my
Charles L.
ad under "Electrical" this issue.
Chittenden.

Get Vital Strength.
Retain youthful vigor.
Wonderful results. Intensely interesting booklet
free.
Winslow H. Chase, Washing ton, D. C.
Shaving Powder— Enough for five razorless

Buy,

Sell,

Zehrbach,

Stammering.
St-Stu-t-t-tering and Stammering cured at
Instructive booklet free. Walter McDonPotomac Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

home.

nell, 105

Tricks, Puzzles

and Games

of

the pack,

12c.

R.

A.

shaves,

York

Durso, Dept.

25c.

41,

25

Mulberry,

New

City.

Dredge's Necktie Valet removes
wrinkles
(without ironing) from neckties.
Sample 25c.
Get one today.
Dredge, 190 Pilgrim Avenue,
Highland Park, Michigan.

Send us your dull razor blades. We re-edge
them good as new, any kind, zyic each. Prompt
service and satisfaction guaranteed.
Dealers
wanted. Keenedge Company, Inc., 184 Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Mitchell, 91

Davenport Ave., New Haven, Conn.
250 Magic Tricks and Catalog, 10c. Clarence
A. Maugans, Anderson, Ind.
Magic.
novelties.
Co., Inc.,

Avenue,

For Men.

Wonderful Magic Card Trick, jumps

Boys!
right out

Learn Chemistry.

Send for our Catalog No. 121. It's the biggest
little thing in the photographic world.
Look
oyer its pages and see the wonderful values we
give and the money you will save by buying of
us. Your money back if you are not satisfied
for any
reason what-so-ever.
Every camera
owner should have a copy of this catalog. Send
for yours today. Its free. A post card will
bring it to you. David Stern Company. Value,
Service, Satisfaction Since 1885. 1027-K Madison
St., Chicago^ 111.

better pictures and earn money. American Photography, 465 Pope Building, Boston, Mass.

Mi.ii'iiiiiirniini^iiiiiiii'niiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii!

Elyria, Ohio.

Developing Free when printing is ordered. 120roll, 25c. pack, 55c;
116-6 ex. roll, 30c;
pack, 65c; post card sizes, 35c; pack], 70c.
Frane, Eureka, 111.

6 ex.

Sale.
Radio and electrical instruments
cheap. Electrician, 343 E. 135th St., N. Y.
For Sale. Brand new E. I. Voltmeter,, $2.00;
jeweler's lathe foot pedal wheel, $2.00. George
Koresh, 419 50th Ave., West Allis, Wis.

For

tional Bureau, Dept. 71, Victon, N. Y.

Cartooning Comics and Lettering in fourteen
easy lessons. Only $3 postpaid. Over 300 illusErnie's School,
Order yours now.
trations.

Ave., Roanoke, Va.

BMMMiniBMIIIIBIM^

J.

Sale. Thousand-mile receiving set
E. Kieser, Haverstraw, N. Y.

Instruction.
courses,

Cameras, Supplies Photo Developing.
15c. with any size film for development
and six velvet prints. Or send six negatives any
size and 15c. for six prints. Or send 25c. for one
8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect
service. Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell
Mail us

fier>

lele.

Write for free
Guaranteed.
Nature's method.
brochure.
Edw. J. Woods, TA-300, Station F.,
New York.
Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay; $1

postpaid.

—

(Continued from page 843)
Several Thousand Men-Boys, 18 or over, wanted by U. S. Government as Railway Mail Clerks.
Permanent life positions through poor times
and good. Average pay, $1,400 year. Advance
constantly
traveling.
Pleasant work,
rapid.
Every second week off at full pay. Paid vacaCommon education sufficient. Write imtion.
mediately for full list positions open and Fall
examination schedules. Franklin Institute, Dept.
26, Rochester, N. Y.
Excellent opDetectives Earn Big Money.
portunity. Particulars free. American Detective

December, 1919

Entertain at home. Tricks, puzzles,
Big Catalogue A, 25c. Martinka &
Harry Houdini, President, 493 Sixth

New York

City.

Illusions

— Stage
15c.

tricks

Small

mann Magic Company),

with 500
catalogue
304

W.

illustrations.
free.
HornSt.,

34th

New

York.
Magicians, Save Money! Lowest prices. Catalogues free. Collins Pentz, Minneapolis.

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Agency,

Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Shannon

syndicate magaLists free. Stanford

100

Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Money? Jacobus Art Ads. make small space
pay big dividends. Price $5.00. Write today.
Jacobus Service, 1073 Sanford Ave., Irvington,

New

Magic —Card Tricks. Sensational escapes, jokes,
novelties.
Everything in the amusement line.
Large illustrated catalogue of a thousand tricks
free.
Write today. Largest amusement goods
manufacturers in the world. Heaney Magic Co.,
Desk 208, Berlin, Wis.
Catalogue,

For Advertisers.

—

Advertise 24 words in
zines, $1; inch display, $4.

Jersey.

—

"Quick-Action Advertising How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America:" A little story of results, told by the
advertisers themselves not the publisher. You
will be interested in reading this little booklet
which we have prepared for prospective advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly mailed
It tells you how to talk
to you upon request.
business with 1,000,000 intelligent, interested
and responsive Americans every month men
who know what they want and who have the
money to buy it. Write for particulars and
Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
rates today.
West 39th St., New York.

—

—

—

to advertisers.

A

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

December, 1919
Books.

Buy Books

popular
Christmas. Latest
fiction at unheard of low price. Send for our
complete list. You'll save money. David Stern
Company. Value, Service, Satisfaction Since
1027-K Madison St., Chicago, 111.
1885.
for

Masterkey to all lanSix textbooks, $1.44; French chart, 37c;

World-Romic System.

guages.
Spanish, 37c; aviation dictionary, $1.50; FrenchEnglish aviation dictionary, 61c. Languages,
143 W. 47th St., New York.
Dear Reader. If Occult, New-Thought and Scientific books appeal to you, send for my catalog,
I have books on Personal Magnetism,
it's free.
Concentration, Spiritualism, Clairvoyance, Seership, Will, Mind, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, CharSuccess,
Healing,, Mysticism,
acter, Reading,
Salesmanship, Mechanics, Entertainments, etc.
A. W. Martens, J-49, Burlington, Iowa.
Spiritism. Is it a delusion ? Get the truth on
this subject. Why has it overspread England?
page book of facts. 10c. R. C. Polston,
125
Bookman, Omaha,, 111.
To Get Better Pictures. Read the Amateur
weekly
illustrated;
Weekly;
Photographer's
many
print
criticisms;
competitions;
prize
unique features; $1.50 per year; three months'
Abel Publishing Comtrial subscription. 25c.
pany, 401 Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
Important Minerals. Book describing them
and giving tests. Be prepared to know when
you find them. 50 cents or two thrift stamps.

Baker Dist. Co., Box
Concordia contains

Atlanta^ Ga.
essays, formulas,
50 cents; trial, 20
928,

Year's subscription,
Concordia Magazine, 9 Water, York,

plans.
cents.

Pennsyl-

vania.

Nature Laws every married and engaged person should know, 50c. Earn extra money. Learn
how to conduct home mail order business, inCentral Company, 601 Ninth
structions, 50c.
Ave* New York.
Accounting, cost systems, $2.00 postpaid, information free. Industrial Systems, Brooklyn,
New York.
Books on Sex, for men and women. Catalog
United Sales Co., Springfield, 111.
"Star Amateur Electrician," 12c. pocket

free.

size.

Joel Tillberg, Proctor, Vermont.

Books

Men. Also "classy" pictures. CataUnited Sales Co., Springfield, 111.

for

log free.

Hurry!

New

Most won-

device for indexing.

Will

results.

derful

sell

directly

means. Rev. Emil Meyer, Route

1,

to

men

of

Baker, Kans.

"How

to Read Thoughts"— Mind reading at
any distance, 20c; "How to Hypnotize" Cure
Give astounding exhibitions, $1.00;
diseases.
"Silent Friend" Key to rapid and honest wealth,
to Win," 362 pages Success as"How
$1.00;
"Health Culture" Insures vital
sured, $2.00;
strength, 25c; 5 Dozen Money Makers, 30c. Catalogue gratis. Science Institute, E1336 Morse Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Experimental Electricity Course in 20 Lessons.
By S. Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E. E. A
Course of the theory and practice of Electricity
Every phase of experifor the Experimenters.
mental electricity is treated comprehensively in
New Experiments are described
plain English.
and explained and nearly every application of
160 pages,
Electricity in modern life is given.
Flexible cloth cover 75c post400 illustrations.
ExperiStiff cloth cover $1.25 postpaid.
paid.
menter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 233 Fulton

—

—

—

St.,

New York

—

City.

We

Dec,

Nov.,

price,

each 35c;

March, May, June, Nov., Dec,

1916:

Jan.,

each 35c;
1917: Jan., April, May, June, Aug., Nov., Dec,
price, each 35c; 1918: March, May, June, July,
Aug., Sept., Dec, price, each 35c; 1919: Jan.,
Feb., March, April, May, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct., Nov., price, each 20c. We can fill orders at
once upon receipt of your remittance. If you
have not these numbers already, now is your
chance to get them as they probably will be
Experimenter Pubsnapped up very quickly.
lishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

— Royalty
destroyer,

Patents For Sale.
or partner. Newly patented Ininvestigated.
1542 Gates Ave.,

Brooklyn.

Combination Comb, Cleaner and Case. Nothit on the market.
Keeps a comb absoCarl Duede, Stuart, Iowa.
Three-In-One Hone, patent No. 1305602. It is
exceptionally handy for barbers and private use
Can
Regular size carborundum hone.
also.
sharpen hair clippers, razors, safety razors and
ing like

lutely clean.

cutting shears on the same little hone. Greatest
money-making proposition for a party who can
handle same. Cost 50c, sells for $1.75 a piece.
Louis Hermann,
Will sell outright or royalty.
1949 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, III.
For Sale. The eight different United States
patents on Caven electro-automatic street railway signal, also foreign patents. Exceptionally
complete, durable, cheap to manufacture, and
covers all conditions required by electric railways. Address A. H. Caven, Youngwood, Pa.
For Sale. Wire fastening device, U. S. patent
No. 1,307,240; Canadian patent pending. Holds
insulated wires securely which can be quickly

removed or replaced. Nothing like it and is a
necessity. Manufacturers and individuals interested. Address Anthony Christopher, Baldwins-

New

ville,

York.

Club, c/o L. de Roo,

Box

306,

Honolulu, Hawaii.
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Postcards and Pictures.

A

12 funDollar's Worth of fun for 20 cents.
niest postcards you ever saw.
A hearty laugh
with every card. Good for the blues. Charles
Mack, 626 20th St., Oakland, Calif.

Classy Pictures— Do you like real "snappy"
photographs? Boys, these are all nifty pocket
size pictures, and we know you will like them.
Just the kind of pictures you men want for your
private collection. Send for a set today; you'll
never regret it. Prices, $1 per dozen; set of 30
(all

different), $2;

samples,

50

Sent

25c.

Rare Real Photos:
the kind you want.

Auburn,

plain

Two

$3.

United

package.

111.

Bathing beauties, models,
Sample dime. Write. Ar-

Ind.

Photos:

Real

ones,

real "Jive"
in

Sales Co., Springfield,

tiste,

Handsome

Rare

models.

girl

poses. Samples 25c. Garvey, Dept. S., 20 Perkins
Place, Brockton, Mass.

Wonderful Pictures taken from

life.

The

real

Build your

them

own phonographs and manufacture

Drawing, Instructions. Parts
Print, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phonograph Co., Dept. E 1, Cincinnati.
for profit.
List, Blue

Make Your Own Phonograph.
P. O. Box 720,

DeSelo-PhonE,

Particulars free.
Attica, Indiana.

Musical Instruments.

—

Deep, Mellow, Soulful on credit.
Easy terms for wonderful instrument. Get details
today.
Gustav Henning, 231 nth St.,
Miami, Florida.
Violins.

News Correspondents.
Earn

$25

Weekly, spare time, writing

for

news-

papers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; dePress Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.
tails free.

Novelties.

Song-writers' Manual and Guide Sent Free!
Contains valuable instructions and advice. Submit song-poems for examination. We will furnish music, copyright and facilitate publication
or sale. Knickerbocker Studiosi, 319 Gaiety Bldg.,
New York.
Write the Words for a Song, We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love or any subject. Chester

Texas.
Tic Pins Coin silver fsce 3.nd sterling silver
pin, $1; or with gold-plated pin, 85c.
Excellent
A bargain.
for Christmas and birthday gifts.
Charles Roth, 577 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
Smokokraft Ash Tray, new, novel, unique; 50c
postpaid.
Vanco Mfg. Co., Dept. 57, Chelsea,
N. Y.
Baby's Delight. Florida seashells; 50c, three
big boxes $1; samples, 10c ^Valker ^Valker, Elkhorn, Wisconsin.
Make a toy aeroplane; see our
Here, Boys.
Nifty ad. t page 804.

Co.,

920

So.

Michigan Ave., Room

265,

111.

Write the Words for a Song. We revise poems,
write music and guarantee to secure publication.

Submit poems on any

Studios,

197C

Fitzgerald

subject.
Bldg., New

Broadway
York.

—

Office Devices.

Blueprints.

Addressographs,

Electrical Blueprints of various kinds. See
under "Electrical" this issue. Charles

ad

Chittenden.

You

my
L.

dustries,

Inc.,

—

Washington, D.

C.

Inventors, send sketch of model of your invention, for opinion concerning patentable nature,
and exact cost of applying for patent. Book,
"How to Obtain a Patent," sent free. Gives inf r in ution
on ps. t e n t procedure cind tells whs.t
every inventor should know. Established twentyfive years.
Chandlee & Chandlee, 414 Seventh
St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
we prepare applications; furnish full instructions and give satisfaction. Free information.
Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Bldg., New
fees;

York

City.

Patents Prompt, personal, efficient service by
an attorney-at-law, skilled in all branches of
patent practice. Over 12 years actual experience;
full information upon request.
B. P. Fishburne,
12A MrCill Rlfltr
XW a <ih in ot/in Tl C
Patents Fees in installments. Frank T. Fuller, ^formerly Lieutenant Engineers, Washington,

—
—

Patents Herbert Jenner, patent attorney and
mechanical expert, 622 F St., Washington, D. C.
I report if patent can be had and its exact cost.
Send for circular.
Inventions Patented, Trade-Marks Registered,
Labels, Prints, Publications Copyrighted, prompt
service, reasonable fees, plain advice, request
detailed information before placing your business.
Jaynes & Jaynes, 802 Kellogg, Washington, D. C.
"How to Establish Your Rights." to patent
protection is a bulletin every inventor should
read before disclosing his idea to others. This
bulletin, form "Evidence of Conception," and
other interesting and valuable patent information free.
Lancaster and Allwine, 242 Ouray
Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Originators of the
form "Evidence of Conception."
"Inventers' Adviser" sent free on request.
William C. Linton, 918 F St., N. W., Washington,
D. C, 363 University St., Montreal, Canada.

Patents— Foremost

word

free.

Write

now.

Metzger, Washington, D. C.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C,
Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Electrical Ex-

Finance Inventions. Read MoneyTalks Magazine. Send for free sample copy. 70-B
Park Place, Newark, New Jersey.

Things That Are Different. Curiost, art photographs, relics for your den.
Monthly house
organ for stamp.
Gulf Curio Co., Houston,

Music

Millions spent annually for ideas!
Hundreds
Patent yours and profit. Write
today for free books tell how to protect yourself, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American In-

now wanted.

Phonographs.

poems on any

Chicago,

—

"Perfection" highBuild Your Phonograph.
quality spring and electric motors, tone arms,
Wonderful results.
Big saving.
reproducers.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
for ten cents.
Indianapolis, Ind.

write the

music, publish and secure a copyright. Submit
subject. The Metropolitan Studios,
914 So. Michigan Ave., Room 113, Chicago, 111.

—

work and results. Moderate
Advice free.
John M. McLachlen, Attorney at Law. Patents, trade marks, copyrights.
410 McLachlen
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Startling poses. Thrillers; you will keep
2 samples 25 cents, 12 for $i.
these forever.
Chas. Mack, 626 20th St., Oakland, Cal.
thing.

price,

Song Poems Wanted.
You Write Words for a Song—We

Patent Attorneys.
Patents Procured Trade Marks Registered
comprehensive, experienced, prompt service for
the protection ana development of your ideas.
Preliminary advice gladly furnished without
charge. Booklet of information and form for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen,
130 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. Co or 2278-T
Woolworth Bldg., New York.

—

Personal.
The Salesman Win$. Thousands of positions
open. We teach traveling salesmanship by mail
and guarantee offer of position or refund tuition.
For interesting particulars, address Kansas Vocational Bureau, Miltonvale, Kansas.
Write to famous Hawaiian beauties, swimmers,
Hawaiian Correspondence
etc. Membership, 25c.

Price

have some valuable
Old E.E. Back Numbers:
old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows: 1915,
Jan., March, April, May, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct..,

Sell

sect

845

Multigraphs,
Duplicators,
Multicolors, Folders, Typewriters, Dictaphones,
Check Writers, Sealers. Office Device Company,
222-Y North Wabash, Chicago.

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com

pert. Best quality of

charges.

For Inventors.
"Sell

or

Inventions Wanted. Cash or royalty for ideas.
Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 St. Louis, Mo.
900 Mechanical Movements, also illustrations
explaining 50 Perpetual Motions.
My book,
"Inventor's Universal Educator," fifth edition,
tells how to procure and sell patents.
Government and other costs. Covers the matter from
A to Z. 160 pages elegantly bound. Contains
noted decisions of U. S. Supreme and State
Courts on patent cases. Mechanical Movements
greatly assist inventors, suggest new ideas that
may prove of great aid in perfecting inventions.
Tells how to select an attorney.
Has valuable
information regarding Patent Sharks, Selling
Agents and Brokers. Price $2. Postage free
everywhere. Fred G. Dieterich, 603 Ouray Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

Adam

Inventors write me about patents.
My fees
payable monthly. Booklet free. Frank Fuller,
Washington,, D. C.
Inventors!
Protect yourselves.
Record idea
before exposing to anyone, including attorneys.
Paul E. Klein, Cons. Eng. Reg. Pat. Att'y, 21

Park Row,

New

York.

"Inventor's Guide" Free on request; gives
valuable advice and information for all inventors.
Write Frank Ledermann, Registered Patent

Attorney,

17

Park Row,

New

York.

—

Inventors We do Experimental, Model, Tool,
Die and Jig Work; Light Manufacturing. Miller
& O'Brien Mfg Co., St. Paul, Minn.

—

Inventors Sell your ideas or patents thru
National Institute of Inventors, 118 Fulton, New
York City. Membership 2,500. We help you secure, develop and finance your inventions. Annual dues, $10.

"The Thinkers." Society of inventors, official
Swap Bulleorgan, particulars, patents; dime.
tin, the National Exchange Medium, established
1915,

Detroit,

(Continued on page 846)
to advertisers.
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Miscellaneous.
Naturalists: A collection of shells, fossils,
curios, etc., containing forty fine specimens from all over the world, postpaid for $1.00.
Roger Mathes, Batavia, N, Y.
Wanted.
Small gasoline and steam engines,
small lathes, drill presses and other light machinery. Will pay high cash prices for good material.
Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Crude Rubber. Experiment with pure uncorapounded India Rubber. Make tire patching cements, water proof cloth,, porus tire filler, rubber stamps, etc. Pure para (highest grade India
rubber), 4 oz., 50c; 8 oz., 80c; 1 lb., $1.25; 5 lbs.,
Address Bunsen Supply
$5.00 Shipped postpaid.
House, 14 S. Canal St., Akron, Ohio.
Big Mail for a stamp. C. E. Robinson, Port-

Young

Conn.

land.

the best and most convenient for household use; opens 20 different
locks.
Sent postpaid on receipt of 10c; or complete set of three for 25c.
Safety Key Holder
free.
Sharpe Novelty Co., Paterson, N. J.
stones,
Australian Opals, black opals,
cut
rough specimens, beautiful colors. Direct from
Australia.
Price lists free.
Norman Seward,
453 Bourke St., Melbourne, Australia.
New Discovery Startles World. Anyone can
make a violin talk. (Yes); we mean actually
speak words, sing, laugh, etc. Greatest opportunity for anyone. Particulars free. A. H. Warren, Fairfield,

is

111.

High grade moving picture

Sale.

one cent per

Any

foot.

Write

length.

films at
for lists.

nnimBnniianBBi

Elmer Sanor, Bradley,

111.

Rubber Stamps.
Rubber Stamps.

If

not delivered in five days
and address, 50c. Stamp

return to your name
Order direct
pads, 25c.
Special offer to clubs.
or send stamp for circular. Albert Porch, 7938
Bennett Ave.. Chicago.
11

1
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Printing.
250 Bond Letterheads or envelopes,
postpaid.

$2.25

B.

F.

&

Ball

Buckland, Conn.
Quality Printing on

good

Both,
A,

$1.25.

Dept.

Co.,

23

note

stock

heads,

envelopes, cards, tags. 100 either, 65c; 250, $1.10;
Samples free.
$1.65;
(,000,
$2.75, postpaid.
E. W. Spafford & Co., Martville, N. Y.
Erwin J. Wolf,
3,000 two-color labels, $1.00.
Station E, Philadelphia.

500,
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:

1.

1

1

1

11.

1

1

Co., Dept. L, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Stamps and Coins.
Stamps — 61 All Different Free. Postage, 3c.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, O.
California gold;
size,

quarter

size,

27c;

half

dollar

Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10c.
King City, Mo.
Stamps, 50c. Fred Onken, 630 79th

53c.

Schtiltz,

300 Different

Brooklyn, N.

St.,

Y

—

City.

Have you seen The Stamp Herald?.

Finest

stamp paper published. Subscription
year, 3 months trial for 10c. Stamp Herald

monthly
50c a

Publishing

Co., Dept. E, Indianapolis, Ind.
Different Stamps, 12c; 200, 27c.
Michaels,
Chicago.
200 AH Different Stamps,
including Bosnia,
Bavaria, China, Guatemala!, Bulgaria, Bohemia,
Poland, Turkey, etc., and Dime Stamp Album,
100

5600

Indianapolis, Ind.

— Duplicate

Book board cover, 5 new enstamps mounted, 36 U. S., 45 European,
Approvals for reference. Nutley Stamp
Exchange. Nutley, N. J.
"Best One-Cent Approvals in America." F. P.
Hand, 1117 So. 60th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
South America. Buy direct. 1,000 fine assorted
Paraguay),' Uruguay, etc., for $2 bill.
Exchange
rare stamps with collectors and dealers; lots or
on sheets.
C. P. Mego, Necochea 193, Lomas
Dezamora, Argentine Republic.
Free

tries 25

mi

Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.
"Welding Plants designed for all purposes.
payment; balance six months.
Every
mechanic or shop should have one. Ask for
our rental plan. R. W. Bermo Company, Omaha,
lator

Small

U. S. A."
Boys, build

your own Electric Motor. ComBlue Prints only 25c. A. F.
plete outfit $1.75.
Cassel, 52 W. 130th St., New York City.
Electrical Workers and All Others who arc
interested in Electrical work in the reconstruction that is taking place. To send us their name
and receive descriptive literature of our Modern
Blue Print Chart Method of Electrical Wiring.
Souvenir information card included.
Electrical
Wiring Diagram Co., Box C. 173, Altoona, Pa.

Make Your Own
outfit $1.00.

Send

20c.

• in
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Reversing Switches

Three

Box

is the simplest and cheapest electelegraph ever devised. With the "K" Ap-

you need no batteries. Get electricity
Send
instantly anywhere at any time.

free,

thirty cents (postal money order), for full instructions how to make the "K" Applicator and
how to operate an electric telegraph without
batteries.
Is easier to make and requires less
material than you would use in making a kite.

Gives constant, smooth, even current day and
night, never runs down even upon closed cirWorks on any metallic line, even barbed
wire fence as no insulators necessary. The "K"
Applicator, Miss ouri Valley, la.
100 Induction Motor Winding Diagrams n, 2, 3
Phase, star, delta, 2 to 12 poles inclusive. Postpaid $5.00.
E. Glass, 2108 South Broad Street,

cuit.

Pa.

Stanley Steamers exclusively, get list, used
burners, engines, automatics, gauges,
Inclose
Stamp.
accessories.
piping!,
fittings,
"Doc" Paine, Denver, Colorado.
boilers,

Experimental Electricity Course in 20 lessons,
by S. Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E. E. A course
of the theory and practice of electricity for the
experimenters.
Every phase of experimental
electricity is treated comprehensively in plain
English.
New experiments are described and
explained and nearly every application of elec160 pages — 400
tricity in modern life is given.
Flexible cloth cover, 75c postpaid.
Experimenter
cover, $1.25 postpaid.
Publishing Co., Book Dept., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.
illustrations.

cloth

Stiff
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Old Coins. $2 to $500 each
paid. Keep All Old Money; you may have valuable coins.
Send 10c. for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, 4x6.
Guaranteed prices.
Get
posted. Clarke Coin Co., Box no, Le Roy, N. Y.
Sell

You

ben.'fit

iiiiiiiiniiiioNiraiiiiiM

Formulas.

500 Formulas, including Resilvering Mirrors,
Batteries, Mechanic Soap, Luminous Paint, 25c. Ideal Book Shop, 5501-EE North
Robey, Chicago.

Successful money-making formulas and
Charles Dynes b
secrets. Postpaid, 25c.

Winchester, Indiana.
370
St.,

Formulas,
New York.

10c.

Fitzgerald,

Spenser

15

West

65th

$9.00.

Receiving

new,

Photos furFranklin Bank

$35.00.

900

Experimenters — Send us your name.

Industrial

Company,

391 Fulton, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Buy, Sell and Make Wireless Apparatus.
Write us your wants and we will satisfy them.
Send three cents for particulars. Warwick, 2535
Tenth Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minn.
The Audion. Its early history and development, Electron Theory and Trigger Action, compiled by a Chief Electrician Radio who was stationed at the Naval Radio School as Instructor
for two years, written by an old amateur for
the amateurs in words that they can understand.
Also blue print diagrams for hook ups for receiving damped signals, using both air exhausted
and gas bulbs. Receiving undamped signals and
regenerative circuits. Two-step amplifier, using
same (A) and (B) batteries for both steps. Wireless telephony with power bulb.
Working blue
prints on how to build a "One to One" transformer for use with Audion Amplifier. All for
$2.00.
Address T. O. McKenzie, 104 Warburton
Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Complete Receiving Sets, $7.00 and Up. With

We

1,000-ohm receiver, tested mineral; guaranteed.
Bulletin for stamp. Jenkins, Room 2, 923 Purchase
St., New Bedford, Mass.

To vacate our place we must sell
-inch spark coils with vibrators at 85c, and
without vibrators at 40c. Send money orders, cash, and 15c postage on each coil no
checks.
A. Dubs, 1534 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn,
Bargains

500

5*4

1,000

—

Fifty Telephone Receivers, "Bell" type, 150ohm, double pole, 40c each, postpaid. Bartholomew, 349 W. 79th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Switch Points. Binding posts, switch levers,
and small parts, send 2c for catalogue describing
these and other goods. A. W. Bowman & Co., 23
Church St. (Harvard Square), Cambridge, Mass.
Attention Amateurs! Learn the code quickly
by new method in from one to two hours. Chart
by mail, 25c. Acme Chart Co., 618 Delafield Ave.,

N. Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.
Loose Couplers 800-1500 meters, $4-$20. Order
now. Supply limited. N. A. Radio Equip. Co.,
510 Claremont Pkwy., Bronx, New York.
Quick Something you really need.
Instructions with drawings for winding honeycomb coils.
Forms cost nothing. Easy to wind. Latest and
most efficient. Small and compact. Amplifying.
When once used, you'll throw away or give away
all other coils.
Price $1, with satisfaction guaranteed. Chas. E. Williams, Box 1001, Atlanta. Ga.
How to Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus.

—

—

100 pages, 90 illustrations.
Only strictly modern
radio apparata are described in this book and the
illustrations and descriptions are so clear and

simple that no trouble will be experienced in
Paper covered.
25c
postpaid.
Experimenter Publishing Co., Book
Dept., 233 Fulton St., New York City.
How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus. 106
Written and published
pages, 88 illustrations.
entirely for the wireless enthusiast who wants
to make his own radio apparatus. Contains more
information on "how to make it" than any other
Paper bound, 25c prepaid.
book we know of.
Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 233

making the instruments.

Fulton St., New York City.
Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. By S. Gernback, A. Lescarboura and H. W. Secor, E. E.
Tells you everything you want to know about
"Wireless" a theory, practice and history A
clear, concise course on every phase of this sub-

—

ject. 160 pages, 350 illustrations, 30 tables.
FlexStiff cloth cover,
ible cloth cover, 75c postpaid.
Experimenter Publishing Co*
postpaid.
$1.25
Book Dept., 233 Fulton St., New York City.
1
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Buy.

—

Cash for Old False Teeth We pay up to $35.00
per set (broken or not).
Also buy discarded
gold jewelry, gold crowns, bridges, platinum,
diamonds, watches and silver. Send now. Cash
by return mail. Package held 5 to 10 days for
sender's approval of our offer. U. S. Smelting
Works, Dept. 73, Chicago, 111.

Winter Fishing.
Julian's Liquid Fishing Lure.
supply.
One dollar
George
Bldg., Boston. Mass.

Whole

winter's

Julian,

Albany

iiMnMiiiiiiiiiMMuraiira^^

Formulas. Processes. Trade secrets
every business. 1016 pages, $2. Ideal Book
Shop, 5501-EE North Robey, Chicago.

Motor Engines and Dynamos.

1,000,000

for

0M1M11IMIM

For the Hair.

Was

microscope,

nished.
E. J. McGinniss,
Bldg., Philadelphia.

Wanted

Renewing Dry

500

00-75,

cabinet with two condensers and audion, $16.00.
500-cycIe 14 K. W. generator with transformer,
condenser and gap, $25.00. Two French audions
and two pliotrons, excellent for telephony, $6.00
each.
Marconi keyi, $3.00. Baldwins amplifying
l
phones, $13.00.
/$ K. W. commercial quenched
gap, $2.00.
Semi-quenched rotary gap, $14.00.

i!

Successful money-making sec500 Formulas.
rets, discoveries. Postpaid 25c.
Edgar James,
315 Douglass, Indianapolis, Indiana.

trade

Wireless.

Weston Model 280 Millivoltmeter
Weston Model 279 Voltmeter, $4.00.

W.

Boys — Here
tric

Obtained hair growth by an Indian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and
rare plant juices. Many others have good hairgrowing results. Will send box, postpaid, with
recipq. 10c. John Hart Brittain, 150 E. 32nd St.,
BA-300, New York.
I

and

for battery circuits.

positions, "Forward," "Off," "Reverse," 50c.
107, Dept. C, Sisseton, S. D.

iiiibiiii

Old Coins Wanted.

We Buy

flashlight batteries. Complete
Eagleco, Darien,
for circular.

Connecticut.

Prairie,

only one to customer, all for 25c. Our approval
sheets contain bargains priced at ic to 5c net.
150 different U. S. postage and Civil War revenues for only 75c. Indiana Stamp Co., Dept. E.,

all

Inventors:
Models, Dies, Tools.
years'
28
experience, work guaranteed, lowest price. Manufacturing of specialties our hobby.
Peerless
Die & Tool Co., 121 Opera PI. D. B., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Lava Insulation is not molded but individually
sawn, lathe turned, milled, drilled, threaded. No
limitation on form, only on size. Kilned at two
thousand degrees. Hard, strong, accurate, fire,
acid proof. Ask for book. American Lava Insu-

.

Stamps from 50 countries, 35c;
America, 40 different, 25c. O. Chartier,
Wallingford, Conn.
International Packet.
100 varieties from all
over the world. Big value, only 10c. Cobert
Stamp Co., 39 State, Rochester, N. Y.
50 Stamps for 10c,
John Hammond, 700 Gladstone Ave., Roland Park, Md.
Free 63 different stamps to approval applicants.
Postage 2c. J. Hull, 442 W. 124th St.,
South

New York

Storage Batteries. Make the plates yourself.
will tell you how. Sample plate 40c. Windsor Specialty Co., not incorporated.
5419 Windsor Ave., Chicago, 111.

Philadelphia.

Different

250

Ohio.

plicator

Song Writers:
You cannot afford to miss
our proposition. Reference, any bank or firstWarner C. Williams
class sheet music house.

Norman

C

1

Song Writers.

&

Road, New Brighton!, England,
Electrical Blueprints.
motor connecting
A.
diagrams, 236, contains 54 single, 42 two, 50
three phase Star„ 40 Delta, 12 Star-Delta, Appendix, 38, changes of voltage, speed, cycles, phases,
etc.
D. C. diagrams, 123, voltage changing^ etc.
Transformer diagrams, 120. 10 samples A. C. 25c.
Particulars free
Charles Chittenden, 811 West
Eighteenth, Kansas City, Missouri.
Battery Charging pays big profits with HB
Electric
Equipment.
Light Generators
and
Motors can also be furnished on easy payments.
Full information free.
Hobart Brothers, Troy,

We

The Master Key

For

Electrical Supplies and Appliances.
Mansfield's Automatic water and oil finder a
proved success, silver medal awarded. Particulars from Edwin A. Mansfield & Co., 94 Victoria

December, 1919

Bald.

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writ'mg

www.americanradiohistory.com

Small Motors and Generators. Cancelled Government Contracts. A. C. motors, $9.50 each
12
no-volt generators, $26.50 each,
and up.
battery charging outfits, $30 each and up. New
motors 54-^4 up to 5 H. P. for all phases and

Write for late bulletin.
Address
and generators.
12, West End, Pittsburgh,

frequencies of current.

Bargains

in

motors

Motor Sales Dept., No.
Pa.

Motors

— 1/12

and

2 h. p.

110 volts

Realty Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
to

advertisers.

d.

c.

Krug

—

!

!

M
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/CAMELS are

unique a real cigarevelation
That's due to
!
rette
their quality and to the unusual and
expert blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobaccos!

847

ill I
YOUR

enthusiasm

rettes will steadily

Camel Cigaincrease
They
for

!

your taste, no matter how
liberally you smoke
And, each cigarette will just add a little more to the
joy and contentment the wonderfully
refreshing Camel flavor hands you so
will not tire

!

lavishly

Once you know Camels you'll prefer
their blend and what it gives you

—

Camels are sold everywhere in scientifically?
sealed packages of 20 cigarettes ; or ten pack~
ages {200 cigarettes) in a glassine~paper- covered carton. We strongly recommend this
carton for the home or office supply or when

the most fascinatingly mellow-mildbody ever realized in a cigarette to
either kind of tobacco smoked straight

—

ytou travel.

R.

J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, N. C.

enjoy Camels freedom from
any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste and
from any unpleasant cigaretty odor
You'll

!

And, the longer you smoke Camels
the

more

made

to

you'll appreciate that

meet your

they are

taste!

Compare Camels with any cigarette
in the world at any price
and forget
coupons, premiums and gifts

—

!

tlGARETTES
You

benefit by

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com

to

advertisers.
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^^^^M^S^th Thru
Unequaled

for

and rheumatism

neuritis

More Than 25,000 Volts
No pain, shock lor miis*
cular coniiacnon. Entire
!y

harmless

is no "quackery" or uncertainty about Renulife Violet Ray.
not claimed to be a "Cure All," but it has proved in thousands
of cases a practical health-producing, revitalizing agent
powerful in
conditions
restoring normal physical
yet gentle,
soothing and
perfectly safe.
You can treat yourself. Get full information regarding
uses shown on coupon below.

There

It is

— powetlully

—

—

effective.

Users Get Wonderful
"The Benulife

Violet

Bay High Frequency Gen-

—

am more than pleased with the Generator; the
whole family are using it." "A neighbor lady
was suffering from lumbago and could not move,
and my wife brought over the Generator and in
less than ten minutes the lady was greatly re-

lieved."
"Your Cenerator is just the thing for
That tired feeling has left me, and I feel
like myself again."
"It has relieved me of the
nervousness and also it has helped me a great
deal in using it for the treatment of rheumatism."

me.

book

Renulife Benefits

Science has demonstrated a strange rela-

erator is superior in efficiency because of its
perfect character and control of current, compactness and perfect Insulation.
The smallness and
lightness of Electrode holder is also a great
advantage." "The doctor told me that the trouble
was hardening of the arteries. I wish I had got
I would not be without it for all
it a year ago.
the money in the world." "I cannot recommend
it too highly."
"I have been using mine now
for a week for Sciatica and I am highly pleased
with results." "I think it is one of the best
little machines that was ever invented."
"I have
used it with excellent results for the restoration
of hair and stiff and sore rheumatic finger joints."
"Am well pleased with the Generator, and the
kind treatment received from your Company."
"My Generator has stopped my neuritis." "Every
house should have a Renulife Violet Bay High
Frequency Generator, for the treatment of Neuralgia, Neuritis, Sore Throat. Kernels in Neck,
Cramps, Headache, Stiff Neck. Muscular Soreness, Bheumatism, Paralysis
in short, pains of
all kinds."
M. D. "I have been much relieved
by the use of your Violet Ray Generator." "It
is fine for Insomnia."
"I find it such a help in
nervousness." "I would not part with it for five
times the price. It is sure a little wonder." "I

—

How

Results

(Voluntary Testimonials')

FREE

between electricity and life cells. This
instrument harnesses a tremendous current
tion

of

electricity

and applies

in

the form

of

Violet Rays so that the body welcomes and
responds to it in a marvelous manner no
pain
shock or the slightest harmful effects.
A few seconds of Renulife Violet Ray gives
more benefit than hours of the old time battery methods because a thousand times as
much voltage is made use of.
The irresistible, revitalizing powers of
Renulife Violet Ray reach every nerve cell,
fibre and part of body.
Blood is enriched and purified by a flood of oxygen,

—

—

—

Increases

energy

and

vitality

giving added vitality and strength.

Assimiand digestion improved functions
retored to normal extra supply of fresh
blood quickly brought to area treated, removing congestion and supplying nourishment. While relieving pains and aches, the
manifest results of disorders, it removes
the deep seated cause, combines the benefits
of electricity, vibration, exercise, stimulation and oxidation.
lation

—

—

Get Book "Health

via Violet

Ray"

Learn the whole marvelous story of the
Violet Ray this method that works with
nature to restore and build up. Learn how
you, at home, can now use these great curaheretofore only
tive forces of Violet Ray
available at big expense from physicians or
beauty doctors.
Send coupon or postal
card now and receive free book describing
uses, quoting low prices (within the reach
of all) and explaining liberal Trial Plan.

—

—

Treatment
ness
and

for nervous-

general

debility

Renulife Electric Co., Inc.
1212

Marquette Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

CANADIAN RENULIFE ELECTRIC
1212

CO..

Ltd..

Netting Bldg., Windsor, Ont.

Toronto

Office:

612 C.

P.

B. Building.

Live Sale* Representatives J,"

write for proposition
Lowest
Prices
Efficient

Ozone

most beneficial
for catarrh, throat and

VIOLET

RAYS

COUPON FOR BOOK

Also

anemia

3
Models'

and Special Information
RENULIFE ELECTRIC

lungs.

for

Home

CO..

1212 Marquette Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Please send without obligation, your book "Health." explaining Violet Ray treatments with Benulife Generators: also
give
lull particulars as to its application for ailments checked below

Use

TREATS SUCCESSFULLY

.Abscesses

.
.
.
.

.Anemia
.Asthma
.Arteriosclerosis

.

.

.

.

Baldness
Blackheads

Brain Fag
. .Catarrh
..Colds

.

.

..Chilblains
.

.

Dandruff
Deafness

Facial Neuralgia
.Falling Hair
.Goitre

.Piles

.

.Gout
.

Hay Fever

.

Infantile Paralysis

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lameness
Locomotor Ataxia

Lumbago

.

.

.Nervous Affections
Neuralgia
.

Rheumatism
Sears

.Sciatica
.Skin Diseases

.Insomnia
.

.Pimples
Pyorrhea

.

,
.

.Throat Diseases
.Sprains
.Toothache
.Weak Eyes
.Wrinkles

Stops

..Eczema
Neuritis
Warts and Moles
Enlarged Prostate
,ate
rara| ys's
.
••.Paralysis
i.
«
Write
your name and address In margin below and cut out »
*
with coupon
.

.

falling;

hair

—

promotes hair growth.
Wonderful beauty aid

.

.

Chicago Office

ij/

Room 410
123 West Madison

Copyrignt, 1919. B. E. Co.

You

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com

to advertisers.

